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Fluvial bedrock abrasion by bedload: process and form 
Andrew Wilson 
Bedrock channels are a key component of the landscape. Fluvial bedrock incision sets the local base level, the 
boundary condition for hill slope processes, transmits tectonic and climatic signals throughout the landscape 
and transports sediments to sedimentary basins. Bedrock river networks are also responsible for the texture and 
relief of an unglaciated landscape, and in flexural landscapes bedrock channels significantly effect rates and 
patterns of erosional unloading and consequently long-term sediment fluxes to basins. This thesis investigates 
the mechanism and morphological expression of one of the key mechanisms of erosion in bedrock river 
incision: abrasion by bedload. Both long term landscape evolution and physical process based models of 
bedrock incision would benefit from a better understanding of the controls and behaviour of the abrasion 
process in natural substrates and settings. 
 A field campaign documenting evidence of bedrock channel erosion identified upstream facing convex 
surfaces as a common morphology found in bedrock rivers in Taiwan. An asymmetry of morphology and 
microscopic surface texture (microsurface texture) related to stream flow direction were identified as core 
characteristics of this bedrock bedform. A conceptual model is suggested explaining the formation of these 
features by impact abrasion from bedload particle streams. 
 The three dimensional change of ten upstream facing convex surfaces were captured using three 
dimensional laser scanning in combination with a novel coreferencing system. This passive, non-invasive study 
established the kinematics of the eroding surface. Spatial variation of erosion is strongly linked to the aspect of 
the eroding surface in relation to the mean channel flow direction. The convex, upstream facing surface is found 
to be the location of significantly elevated erosion relative to the companion downstream facing and horizontal 
lee surfaces.  
The process of fluvial bedrock abrasion by bedload was isolated in a flume study. In a parallel 
approach, the microsurface texture and morphological evolution of rock blocks abraded by cobble and pebble 
grade bedload was investigated. The control by grain calibre, grain lithology, bedrock lithology and initial form 
of the obstacle were investigated. A causal link between process and form was robustly established and some 
insights were gained into the importance of impact angle, impact frequencies and velocities of impact of a 
bedload particle stream. 
Deformation caused by single impacts of polished quartz spheres onto flat, polished marble plates was 
determined using optical white light interferometry in a controlled laboratory study. The influence of sphere 
diameter, impact angle and impact velocity were investigated and empirical relationships between these 
variables determined. In all 782 impact craters measured in this study, no significant erosion occurred. 
A final study examined the deformation of a surface that was repeatedly impacted until erosion 
occurred. Surface changes were mapped on an impact by impact basis and are described by statistical 
parameters. The marble plate underwent an incubation period during which no erosion was observed. At a 
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critical number of impacts, catastrophic failure occurred in the deformed surface of the marble plate resulting in 
the generation of a wear particle (erosion).  
Abrasion by bedload was determined to be a key process in fluvial bedrock incision and the 
morphological signature of its action constrained. The outcomes of these projects require that channel 
roughness, bedload particle streams and properties of particle and substrate be factored into future physically 
based models of bedrock channel erosion for an accurate representation of channel evolution. A simple 
conceptual model of the nucleation and propagation of upstream facing convex surfaces originating at a 
lithological boundary is presented combining insights from all projects. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction  
1.1 The importance of bedrock channels in landscapes 
The work presented in this thesis is concerned with the process of fluvial abrasion in bedrock channels by 
coarse bedload. Bedrock channels are a key component of the landscape. Fluvial bedrock incision sets the local 
base level, which is the boundary condition for hill slope processes (e.g. soil creep and landslides). Where mean 
hillslope angles are set by rock strength, fluvial bedrock incision drives hillslope mass wasting by river incision 
at their toes (Burbank et al. 1996). Thus where sediment transport capacity is sufficient, channel incision rates 
ultimately set the rate of landscape denudation even where landsliding is the dominant denudation process 
(Whipple et al. 2000a, Burbank 1996). Local climate controls discharge and therefore sediment transport 
capacity, which sets an upper limit for possible landscape evolution rates (Montgomery et al. 2001). Bedrock 
rivers therefore transmit tectonic and climatic signals throughout the landscape (such as uplift or base level fall) 
and transport sediments to sedimentary basins (Whipple & Tucker 1999, Whipple 2004). Bedrock river 
networks are also responsible for the texture (plan view) and relief of an unglaciated landscape, and in flexural 
landscapes bedrock channels significantly affect rates and patterns of erosional unloading and consequently 
long-term sediment fluxes to basins (Whipple & Tucker 1999, Burbank et al. 1996). A quantitative 
understanding of fluvial erosion and transport is therefore essential to comprehend the interaction between 
tectonics, climate and long term landscape development as well as global sediment fluxes (Van der Beek & 
Bishop 2003). However because of a lack of knowledge concerning the processes by which mountain rivers 
incise into bedrock, the resistance of the bedrock to these processes and how to quantify them, neither regional 
denudation nor sediment yields can at present be predicted from first principles in geomorphology (Stock & 
Montgomery 1999, Tomkin et al. 2003). Characterisation and quantification of the processes by which rivers 
incise into bedrock are needed. 
 
 
1.2 Context overview 
1.1.1 Definition of bedrock channels 
Bedrock channels exist in upland areas where topographic gradients are above 0.002. (Wohl 2000, Turowski 
2006). Several definitions for bedrock channels exist in the literature. Tinkler & Wohl (1998) defined bedrock 
channels as “those reaches along which a substantial portion of the boundary (50%) is exposed bedrock, or is 
covered by an alluvial veneer which is largely mobilised during high flows…”. Whipple (2004) described 
bedrock channels as those “that lack a continuous cover of alluvial sediments, even at low flow, and exist only 
where transport capacity (Qc) exceeds bedload sediment flux (Qs) over the long term (Qs/Qc < 1)”. These 
definitions are based partly on the degree of alluviation, which for a particular reach can vary with time. 
Turowski et al. (2008) recognized that these definitions were inadequate to describe many bedrock rivers, where 
the degree of alluviation is temporally variable leading to a different classification of the same channel 
depending upon the window of observation. Allowing for this temporal variability they proposed a new 
definition: a bedrock channel is one which “cannot substantially widen, lower or shift its bed without eroding 
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bedrock”. Figure 1-1 depicts three end-members which are classified as bedrock channels according to this 
definition.  
 
Figure 1-1 Schematic depictions of end members classified as bedrock rivers. According to the definition of bedrock rivers by 
Turowski et al. (2008). a) Bedrock is exposed in steep walls and within the channel. b) Bedrock exposed in steep channel walls only, the 
channel bed is buried under a thick alluvial cover. c) Bedrock is exposed in the base of the channel but set in an alluvial plain. From 
Turowski et al. (2008). 
 
This definition includes obvious bedrock channels such as slot gorges and less obvious cases such as wide,  
alluviated, rock-based flood plains where bedrock is exposed in the wetted perimeter. In the field bedrock 
channels can be identified by the presence of outcrops in the river channel, thin or discontinuous alluvial cover 
and/or steep bedrock channel walls.  
1.1.2 Mechanisms of erosion in bedrock channels 
There are five principal mechanisms by which bedrock rivers erode: 
Dissolution (or corrosion or solution) – is the disintegration of the rock into a solution with water 
(solvent). The effectiveness of the mechanism depends on the solubility of the rock and the chemistry of the 
river water. Notable soluble rocks are limestone (well known for forming karstic terrain), marble, evaporites 
and rocks which have soluble constituents can show some degree of solubility (Richardson & Carling 2005). 
Dissolution may be mediated by vegetation, producing thin fluid films on bedrock surfaces exposed at low 
stage, or bio-eroders which produce acidic secretions, though probably not significant in bedrock rivers. There 
appears to be no controversy regarding the existence or operation of this mechanism in natural rivers. “Solution 
pits” and “pans” are named as such based on an assumed solutional origin, due to their unique occurrence in 
limestone (Richardson & Carling 2005), while scallops were demonstrated by Allen (1971a) to be a physical 
manifestation of dissolution on rocks submerged in flowing water. Smith et al. (1995) showed that rates of 
limestone dissolution in natural rivers are in the order of 0.022-0.2mmyr
-1
 in one field site studied in eastern 
Australia.  
Cavitation – when the instantaneous dynamic fluid pressure drops below the vapour pressure in very 
fast flowing water, bubbles of water vapour nucleate and grow (Richardson & Carling 2005). However as they 
are advected into regions of higher pressure associated with lower flow velocity they rapidly become unstable 
and implode, sending out powerful microjets (<1mm in diameter) of water into the surroundings (Hancock, 
Anderson & Whipple 1998) which can damage rock close by. This is thought to occur where the flow is 
constricted and obstructed locally (Barnes 1956). Hancock, Anderson & Whipple (1998) did not think 
cavitation to be significant because the high velocities required are rare even in steep reaches and aerated flow, 
which is common, inhibits cavitation. Whipple, Hancock & Anderson (2000) later postulated that it is a viable 
mechanism in bedrock channels. Wohl (1998), after Barnes (1956), and Thompson & Wohl (1998), stated that 
implosion of vapour bubbles sends out shock waves which can weaken adjacent bedrock, and can occur at flow 
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separations induced by joints, bedding surfaces or other surface irregularities in the bedrock. Surface pitting and 
cracking can result (Bourne & Field 1995). If cavitation were possible in natural rivers then its position would 
vary with the location of flow separation across flow stages (depth) and therefore a systematic distribution of 
erosion would be unlikely. See Allen (1971a) for an excellent review of cavitation. 
Fluid stressing (or evorsion) – named by Allen (1971a), refers to the removal of a particle by the 
turbulent stresses exerted directly on the boundary by a clear fluid (Richardson & Carling 2005). Thought only 
to be important in clays and poorly consolidated rocks, this mechanism also provides the lift force to remove 
prepared blocks of rock by quarrying. Fluid stressing is thought responsible for the formation of flutes in 
mudstone beds of turbidites (Allen 1971a) . 
 Quarrying (or plucking or jacking) – is a name given to the end product of a group of processes which 
prepare and loosen a fragment of rock and then remove it by fluid stressing. Hydraulic wedging (first reported 
in Hancock, Anderson & Whipple 1998) assists in the preparation of blocks by wedging clasts into fractures 
thus holding them open and exposed. Joints or other fractures define the geometry of the quarried fragment. 
Bedload impact, in addition to hydraulic wedging, is proposed as a mechanism to enlarge these pre-existing 
fractures until the block is freed from the bedrock. Hence an initial preconditioning period precedes the erosion 
phase. Hydraulic lift forces (fluid stressing) then can act to lift the block producing new bedload. In practice this 
appears to contribute relatively little to the production of bedload and the erosion of channels except in areas of 
dense jointing and faulting.  
Abrasion (also known as corrasion) – is defined by Richardson & Carling (2005) as the wearing away 
of a surface by numerous impacts from sediment particles transported in the fluid. This particulate material may 
be carried in suspension (typically sand sized or smaller) or as bedload moving by rolling, sliding or saltation 
(figure 1-2). Suspended load impacts can dislodge materials at the scale of a small part of the grain whereas 
bedload impacts are capable of breaking off more substantial pieces of rock (Richardson & Carling 2005). Edge 
percussion (or edge chipping or macroabrasion) is a specific effect of solid particle impact near an edge, which 
is less supported (or confined) than the adjacent rock mass. Notably in the context of tribology abrasion, as 
defined above, is referred to as erosion, whereas abrasion specifically means sliding wear. 
 
It should be noted that a certain amount of assumption has gone into these statements. Documented 
occurrences of these mechanisms in nature are rare, and their relative effectiveness is unknown apart from a few 
exceptions. Edge percussion and quarrying  are obvious signatures of impact derived fracture and there is little 
doubt of their origin. Scallops have been shown experimentally to be a product of dissolution and the 
assumption that certain features restricted to soluble rocks are also the product of dissolution is a reasonable 
one. However the existence and contribution to bedrock wear by cavitation is largely unproven, despite 
demonstrations of its likelihood (Baker 1978). Physical manifestations of wear by cavitation have yet to be 
Figure 1-2 Hypothesised locations of abrasion 
by bedload and suspended load. 
Bedload abrasion is likely to occur on upstream 
facing surfaces whilst suspended load abrasion is 
likely to be most active in flow separation zones in 
the lee of obstacles. From Hancock et al. (1998). 
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simulated in rock for geomorphic purposes, or confidently identified in the field. On balance, it appears that 
impact erosion, primarily abrasion, but also quarrying are the dominant erosion processes in many bedrock 
rivers. The relative contributions of suspended load and bedload is debated (Foley 1980a, Sklar & Dietrich 
1998, Whipple et. al. 2000, Zen & Prestigard 1994, Hancock et al. 1998). Authors are quick to state that 
suspended load and bedload contribute to wear (Wohl 1993, Wohl et. al. 1994, 1999, Hancock et. al. 1998, 
Sklar & Dietrich 1998 etc). However theoretical considerations aside, there is as yet little direct conclusive 
evidence from natural bedrock channels available on which to base any decisive statement either way. 
Measurements of wear in natural channels (e.g. Hartshorn et al. 2002) can map the distribution of wear, but 
apart from quarrying and edge percussion, these studies have provided little additional information on the 
agents of their destruction. Flume studies have demonstrated that bedload (Sklar & Dietrich 2001) and 
suspended load (Alexander 1932, Allen 1971a) can abrade rock in the laboratory. 
1.1.3 Representations of fluvial bedrock erosion 
Long term (100yrs-1Myrs) landscape evolution models attempt to recreate, and so explain, how the shape of the 
landscape has changed over time, how it will change given transient perturbations (such as fault slip) or long 
term forcing by factors such as climate and tectonics. Most of these models use bedrock incision rules that are 
related to the physics of bedrock wear only through simple scaling arguments and proxies, typically by 
assuming that incision rate is proportional to some measure of flow intensity such as unit stream power or 
average boundary shear stress (Sklar & Dietrich 2004). One group of models simulates the longitudinal profile 
of a bedrock river, which is the height of the river bed plotted against distance along the river. There are two 
end-member varieties of this type of model, varying in their treatment of the rate of sediment production in 
relation to the ability of the river to transport sediment (Tucker & Whipple 2002). Both varieties of model 
assume that grain entrainment thresholds are negligible, although such a threshold can be added.  
Detachment limited models (shear stress/stream power models): A core assumption of these models is 
that the incision rate is limited by the rate at which bed particles can be detached (by abrasion and plucking), 
whereas the river has unlimited ability to transport sediment supplied to it (Tucker & Whipple 2002). In their 
most basic form these models consider that stream incision rate (E) is related to drainage area (A) (as a proxy 
for discharge as this is often not measured) and channel gradient (S) by: 
nm
d SAKE            (1.1) 
where Kd is an erosional efficiency factor which contains information related to erosion process, erosional 
resistance, rock mass quality (lithology, jointing and weathering), climate, runoff process, return period for 
effective discharge, basin topology, channel geometry and perhaps sediment supply, and is usually treated as a 
constant though it can vary over several orders of magnitude (Tucker & Whipple 2002,Whipple & Tucker 
2002,Whittaker 2007). Positive exponents m and n are a function of assumed mechanics of incision (abrasion & 
plucking) and assumptions of the scaling relationships in the hydraulic geometries of the channel and basin 
topology (Whipple & Tucker 1999,Whittaker 2007). These therefore depend on channel geometry and the 
choice of flow resistance equation (Tucker & Whipple 2002). There are three variants of this model which are 
collectively known as the stream power family of models according to Tucker & Whipple (2002) which contain 
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different values of m and n. Where m  0.3 and n  0.7, equation 1.1 is called the shear stress model (Howard & 
Kerby 1983). Where m  n  1 the equation captures the stream power per unit channel length (Seidl & 
Dietrich 1992) and where m  0.5 and n  1 this equation models stream power per unit bed area (Whipple & 
Tucker 1999). 
 Transport limited models: In these models it is assumed that the incision rate is limited by the ability of 
the river to transport sediment and not the rate at which sediment is supplied (which is assumed to be unlimited) 
(e.g. Willgoose et al. 1991). This group of models take the general form: 
W
SA
x
KE
nm
t
)(


          (1.2) 
where Kt is the transport efficiency factor (a function of grain size, grain density, climate/hydrology, channel 
geometry and bed roughness), W is channel width and δx is a small distance in the downstream direction. 
Real landscapes undergo the complex influences of a large number of important variables such as rock 
strength, channel slope, grain size and sediment supply which in common landscape evolution models are 
lumped into a set of poorly constrained parameters unrelated  to any particular erosional mechanism (Sklar & 
Dietrich 2004). For example it can be seen that Kd  (1.1) and Kt  (1.2) contain large numbers of variables. Kd in 
particular is essentially a bulk term for those variables thought to be important in the process of river incision 
into bedrock, but which are poorly constrained or understood, cannot be measured easily or cannot be 
approximated by proxies. In order to better constrain landscape evolution models, the behaviour of the factors 
contained in Kd must be determined either experimentally, or at least estimated from first principles. 
Additionally the large variation in reported values of Kd further identifies the need to isolate and constrain 
variables contained in this term (Whittaker 2007). This “black box” needs to be deconstructed in stages to gain 
a complete appreciation of the controls on erosion and their connectivity. For example it is unlikely that a 
complete understanding of the role of lithology can be determined without first understanding how erosion 
mechanisms achieve material detachment and/or removal.  
 
1.1.4 Mechanistic models of bedrock river erosion 
Mechanistic models of bedrock river erosion aim to resolve the process of erosion in some detail. Efforts to 
construct mechanistic models have so far focused on bedload abrasion, as it is thought to be the dominant 
process. The rates of dissolution measured by Smith et al. (1995), though not representative of all rivers, 
indicates that dissolution is a very slow process. It is not clear how and where cavitation occurs or how to 
identify its presence in the field. Existing literature on bedrock river erosion has not fully quantified the process 
of abrasion, however it is intuitively logical from everyday experience that moving solid particles will produce 
damage in a collision. A well established literature exists on hard particle collisions, from meteorite impacts to 
the impact of dust grade material and many of these studies have demonstrated measurable erosion or 
deformation. Therefore abrasion is a clear candidate to explain a large part of the measured erosion in many 
bedrock channels. Further, the focus on bedload material is justified given that when immobile it can shield 
bedrock from other erosion mechanisms such as suspended load abrasion yet when mobile it can impact the 
bedrock causing erosion (Sklar & Dietrich 2001). 
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Foley (1980a,b) considered abrasion by sand-grade bedload, reformulating the engineering sandblast 
abrasion model of Bitter (1963a,b) in terms of hydraulic and sediment parameters typical of streams to produce 
a bedload abrasion model. Sklar & Dietrich (2004) ruled out cutting wear occurring in rocks and formulated a 
saltation-abrasion model for bedload based on a deformation wear mechanism alone. Sklar & Dietrich (2004)  
focussed on abrasion by bedload for several reasons: 1) sediment is present in all rivers so abrasion should be 
ubiquitous, 2) other mechanisms occur under limited conditions (e.g. cavitation), 3) particle impacts are 
efficient at transferring energy and momentum from the flow to the bed, 4) bedload interacts with the 
underlying bedrock far more frequently than suspended load, 5) bedload saltation trajectories have been well 
studied and 6) Sklar & Dietrich (2001) demonstrated that saltating bedload causes measureable bedrock wear. 
Lamb et al. (2008) reformulated and extended Sklar & Diectrich’s (2004) model by adding the effect of 
suspended load abrasion.  
All models consider the erosion of flat bedded channels by populations of a single grain size and have 
used relationships between impact parameters and erosion derived from the study of erosion in ceramics, metals 
and glasses with sand grade (or smaller) particles at very high velocities in air. These engineering studies were 
used due to the lack of analogous experiments with gravel grade material and rock substrates in water. Models 
such as these have been used to estimate the magnitude of erosion occurring from measures or predictions of 
variables such as discharge, channel width and recurrence intervals of flood events (Foley 1980c). These 
models are also useful because they probe the fundamental behaviour of bedrock incision at a local scale, such 
as the important control of erosion by sediment mass and grain size, but they are limited by the accuracy of their 
assumptions.  
 
1.3 Aims and approaches 
It is clear that both long term landscape evolution and physical process based models would benefit from a 
better understanding of the controls and behaviour of the abrasion process in natural substrates and settings. 
Therefore, I have sought to confirm the importance of erosion associated with bedload transport in natural 
upland bedrock channels, to understand how bedload abrasion is distributed in those channels, what determines 
this distribution, and how bedload abrasion works on a fundamental level. This has been accomplished through 
five studies which provide a broad overview of the process, over scales ranging from single impacts to channel 
bedform. A top down approach was taken to the study of bedrock erosion by bedload impact abrasion with each 
study removing a layer of complexity.  
Explicitly the aims and approaches of my work were: 
1) To determine the magnitude and distribution of bedrock erosion within an upstream facing 
convex surface bedrock bedform. To determine the control of surface aspect, lithology and position in the 
channel and to determine the origin of the crestline topographic discontinuity and the contrasting 
microsurface roughness between upstream and downstream facing surfaces commonly observed. Firstly a 
field campaign was undertaken to document form and microsurface texture (sub-millimetre scale) of river 
outcrops which are likely to be eroded by bedload, in bedrock channels in Taiwan (study 1, chapter 2). In this 
setting it was also likely that other erosion mechanisms were at work so the forming processes could only be 
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postulated. Secondly a field experiment was implemented to establish the kinematics of a type of bedrock 
bedform thought to be the product of bedload abrasion: upstream facing convex surfaces (UFCS) (study 2, 
chapter 3). This was a passive, non-invasive study of morphological change, where few variables were 
controlled. Thus a process - form relationship could not be robustly established. Aim 2) was formulated to 
address this issue. 
2) To use analogue modelling to determine the effect of particle size, particle and bedrock lithology 
and initial bedrock shape on rates, morphological change and impact-scale mechanisms in an abrading 
bedrock specimen. A layer of uncertainty (and variability) was removed by isolating the mechanism (bedload 
abrasion) in a flume and studying the morphological and microsurface-textural changes of exposed bedrock 
surfaces over time (study 3, chapter 4). The effect of varying grain size, grain and substrate lithology and 
substrate initial form were established semi-quantitatively for marble and limestone blocks eroded by bedload 
abrasion with a constant sediment supply (~sediment load, in a re-circulating flume). A causal link between 
process and form was robustly established and some insights were gained into the importance of the distribution 
of impact angles, frequencies and velocities of impact of a bedload particle stream.  However, it is difficult to 
constrain precisely the role of these impact parameters in experiments with many moving particles.  Aim 3) 
addressed this specifically. 
3) To investigate the deformation produced by single particle impacts with varying impact velocity, 
impact angle and particle size/mass, produce an empirical deformation equation relating impact parameters 
to deformation of a pristine surface and determine the physical mechanism responsible. This approach 
reduced the process to its simplest form – a single impact. In this study the deformation produced by a single 
impact was measured and the effect of varying impact angle, impact velocity and grain size on the magnitude of 
deformation was determined (study 4, chapter 5). Empirical relationships were established between these 
variables and the magnitude of surface deformation. Uncertainty exists concerning the applicability of these 
relationships to real particle impacts due to certain experimental configurations, for example smooth spheres 
were used instead of rough grains found in natural channels. Also as only minor amounts of material were 
removed during single impacts it was unclear if the empirical relationships between impact parameters and 
deformation could be used as a proxy for the relationships between impact parameters and erosion. Aim 4) 
considered the link between deformation and erosion by multiple impacts. 
4) To study the incubation of a pristine surface due to multiple impacts on the same area. Building on 
the knowledge gained from study 4, a bottom up approach was trialled where a rock sample was repeatedly 
impacted until erosion was achieved (study 5, chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER 2: Characteristics of eroding bedrock in active river channels 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Chapter Outline 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce characteristics of bedrock rivers with particular mention of bedrock 
rivers in Taiwan. A brief discussion of the myriad of sculpted forms present in bedrock channels on the local 
scale is presented first. Then I present observations of the most common form found in a field campaign to 
document features of bedrock erosion found in Taiwanese bedrock rivers. This evidence is presented in the 
form of outcrop scale and macro scale photographs and scanning electron micrographs. A hypothesis is then 
presented to explain the origin and nature of these features and their prevalence in both Taiwanese and 
European rivers along with some implications proposed if this hypothesis were to be found correct. 
2.1.2 Motivation 
Abrasion by bedload and suspended load, as well as dissolution, cavitation, quarrying and fluid stressing have 
all been proposed as mechanisms of erosion in bedrock rivers. Various surface features have been attributed to 
these erosion mechanisms but there are few surface morphologies attributed to the process of bedload abrasion. 
Also there is currently no consensus on which of these mechanisms is responsible for the bulk of erosion, and 
therefore the bulk of the geomorphic work in river incision. In order to be able to compare rates of erosion 
produced by different mechanisms it would be advantageous to be able to identify features produced by them in 
actively eroding channels. Of particular interest currently is the role of suspended load abrasion versus bedload 
abrasion because of interest in the effect of changing climate on discharge and therefore fluvial bedrock erosion. 
In order to search for a morphological signal of bedload abrasion I turned to the well-studied Li Wu River and 
other rivers draining the Central Mountain Range of Taiwan. In this actively eroding mountain belt large yearly 
bedload fluctuations have been observed, high sediment concentrations have been recorded at peak discharge 
events and direct bedrock erosion measurements have shown high erosion rates (Hartshorn et al. 2002). In this 
setting bedload abrasion is likely to be a dominant mechanism of fluvial erosion and I seek to observe features 
produced by it by inspecting bedrock exposed at low stage. 
2.1.3 Field campaign aims 
The aims of this field campaign were to: 1) identify and characterise common features in bedrock river channels 
on the scale of the erosion mechanism, 2) identify possible controls on the distribution of these features e.g. 
lithology, jointing, aspect with respect to the flow and 3) determine the occurrence of features on bedrock and 
bedload, for example boulders. 
 
2.2 Literature review 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Fluvial erosion mechanisms were introduced in section 1.1.2. Here a brief review of the surface morphologies 
which have been observed by other workers in bedrock river channels is presented. The causative mechanisms 
which have been established for bedrock bedforms are discussed. However it is worth noting at this initial stage 
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that in general very little is known about the mechanisms that produce these bedrock bedforms, how fast they 
erode and what forms are intermediate in the process of sculpting fresh rock into these recognised forms.  
2.2.2 Bedrock river features 
2.2.2.1 General considerations 
There are three scales of morphological features of bedrock river channels identified in the literature. The 
largest scale features are those of the channel planform (straight, meandering etc), longitudinal profile shape 
(convex and concave) and their remnants preserved in terraces (strath and alluvial). Intermediate in scale are 
reach scale forms. A reach is defined by Wohl (2000) as a segment of uniform channel morphology that is at 
least several channel widths in length. The third scale is the sub-reach scale. Only sub-reach scale forms will be 
discussed as these are on the scale of the erosion mechanism. 
Fluvial bedrock bedforms are defined as being those forms resulting principally from sculpting of the 
rock by any fluvial erosion mechanism, producing smoothed and rounded surfaces that do not primarily reflect 
the intrinsic properties of the rock (Richardson & Carling 2005). Unlike alluvial bedforms, which are produced 
by erosion and deposition, bedrock bedforms are only produced by erosion (Richardson & Carling 2005). They 
must somehow reflect the mechanisms producing them and, in some as yet unknown way (except for scallops 
and possibly potholes), be related to fluid flow around them. However like in many branches of geomorphology 
the problem of process and form also exists here. If a bedform is sculpted by the flow of water around it and yet 
also produces the form of the flow (positive feedback loop) then which controls the other? Richardson & 
Carling (2005) presented a classification scheme for sub-reach scale bedrock bedforms based on the 
descriptions of sculpted bedrock forms reported in the literature and their own observations. I follow this 
framework in describing sub-reach scale forms and in describing erosional forms seen in Taiwan and Europe. I 
will not attempt to reproduce the typology here however I will sketch out the framework and mention some 
better known and relevant examples. 
2.2.2.2 Sub-reach scale bedrock bedforms 
There are six categories of bedforms identified, only two of which are based on proposed causal mechanisms. 
Of these, four categories are based on form alone: 1) concave features (including potholes and furrows), 2) 
convex and undulating surfaces (including upstream facing convex forms), 3) composite forms and 4) large 
scale sculpted features (including knickpoints, step-pool and pool-riffle systems). For these four it is assumed 
that the associated flow structures are the sculpting forces, presumably by dissolution and suspended load 
abrasion. These will not be discussed further at this point. The two categories subdivided on the basis of 
proposed causative mechanisms are: 1) solutional forms (including scallops) and 2) tool marks (edge, face and 
cavitation percussion marks and scratch marks). These latter two groups are discussed in turn. 
Solutional forms – Solutional forms are bedforms that develop almost exclusively in limestone and by 
inference are produced by dissolution (Richardson & Carling 2005). There are three major groups: 1) solution 
pits and pans, 2) scallops and 3) other solutional forms. They are generally centimetre scale smooth pits 
frequently occurring in groups. 
Tool marks – In the typology there are two groups of erosive features attributed to impact by bedload 
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clasts, the scraping of bedload clasts and damage attributed to cavitation erosion. Percussion marks are small  
depressions (<2cm) each created by the chipping away of a rock fragment from a boulder or rock projection by  
the impact of a bedload clast (Richardson & Carling 2005). In addition similar features are attributed to 
cavitation erosion, figure 2.2-1.  
These percussion marks are produced by an elastic mode of deformation (Hertzian cone fractures) in a 
homogeneous material due to indentation loading (e.g. Lawn 1998). Their existence is well known from solid 
particle impact studies in homogenous, brittle materials and so are not diagnostic of either a cavitation or a solid 
particle impact origin. Scratch marks are attributed to bedload scratching the bedrock in channels, most often 
found in plane bed channels (Richardson & Carling 2005). 
 
Figure 2.2-1 Tool marks. (A) Edge percussion marks (essentially edge chipping), face percussion marks and scratch 
marks from the typology (redrawn from Richardson & Carling 2005). (B) Large cone fractures and (C) smaller scale cone 
fractures, both are in quartzite. (B) and (C) are from Shaw (1996) (cited by Richardson & Carling 2005) and the features 
they show are attributed to cavitation percussion. (D) and (E) are examples of edge and face percussion marks respectively 
from Taiwan. Marble. 
 
 
2.3 Field observations 
2.3.1 Introduction 
In March 2006 a field campaign was undertaken to inspect bedrock rivers in Taiwan for physical evidence of 
erosion mechanisms active in their channels. 45 rivers where visited on both the west and east slopes of the 
Central Mountain Range, figure 2.3-1. Most of these sites were located at gauging stations so that a history of 
flow discharge was available. Observations were made at the reach, bedform and hand specimen scales, 
although only observations from the latter two categories will be presented here. Particular attention was paid 
to: 1) the orientation of bedrock exposures relative to the mean channel orientation, 2) the nature of roughness 
on these surfaces and 3) the metre scale general shape. In addition to this field campaign, examples of similar  
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forms from European sites are presented to demonstrate the common nature of these forms. All sites were 
visited at low flow stage (when the river water depth is very low). This facilitated examination of bedrock 
surfaces which would be submerged during high stage (wet season) flows. Most river sites visited in 2006 were 
alluviated and the majority of bedrock exposures visited were at the channel sides, although slot gorges were 
observed along the Li Wu River, Site 6 and the Wulu River where parts of the channel bed could be observed. 
This immediately excluded observation of bedrock in the thalweg although due to the alluviation this would 
probably not have been possible regardless.  
2.3.2 Upstream facing convex surfaces (UFCS) – Taiwan 
The most prevalent and almost ubiquitous features of sites visited were upstream facing convex surfaces 
(UFCS), present in boulders and bedrock. For this reason I will focus on the description of this type of bedrock 
bedform. However a variety of other bedrock bedforms were also observed in Taiwanese rivers but were in the 
minority at the sites visited. No solutional forms were found in this survey but rare lateral pot holes, flutes 
(various types) and furrows (various types) were observed mainly in slot gorges. Note that these bedforms are 
all oriented downstream or in some cases parallel to flow. Face percussion marks were found in marble sites.  
2.3.2.1 UFCS observations: metre scale 
There are generally two surfaces making up the UFCS bedrock bedform which have unique characteristics. 
Figure 2.3-2 features the example from the typology (Richardson & Carling 2005) and also a well formed 
example from the Li Wu River, Taiwan. The terms ‘stoss’ and ‘lee’ to mean ‘upstream facing’ and ‘downstream 
facing’ surfaces on UFCS are adopted. The stoss surface is characterised by overall convex form with pitted, 
rough texture and in some lithologies is lighter in colour than the lee surface. The lee surface is characterised by 
a smoother roughness, with variable orientation (but never upstream), often undulatory (as in figure 2.3-2 (b)) 
and is generally darker in appearance than the stoss face. The occasional face percussion mark can be found on 
the lee surface. In some metamorphic rocks, limestones and fine sandstones the colour contrast is very subtle, 
e.g.  site 18, site 15 and site 31.  A sinuous break in slope maps the interface between these two surfaces. I adopt 
the term crestline for this feature in analogy to sedimentary bedforms. This occasionally is the site of edge 
percussion marks. The example given in figure 2.3-2 is chosen to highlight these features but such clear 
examples are not the norm.  
Figures 2.3-3 and 2.3-4 illustrate the variety of UFCS found in Taiwan. When looking at these images 
note the general features described above are present in most examples. Also note that the lighter and darker 
surfaces are not due to shadow, these are real colour differences.  
As bedrock is observed at low flow (subaerial) the subaqueous flow around the bedform cannot be 
observed.  No attempt has been made to infer the direction of local flow from the morphology of the bedform. 
Any attempt to do this would be highly spurious as knowledge of actual flow around bedrock bedforms is very 
limited and will vary with flow stage. Also because of the continuum of form it is difficult to extrapolate 
laboratory studies of ideal forms to natural variable examples. Instead the downstream direction of the average 
channel orientation has been recorded but it is realised that local flow over a bedform will likely be different 
from average downstream channel orientation. 
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Discontinuities broadly control the spacing and scale of UFCS, larger UFCS presenting with greater joint 
spacing. UFCS are most common in homogenous rocks and are more frequent where discontinuities are widely 
spaced, for example joints or bedding surfaces. It may be that UFCS are more recognisable in homogenous, 
unjointed lithologies where they are not destroyed by quarrying and where they have time to form. UFCS do 
appear in rocks with very closely spaced discontinuities but are smaller in scale. Jointing can also make these 
features less clear, see site 18.   
UFCS are found in many lithologies. They are present in coarse sandstone, fine sandstone, limestone, 
quartzite, schist, marble and phyllite. In schists with quartz veins or lenses, quartz appears to erode by larger  
scale fracture in contrast to the finer scale fracture of the schist groundmass which erodes more evenly. 
The orientation of bedding effects the occurrence of UFCSs. For bedding dipping downstream at shallow angles 
UFCS are less common even though they do appear in boulders in the same reach. 
Another significant observation is that in addition to the upstream orientation of the stoss surface, the 
crestline is orientated at a high angle to the mean channel direction. In general it is perpendicular to the channel, 
when an average of the sinuosity is taken, but angles up to approximately 30 degrees have been observed. 
2.3.2.2 UFCS observations: hand lens examination 
The nature of the small scale roughness was investigated. Photographs taken through a hand lens in the field are 
presented in figure 2.3-5. These show that surface roughness is due to grain scale features. For quartzite stoss  
surfaces roughness is defined by the three dimensional surface formed by the assemblage of individual grains, 
with grains appearing to have been removed by grain boundary fracture defining a blocky surface. In marble  
Figure 2.3-2 Upstream 
facing convex surfaces 
(UFCS). Red arrows indicate 
average downstream channel 
orientation.  (a) Type example 
from Richardson & Carling’s 
(2005) typology. Bedded 
limestone dipping steeply 
downstream, River Warfe, 
UK. A 60cm scale bar is 
shown which touches the lee 
surface of the next bedform 
upstream and lies across the 
upstream facing convex 
surface. Note a sinuous line 
with black moss on the 
downstream side. This 
highlights the crestline. (b) 
Sculpted marble 
boulder/bedrock UFCS from 
the Li Wu River, Taiwan. (c) 
Sketch of (b) with 
nomenclature and scale. 
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and quartzite, grains are less easily identified and roughness seems to be defined on the multiple grain scale. In 
fine sandstone it is less clear but pitting and roughness can be discerned on the stoss surfaces. In contrast 
examination of the lee surfaces reveals more subdued roughness where grains are far less visible but can still be 
identified forming part of a smooth surface with pits. In marble smooth surfaces can be seen at a scale greater 
than individual grains, which appear clear and transparent. 
2.3.2.3 UFCS observations: scanning electron microscope examination 
This theme is repeated under scanning electron microscope examination, figures 2.3-6 and 2.3-7. Figure 2.3-6 
demonstrates the grain scale roughness at a variety of scales from a marble UFCS. Stoss surface roughness is 
variable but very rough. In some cases the surface is very rough and grains are poorly visible except where twin 
boundary plane lineations intersect the free surface. In other places a coarsely fractured surface roughness is 
defined at the grain scale by calcite grains and sockets where grains once existed. In sharp contrast is the lee 
surface roughness which has a more subdued roughness with many grains clearly visible in a continuous 
hummocky surface. On closer examination a large number of tiny pits can be seen which are not present on 
roughness elements from the stoss surface at the same magnification. Also small pits exist where the surface is 
smooth and unpitted. 
2.3.3 Upstream facing convex surfaces (UFCS) – European examples 
UFCS are not restricted to Taiwan. Whilst in Taiwan we make the reasonable assumption that the channels 
visited are eroding in the present day climate, much less is know about the erosion histories of the examples 
given for Europe. Figure 2.3-8 presents photographs of UFCS from England, Switzerland and Greece. Some of 
these examples contain clean fresh stoss surfaces indicating that they are presently active, whilst other examples 
are covered with algae or moss indicating inactivity. Due to space considerations I will not discuss the 
hydrological conditions where these bedform were found. However I include them to illustrate that they can be 
found in locations other than Taiwan. We will discuss these features shortly after presenting a hypothesis on 
their formation. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3-7 Scanning electron microscopy images of stoss surface roughness from quartzite, UFCS, Li Wu 
River, Taiwan. (a)  Roughness of the quartzite is made up of fractured quartz grains and calcite fill. (b) Enlargement 
of boxed area from (a) showing curved intragranular fracture planes in the central quartz crystal and fracture of 
granular calcite cement. 
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Figure 2.3-5 Hand lens examination (continued). S and L indicate stoss and lee surface respectively. a-d fine sandstone. 
(a) View of UFCS capturing stoss, lee and crestline features. (b) stoss surface, notice the rough nature of the surface. 
Isolated larger face percussion mark visible in the centre of the photo. (c) view of crestline with stoss and lee visible, 
contrast roughness. (d) Lee surface. Notice the smooth, polished surface, central isolated impact mark visible. e-h quartzite. 
(e) view of stoss, lee and crestline. Note the large scale pitting on the stoss surface. (f) stoss surface macro. Note that the 
roughness here is due to grain architecture. Pits and protrusions are built from roughness elements on the grain scale. 
Whole grains have been removed to create this roughness indicating fracture along grain boundaries (intergranular 
fracture). (g) view at the crestline, contrast nature of stoss and lee roughness. (h) lee macro. Note that grains are visible but 
form a smooth plane with small pits. i-k marble. (i) stoss macro of UFCS (j). Brighter rough features. (j) UFCS, note brighter 
stoss side and darker lee surface. (k) single grains clearly visible defining a smooth plane. 
 
2.3.4 Summary of observations 
Upstream facing convex surfaces are the most common bedrock bedform found in this survey of bedrock river 
sites of Taiwan. The upstream facing, or stoss surface, is characterised by a convex shape, rough pitted surface 
roughness and can be lighter than the lee in some lithologies. SEM and optical magnification examination 
reveals that this roughness is produced on the grain scale. Grain boundary fracture (intergranular) and fracture 
through grains (transgranular fracture) are responsible for this roughness in marble and quartzite specimens. 
Separating the stoss from the lee surface is a crestline which maps a discrete, often sinuous, break in slope 
orientated perpendicular to the average direction of flow. The downstream facing, or lee surface is 
characterised by a generally undulating concave shape which possesses a much smoother roughness and is 
darker in colour than the stoss surface in some lithologies. The orientation of this surface is more variable than 
the stoss surface, but always points downstream. SEM and optical magnification examination reveals that this 
roughness is produced by sub-grain scale roughness elements or micropits. 
 
2.4 Hypothesis 
2.4.1 Statement of hypothesis: the erosion of bedrock by bedload abrasion 
The following hypothesis is proposed to explain the nature and distribution of the features present in UFCS. 
As a stream of bedload is forced over a flow obstacle the bedload particle stream sculpts the stoss 
surface of the obstacle to the shape of the particle stream by large numbers of collisions. This is the origin of 
the primary convex form possessed by the stoss surfaces of all UFCSs. Impacts by bedload occur mostly on the 
stoss surface though infrequent impacts can occur on other surfaces. In the lee of the obstacle, in the flow 
separation zone, suspended load can follow turbulent flow lines, whereas bedload bypasses the lee surface of 
the obstacle creating a shadow zone where no bedload impact occurs. In this zone of flow separation suspended 
load is forced against the bedrock. At points of high curvature in the flow in the lee of the obstacle suspended 
load is decoupled and impacts the bedrock producing minute impact marks (on a scale smaller than the grains 
in marble) and modify the original surface by small scale sculpting. The amount of material removed from the 
surface by these small particles is significantly less than during large particle collisions. This accounts for the 
micro-pitting but scratching is envisaged to occur as well as dissolution of rock being significant in this zone. 
The creation of smooth surfaces is the product of viscous damping of pits in the original surface at the grain 
scale. This shields pit regions to erosion whilst exposing surrounding peak regions to preferential erosion. 
Collisions of coarse bedload (gravel-boulder grade) with a flow obstacle breaks down the stoss surface 
by inter- and intra- granular fracture in a piecemeal fashion removing fragments equal to or larger than whole 
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grains, individual grains or fragments of grains, resulting in the stoss surface roughness observed. Single 
impacts by bedload produce a larger amount of damage over a larger surface area than single impacts by 
suspended load. Further I speculate that the rate of bedload abrasion on the stoss surface is orders of 
magnitude greater than erosion on the lee surface (by whatever mechanism). The sinuosity of the crestline is 
therefore due to the retreat of the stoss surface into an essentially stationary lee surface of variable starting 
form.   
Modification of the stoss surface by other fluvial erosion mechanisms at lower transport stages may 
modify the surface roughness. This may explain smoother stoss surfaces on some examples. The lee surface is 
controlled by original structural features of the flow obstacle such as jointing and bedding and is modified by 
the slow sculpting of suspended load abrasion.  
A diagrammatic summary of this model is shown in figure 2.4-9. 
This hypothesis explains the ubiquitous existence of UFCS because anywhere coarse bedload exists in 
bedrock channels this bedload must flow over channel roughness and will produce these forms. It also explains 
why upstream surfaces point upstream and why stoss and lee surfaces have the roughness they exhibit. In 
particular note that this model proposes an explanation for the primary convex form and the primary surface 
roughness of the stoss surface, both of which are subject to modification. Also note that this model doesn’t 
claim to be the only situation in which bedload abrasion operates as it can easily be envisaged that bedload 
abrasion can also occur on flat rivers beds as favoured by modellers (e.g. Foley 1980, Sklar & Dietrich 2004, 
Lamb et al. 2008). In chapter 4 I will discuss further the shape of the particle stream. 
 
 
Figure 2.4-9 Summary cartoon of UFCS hypothesis model. The water surface is not shown but is far above the top of 
the bedform. Erosion of a bedrock roughness element based on figure 2.3-2 (c). The black shape is the initial form and the 
grey tones are the eroded bedrock at later times. Grey circles are bedload with velocity vectors attached which are less than 
the stream flow velocity. Black dots are suspended load. Blue lines are horizonal velocity profiles, red lines are stream lines. 
The point of flow separation and reattachment are shown by S and A respectively. Flow structure after Allen (1971a). The 
magnitude of erosion of the stoss face due to bedload abrasion (1) is much greater than by suspended load abrasion at 2. 
Note that an undulating surface develops on the lee face. 
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2.4.2 Implications  
Implications of this hypothesis (if true) are as follows: 
1) The presence of UFCS can be used as an indicator of the presence of erosive flows by coarse bedload in 
recent past. The vegetated examples from Europe perhaps indicate that they were produced during a 
phase of more stormy climate, glacier melt discharges or are renewed by infrequent flooding. 
2) Significant erosion was carried out by bedload abrasion where UFCS are found. The UFCS is the result 
of the modification of a random starting shape into a recognisable form. 
3) Palaeoflow direction can be assessed via crestline and stoss surface orientation. Palaeoflow is 
approximately normal to the orientation of the crestline.  
4) The relative rates of suspended load abrasion and bedload abrasion at a site can be assessed by 
monitoring the rates of erosion on the stoss and lee faces. 
5) The relative rates of suspended load abrasion and bedload abrasion across a channel cross section or 
along a particular reach can be assessed by monitoring a series of sites in the locality. 
6) Bedrock surfaces and boulders that protrude into the flow but do not present any of these features 
either: i) indicate that bedload abrasion is not significant in that hydrological setting, ii) are fresh 
surfaces and have been created very recently (since the last high stage event), iii) are out of the zone 
where bedload abrasion can operate or iv) coarse bedload is rare in this setting. 
7) Bedrock surfaces and boulders that protrude into the flow but do not have the stoss surface roughness 
observed here but do have an upstream facing convex form have either: i) been modified by other 
erosional mechanisms such as suspended load abrasion which may modify the primary roughness 
created by bedload impact or ii) been produced by another erosion mechanism resulting in a similar 
form. 
The last implication is significant in respect to Hancock, Anderson and Whipple’s (1998) observations that 
upstream facing boulders or bedrock they observed tended to be smooth and polished, whereas the flow parallel 
sides are etched and fluted and the downstream sides potholed, figure 2.4-10. However no standardised 
roughness scale was used to accurately compare these observations. 
 
Figure 2.4-10 Reproduced photograph 
from Hancock, Anderson and Whipple 
(1998). This figure is used to illustrate 
variation in bed erosion with orientation 
relative to the flow from this site in the Indus 
River. This site is covered by up to 5m of 
water depth during high flows, flow from left to 
right. Note the UFCS, flow parallel flutes and 
potholes on the lee. 
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The model proposed here can account for the convex nature of the upstream sides of boulders shown in figure 
2.4-10. However this form together with the nature of the stoss surface roughness are possibly unique to 
bedload abrasion. It is not ruled out that this form may be produced by other erosion mechanisms. 
 
2.5 Hypothesis testing 
Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis are concerned with testing this hypothesis. I start by returning to the field to 
study a single river, building upon previous work in the Li Wu River of the Taroko National Park, Taiwan. 
Chapter 3 presents a unique state of the art field study to establish the kinematics of eroding surfaces at ten 
bedrock river sites in Taiwan. Here eroding surfaces are passively monitored for surface change. Bedload and 
discharge are poorly constrained and erosion mechanisms are uncontrolled and unknown. In chapter 4 bedrock 
abrasion is studied in the laboratory where abrasion by bedload is isolated from other fluvial erosion 
mechanisms using a powerful flume with 1:1 scaling. A second kinematic dataset is established which allows a 
comparison of kinematics of bedload abrasion with the field example. Surface roughness is also studied for 
comparison with chapter 3. A final study is presented in chapter 5 in which entirely artificial and controlled 
experiments replicate impact deformation and erosion produced by individual impacts and by groups of impacts 
in order to establish deformation mechanisms and laws for real rocks. 
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CHAPTER 3: Three dimensional measurement of natural bedform erosion 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Chapter outline 
In chapter 2 the upstream facing convex surface (UFCS) was described as the most common bedrock bedform 
found in a survey of Taiwanese river sites. The work reported in this chapter is the result of a field experiment 
to determine the distribution of erosion (kinematics) on UFCSs in three dimensions. Ten upstream facing 
convex surfaces, with accompanying crestline and lee surfaces, were monitored using 3D laser scanning and a 
novel co-referencing method. The distribution of erosion and erosion rates were determined by differencing 3D 
models produced from surveys approximately one year apart. Spatial variation in erosion is shown to occur on 
at least three scales: the scale of the stoss or lee surface, the scale of the outcrop varying between stoss and lee 
surfaces and the scale of the channel cross section and reach. At the end of this chapter my hypothesis, which 
predicts that stoss erosion is bedload driven and lee erosion is suspended load driven, is reassessed in the light 
of the observed changes of natural surfaces in the Li Wu River.  
3.1.2 Motivation 
A prediction of the hypothesis presented in chapter 2 to explain the formation of the UFCS is that erosion will 
be greater on stoss surfaces than the lee surfaces. Further, crest lines were hypothesized to separate eroding 
zones dominated by different erosion processes which imprint contrasting topographic and textural signatures 
on the rock body. The upstream facing “stoss” surface was hypothesised to be sculpted dominantly by solid 
particle impact wear by saltating grains. In contrast the downstream facing “lee” surface was hypothesized to be 
modified by suspended load abrasion and possibly dissolution and cavitation, most likely occurring over much 
longer timescales. In order to test this hypothesis and learn more about these features, natural specimens need to 
be monitored to determine where they erode and by what amount if any. By testing the prediction of this 
hypothesis and deepening our knowledge of UFCS we can continue to build and modify our model. 
Additionally our knowledge of the rates and distribution of erosion in natural bedrock channels is very thin. 
This type of data is much needed for testing and calibrating numerical models of landscape evolution. 
 
3.2 Literature review 
3.2.1 Introduction 
In this section studies of erosion in bedrock rivers which have directly measured erosion from the bed are 
reviewed. Surprisingly, considering the amount of work published on landscape evolution modelling, there are 
few such works. I then take a brief look at studies of other geomorphic processes which have used terrestrial 
laser scanning to monitor surface changes in coastal cliff erosion, landsliding and alluviation or to characterise 
form using this technique to identify existing analysis methods and sources of error. Finally I review literature 
pertaining to the field location.  
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3.2.2 Measurements of erosion in bedrock rivers 
There have been relatively few direct measurements of bedrock erosion in rivers. Those that have been carried 
out have focussed on measuring surface change and have inferred erosion mechanism from location and 
magnitude of observed change. 
 Stock, Montgomery and Peterson (1996) emplaced erosion pins and borings across riverbeds of 
indurated sandstone and siltstone in three reaches the Satsop River, Washington State, USA. They reported 
cross-sectionally averaged rates of local bedrock incision of 5 to 40mmyr
-1
 with spot rates of up to 130mmyr
-1
. 
Measurements over two years at one reach indicate that these are not anomalous results. They suggested that the 
observed erosion was facilitated by wetting and drying of the rock when exposed at low stage which drives 
fracturing of the rock. High stage flows then refresh the eroded surface by flushing out erosion products. 
 Dick et al. (1997) and Hancock et al. (1998) documented bedrock incision in the Middle Gorge of the 
Indus River, Pakistan. The river crosses hard metamorphic and igneous rocks and is steep with reach-averaged-
slopes of 12m/km. A drainage area of ~100,000km
2
 has produced average annual discharges from ~300 to 
>4000m
3
s
-1
 with a maximum discharge of >7500m
3
s
-1
, between 1970 and 1986. At seven sites spaced over 
150km they drilled 3-9, 1.5-2.0cm deep and 0.5cm wide holes which were located ~1-6m above low flow river 
stage. The initial depths of these 58 holes were measured using a vernier calliper. Sites were revisited 
approximately one year later after they had experienced normal flows (maximum discharge of ~4250m
3
s
-1
) 
inundating the sites with ~2-10m of water. Sites were found to have eroded by <3.90.28mmyr-1 and erosion 
magnitude was highly variable between sites and within sites at the metre scale (figure 3.2-1). 
 
Figure 3.2-1 Hancock et al. (1998) field experiment results. Left: Drilled holes, three are shown within flutes on the lee of 
the obstacle with one on the stoss (left of pen). Right: Erosion measurement results. Open circle are for drill holes installed 
within flutes and potholes and solid circles for drill holes placed outside such forms. Open rectangles are from cosmogenic 
radionuclide measurements of erosion rates. Numbers to the right of the data points are long term erosion rates estimated 
from strath terraces dated by Burbank et al. (1996). 
 
Highest erosion rates were found within locally narrow and steep knickzones and within flutes and potholes but 
rates were minimal in other areas. Some of the drilled holes acted as sites of flute nucleation on their 
downstream edges, indicating the uncertainty principle affected their method. Note that erosion did occur on the 
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stoss face of bed roughness elements but in general lee surface erosion was greater. Mean grain size of 
slackwater deposits was found to be 0.27mm (fine sand) with 80% of the grains in the range 0.18 - 0.50mm 
(fine to medium sand). Hancock et al. (1998) inferred that erosion at these sites is due to abrasion by this 
material suspended at high flow, in areas where joint spacing was sufficiently large; whereas quarrying was the 
dominant mechanism where joints were sufficiently closely spaced. Schmidt hammer measurements varied by 
up to ~10% between sites whereas erosion rates varied by an order of magnitude. This suggests that erosion 
rates are sensitive to variations in local flow field rather than the erosive resistance of the bedrock. 
 Hartshorn et al. (2002) measured fluvial bedrock incision in the Li Wu River, Taiwan. A field site was 
established at the gauging station site called Lushui. At this location the drainage area is 435km
2
 and the 
channel slope averaged over 1km is 0.02. At the site an array of holes were drilled into the rock perpendicular to 
the channel, spaced at 2m intervals. In addition several lines of holes were made parallel to the channel at right 
angles to the main array. Into the base of these holes bolts were cemented. Surface profiles were measured using 
a mechanical tool which was inserted into two adjacent holes on top of the bolts. Along this tool a carriage 
containing a  point gauge slides, locking at 20mm intervals. Distances from the tool to the bedrock were 
determined every 20mm and in this way two dimensional profiles of the outcrop were constructed. From 
February 2000 to December 2001 four detailed surveys were conducted and vertical erosion was estimated from 
the change in height (figure 3.2-2). 
  
Using this system of 2D profiling Hartshorn et al. (2002) were able to capture the distribution of erosion in the 
wet season of 2000, which experienced high discharge events included Supertyphoon Bilis, the more moderate 
wet season of 2001 and the dry season of 2001. Spatially averaged vertical erosion of both schist and quartzite 
sections were between 2 and 6mmyr
-1
 and erosion occurred primarily near the base of the channel during the 
dryer seasons in 2001. In contrast during the high discharge wet season of 2000 spatially averaged vertical 
erosion rates exceeded 10mmyr
-1
 and erosion was focussed at higher elevations in the channel. Maximum local 
erosion in quartzite was found to be 182mm possibly due to quarrying and 69mm in schist possibly due to 
suspended load abrasion. Hartshorn et al. (2002) proposed that lowering of the Li Wu River is caused by 
relatively frequent flows of low to moderate intensity and that rarer large floods are more important in widening 
Figure 3.2-2 Topography of representative 
sections of quartzite and schist from Lushui 
station, Taiwan. Solid line is the topography 
from first field season and the dashed line is the 
topography from the second field season, after 
Supertyphoon Bilis. Distributed change is 
attributed to abrasion and localised larger 
magnitude differences to quarrying. Vertical 
relief for quartzite is ~30cm, vertical scale for 
schist is ~20cm. From Hartshorn et al. (2002). 
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the bedrock channel than driving the lowering of the base level. Maximal wear rates at mid-levels in the flow 
were proposed to be due to rare but significant impacts of large boulders saltating along the bed, but the bulk of 
the erosion was thought to be carried out by suspended load abrasion. 
 Hsieh (2007) continued to survey the sites installed by Hartshorn et al. (2002). For two channel parallel 
sections of the quartzite site he was able to show that over the course of two wet seasons erosion occurs 
dominantly on surfaces facing upstream (figure 3.2-3). 
 
Stock et al. (2005) studied weathering and intermittent fluvial incision of bedrock rivers and debris flow runouts 
in Washington, California, Oregon (all in the USA) and at sites in Taiwan. Erosion pins, nails driven into the 
rock by sledgehammer or into drilled holes, were emplaced flush with the low stage surface at 0.25m to 1m 
intervals across the channel (figure 3.2-4). The elevation of the pin heads above the bedrock surface was 
monitored over 1-7years in 10 valleys in these locations cutting indurated volcanic and sedimentary rocks. 
Lowering rates up to 160mmyr
-1
 were recorded. 
 
Figure 3.2-4 Eroded “erosion pins”, figures 7A and C from Stock et al. (2005). A) Satsop and C)  Walker Creeks, 
Washington, USA. Pin protrusion above the surface indicates surface lowering. Lowering at Satsop is due to detachment of 
centimetre sized weathered fragments. At Walker Creek lowering is due to “folia” generation (wetting and drying weathering 
rind) and removal in high flows.   
Figure 3.2-3 Cross sectional distribution of 
erosion, quartzite, Lushui site, Li Wu River, 
Taiwan. Two closely spaced and parallel cross 
sections parallel to the river. Flow from right to left. 
These cross sections demonstrate that erosion is 
concentrated on the upstream facing surface and 
that very little erosion occurs on the lee surface.  
Also it can be seen that the crestline migrates 
horizontally by a larger distance than vertical 
incision. Horizontal scale is in “number along bar” 
where each graduation is 20mm, thus 20 = 
400mm. Note this report was received on 
15/12/2007 (halfway through this study). From 
Hsieh (2007) 
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All of these methods of measuring erosion are subject to the same set of errors. Single drill holes can become 
blocked with sediment during the time the rock surface is subaqueous and being eroded. This must be cleared to 
measure the depth of the hole a second time. Hancock et al. (1998) account for their negative erosion results 
(positive hole length) as being due to enlargement of their holes by their method of cleaning out this sediment. 
Also, the nucleation of flutes on drill holes disturbs the system they attempt to monitor and so the measured 
erosion may not reflect erosion which would have occurred if the system had not been perturbed by the 
presence of the drill holes. Hartshorn et al. (2002) also had problems with their benchmarks becoming blocked 
with sediment and their data contained negative erosion results, which are likely erroneous due to changes in 
benchmark depth or changes in the measurement tool. However not all these negative erosion results should be 
discarded outright as it can be envisaged that in certain circumstances material can be displaced instead of 
removed which can cause negative results. Erosion results measured using large nails forced by sledgehammer 
into weakly indurated lithologies in Stock et al. (2005) must be treated with some degree of caution because of 
the amount of mechanical disruption they must cause to the rock. Also one must question whether results for 
this lithology are an appropriate measure of bedrock river erosion for landscape evolution modelling purposes. 
This method of surface monitoring can only capture fine particle abrasion, and dissolution mechanisms. Any 
coarse bedload transiting the site will likely destroy the nail protruding from the bed and so no data will be 
available from sites subject to bedload abrasion. Damage to the rock mass is also more likely by this method 
than by drilling. 
 In addition to these direct measurements of bedrock channel erosion, abrasion of pre-shaped rock 
specimens installed into bedload dominated rivers have produced some useful findings.  
Brewer et al. (1992) studied in-channel abrasion processes acting on bedload grains in the Plynlimon 
Experimental Catchment, Wales, UK. In one set of experiments they bolted 25mm rock cubes to immobile 
objects (bedrock or 450mm x 220mm x 100mm concrete blocks). These were situated upstream of a sediment 
(bedload) trap, in a position where bedload would be forced to move over the cubes. Cubes were also installed 
downstream of the bedload trap where only suspended load would be present in the flow. In both locations 
samples had equal opportunity to erode by dissolution and cavitation. The cubes were placed in the river for six 
weeks during which time four flood events capable of producing bedload motion occurred (0.433 – 1.904m3s-1). 
2180kg of bedload was deposited in the bedload trap in this period with a modal grain size diameter of 63mm. 
The bedload trap acted as a sediment sink, so that unless the trap was filled entirely then no bedload could pass 
beyond it. Cubes above the trap were found, on average, to erode an order of magnitude faster than those below, 
indicating a bedload to suspended load effectiveness ratio of 10:1 (table 3.2-1). Brewer et al. (1992) observed 
impact marks on the cube facets and found that facets facing upstream exhibited small and large scale chipping 
and rounding. Below the bedload trap wear rates were very low and there was little visual evidence of abrasion. 
The observed erosion occurred in low frequency high magnitude events.  
Although Brewer et al. (1992) had not intended to study bedload abrasion of bedrock their work is 
remarkably insightful for our purpose. It establishes that, in this setting, bedload abrasion by low frequency high 
magnitude events produces much larger erosion than any other erosive process. It also demonstrates that 
abrasion by bedload is concentrated on the upstream aspect of the immobile obstacle. In addition we can gain an 
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appreciation of the effect of lithology on this forcing. However the measured mass losses are extremely small 
and one must be sceptical of the accuracy of this data. 
Table 3.2-1 Erosion results from Brewer et al. (1992) 
  Mass Loss/g         
 Position of rock cubes 
Aberystwyth 
Grit 
Old red 
sandstone  
Carboniferous 
Limestone Chinastone 
Permotriassic 
sandstone 
Carboniferous 
chalk 
Above bedload trap 
(bedload abrasion) 0.02 0.08 2.25 0.61 2.44 3.59 
Below bedload trap 
(suspended load abrasion) 0.00 0.05 1.87 0.08 0.02 1.60 
Bedload abrasion: Suspended 
load abrasion N/A 1.60 1.20 7.63 122.00 2.24 
 
Webb et al. (2006) quantified abrasion of immobile rock specimens in order to assess the effect of abrasion on 
streambed epilithic biota. Autocleaved lightweight aerated concrete (ALC) blocks, 50x50x25mm, were fixed on 
alluvial stream beds at six randomly chosen sites in the Acheron Valley, south-eastern Australia. Blocks were 
deployed for two months at a time over one year. Erosion of the specimens was quantified by monitoring 
changes in the mass of the block and the reduction in cross-sectional area of the corners of the block as 
measured by image analysis. The aim of this work was to demonstrate whether ALC could be used as a standard 
substrate to quantify abrasive disturbance in the field and as such the results they present are a statistical 
analysis of the variation in erosion between randomly chosen sites.  
3.2.3 Use of laser scanning in the field  
The work presented in this thesis chapter is, to the author‟s knowledge, the first three dimensional monitoring of 
eroding bedrock channels. However I will now summarise interesting studies of erosion and surface form 
characterisation of other geomorphic processes which have utilised 3D terrestrial laser scanning.  
Rowlands et al. (2003) used a Riegl LPM2K terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) to obtain a 3D topographic 
model of a shallow rotational landslide failure in the UK. The Riegl LPM2K is a long-range laser scanner 
(range < 2km) with estimated accuracies of ~25mm, mounted on a tripod and controlled by a Psion palmtop 
computer. Two scans were undertaken, each lasting one hour and producing an 8000 x, y, z data point cloud. 
These datasets were merged and geo-corrected (geo-referenced) to a single established control point. Although 
not carried out in this study Rowlands et al. (2003) speculate that repeat surveying would show quantitative 
changes in topography that would indicate slope activity, movement type and direction. 
Nagihara et al. (2004) used a Cyrax 2500 TLS (now known as the Leica HDS2500) to capture the 
topography of a barchan dune in New Mexico. This scanner is a medium range scanner (<100m) capable of 
~10cm resolution and ~6mm accuracy. Eleven scans were performed from six positions around the dune each 
containing at least three of 10 half-sphere registration markers placed around the dune. The scanner was 
controlled by a laptop computer and Cyclone 3.1 software. A total of 260,000 data points were collected in the 
eleven scans. Individual scans were registered to a common coordinate system which was geo-referenced to the 
real world. This was then merged into a single point cloud and a continuous 3D topographic surface was 
rendered by interpolating between data points. Nagihara et al. (2004) recognised that repeat surveying would 
facilitate monitoring the dune as it evolved. 
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Fardin et al. (2004) characterised rock joint surface roughness using a LaserRadar 3D TLS. This instrument has 
a range of 0.4-54m and an optimal accuracy of 3-5mm. To test this laser scanner Fardin et al. (2004) scanned a 
large road-cut rock face in Sweden from a distance of 5m producing a single scan of 7m by 4.5m dimensions. 
457,277 data points were obtained with an average separation of 5mm. Surface roughness of the rock face was 
characterised using a fractal method and it was found that laser scanning can capture the primary roughness of 
large rock fractures. 
Rosser et al. (2005) used a Measurement Devices Ltd LaserAce 600 TLS to measure the process of hard 
rock coastal cliff erosion near Whitby, UK.  The LaserAce 600 is a long range laser scanner (<700m) with a 
measurement precision of 10cm at the maximum range of 700m. Surveys were undertaken from fixed points on 
the wave cut platform, the coordinates of these locations being precisely located by GPS. Rosser et al. (2005) 
estimated that using these systems every point in the scan data point cloud is precise to better than 5cm at scan 
ranges up to 300m. The acquired 3D point cloud was first edited to remove erroneous points caused by returns 
from temporary features such as birds and rain, and the edges were trimmed. The point cloud was then 
transformed into the local Ordinance Survey British Grid coordinate system. Using fixed reference points 
within the scan and the GPS data a continuous surface was derived from the point cloud generating a mesh. The 
surface was then edited further to remove mesh triangles that filled areas in shadow on the surface (mixed pixel 
errors). By overlaying successive georeferenced point clouds and surfaces generated in this way Rosser et al. 
(2005) were able to map the erosion (volumetric change) of the cliff. 
Bitelli et al. (2004) measured movement of a small landslide body in the Northern Apennines of Italy. 
A Riegl LMS-Z210 was used in their first survey (range 2-350m, accuracy 2.5cm) and a newer model the 
Riegl LMS-Z420i in their second survey (range 2-800m, accuracy 1cm). Both scanners were controlled via 
laptop computer and 10-13 dedicated retroreflector control points were installed on the landslide body to aid 
reconstruction of multiple scanning viewpoints. Bitelli et al. (2004) were able to map changes in the two models 
which were in the range of -2.7 to 2m, erosion and deposition respectively. 
Milan et al. (2007) used a TLS to capture a daily sequence of erosion and deposition episodes in a 
proglacial braided stream in the Swiss Alps. Their Riegl LMS Z210 was controlled by a laptop and powered by 
two large car batteries. The braided river reach was scanned daily for a period of 10 days. 20 retroreflective 
targets mounted on tripods were placed on the braid plane before the reach was scanned from four locations. 
Digital elevation models of the site were reconstructed from these four scans containing a total of >1,500,000 
data points. By comparing models produced each day Milan et al. (2007) were able to map in detail erosion and 
deposition to 2cm vertical accuracy. 
3.2.4 Field area - Taiwan 
To capture fluvial bedrock erosion in mountain rivers in a short amount of time it is desirable to study bedrock 
rivers in a region where conditions exist that promote rapid erosion rates. The presence of high discharge 
events, prevalent alluvium and high sediment supply rates are likely to promote the work of bedload abrasion. 
Hartshorn et al. (2002) demonstrated that high fluvial bedrock erosion rates occur in the Li Wu River of 
Taiwan.  
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Taiwan is the subaerial expression of an orogen resulting from the collision of the Luzon Volcanic Arc on the 
Philippine Sea Plate with the Eurasian continental margin (Teng 1990). The Manilla Trench is situated to the 
south of Taiwan and subducts the Eurasian continental margin beneath the Philippine Sea (oceanic) Plate to the 
east. This comes onshore as a series of eastward dipping thrusts cutting the Coastal Plain and the Western 
Foothills to the west of the Central Range of Taiwan. To the east and northeast of Taiwan the Philippine Sea 
(oceanic) Plate is subducted below the Eurasian Plate along the Ryukyu Trench (Teng 1990). The modern rate 
of convergence between the Philippine Sea Plate and Asia is 80mmyr
-1
 (Yu et al. 1997) causing uplift rates of  
5-7mmyr
-1
 (Bonilla 1977, cited by Schaller et al. 2005).  
The Li Wu River was chosen as the field area for this study (figure 3.2-5). The catchment drains 
~600km
2
 of steep, vegetated mountainous terrain, 434km
2 
at the Lushui gauging station. From ~4000m at the 
western drainage divide the catchment drains into the Pacific Ocean approximately 25km further east. Steep 
(~35), straight sloped, densely vegetated valleys punctuated by a steep tributary network meet at bedrock rivers 
with highly variable alluvial fills. Three localities were chosen to study bedrock erosion, two of which contain 
sites from Hartshorn et al. (2002) which were reoccupied. Bedrock geology is presented in figure 3.2-6. The Li 
Wu River, has received much attention in the recent past looking at short term direct measurements of erosion 
(Hartshorn et al. 2002) and longer term averaged fluvial incision from in-situ produced cosmogenic 
radionuclides (Schaller et al. 2005). Incision rates have also been estimated from dated fill terraces (Liew 1988, 
cited by Schaller et al. 2005) along with catchment surface lowering rate rates from suspended load records 
(Dadson et al. 2003) and exhumation rates from fission track dating (Dadson et al. 2003, Liu et. al. 2001). 
 
 Figure 3.2-5 The Li Wu catchment, Taiwan.  The main image is a shaded relief model of the Li Wu Catchment which 
is outlined in yellow. Blue lines indicate the position of the main tributaries and red lines point to the positions of the 
three studied localities which are illustrated with photographs. The inset outline of Taiwan shows the location of the Li 
Wu catchment. Modified from Hartshorn (2004).  
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The Water Resources Agency in Taiwan has been monitoring river discharge in the Li Wu since 1956 and 
suspended sediments since 1970. The discharge record for the last 10 years is shown in figure 3.2-7 (WRA 
2009) . This covers the period considered by Hartshorn et al. (2002), Hsieh (2007) and this study.  
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Figure 3.2-7 Li Wu River, Lushui gauging station (no.2460H005) discharge record, 01/01/1997 – 01/01/2008. 
 
Discharge is highly variable in the Li Wu River. Large discharge spikes correspond to tropical storms or 
typhoon events (figure 3.2-8). Dadson et al. (2003) calculated that suspended sediment and bedload comprise 70 
 28% and 30  28% respectively of the total river load in the high mountains of Taiwan. 
 The degree of alluviation of the Li Wu is also highly variable. Figure 3.2-9 shows images from 2006 
when a large volume of sediment was fed into the system by landsliding upstream, and figures one year later 
which show the degree to which this alluviation is transient.  
 
Figure 3.2-6 Li Wu bedrock geology. PM3 = black schist, 
green schist and metachert. PM2 = Marble. PM1 = Gneiss 
and migmatite. These three formations comprise the 
Tananao Schist Group which is late Paleozoic to Mesozoic 
in age. Yellow = Pleistocene to recent alluvium. Tienhsiang 
to Hsincheng is 15km. North is up the page. Chen et al. 
(2000). 
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3.3 Field experiment method 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The primary aim of this field experiment is to quantify surface change in three dimensions resulting from 
erosion, to do this at sites which include a crestline separating clearly defined stoss and lee surfaces, and to 
contrast the effect of lithology and position in the channel cross-section. In this field experiment mechanisms 
cannot be isolated, instead we observe the net work carried out by all fluvial erosion mechanisms. In order to 
accomplish this primary aim the following secondary aims must first be completed: 1) design and build a 
method of 3D site surveying capable of surviving in this highly destructive environment and which will allow 
datasets to be confidently compared, and 2) find locations which differ in lithology, though lie in the same 
stretch of river and hence experience broadly similar sediment load and discharge. At least two field seasons are 
required, the first for site installation and initial surveying and the second to re-survey the same sites to assess 
the change resulting from erosion. 
A new experiment system has been designed to measure three dimensional surface topographic changes 
due to erosion. Three components make up this system: 1) a high resolution laser scanner, 2) a carefully 
selected UFCS site containing a well expressed crestline, stoss and lee surfaces and 3) a device present in both 
initial and final scanned surfaces allowing them to be co-referenced.  
3.3.2 Three dimensional measurement device: Minolta VIVID 900 TLS 
The Minolta VIVID900 3D laser scanner was used in this study (figure 3.3-1). The VIVID900 uses the 
„light-stripe‟ method emitting a horizontal light stripe through a cylindrical lens to an object. The reflected light 
from the object is received by a CCD (charge coupled device), and then converted by triangulation into distance 
information. The process is repeated by scanning the light stripe vertically on the object surface using a 
galvano-mirror to obtain a 3D image of the object. A colour image of the object is also obtained by scanning the 
CCD through a RGB (red, green, blue, 640 × 480 × 24 bits colour depth) filter while the light stripe is not 
emitted (a band pass filter is used when the light stripe is emitted) (VIVID900 user manual) (figure 3.3-2). 
 
Figure 3.3-1 Minolta VIVID900 schematic diagram. Left: Front view showing the camera and laser apertures. Right: rear 
view showing the control panel, memory card port and viewfinder. The device is 462mm tall, 223mm wide and 271mm in 
length. The laser scanner in mounted on a tripod in the field. Image source: VIVID900 user manual. 
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In the field the scanner was controlled manually using the control panel. Data was stored on compact flash 
memory cards much like a digital camera. Three lenses can be interchanged to enable different scan area 
capture and accuracy. In this study the WIDE lens was used to measure the outcrop and the TELE lens was used 
to image the reference features. The scanner has a limited range of 0.6-2.5m and was placed as close as possible 
to the outcrop to minimise error. Scan area and data point density, or resolution, vary with distance and lens 
configuration as shown in table 3.3-1.  The lowest resolution of the scanner is 280,000 data points per square 
metre. The highest, used to measure individual datums is 32,000,000 data points per square metre. 
Table 3.3-1 Scan area and data point density variation (resolution) with measurement distance. 
Measurement 
distance / m   600 800 1000 1200 2000 2500 
 Object size / mm       
WIDE lens Horizontal 367.0 486.6 606.2 725.8 1204.2 - 
  Vertical 275.2 364.9 454.6 544.4 903.2 - 
  
Data point  
density / m
-2
 3.0x10
+06
 1.7x10
+06
 1.1x10
+06
 7.8x10
+05
 2.8x10
+05
 - 
 Object size / mm       
MIDDLE lens Horizontal 204.7 270.6 336.5 402.4 - 830.6 
  Vertical 153.6 203.0 252.4 301.8 - 622.9 
  
Data point  
density / m
-2
 9.8x10
+06
 5.6x10
+06
 3.6x10
+06
 2.5x10
+06
 - 5.9x10
+05
 
 Object size / mm       
TELE lens Horizontal 113.9 151.0 188.0 225.1 - 465.9 
  Vertical 85.4 113.2 141.0 168.8 - 349.4 
  
Data point  
density / m
-2
 3.2x10
+07
 1.8x10
+07
 1.2x10
+07
 8.1x10
+06
 - 1.9x10
+06
 
 
A model of an outcrop is composed of many scan elements. These are single scans of a portion of the outcrop 
which share common ground with scans of adjacent sections. Each scan element is a data point cloud in x, y, z 
format. Each point is known as a vertex and point clouds can be meshed to create a surface. Model construction 
from scan elements is described in section 3.4. 
Laser scanning uncertainties 
Hodge et al. (2009) have compiled a typology of errors found in constructing 3D surface models from point 
cloud data acquired from terrestrial laser scanning methods. Following Bannister et al. (1998) they state that 
errors in any surveying technique can be classified into random, systematic and gross (table 3.3-2). Random 
error, or precision, is the scatter in the data as result of inherent system variability when making the same 
measurement under identical conditions. Systematic error, or accuracy, is the difference between the measured 
Figure 3.3-2. Laser scanning measurement 
principle. Schematic diagram showing 3D laser 
scanner measurement principle. Light is emitted by a 
laser diode, passed through a cylindrical emitting lens 
to a galvano-mirror. Horizontal and vertical laser 
stripes are passed over the target object. Reflected 
light is focussed by a receiving lens through a band 
pass filter before being recorded by a CCD (charge 
coupled device). Distances are determined by 
triangulation. A colour image of the object is also 
recorded by passing a red, blue and green filter 
between the receiving lens and the CCD. Image: 
VIVID900 user manual. 
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value and the true value. Gross errors are errors caused by human or equipment malfunction (Hodge et al. 
2009).  
Table 3.3-2 Summary of causes of error affecting individual TLS data points (from Hodge et al. 2009) 
Error type Causes 
Random: determines precision Surface reflectivity and geometry 
 Scanner hardware and software 
 Data post processing 
Systematic: determines accuracy Surface reflectivity and geometry 
 Scanner hardware and software 
 Data post processing 
Gross: determines reliability Incorrect/incomplete data (e.g. not collecting or mislabelling targets) 
 Incorrect scanner settings 
 Target disturbance 
 
Stated measurement accuracy for the Minolta VIVD900 is shown in table 3.3-3, the precision is stated as ± 
0.008mm with the TELE lens, and the resolution of the scanner is shown in table 3.3-1. 
Table 3.3-3 Scanner measurement accuracy  
 
Accuracies stated for a scan element point cloud set. This means that every data point in that point cloud is within the stated value of 
accuracy of the true value. The z axis is the axis through the scanner lens. Source: VIVID900 user manual. 
 
Hodge et al. (2009) were principally concerned with high-resolution TLS data (sub-centimetre point spacing) 
from surfaces with total relief of 5-20cm. They used a Leica HDS3000 and Leica ScanStation (both have 
accuracy: position 6mm, distance 4mm, range: 300m, and resolution: spot size 4-6mm within 1-50m range, 
maximum sample density 1.2mm). They acknowledge that in larger scale features (e.g. gravel bars) where the 
signal to noise ratio is high, error management is likely to be a less significant issue. The higher resolution laser 
scanner used in this thesis has higher accuracy and resolution than the Leica models and therefore the large 
features measured relative to the magnitude of these uncertainties are equivalent to scanning larger features with 
the Leica scanners. Therefore error management may be less of a significant issue. 
 Lichti et al. (2005) identified systematic errors inherent in TLS point clouds. Angular displacement is 
an error produced due to the finite beam width and causes shape distortions at edges and curved surfaces. This 
is also known as parallax error, which according to Minolta the VIVID 900 does not suffer from. Mixed pixel 
errors occur when an incident laser beam illuminates surfaces that are spatially adjacent in the range (laser 
beam) direction such that the energy of a single pulse strikes both surfaces, the returns of which are integrated 
together (Lichti et al. 2005). The artefact resulting from this is a dispersed group of data points from the first 
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object to the second. This error is observed but is manually deleted where necessary. Three additional artefacts: 
detector saturation, blooming and multipath, are acknowledged but are not expected to be observed here as they 
are associated with highly reflective surfaces. Incidence angle artefacts, where a finite beam width illuminates a 
surface at non-normal incidence, can give rise to range bias.  
The random measurement error is the first in a series of possible errors in this system of measurement. 
Further random and systematic errors are introduced in initial and fine registration and merging processes as 
well as the method for comparing models. Assessment of the accuracy of a single scan can be made by 
comparing features present in the scan to direct measurements of the real object. Reconstruction error can be 
assessed by comparing direct field measurements of features present in the final model but originally separated 
by many scan elements in the raw data. Magnitudes of erosion must realistically be much greater than these 
uncertainties in order to obtain a significant signal/noise ratio and to assess surface change with confidence. 
Magnitudes of these errors are presented and analysed in section 3.4.3. 
3.3.3 Site selection criteria 
Site locations were chosen according to the following criteria: 1) Safety. The sites must be easily and safely 
accessible. This is necessary for the safety of the field party and the bulky and heavy equipment involved. 2) 
Floor of rock. The bedforms of interest must be adjacent to a floor of rock. This is necessary because an 
alluvial mantle is prone to migration and since the scanner has a very limited range (2.5m) it is necessary to 
have a dependable base level. If alluvium was used as a base for the tripod it is easily envisaged that the upper 
surface of the alluvium could be lower the next field season due to excavation by the river. Obviously both 
alluvium and bedrock bases are prone to being alluviated, which would necessitate later visits to the sites when 
they have been excavated by the river. 3) The crestline must be clearly visible. For the purposes of this field 
study, the crestline is simply defined as a boundary between the upstream facing convex surface, possessing 
greater surface roughness and downstream facing concave surfaces displaying smoother roughness. 
For a given vertical incision on an inclined stoss surface the signal to noise ratio will be higher for a crestline 
migrating horizontally than for each surface migrating vertically. If the crestline is clear and distinct then the 
offset seen in two scans would be more accurate than a dispersed crestline. 4) Stream velocity. Narrow 
channels are preferred as stream velocity will be higher than broad channels increasing the likelihood of 
bedload transport. The second and third criteria are summarised in figure 3.3-3. 
 
Figure 3.3-3 Cartoon summarising desired site 
layout. The VIVID900 is shown on a tripod in a 
common setup. A schematic field of view is shown 
highlighting increasing accuracy toward the 
scanner body by change in colour from red to 
green. Gravel floor is avoided due to the short 
range of the scanner, bedrock floor is subject to 
less vertical change between seasons. A clear 
crestline is preferred. 
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3.3.4 Common feature referencing system 
A system was designed which enabled fixed reference features to be established in the outcrop scans from both 
initial and final field seasons. It has two main components: 1) a spigot and 2) a datum (figure 3.3-4). The spigot 
is a device designed to be cemented into the base of a socket drilled into the bedrock. It is a rod constructed 
from stainless steel into which a drilled hole is tapped at one end, for insertion of the datum. A volume of 
untapped space exists further into the spigot past the tapped region to act as a sink for oil and sediment which 
may be present. At the opposite end of the spigot is a series of depressed and raised rings which create 
roughness for the cement to grasp. Further grip is added by a sandblasted finish. The rings and roughened-finish 
assist adherence of the epoxy cement to the spigot to prevent movement in the bedrock socket. The tapped end 
is polished to a flat surface perpendicular to the axis of the spigot. The datum is a precision machined rod with a 
cone at one end (figure 3.3-4). At one end is a mild steel tapped rod which screws into the spigot. Mild steel is 
used so that any grit caught in the threads will indent the rod and not the spigot and also to avoid cold fusing 
which might happen if both parts were stainless steel. The datum is screwed into the spigot until the polished 
surface on the datum and its counterpart on the spigot meet. The shaft of the datum projects the datum head 
above the bedrock surface. The conical datum head is the common feature of reference present in repeated scans 
of the same bedform. A cone was used for two reasons. Firstly a cone is axis symmetric so if any grit were to 
get caught between the two polished surfaces this would only result in the datum appearing at a higher position 
than it should be. If it was not axis symmetric the datum head would, in addition, appear rotated in the scans. 
Secondly the apex of the cone is a unique point in space. If only a portion of the cone is captured in a scan then 
the position of the apex can be reconstructed from the curvature of the captured surface. Below the cone the 
cylindrical part of the datum head is knurled to assist its installation by the operator. The whole datum is 
sandblasted to maximise data return to the scanner.  
In addition to these two main parts a number of disposable parts are installed once the spigot is fixed 
into the bedrock. A cap bolt is screwed into the spigot, a fabric plug is emplaced on top of this and finally a 
silicone plug filled the hole flush with the bedrock surface. These parts are countermeasures to prevent sediment 
from entering the bedrock hole and spigot when the bedrock is underwater and being eroded. They are designed 
to minimise disturbance to the fluid flow along the target surfaces. Hydraulic wedging is particularly effective 
at forcing gravel into the drilled holes in the bedrock.  
3.3.5 Field experiment strategy 
The theoretical strategy for this field experiment is summarised in figure 3.3-5. There are three stages. In the 
first stage the field site is established at low flow when the bedrock is subaerially exposed (described in section 
3.3.7). The datum is installed and the first season scanning completed to create a three dimensional computer 
model of the outcrop. The datum is captured in its position above the surface of the bedrock. Once scanning is 
completed the bolt, fabric plug and silicone countermeasures are installed and the site vacated until the next 
field season. The second stage is the erosion of the surrounding bedrock. This occurs during the wet season in 
between visits when typhoons and storms create sufficient precipitation to flood the channel above the height of 
the sites. A volume of material is removed during this stage including the upper part of the silicone plug but due  
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Figure 3.3-5 Schematic overview of the experiment strategy. This has been reduced to 2D for simplicity. The upper 
figures of this diagram illustrate the three stages in the experiment. In stage 1A the site is installed and the first 3D model is 
acquired. In stage 1B the site is prepared for stage 2 by installing countermeasures designed to protect the spigot from 
erosion and sediment contamination. Stage 2 represents the time between field seasons when the site is flooded and 
erosion occurs. In stage 3 the countermeasures are removed, the datum is reinstalled and the second 3D model is 
acquired. The lower figures illustrate the 3D models acquired in the aforementioned stages. In stage 1A the first 3D model 
is acquired which captures the datum reference feature and the initial bedrock surface. Similarly the stage 3 model captures 
the datum reference feature and the new eroded bedrock surface. By positioning the two scans such that the datum 
reference features are in the identical position the result of the erosion can be analysed. In the real models this data is three 
dimensional so that the spatial distribution of erosion is captured. 
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to the destructive nature of the environment at this time it is not possible to observe the mechanism responsible. 
The system is capable of accommodating an erosion depth less than or equal to an inbuilt limit corresponding to 
the top of the cap bolt. If this is breached then the datum fails. However as three spigots are installed per site, 
corresponding to three datums in the final model, there is a certain amount of inbuilt redundancy. Two datums 
are needed for a precise alignment between models however a least deviation fit can be carried out with just one 
datum.  In the third and last stage the sites are revisited, countermeasures removed, the datum reinstalled and a 
second scanning survey is carried out. Then using the common reference feature, the datum head, the two 
computer models can be aligned and the spatial change due to erosion can be analysed. Further, if it seems 
likely that there is enough rock remaining for additional field seasons then the site can be put into hibernation 
once more.   
A number of assumptions are made: 1) the rock does not flex or flow on the scale of the channel 
therefore spigots and datums remain in exactly the same position in space, 2) the installation of the spigot has 
no effect on the rock so that measured erosion is due to natural variability only (this assumption can be tested by 
inspecting erosion distribution maps), 3) the datums are the only features in the model which remain unchanged 
and in the same spatial position, all outcrop surfaces are assumed to be eroded to some degree. 
3.3.6 Field sites 
Ten sites in total were established at three localities. Three sites were in schist, four in marble and three in 
quartzite. Each site consisted of a portion of the stoss surface, often the upper flatter part, a crestline and a 
portion of the lee surface. Three spigots were installed per site, generally two in the lee surface and one in the 
stoss. More were placed in the lee surface as this is the surface predicted to be eroded least.  
Two sites were established in schist bedrock adjacent to the bridge at Tienhsiang Town. These were 
situated on outcrop approximately 1-2m above 2007 low stage and within 5m of the then active channel of the 
Taisai River, a major tributary of the Li Wu River which it joins at this locality (figure 3.3-6a). Site 1, slightly 
upstream of the bridge, is a small cylindrical outcrop the crestline of which is clear and distinct perpendicular to 
the channel direction. It has a smooth lee face. Areas of quartz are prominent in the black groundmass. Thin 
sections of this schist show a pressure solution foliation and highly contorted quartz sand laminations. Site 2 is 
directly under the road bridge. A rounded, diffuse crestline is present, orientated ~45 to the channel direction in 
the horizontal. In both sites it appears that the lee surface may have originated as a joint that has been enlarged 
by erosion processes. Site 1 presents a curved, streamlined lee which is distinctly different from site 2. 
Four sites were established downstream from Tienhsiang at the Li Wu gauging site called Lushui, three 
on a prominent quartzite “bed” and one in a schist outcrop further downstream (figure 3.3-6b). The quartzite 
“bed” is a linear outcrop of almost constant thickness protruding into the river at an ~45 angle pointing 
upstream and surrounded by schist. The bed is massive and has a well defined UFCS form where jointing is 
widely spaced and infrequent but toward the upstream contact with the adjacent schist jointing is more closely 
spaced and so blocky fragments are more common. The lee surface is flat or concave downstream and a sinuous 
crestline is present which in places steps back to a downstream position where joints interfere. One site (D1-D3) 
is located on the quartzite bed, 1m above the position of the 2007 low stage water level (in plan view).  
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The other two quartzite sites (D4-D6 and D7-D9) sit a few metres shoreward from and at a slightly elevated 
position relative to D1-D3. The schist site at this locality is ~100m further downstream and maps a well formed 
crestline on the rear of an UFCS. This site is ~5m from the 2007 low stage shore and 1-2m above this level.  
Further downstream still is the third locality called Holiu which is predominantly marble. Four sites 
were installed on a flatter part of the channel side approximately 4m above the 2007 low stage level (figure 3.3-
6c). Sites were chosen to encompass parabolic, flute-like crest lines separating shallow concave lee regions 
from convex stoss regions. Site 1 was located at the very edge of the platform mapping a crestline separating a 
strongly convex stoss surface from a strongly concave lee region. All three datums are located on the stoss 
surface. Site 2 is located on the first level of the platform and is overall quite flat. A parabolic, flute-like crest 
line, closing upstream, marks the change from convex to concave surfaces. All three datums are in the stoss 
surface. Site 3 is located on an inclined part of the platform above site 2 but is very similar in form to site 2. 
Two datums were installed on the lee and one on the stoss. Site 4 is located above site 3 on a more steeply 
inclined surface. All datums are located on the lee surface. Again this site is very similar to site 2 and 3. Face 
percussion marks are common at this site. 
Both the Tienhsiang and the Lushui localities are wide channels (~ 35-60m at the scour line) with 
bedrock flanks and steep vegetated valley sides above the typhoon scour line. In contrast the third locality, 
Holiu, is positioned at the start of a gorge where channel width is narrower (~20m at the scour line) and valley 
walls are subvertical. All three localities have been studied by Hartshorn (2004) although not these specific 
sites. Positions, both in a lateral and vertical sense, relative to the 2007 low stage channel position have been 
indicated in the preceding descriptions. However, as demonstrated in figure 3.2-8 and 3.2-9, both the degree of 
alluviation and the discharge variability make these statements specific to only a single point in time. The 
absolute locations of these sites have been determined by GPS (3m accuracy) but mapping them in relation to 
the active channel is difficult due to lack of fixed points in the channel. It is sufficient to note that sites at the 
Lushui and Tienhsiang localities are very close the thalweg but Holiu is at a higher position.  
3.3.7 Field method 
Installation and initial scanning were carried out from the 27
th
 February until the 7
th
 March 2007. The second 
survey was carried out from the 23
rd
 February until the 1
st
 March 2008. 
Installing field study sites: The site was cleared of sediment and vegetation detritus where necessary and the 
position of three drill holes marked with a permanent marker pen, typically 1.5m apart, one on the stoss surface 
and two on the lee surface either side of the stoss. Using a hammer drill powered by a portable petrol generator, 
14-16mm diameter holes were drilled into the rock to a depth of approximately 160mm orientated perpendicular 
to the bedrock surface; 70mm for the spigot and cap bolt and 90mm to be eroded. The holes were cleared of 
rock dust using compressed air. Once cleared of dust a small amount of epoxy resin cement (J&S Jkut JK235 
mortar injection system) was injected into the base of the hole. The datum was screwed into a spigot and pushed 
into the resin in the base of the drilled hole. Resin encased the spigot and sets within 5 minutes. The datum was 
then unscrewed from the spigot leaving the spigot in place (figure 3.3-7). This was carried out for three datums 
per site and all spigots were installed prior to scanning.  
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Figure 3.3-7 Epoxy resin encasing a spigot and datum. These figures show a stoss datum from the 2008 survey which 
has been eroded down to the spigot cap bolt level. Left: In these images the epoxy resin can be seen around the spigot and 
up the side of where the datum was positioned during installation. A small amount of resin can be seen to have penetrated 
the polished contact between the datum and the spigot. Right: The datum has been screwed back in demonstrating the 
position it is in when scanning. As resin penetrated the polished contacts it would have been here in both surveys so this is 
not considered a source of error. The spigot is protected during erosion by the cap bolt. Note only the cap bolt remained in 
this example, the final of three countermeasures, and was removed before these images were taken. Scale in millimetres. 
 
Stage 1A - Scanning: The VIVID900 was powered by a sealed lead acid battery (G5 TEV2500 Portalac) via a 
voltage inverter (Nikkai Automotive 300W model A17FG) (figure 3.3-8). The scanner and tripod were 
assembled at the outcrop and positioned as close to the outcrop as practical in order to scan the entire outcrop 
with the least number of scan elements. Umbrellas were used to shade the outcrop where necessary. 
 
 
The site was swept clean of sediment, dust and organic debris before scanning commenced. The datum was 
inserted into a spigot and tugged and rotated to check the resin had fixed securely. In the initial field season the 
spigots were found to be very securely fixed in place and could not be moved up, down or rotated in the drill 
holes.  A complete scan of the outcrop was achieved by scanning small areas, producing “scan elements”, and 
reconstructing these into an outcrop model at a later date. Scan elements were acquired by scanning in a 
systematic pattern such as that shown in figure 3.3-9 with much overlap (>20%) between adjacent scan 
Figure 3.3-8 VIVID900 on site at 
the Lushui Schist site. The 
scanner is mounted on a tripod. The 
car battery and voltage inverter are 
directly underneath. A datum can be 
seen just to the right in a lee spigot 
socket. The area around the scanner 
has been cleared of sediment in 
order to position the tripod. 
Umbrellas were used to shade 
outcrops in bright light. 
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elements. The four corners of each scan element were marked out on the outcrop with permanent pen to assist 
reconstruction. 
 
 
The whole outcrop was scanned using the WIDE lens configuration to capture the most area in the smallest 
number of scans. A single datum was used in all spigots, being removed from the first spigot once out of view 
of the scanner and inserted into the next in the track and so on. Once the whole area was covered using the 
WIDE lens, each datum was scanned using the TELE lens. Data return (parts of the surface picked up by the 
scanner) was shown onscreen as silver whereas data holes (no return) are shown as blue. Areas were rescanned 
until acceptable data return was achieved (>70%). The outcrop was sketched and photographed, including the 
pen markers, to assist later reconstruction. 
Stage 1B - Site hibernation: The datum was removed and the spigot air dusted, oiled and then closed with the 
cap bolt. A fabric plug was pushed into the drill hole to prevent material entering the cap bolt head. Then the 
remaining drill hole length was filled with acetic cure silicone sealant (Unikseal 615 silicone). This sets rapidly 
into a clear rubber plug which adheres to the fabric above the cap bolt and the hole walls (figure 3.3-10). 
Stage 2 - Erosion: Sites were intermittently checked during the period between field seasons by Morgan Chen, 
our contact at the Toroko National Park. All sites were confirmed to be subaqueous during the summer months. 
Stage 3 - Re-surveying: At each site a corkscrew was used to remove the silicone plug, on occasion assisted by 
a pocket knife. The fabric plug was removed using a grabbing tool. With the cap bolt still in place the de-
plugged hole was cleaned using compressed air to remove fine sediment and water. Then the cap bolt was 
removed using a magnetised Allen Key. The spigot and holes were cleaned again using compressed air then 
inspected using a fibre optic endoscope (ProVision 538) to check that there was no debris anywhere in or 
around the spigot (figure 3.3-11). The datum was reinserted and the scanning procedure was carried out as 
described in stage 1A. 30 spigots were installed, three per site. Table 3.3-4 summarises the number of spigots 
installed, the number recovered, the reason for recovery failure, and which sites needed excavation before the 
second scanning survey. 
Figure 3.3-9 Diagram representing 
scanning strategy.  Scanning 
commences in one corner of the site 
and proceeds in tracks which overlap 
with adjacent scan elements. The 
whole outcrop is scanned in a 
systematic manner working in vertical 
columns moving from top to bottom, 
then from bottom to top. An overlap of 
>20% between adjacent scan 
elements was maintained to facilitate 
accurate reconstruction. Permanent 
pen markers were written on the rock 
to aid reconstruction. The scan tracks 
were positioned so that the datums 
were captured by several scans. 
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Figure 3.3-10 Silicone plugs in Holiu Marble (above left) and Lushui Schist (above right). Drill holes are 14-16mm 
wide (depending on drill bit used). The damage from drilling can be seen to be contained within a narrow zone around the 
hole. The silicone fills the drill hole to be flush with the surface. In this way disturbance to flow is minimised. Images are from 
the 2007 initial survey. Below Silicone and fabric plug extracted from a lee surface of one of the Holiu sites. This example 
has not been eroded. The silicone exposed at the surface can be seen to be denatured to a black colour. Sand and mud 
coat the outer surface and the fabric is discoloured by the rusting cap bolt. Scale in millimetres. 
 
  
Figure 3.3-11 Site cleaning, preparation and inspection. Left: Tienhsiang site 2, sediment had to be excavated to 
access the lee spigots. The grabbing tool (red handle) and the endoscope can be seen resting on the outcrop. A datum is in 
the nearest lee position. Right: Photograph taken through the endoscope showing the spigot in situ in the rock. The 
threaded region and the base of the reservoir can be seen clearly free of detritus along with the polished face. The black 
material on this face is a small amount of resin that became trapped between the datum and spigot during installation. 
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Table 3.3-4 Summary of site conditions in 2008 
Locality Site name Lithology 
No. of 
spigots 
installed 
No. of 
spigots 
recovered 
Reason 
for 
failure to 
recover* 
Exposed/  
fully alluviated/  
partially 
alluviated in 2008 
Lushui D1-D3 Quartzite 3 3 N/A Exposed 
  D4-D6 Quartzite 3 3 N/A Exposed 
  D7-D9 Quartzite 3 2 1 Exposed 
  Schist Schist 3 3 N/A Exposed 
Holiu Site 1 Marble 3 2 1 Exposed 
  Site 2 Marble 3 2 1 Exposed 
  Site 3 Marble 3 3 N/A Exposed 
  Site 4 Marble 3 1 1 Exposed 
Tienhsiang Site 1 Schist 3 3 N/A Exposed 
  Site 2 Schist 3 2 2 Partially alluviated 
*Reason codes: 1) cap bolt stuck, 2) system erosion limit exceeded (destroyed)   
 
Tienhsiang site 2 was alluviated on the lee side up to the level of the stoss surface, this alluvium was dug out 
before re-scanning.  The stoss spigot was found exposed and failed by ductile fracture at this site (figure 3.3-
12). Approximately 10cm of erosion had occurred to expose the spigot to this level. At Tienhsiang site 1 and the 
Lushui schist the stoss spigot cap bolts were found to be at the same level as the rock surface in 2008 indicating 
that approximately 5cm of erosion had occurred (figures 3.3-7 and 3.3-12). All other sites still had their silicone 
plugs in place in 2008, albeit eroded to the level of the rock. 
 
3.4 Data manipulation 
3.4.1 Scan reconstruction 
Outcrop models were reconstructed from 11 to 21 scan elements (table 3.4-1). The number of scan elements 
used to reconstruct an outcrop model was kept to a minimum in order to reduce reconstruction error, hence 
more scan elements were acquired than were used in the final model. Dimensions of a rectangular 
parallelepiped enclosing the outcrop model are also shown in table 3.4-1. As would be expected with this 
method, data point densities are significantly higher than previous 2D studies. 
Table 3.4-1 Reconstructed outcrop models 
 
 
Outcrop models were reconstructed from scan elements using a dedicated software package for 3D scanners 
called Rapidform 2004 by INUS Technologies. This is a three step process. First the scan elements are imported 
into the software and inspected to review their contents. A central scan element is identified and defined as the  
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Figure 3.3-12 Tienhsiang Schist stoss spigots. (a) Tienhsiang site 2 as found in 2008. The lee surface is buried under 
alluvium. A6 scale card for scale. (b) Tienhsiang site 2 stoss spigot. The spigot is still attached but has been bent over and 
finally failed by ductile fracture. The upper surface is striated and indented in a direction along its axis. Nearest scale is in 
millimetres. (c) Tienhsiang site 1 stoss spigot. The cap bolt has been removed but the clean and undeformed spigot can be 
seen, which sat firmly in its hole. (d) Tienhsiang site 1 spigot with datum inserted. A perfect fit can be seen between the two. 
Millimetre scale. 
 
origin of the model. Adjacent scan elements are “initially registered” to the origin scan element. In this process 
one scan element is moved and rotated to fit onto the origin scan element. The software performs a fitting 
procedure from three or more common pairs of points which are picked on the surface of the scan elements 
using features in the photographic data and structural features. This initial registration is carried out for all the 
necessary scan elements required to fill the space between and around the datums. The software grades the 
quality of the fit from “poor” to “excellent”. Only “very good” or “excellent” are accepted. If worse the fit is 
restarted. At the end of this initial registration each scan element is tied to a single adjacent scan element but 
shares common space with many others. The second fitting procedure, called fine registration, involves the 
software fitting all the scan elements to all adjacent scan elements in order to produce a best fit configuration. 
The quality of this second fitting procedure can be assessed by inspecting the colour mixing in overlap regions, 
when each scan element is assigned a separate colour. When colours are uniformly mixed a good fit result is 
produced. Fine registration is dependent on the initial registration only for orientation of the scan elements in 
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approximately the correct positions in space. Fine registration involves a second round of fitting using all the 
scan elements and effectively overwrites the initial registration. The third procedure is the merging of the group 
of scan elements into a single model. This is simply a command that brings all the point clouds into one single 
point cloud without affecting the data in any other way. Figure 3.4-1 highlights the results of the fine 
registration and the merging procedure. Data are left in their raw state and the only modification carried out are 
the trimming of vertexes at edges and mixed pixel errors. 
3.4.2 Transforming to a common coordinate space 
A total of 20 outcrop models from both 2007 and 2008 were reconstructed as described in section 3.4.1. Each of 
these models has a unique coordinate system originating from the origin scan element, which itself originates 
from the scanner‟s internally defined coordinate system. The datums present in the outcrop models exist at the 
same relative spatial position in both scans but the outcrop surfaces are assumed to have been changed by 
erosion. Three reference geometry constructs are used to reorientate the merged outcrops models (henceforth 
known as models) so that the datums in both models occupy the same space in a global coordinate system and 
they can then be compared. 
Reference geometry construct 1- three datums present in 2008 survey: The first construct was used for 
sites where three datums were present in models for both years. This was the case for 5 out of the ten sites, see 
table 3.3-3. A reference point was picked at the apex of each datum. A reference plane was then created through 
these three points and a vector perpendicular to this surface created. Another reference vector was created from 
a lee datum to a stoss datum. A local reference coordinate system was then created with its origin at the chosen 
lee datum apex reference point and the x and y axis defined by the two vectors. All these reference geometries 
were bound to the model. The local reference coordinate system was repositioned to the global coordinate 
system transforming the model and other reference geometries with it. This reference construct was created for 
both initial and final models. The models were imported into the same document with their datums now aligned 
ready for analysis. 
Reference geometry construct 2 - two datums present in 2008 survey: The above method produces 
satisfactory results and allows the user to define all three axes and the origin of the local reference coordinate 
system. However if only two datums are present in the second scan a reference plane cannot be created due to 
the lack of a third datum apex reference point. A second construct was used for four of ten sites which 
contained only two datums in 2008, three where the cap bolt could not be removed and one where erosion had 
been so intense that the spigot was destroyed. The three datum reference construct was created for the 2007 
model. For the 2008 model reference points were picked at the apex of the remaining two datums as normal. A 
reference vector was created between these two points. Next a local reference coordinate geometry was created 
with its origin at the lee datum apex and the x axis defined by the reference vector. The y and z axes are 
unconstrained and were assigned default orientations by the software. These reference geometries were bound 
to the model and the local reference coordinate geometry was repositioned to the global coordinate system 
origin. The x axis and the origin in the 2008 (2 datum) models were the same as the 2007 (3 datum) models. 
When they were imported into the same document two of the datum apex reference points, the  
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reference vector and the coordinate system x axis and origin were in the same positions as the 2008 equivalents. 
However the y and z vectors were not in the same orientation and the 2008 model appeared to penetrate the 
2007 model but with an axis of rotation defined by the common origin and x-axis. Up to this point we have 
manually been doing the job of the initial registration procedure mentioned in section 3.4.1 in relation to 
reconstructing the outcrop models. Next a third type of fitting was applied to the two models called “regional 
registration”. The datum heads from both models were selected as regions (not points) common to both models. 
The origin and x axis were locked and so the software rotates the 2008 shell around the x axis to align the two 
sets of datum heads. This produces satisfactory results. A similar procedure can be used for the 3 datum sites 
but is found to be less satisfactory than the manual approach outlined above.  
Reference geometry construct 3 - single datum present in 2008 survey: A single site, Holiu site 4, 
required a third method of aligning the two models as only one datum was present in the 2008 model. This was 
performed after the analysis of the remaining 9 sites, the results of which were used to justify this method. A 
reference point was picked at the apex of the datum in both models. This is bound to the model and repositioned 
to the origin of the global coordinate system, transforming the models with them. The two models were 
imported into the same document, where the apex reference points, and apexes of the datums, are located at the 
same position in space. The 2008 model was then manually rotated around this reference point to achieve a best 
fit for the same datum from the two models. Then the regional registration fitting procedure was applied to the 
datum and a large part of the lee surface away from the crest line. The software produces a best fit (minimum 
variation) for these two models. The use of the lee surface as a regional registration area will be justified shortly 
from the results of analysis of the spatial distribution of erosion. 
 In addition to these transformations (rotation and translation), three sites (Holiu sites 1-3) were scaled 
by less than 0.05% to improve the fitting of two of their three datums. 
3.4.3 Uncertainties 
There are five significant sources for error that must be considered in making comparisons 2007 and 2008 
surfaces. The first is the accuracy of the scanner. As has been noted in section 3.3.2 the accuracy of the scanner 
with the WIDE lens configuration is x1.40mm, y1.04mm and z0.64mm. The second source of uncertainty is 
error in the fine registration fitting procedure. The result of this error is a stretching or shrinking of the final 
model. The absolute magnitude of this error for a particular model can be assessed by comparing the distance 
between datum apexes measured by tape rule in the field to equivalent measurements from the computer 
models, where line of sight is unobstructed (table 3.4-2). On average the measured values are 0.1244% larger 
than the equivalent computer models, a minimum of 0.008909% smaller, a maximum of 0.9580% larger and a 
standard deviation of 0.005786% to six significant figures. The third source of error is accuracy in picking the 
datum apex reference points. For safety the datum apex point is actually a 1mm diameter flat area. Accuracy in 
picking the centre of this feature is subject to point cloud density but is estimated to be 0.5mm. Fourthly the 
various procedures for aligning the two surfaces all are non-perfect and introduce positional errors. This error 
has been estimated by measuring the distance between datum apex reference points between the two models 
(table 3.4-3). Lastly comparison of surfaces (meshes) rather than point clouds is made in the deviation mapping 
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described in section 3.4.4. Therefore specific laser scanning errors, such as mixed pixel error, which affect 
surface creation, also will create surface anomalies that will produce errors in deviation mapping.  
Table 3.4-2 Fine registration error analysis 
 
*measurement not possible due to line of sight obstruction.**measurement not possible due to spigot failure. –denotes measurement not 
made. A to C indicates the position of the datums, refer to table 3.4-3. 
 
Table 3.4-3 Co-registration error analysis 
 
Note: x and y axes lie in the reference plane defined by the three datum apexes, z is perpendicular to this and positive values are 
orientated away from the outcrop. *denotes a coordinate system constructed without a reference plane hence these offset values are 
specific to the coordinate system of that model. 
 
Recall that the primary aim of the project was to study of the spatial distribution of erosion rates, not the data-
point-scale details of erosion in these models. Therefore the relative magnitudes of the deviation in the models 
between 2007 and 2008 is of primary interest even if the absolute amounts of erosion are less certain. 
 In order to demonstrate the magnitude of the above errors and the uncertainties inherent in the method I 
will take a closer look at Tienhsiang site 1 and the Lushui schist site. In figure 3.4-2 of Tienhsiang site 1 (schist) 
it can be seen that the lee datum fit is excellent (0.00mm deviation of datum apexes, 0.5mm), as this is the 
defined origin where the apex reference points of both models are fixed in the identical position. The fit of the 
lateral and stoss datums is less perfect, 0.510.5mm and 3.370.5mm uncertainty respectively. However it is 
obvious from the magnitude of the erosion here that this error is offset by the large erosion signal (40-140mm). 
Likewise in the Lushui schist (figure 3.4-3) the lee datums both fit satisfactorily (2.980.5mm and 2.970.5mm 
respectively).The stoss datum fit is similar in quality (2.790.5mm) but can be seen to be dwarfed by the large 
erosion signal.  
3.4.4 Model/model deviation mapping 
With the models aligned so that the datums occupy the same volume of space the two models can be compared 
to determine where material has been removed by erosion processes. The shell/shell deviation command takes  
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every data point in the 2007 point cloud and finds a vector which would join this data point to a point on the 
interpolated surface of the 2008 model in the direction defined by the average of the surrounding faces (figure 
3.4-4). A face is a triangle composed of three vertices and is defined as three edges connected with each other. 
The magnitude of this vector is assigned a colour which is applied to the originating data point. In this way a 
difference map is produced displaying the spatial distribution in the magnitude of erosion.  
 
 
3.5 Field experiment results 
3.5.1 Erosion maps 
Results are presented in ten full page figures which contain:  i) 2007 models, ii) 2008 models, iii) 2007 and 
2008 models transformed to a common coordinate system and overlain, iv) erosion maps and v) histograms of 
the distribution of deviation distances (figures 3.5-1 to 3.5-10). In addition, the variability in erosion along the 
channel cross section is examined in figures 3.5-11 and 3.5-12.  Errors do exist in the fine detail of the erosion 
maps presented here and due to the method by which these difference maps were constructed some surfaces, 
such as the joint defined surfaces in Tienhsiang site 2, show apparently anomalous high amounts of erosion. In 
fact these are correct values but appear to be erroneous on first glance. The broad spatial variation in erosion is 
of primary interest in this study and it is believed that the large scale trends observed are real representations of 
actual erosion. The following summary assumes the erosion maps are faithful representations of true erosion. 
3.5.1.1 Erosion distribution at sites 
Lushui quartzite D1-D3 (nearest the thalweg). The distribution of erosion in non-uniform. The convex 
stoss surface nearest the thalweg presents large erosion rates (mostly 10-24mm) which are spatially variable on 
this face. Highest erosion rates (24mm) are concentrated in zones much smaller than this surface. A second 
zone of high erosion rates on the stoss surface nearer the bank is separated by a streamwise furrow from the 
aforementioned zone. The crestline is also deflected slightly downstream by this furrow. In this zone a region of 
high erosion (10-24mm) forms a bulls-eye pattern, truncated by the crestline. A small quartzite block has been 
removed from the stoss surface nearest the thalweg and appears as a red zone with discrete boundaries on the 
erosion map, unlike the graded nature of other higher erosion zones. In immediately adjacent areas to this, very 
low erosion magnitudes exist in a locally concave topography. The position of the 2008 crestline is visible as a 
Figure 3.4-4 Magnitude and 
orientation of surface 
deviation. 2D representation of 
3D data. 2007 data points are 
blue, 2008 data points are white. 
Vectors indicating the magnitude 
and direction of deviation 
between the two models are 
shown as yellow arrows. The 
direction of the vector is defined 
by the average of the normal 
vectors of the surrounding faces. 
Example faces for the 2007 
central data point are shown. 
Real data from Lushui D4-D6. 
Horizontal field of view 
approximately 21mm. 
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sharp boundary between higher rates of erosion on the stoss surfaces (>4mm) and low rates of erosion (<4mm) 
on the lee surfaces. The bankward orientated surface of the streamwise furrow on the stoss surface also shows 
this sharp contrast in the erosion map. A small region of the lee surface immediately downstream of the stoss 
surface furrow presents elevated erosion (up to 10mm) relative to adjacent lee surfaces. Average erosion over 
the whole site (including negative values and a random proportion of stoss and lee surface area) is 5.35mm.  
Lushui quartzite D4-D6. The stoss and lee surfaces are divided by a sinuous crestline mapping the 
contrasting microsurface roughness described previously. Stoss surface erosion is on average higher (up to 
20mm) than the lee surface (up to 10mm) but the division is less clear than at other sites and is complicated by 
organised patterns of erosion on the stoss surface. The stoss surface furthest from the crestline presents erosion 
in the order of 6-14mm and is patchy, with locally higher erosion zones. On the stoss surface nearest the 
thalweg (left in figure) the largest erosion magnitudes are found (up to 20mm) immediately adjacent to the 
discrete parabolic crestline at this location. The stoss surface nearer the bank in this site contains organised 
detail in the erosion map in the form of four parabolic zones of low erosion rates (0-2mm). These mimic the 
shape and orientation of the crestline defined by a sharp break in slope in the models which is further 
downstream of these features. Erosion on the lee surface is more uniform and mostly low magnitudes (0-4mm). 
Erosion magnitudes on the lee surface are smallest immediately adjacent to the crestline and increase slightly 
downstream. The 2008 crestline is visible on the erosion map as a discrete change in erosion magnitudes. 
 Lushui quartzite D7-D9. The thalweg side of this site contains a UFCS whilst the bankward part is flat 
and jointed. Erosion on the convex stoss surface is greater (~0-25mm) than the lee surface downstream (0-
7mm) with the crestline (both years) visible as a sharp boundary between these zones. A local zone of high 
erosion magnitude on the stoss surface is discretely contained (indicating a quarrying origin). Several local 
zones of low erosion magnitudes (0-7mm) are parabolic in shape closing upstream on the convex stoss surface. 
Bankward, in the flatter jointed region, erosion rates are higher (mostly 25-70mm) with local zones of high 
erosion magnitudes. Some zones grade smoothly into zones of lower magnitude (indicating an origin in 
abrasion not quarrying), whilst others show one or two edges which are discrete with the third edge graded 
(indicating quarrying activity). Lee erosion is low magnitude and featureless behind the convex stoss surface. 
 Lushui schist. The stoss surface (here mostly an upper surface) contains higher erosion magnitudes 
(10-100mm) than the lee surface (~3mm). Zones of higher erosion magnitudes on the stoss surface are situated 
in two localised zones at the highest parts of the site, and adjacent to the crestline. The thalweg side of the 
crestline is discrete, visible by a sharp contrast between higher stoss erosion and lower lee erosion. Toward the 
bankward side it becomes diffuse, then discrete again, then moves into a region where erosion magnitudes on 
the stoss and lee surfaces are approximately even. Subvertical pressure solution foliation is visible in the models 
however the erosion map does not show any directionality related to this. The bankward side of the lee surface 
contains a zone of high erosion (up to ~60mm). 
 Holiu site 1. The erosion map at this site is complex due to complex topography. Highest erosion 
magnitudes are found on the stoss surfaces (up to 60mm) with greatest rates present on the steeper upstream 
dipping surface. Lee surfaces show lower erosion magnitudes (up to 26mm). Upper surfaces linking adjacent 
stoss surfaces show intermediate magnitudes (~10-30mm).  
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 Holiu site 2. Erosion magnitudes on the stoss surface (0-38mm) are greater than the lee surface (0-
3mm). Erosion is not uniform on the stoss surface, it increases with increasing dip (to the left in the figure) 
reaching maximum values. The parabolic crestline is only discrete in the erosion map at the apex of the 
parabola. Away from this it becomes graded and diffuse. The lee surface contains round zones of locally higher 
erosion giving the surface a mottled appearance. Bankward of the crestline (up in the figure) is a linear feature 
in the erosion map, a discrete change in erosion magnitude, where a break in slope on the bedform exists. 
 Holiu site 3. Due to the errors in aligning the 2007 and 2008 models only the left hand side of figure 
3.5-7d is reliable. Erosion magnitudes are greater on the stoss surface (0-18mm) than on the lee surface (0-
6mm) in general. Erosion is patchy on the stoss surface with local zones of high erosion magnitudes. The 
crestline is parabolic but only at the apex of the parabola is the crestline discrete on the erosion map. Away 
from the apex (to the left in the figure) the crestline is graded. On the lee surface adjacent to the crestline at this 
location the erosion is locally patchy with rounded patches of locally higher erosion magnitudes. Further up the 
lee surface towards the discrete part of the crestline in the erosion map, fine scale linear features are visible. 
 Holiu site 4. The stoss surface contains higher erosion magnitudes (4-9mm) than the lee surface (mostly 
0-1mm). The magnitude of erosion of the stoss surface increases toward the left in the figure with maximum 
values (9mm) in rounded zones. The crestline is only discrete in the erosion map to the right of the apex of the 
parabola. Elsewhere it is more diffuse and punctuated by small rounded zones of higher erosion rates. 
 Tienhsiang site 1. Erosion magnitudes are larger on the stoss surface (0-140mm) than the lee surface 
(0-5mm). Erosion on the stoss surface is non-uniform, distributed in patchy zones across much of the site and 
focussed on a protuberance on the highest part of the upper stoss surface where maximum erosion magnitudes 
(~140mm) were recorded. The crestline is visible in the erosion map as a discrete change in erosion magnitudes 
from higher variable values on the stoss to lower more uniform values on the lee.  Lateral surfaces (left in 
figure) show similar patchy data to upper stoss surfaces. 
 Tienhsiang site 2. Erosion magnitudes are low (0-5mm) and uniform on the lee surface at this site. 
Erosion is greater on the stoss surface (up to 170mm), increasing generally towards the bank (top right in 
figure) but locally high on protuberances. The central zone of the upper stoss surface presents lower erosion 
rates in the order of 10-25mm. Pressure solution foliation is subhorizontal at this site and jointing subvertical. 
This site was buried up to the level of the upper stoss surface (zone of higher erosion). 
3.5.1.2 Spatial variability of erosion 
There is a strong directionality and spatial variability to the magnitude of erosion on at least four scales 
recognised in the data:  
1) Reach scale: Tienhsiang site 2 is at a higher position in the channel cross section but is eroded to a 
greater degree than Tienhsiang site 1, situated 20m upstream and 1m above the active channel. These sites 
demonstrate reach scale variability in erosion for identical bedrock. Additionally the Lushui localities 
demonstrate reach scale erosion variability with contrasting lithology. The Lushui schist site experienced a 
much greater range of erosion values than Lushui D1-D3 (nearest the thalweg) and D4-D6. However the Lushui 
schist erosion values are broadly similar to Lushui D7-D9 where quarrying is in operation. 
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2) Channel cross section: At the scale of the channel cross section, or part of it, erosion is found to be 
variable across the channel floor (figure 3.5-11, Lushui quartzites) and up the channel boundary (figure 3.5-12, 
Holiu sites). Across the channel floor there is a directional signal in the Lushui site data where stoss surfaces 
orientated upstream but directed toward the channel present higher erosion values than faces pointing 
shoreward. However surfaces lower in the topography of the quartzite bed also experienced larger magnitudes 
of erosion than higher elevations, particularly in site D7-D9. In the Holiu sites the magnitude of erosion 
increases with decreasing height above the active channel. 
3) Outcrop scale: On the outcrop scale erosion was found to vary depending upon the orientation of the 
surface being eroded with respect to the average channel flow direction. Stoss surfaces (inclined upstream) and 
adjacent flat upper and lateral surfaces were eroded to greater magnitudes than lee (downstream facing) 
surfaces. Features identified as crest lines in many cases do map the interface of the rapidly eroding stoss 
surfaces and slowly eroding lee surfaces. However there was variability in the nature of the change in erosion at 
the crest lines. In Lushui D1-D3, parts of D4-D6, D7-D9, parts of the Lushui schist, Holiu site 1, Holiu site 3 
and the Tienhsiang sites the change in the magnitude of erosion was abrupt over the crest line. However at 
Lushui D4-D6 (central part), parts of the Lushui schist in between the discrete crest lines, Holiu site 2 and Holiu 
site 4 the crestline was much more graded or diffuse. In almost every case the magnitude of erosion on the lee 
surfaces was zero (within error) in the regions adjacent to crest lines. Further away, and on rougher surfaces, 
larger erosion was observed. Lushui D4-D6 and Holiu sites 2, 3 and 4 contain parabolic features similar in 
appearance to flutes. Very low to zero erosion was recorded in these features and where erosion was seen to 
occur it was localised (figure 3.5-3), uneven and asymmetrical (figure 3.5-2). 
4) Surface scale: At the scale of the individual surface (stoss or lee) erosion was found to be spatially 
variable with erosion focused on protruding roughness elements and in smaller scale discrete or graded areas. 
To a much lesser extent this was also found to be the case on the lee surfaces. Quarrying was observed in 
Lushui D7-D9 where jointing is closely spaced, but this made only a minor contribution to overall erosion. 
Edge percussion occurred in the Lushui schist (far left hand side above the crestline) and Holiu site 1 though 
again it was minor. In Tienhsiang site 2 where surfaces defined by jointing are present and closely spaced on the 
stoss surface adjacent to the crestline (far right in figure 3.5-10) no large spikes appear in the erosion data. 
Instead the erosion in this area was continuous with the broader trend over the outcrop.  
The position of the spigots do no correlate with the loci of intense erosion on either the stoss or the lee 
surfaces and no flutes nucleated on the drilled holes. Therefore this system of measurement has minimum 
impact on the process observed. 
3.5.2 Microsurface roughness and contextual data 
3.5.2.1 Microsurface roughness 
The distribution of microsurface roughness observed upon direct inspection during the final site survey was 
found to be very similar to the initial site survey. Stoss surfaces were rougher on the grain scale than adjacent 
smoother lee surfaces which were smoother and presented intricate sculpting in places. No quantitative 
measures were made of microsurface roughness. 
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3.5.2.2 Hydrological data 
During the summer and autumn months of 2007 five tropical storms/cyclones passed over Taiwan (Metcalf 
2009). These have been named Wutip, Pabuk, Sepat, Wipha and Krosa. Krosa passed almost directly over the 
Li Wu catchment. The Lushui site is also the location of the Taiwanese Water Resources Agency gauging 
station 2460H005. The 2007 record of water discharge and stage depth is shown in figure 3.5-13 along with key 
dates including the installation field sites and the five major tropical storms or cyclones to affect the Li Wu 
catchment during this period. No discharge records are currently available for 2008 and there is a large gap in 
the discharge data from mid-way through Cyclone Sepat until early December. High discharge events are 
characteristic of tropical storms and cyclones and it is during these events that the field sites are submerged. 
Photographs presented in figure 3.2-8 show that the Holiu sites were submerged on the 6
th
 October 2007, during 
cyclone Krosa, and the Lushui site on the 23
rd
 September 2008, just after cyclone Wipha.  
 
Figure 3.5-13. 2007 discharge (black line) and stage (red line) records for the Lushui gauging site on the Li Wu 
River. The record has been annotated with key dates including the period during which the field sites were installed and the 
passage of tropical storms and cyclones. Discharge and stage records for 2008 are not available, neither are records of 
stream cross section. Tropical storms and cyclones produce high discharge events. It is estimated that sites are fully 
submerged for any stage >4m. 
 
3.5.2.3 Alluvium granulometry 
Grain size measurements were made at Lushui and Tienhsiang in 2008, both at locations downstream of the 
field sites, to establish the dimensions of the coarse grain size fraction in associated alluvium deposits. These 
measurements were made in order to gain an appreciation of the size of the coarse fractions. However these will 
not accurately reflect the bedload responsible for any bedload abrasion component of the observed erosion, as 
the responsible clasts are now dispersed downriver and diminished in size themselves. To accomplish this a tape 
measure was laid out perpendicular to the channel and pebble dimensions were measured at 0.5m intervals 
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along its length for 15 to 30m depending on the site. No measurements were made at Holiu as alluvium could 
not be accessed downstream of this location (table 3.5-1).  
Table 3.5-1 Alluvium grain size data 
Parameter Tienhsiang Lushui 
 /mm /mm 
Mean 123.13 126.73 
Standard Error 43.19 10.96 
Median 60.00 103.00 
Mode 59.00 150.00 
Standard Deviation 207.13 78.27 
Sample Variance 42901.66 6126.80 
Kurtosis 17.96 0.93 
Skewness 4.05 0.97 
Range 1013.00 366.00 
Minimum 11.00 14.00 
Maximum 1024.00 380.00 
Count 23.00 51.00 
 
3.6 Interpretation and discussion 
The asymmetry of erosion and mechanism 
In almost all field sites, surfaces orientated upstream suffered greatest erosion and had a sugary microsurface 
texture. In addition erosion on stoss surfaces was patchy but graded, not discrete, between locations of higher 
erosion. Downstream facing surfaces were eroded to a much lesser extent and presented smooth microsurface 
texture, and in places intricate sculpting, unlike the stoss surfaces. The focusing of erosion on the stoss surface 
at Lushui site D1-D9 is not an anomalous random result as Hsieh (2007) demonstrated that this trend is a 
persistent feature of this site.  
I interpret the larger part of the erosion on the stoss surfaces to be due to bedload abrasion, and the 
asymmetry of erosion across an obstacle to be due to the travel paths of a stream of bedload transiting the 
obstacle. It is intuitive that erosion by a stream of large rolling and saltating particles should be dominant on the 
surface of an obstacle facing in the direction of the incoming particle stream as this is where collisions will be 
concentrated. The observation that erosion on the lee face just downstream of the crestline is approximately 
zero in many cases can be explained with reference to the particle paths. As highlighted in the model presented 
in chapter 2 a stream of particles will take almost ballistic trajectories from leaving the stoss surface and before 
returning to the bed, leaving the area under this path free from erosion by bedload impact. In this zone 
suspended load abrasion becomes dominant explaining intricate sculpting and smoother surfaces on lee 
surfaces. This interpretation is substantiated by the presence of coarse alluvium at sites in this study, and the 
known history of rapid alluviation and excavation, indicates that bedload must play a significant role in the 
erosion in the Li Wu River. Additionally Dadson et al. (2003) calculated that bedload accounts for 30±28% of 
the total river load in Taiwan. Further, the similarity of the erosion distributions found in this study and the 
spatial distribution of bedload abrasion in Brewer et al. (1992), who isolated suspended load and bedload 
abrasion in their field experiments, indicates strongly that bedload abrasion is responsible for the observed stoss 
surface erosion. 
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In the preceding discussion the term „bedload‟ has been loosely defined. In a general sense I have used 
this term to mean gravel grade material of coarse pebble grade or above. This distinction is intended to 
represent bulk grain size ranges likely to be in suspension or bedload in a hypothetical mid-size discharge event 
for the Li Wu. However it is obvious that the partitioning of sediments into bedload and suspended load based 
on calibre alone is inadequate as the partitioning will change depending upon flow velocity with greater flow 
velocities suspending larger calibre sediment. 
Explaining why the magnitude of erosion is greater on the stoss surface is less straightforward. Bedload 
motion requires flow conditions generating greater bed shear stresses, which are less frequent than lower flow 
conditions capable of suspending sand and mud grade materials. Also, although likely to cause less damage due 
to lower particle kinetic energy, the number of impacts by suspended load will be greater per unit area than for 
bedload due to the footprint of a bedload grain being larger than that for a suspended load grain in general. Thus 
the number of impacts by suspended particles is likely to be large, and sustained for longer periods of time than 
for bedload impacts which are likely to be less in number and less frequent for any continuously submerged 
bedform. Therefore for a continuously submerged bedform it not easy to predict on which surface erosion will 
be greatest. However for the sites in this study which are subaerial for a large part of the year it is arguable that 
bedload erosion on stoss surfaces will be greater. This is because high discharge events, and therefore elevated 
bed shear stresses, are required to submerge the sites and these will be more likely to mobilise bedload. When 
flow discharge returns to lower magnitudes the sites emerge from the flow again, removing them from the 
influence of suspended-load-abrasion during the low-magnitude-flows. In this scenario both bedload and 
suspended load abrasion will have approximately similar lengths of time to operate and so the work of bedload 
abrasion will be greater relative to a continuously submerged bedform, given abundant coarse grained sediment. 
Flow conditions that permit significant bedload transport occur only a few times per year during tropical storms 
and typhoon events (figure 3.5-13). Therefore stoss surface erosion only occurs during floods and a channel 
roughness element will evolve by discrete steps. 
Further evidence that stoss surfaces are eroded by bedload abrasion is provided by the sugary 
microsurface texture of the stoss surfaces. The origin of face percussion marks is accepted to be impact by 
single bedload grains (Richardson & Carling 2005). A surface dominated by bedload impact would therefore 
not exhibit single face percussion marks but instead be uniformly covered by them making identification of 
individual marks difficult (assuming uniform flow parameters and geometry). This is the case for the stoss 
surfaces found in this study, particularly in quartzites and marbles where face percussion marks are only 
observed on lee surfaces on otherwise smoother, darker lee surfaces. The existence of face percussion marks on 
lee surfaces can be explained by low frequency, low probability (owing to their rarity) impacts by grains thrown 
out of the pebble stream. This could happen, for example, due to „in flight‟ collision and rebound of particles. 
The distribution of erosion found by Hancock et al. (1998) is a mirror image of that found in this study. 
They found that erosion was greatest on downstream facing surfaces which were sculpted into intricate forms 
such as flutes and potholes. These intricately sculpted forms were not observed in this study, although smaller 
relief, intricate sculpting was observed in some sites. The association with fine sediments (sand principally) 
from slack water deposits supports the hypothesis that erosion in the Indus River is caused principally by 
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suspended sand grade sediment impact, in sites with widely spaced jointing. It is possible that these two 
distributions of erosion represent end-member cases of bedload dominated and suspended load dominated 
erosion. If this were true then there is no conflict with the results of Hancock et al. (1998). A first order control 
on the type of erosion and bedrock bedforms in a river is the availability and calibre of sediment. 
Particle streams and the role of alluviation 
If we accept that erosion on stoss surfaces observed in Taiwan is due to bedload abrasion then we can 
suggest possible reasons for the spatial distribution of the higher magnitudes of erosion on stoss surfaces and 
explain local patterns of erosion by reference to hypothetical particle stream paths. The term „particle stream‟ is 
used to refer to the volume in three dimensional space which bedload grains move through when traversing a 
flow obstacle (see figure 4.5.2-5 as an example). For example the Lushui quartzite D1-D3 site contains a 
channel-perpendicular-crestline which becomes parallel to the channel along the side of the streamwise furrow. 
This appears on the erosion map for this site as a discrete change in erosion intensity. In figure 3.5-11 a blue 
arrow is added to the erosion map to suggest the direction of a stream of particles which would explain the stoss 
erosion here and the concentration of erosion on the right of the streamwise furrow. A stream of particles 
travelling obliquely downstream directed slightly toward the river bank would surmount this stoss surface, 
travel over the furrow and impact the raised area to the right, focusing erosion on the stoss surface of this 
„reattachment site‟ before continuing downstream. Lushui quartzite D4-D6 (same figure) shows the same 
dominance of erosion on similarly orientated stoss surfaces showing a larger footprint of this hypothesised 
particle stream. There are many explanations which could account for the proposed particle stream routing. It 
could be related simply to stream flow, possibly originating in the transverse standing waves seen in figure 3.2-
8c (Hovius 2009) which would propel bedload against the stream side. It could also be a geometrical effect of 
the quartzite bed being orientated obliquely upstream at ~45 to the mean channel orientation, therefore we are 
simply observing down stream particle routing. Bedload channels are rough on scales greater than the studied 
outcrop and this along with large boulders would be capable of producing complex particle stream routing. 
Alternatively it could be related to diverting of bedload due to alluviation. Alluviation in general is a first order 
control on the location of erosion due to its ability to armour bedrock. Tienhsiang site 2 was found buried in 
alluvium with only the top of the stoss surface exposed. Cover of the lee surface may explain the very low rates 
of lee surface erosion at this site.  
Other trends in the erosion map can be explained by particle routing related to stage and submergence of 
the quartzite bed. It can easily be envisaged that different flow paths would operate at varying water depth. The 
lower elevation to the right in Lushui quartzite D7-D9 (figure 3.5-11 view looking upstream) would become 
active before the other positions on this locality as water depth increases. This would mean that this site would 
be subaqueous for a longer period than the adjacent sites and pebble streams would initially be focussed along 
this gully. Thus bedload abrasion would occur here for a longer period than adjacent sites which would be 
submerged at later times. This could explain the higher erosion along this gully, lower in the topography, in 
addition to the possible higher efficiency of quarrying which may have operated here.  
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I was fortunate in this study period that the degree of alluviation was relatively invariable, compared to 
recent periods. Sites were exposed during initial and final field seasons suggesting that they were exposed and 
not covered by alluvium during intervening periods. However during periods of high alluviation, such as 2006 
(figure 3.2-9), a high percentage of the bedrock would be covered by immobile alluvium and only the channel 
sides could be eroded. 
Bedload vs. suspended load abrasion – a possible proxy? An interesting corollary of the hypothesis that stoss 
surfaces are the product of dominantly bedload abrasion and lee surfaces are mostly eroded by suspended load 
abrasion is that, where measured, their ratio could be used as a proxy for the amount of bedload abrasion versus 
suspended load abrasion, assuming all other things equal. This is a non-perfect proxy as one can imagine 
several factors which would amplify erosion on the stoss surface. It is possible that there will be some 
contribution by suspended load abrasion to the stoss surface. The rougher microsurface topography may 
facilitate dissolution more readily than the smoother lee and alluviation potentially could shield whole lee faces 
such as occurring in Tienhsiang site 2. Additionally in rivers lacking common gravel grade sediments the stoss 
surface would most likely be eroded by other mechanisms, such as by suspended load abrasion as postulated by 
Hancock et al. (1998) for the Indus. Despite these drawbacks this measure could be a useful proxy. Taking mid-
point values of erosion on stoss and lee surfaces from figures 3.5-1 to 3.5-10, bulk estimates of bedload 
abrasion to suspended load abrasion can be calculated. Lushui quartzite sites have values 1.7:1, 2:1 and 10:1 for 
sites D1-D3, D4-D6 and D7-D9 respectively. The Lushui schist has a value of 18:1 and the Tienhsiang schists 
values of 28:1 and 34:1 for sites 1 and 2 respectively. The Holiu sites have values of 2.3:1, 12.7:1, 3:1 and 13:1 
for sites 1 to 4 respectively. These values are sensitive to the absolute values taken to represent each surface but 
it can be seen that schists have generally high values and quartzites lowest. The higher erosion rates found in the 
schists are most likely related to the softness and pressure solution foliation found in the schists. Quartzites have 
a greater cohesive strength and hardness. Further analysis needs to be carried out to accurately constrain these 
values before they can assist in calibrating a model of bed roughness evolution. 
Erosion distributions and the control of lithology on bedload abrasion rates 
Regardless of specific mechanisms responsible for erosion, the distributions of erosion found in this study are 
problematic for any attempt to attribute erosion susceptibility values to individual lithologies. The erosion rates 
measured in Lushui quartzite sites contain the entire range of erosion rates measures found in all the other 
lithologies in this study combined, despite sitting side by side. Put simply there is a great deal of complexity to 
erosion which cannot be condensed to a simple scaling between particle flux for each lithology, at least from 
field data. This is because particle stream paths and obstacle shape are major controls on erosion rate which 
must be accounted for. The Tienhsiang sites show that erosion along a channel reach is spatially variable, and 
erosion rates don't necessarily increase toward the thalweg, in agreement with Hartshorn et al. (2002). The 
Holiu sites show that at higher levels in simpler channel cross sections there may be a more straight forward 
pattern of erosion intensity decreasing with height. This has to be expected in a slot gorge as erosion here over 
long periods must be focussed at the thalweg in order to produce the slot shape.  
However once the stoss-lee division of erosion magnitudes is recognised, comparison of stoss surface 
erosion rates (the location of geomorphic work) shows that schist erodes faster than quartzite at roughly the 
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same elevation above the low flow line. It is difficult to make comparisons with the marble sites due to their 
much higher position in  the channel cross section.  
In the synthesis presented in chapter 6 I will draw together the observations in this chapter with 
additional results from experimental work in chapter 4 to discuss the origin of bed roughness controlled by 
variations in bedload abrasion rates due to lithology and geometry, in particular flat beds and flow obstacles.  
Short and long term erosion rates: How does this study compare to other measurements of erosion and incision 
both long and short term? Figure 3.6-1 shows the erosion rates from this study plotted against those from 
Dadson et al. (2003), Schaller et al. (2005), Hartshorn et al.(2002) (schist), Willet et al. (2003) and Liew (1988).  
 
The values from this study are taken at face value but it is recognised that for this data, like for Hartshorn et al. 
(2002), the values include a proportion of stoss and lee surfaces giving a mixed signal value. In a given reach it 
is unknown what proportion of surfaces are stoss and lee at this time. Error bars indicate the maximum and 
minimum values recorded in the histogram range. It can be seen that the values from different studies are 
broadly similar but that in general the values from this study are greater than previously published data. We are 
in good agreement with Hartshorn et al. (2002) for schist outcrops. Schaller et al. (2005) found 26mmyr
-1
 
average for the last 7 ka, and 9mmyr
-1
 average for the last 100 years in marble outcrops at Holiu. In this study 
erosion at the Holiu site increases with decreasing height above the channel (broadly). It is a reasonable 
assumption that the bulk of erosion in this slot gorge occurs in the thalweg and following the trend above we 
could extrapolate to expect higher rates than that observed at Holiu site 1 nearest the channel. Taking the lower 
value of 20mmyr
-1
 for Holiu site 1 we can conclude that this is in good agreement with the 7 ka average erosion 
rate of Schaller et al. (2005) but not with their 100 year average. A decrease in sediment supply or frequency of 
high discharge events could have reduced magnitudes of erosion in the previous 100 years, which may have 
since increased. The slightly higher erosion values in this study could be explained by either a recent 
Figure 3.6-1 Comparison 
of erosion rates in the Li 
Wu. Lithology is indicated 
by colour: blue – marble, 
red – schist, green – 
quartzite, black – N/A. 
Open boxes are average 
rates. Error bars in this 
study are minimum and 
maximum values from 
erosion histogram ranges. 
Error bars for other works 
are accuracy values. 
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intensification of erosion due to shifting climate or possibly that periods of intense erosion, such as possibly 
captured in this study, are interspaced with periods of inactivity which would result in lower long term 
averages. An alternative explanation for the discrepancy in the magnitude of erosion in this study and the cited 
work is that the results of this study are biased toward stoss surfaces. These may be a minor component of any 
reach and therefore these results are biased toward greater values. It is clear that a channel reach must be made 
up of some proportion of stoss and lee surfaces as well as flat surfaces which experience lower rates of bedload 
abrasion but greater than suspended load abrasion, for example Holiu site 1.  
Process and form: Features identified as crestlines based on topography and contrasting microsurface texture 
between adjacent stoss and lee surfaces may not be created in the most recent erosive event but may be relic 
features from older events. Several sites (Lushui D4-D6, Lushui D7-D9, Holiu 2-4) contain parts of crest lines 
which were identified based on a discrete topographic break in slope and contrasting microsurface 
characteristics in the initial and final surveys. These features indicate that the two surfaces were formed by 
different mechanisms. However the distribution of erosion at these sites during 2007-2008 indicates that the 
latest erosive events did not greatly modify the surfaces adjacent to these crest lines but instead modified the 
stoss surface in areas away from these crestline features. This indicates that sculpting bedload-laden flows do 
not follow identical paths during each event. In previous erosive events the microsurface characteristics were 
imprinted on the rock, and recent events have concentrated erosion elsewhere while preserving earlier 
signatures. Most recent bedload abrasion events may not be easily determined from current features and 
morphology on single inspection. The characteristics of the UFCS and associated crestline and lee surface 
features represent superposition of may sculpting events. 
Flute like features 
Flute-like features result from the advance of the stoss surface into a rough lee surface creating parabolic 
crestlines where they intersect. Flute-like features were observed in Holiu sites 2-4 and Lushui D4-D6 (figure 
3.6-2). Flutes are often thought to be formed at locations of intense scour by suspended load abrasion 
(Richardson & Carling 2005, Allen 1971a). In figure 3.6-2 one can see a sinuous crest line, identified by a sharp 
change in slope in the shaded relief model. In the erosion map, in the central part of the figure, this crest line 
does not map a large change in erosion magnitude between stoss and lee surfaces. Instead only a small contrast 
is observed. Above this in the erosion map four additional pseudo-parabolic features, defined by contrasting 
wear magnitudes, can be seen to correlate with low magnitude concavities on the stoss surface. If this 
distribution of erosion were to continue, three new pseudo-parabolic flute-like features would be produced. 
Erosion maps therefore indicate that the formation of these pseudo-parabolic features is due to the advance of 
an eroding stoss surface, truncating downstream facing surfaces. If these contain irregular topography, including 
downstream dipping furrows, then pseudo-parabolic crest lines result. In the case of Lushui D4-D6 this was 
most likely a parallel sided furrow. The disparity between the crest line identified by morphology alone and the 
crest line identified by wear rates can be explained by a shift in the orientation of the erosion distribution which 
produces a new crest line. Therefore the parabolic flute-like appearance is a coincidence and is due to truncation 
of relic surface morphology. Boulders sometime exhibit multiple generations of crest lines which may be 
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explained by rotation of the boulder and establishment of a new bedload transit path. These are further 
illustrations of the superposition of erosion events. 
  
Figure 3.6-2 Flute-like features, Lushui D4-D6. Left: Shaded relief model, flow from top to bottom. Right: erosion map. 
See figure 3.5-2 for scale. 
 
Bedload abrasion hypothesis – first assessment 
The distribution of erosion found in this study is consistent with the hypothesis presented in chapter 2. An 
outstanding question is what is the orientation of the stoss surface at separate time intervals? Does the 
orientation change, is it random or does it show ordered behaviour? Also how fast does the surface advance and 
what controls these rates?  Hsieh (2008) showed that for the Lushui D1-D3 site there is a (qualitatively 
speaking) parallel retreat of the stoss surface downstream with time. We will return to this question in chapter 4, 
where this behaviour is studied further. 
Erosion distributions and measurement strategies: The reliability of previous 1D drill hole and 2D transect 
methods for direct measurement of bedrock erosion is thrown into doubt by the erosion distributions presented 
in this chapter. Hancock et al. (1998) were careful to describe the orientation of the surfaces they measured and 
noted bedrock bedforms. However, as has been shown in this study, the magnitude of erosion varies within a 
single surface and so a single measurement for one surface will give an inaccurate and incomplete measure of 
erosion on that face and will capture none of the variability. Likewise the 2D study of Hartshorn et al. (2002) 
suffers from the same problems. However more significantly the statistics describing the magnitude of erosion 
along any one transect will be strongly biased by the proportion of stoss (i.e. high erosion magnitude) and lee 
(i.e. low erosion magnitude) surfaces which captured in that transect. There is potential for grave 
misrepresentation of channel averaged erosion by narrow 2D transects which are not contextualised in terms of 
stoss and lee surfaces.  
 
3.7 Conclusions 
This study has shown the 3D measurement of erosion in bedrock channels is feasible and adds rich details to 
our knowledge of erosion distribution. Erosion is variable on at least four scales: the scale of the channel reach, 
channel cross section, within a specific UFCS bedrock bedform and within the individual surfaces of that 
bedform. Surfaces with widely spaced jointing can develop UFCS. Erosion is greatest on stoss surfaces of 
UFCS, while lee surfaces suffer minor erosion. Crestlines in general do map the interface of the rapidly eroding 
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stoss surfaces and virtually stationary passive lee surfaces. Local particle streams may be a first order control on 
the loci of erosion and these may be steered by bedrock morphology, flow stage, fluid flow paths, reach scale 
roughness and alluviation. Measured erosion rates are greater than long term measures of time-averaged erosion 
which may reflect the proportion of stoss and lee surfaces captured in a site or changing hydrodynamics. An 
alternative explanation for the origin of flute-like features is the retreat of a stoss surface into a lee surface 
containing parallel sided furrows or other irregular topography. Lithology controls the bulk, average erosion 
rate on stoss surfaces but is not a first order control on the maximum magnitude of erosion. Orientation of a 
surface relative to the mean channel flow and position in the channel cross section are strong controls on the 
magnitude of erosion in bedrock rivers dominated by coarse bedload.  
 
3.8 Implications 
The schist sites in this study contain flat upper surfaces near the crestlines of the UFCSs. These form an 
extension to the stoss surface connecting it to the crestline. It is expected that erosion rates are lower here than 
on the stoss surface which was not measured. However erosion rates were highest on these upper, flatter parts of 
the schist stoss surfaces than any other field site. What is the rate of erosion on flat surfaces away from UFCS, 
for example flatter parts of the channel leading to the UFCS, relative to stoss and lee surfaces? What proportion 
of the channel bed is composed of flat, UFCS and lee surfaces? These are important questions which put the 
UFCS erosion rates and influence in the channel into context. UFCS can move to encounter slower moving 
surfaces and remove them. The fast erosion rates of UFCS set the maximum rate of erosion and therefore 
channel lowering. This implication is re-examined in chapter 6.  
Greater attention will need to be given to the location of erosion monitoring sites in relation to bedrock 
bedforms in rivers dominated by coarse bedload. This study has shown that there is a large spatial variability 
across four length scales, including the scale of the outcrop (stoss & lee) and the variability within these faces. 
We must reassess the 2D transect studies of Hartshorn et al. (2002) to isolate signals from each surface as 
mixing of these surfaces in random proportions will give spurious average values. 1D erosion studies, using 
single drill holes, are most susceptible to variability, in addition to any inherent uncertainty in this method due 
to drill hole obstruction. Published erosion measurements should be reassessed to establish the orientation of the 
surface monitored and position in the channel cross section, as well as the proportion and quantity of bedload in 
the river. With this knowledge future studies can target stoss and lee surfaces to establish full variability of 
erosion at a site which may give further insights into the rate of bedload and suspended load abrasion.  
This work has established the feasibility of using high resolution 3D laser scanning to monitor eroding 
bedrock using the common feature referencing system introduced here. Although this method has limitations, 
specifically linked to the weight of the scanner and issues of access to sites, it should be considered as a first 
choice in bedform and channel cross section scale erosion monitoring projects.  
3.9 Future/further work 
A more rigorous, quantitative treatment of error is needed in line with the growing standardisation of errors for 
laser scanning studies. While the general magnitude of error has been estimated, calculated estimates for each 
erosion map would be preferable.   
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This study has given us a glimpse of the spatial variability in erosion at a site over a period of time 
which included many events each of which would have sculpted the bedrock. More scanning visits, ideally after 
each high discharge event (storm by storm), would give us far more insight into the work of individual storms 
and the temporal variability in the spatial distribution of erosion. To make this possible longer holes and longer 
datums will be needed and perhaps smaller site areas to reduce errors. 
 Additionally quantification of the magnitude of erosion on stoss versus lee surfaces needs to be carried 
out in both suspended load dominated rivers, such as managed river systems in Japan where steep bedrock 
channels are adorned with intricate sculpted forms (Hovius 2009), and the bedload dominated Li Wu to 
establish end-member magnitude for these ratios. This needs to be thoroughly statistical and should be based on 
an extended survey campaign. 
 The use of a longer range laser scanner to produce 3D reach models will help contextualise the higher 
resolution scanned sites, identify sediment routing pathways, and enable modelling of fluid dynamics. 
Additionally the use of longer range laser scanners to characterise roughness on the reach scale would allow us 
to parameterise roughness for future landscape models. 
 A significant limitation of this study, and one inherent to studies of bedrock river processes, is the lack 
of information on the bedload which has passed over the site. Bedrock rivers in Taiwan, and especially the Li 
Wu, are notorious for destroying anything in their way including gauging stations and infrastructure. 
Measurements of bedload in association with the ten sites studied here are a poor measure of the grains which 
actually impact and erode the bed. They are themselves eroded on their path down the river. One possible 
solution is to abandon grain size and mass as a measure of these particles and instead turn to measurements of 
frequency and energy of impact which could be recorded by calibrated geophones as a proxy for grain size and 
velocity. Additionally surveys of alluvium grain size distributions upstream and downstream could give us 
better constraints on the rates of diminution of bedload. 
 The scanner used in this study was released in 2001.  Since that time the Konica Minolta VIVID 9i was 
released which is twice as accurate and precise. More recently the Konica Minolta Range 7 was released which 
has an accuracy of 40m and a precision of 4m and produces scan elements with over four times the 
resolution and under any light conditions. Further surveys using a more modern scanner would produce models 
with greater accuracy and precision and therefore much reduced uncertainties. RapidForm 2004 was used to 
process the data in this study. This was updated in 2006 and again since that time. Again, newer software would 
allow larger datasets to be handled and are likely to have more inspection tools available. 
 Minor modifications to the spigot and datum would increase the number of datums that could be used in 
the second survey. Stainless steel bolts must be used to avoid rusting which potentially could be problematic 
over longer survey intervals. The spigot design has been modified to include far greater surface roughness and 
axis asymmetry so that it will be impossible for the spigot to rotate in the socket. Additionally the datum would 
benefit from being rebuilt and the tip sharply pointed. 
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CHAPTER 4: Analogue modelling of fluvial bedrock abrasion by coarse bedload  
4.1 Introduction  
4.1.1 Chapter overview 
In this chapter abrasion by bedload is isolated and studied using a unique flume facility, the Attal flume, capable 
of realistically reproducing fluid dynamical conditions prevalent in bedrock river channels. In this flume 
channel geometry, discharge, bed roughness, bedrock and bedload are all controlled unlike in natural settings. 
Here the system is quasi-artificial in that the flow is approaching natural systems but the configuration of the 
experimental elements are artificial.  Rates of abrasion and morphological change resulting from bedload 
abrasion are quantified using 3D laser scanning and insights into the control of these processes are obtained. 
This project, which studies the accumulative morphological manifestation of a large number of impacts, bridges 
the gap between passive monitoring of eroding bedrock as seen in chapter 3 and the study of deformation 
caused by single impacts in chapter 5. Work presented here was carried out over nine weeks at the Universite 
Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, and the Universite Savoie, Chambery, both in France where the flume was located. 
4.1.2 Motivation 
The previous two chapters have presented observations of the shape and microsurface texture present in UFCS 
in Taiwanese rivers and measurements of surface change attributed to erosion. However at this stage we have 
only hypothesised as to the origin of the features observed. In this chapter we seek the cause of both the surface 
features we observed in the field in chapter 2 and the distribution of erosion determined by the field experiments 
in chapter 3 whilst monitoring the change in form of the eroding material. 
4.1.3 Aims 
1. Isolate and investigate the mechanism of bedrock abrasion by bedload 
2. Determine the rates of bedrock abrasion by bedload and the spatial distribution of these rates  
3. Determine the morphological evolution of channel roughness elements 
4. Determine the control of: 1) grain size, 2) grain lithology, 3) bedrock initial shape, and 4) bedrock 
lithology on 1) rates of abrasion and 2) morphology change 
 
4.2 Literature review 
The work presented in this thesis chapter is unique in the temporal and spatial study of changes to real rock 
channel roughness elements due to fluvial abrasion at analogue scaling (1:1) with coarse bedload. The literature 
review presented here seeks to place this work in the context of similar, scaled and analogous, quantitative 
experimental flume studies of bedrock erosion, experiments reproducing bedrock bedforms and finally related 
work in the allied fields of ventifact formation and sandblasting. This is not the place to cite every example in 
each field so only significant and relevant works are summarised and only studies very closely similar or 
relevant to the stated aims will be discussed in detail. Specific attention will be given to methods employed to 
measure erosion and the scale of the process modelled.  
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4.2.1 Experimental studies of fluvial erosion 
There are four types of experimental fluvial erosion study in the geomorphic literature, varying in scale, scaling, 
substrate material and presence or absence of sediment. These are: 1) experiments using natural rock substrates 
with gravel grade material in tumbling barrels or abrasion mills, 2) sub-reach scale bedrock bedform simulation 
experiments in linear flumes, 3) reach scale, or greater, linear flume studies using artificial bedrock with or 
without sediment and 4) river long profile incision studies in artificial bedrock, with or without sediment load. 
These studies have yielded complimentary results. 
4.2.1.1 Experimental tumbling barrel and abrasion mill/tank studies 
The interest in experiment abrasion of pebbles dates back to 1879 when Daubrée studied abrasion of feldspar 
and granite pebbles in a cylinder underwater, demonstrating the rounding of pebbles and the production of fine, 
colloidal mud as a wear product (Daubrée 1879). Wentworth (1919), Lenher (1921), Marshall (1927), Düll 
(1930), Schoklitsch (1933),  Krumbein (1941), Lord Rayleigh (1943, 1944), Sarmiento (1945), Pettijohn (1949) 
and Potter (1955) have all utilised tumbling mills to study pebble abrasion or rounding of sand (all reviewed by 
Kuenen 1956). Typically tumbling barrels rotate around a horizontal axis so that grain motion is forced by over-
steepening of a sediment pile.  Bonney (1888) recognised that the motion of grains in a tumbling barrel is a poor 
analogy for motion of pebbles in actual rivers and is more closely analogous to surf action by waves (Kuenen 
1956). This led to Kuenen (1956) constructing an abrasion mill which is a fixed cylindrical basin (vertical axis) 
in which water (and grain) motion is induced by central revolving paddles. He conducted exhaustive 
experiments on pebble abrasion, finding, among other things, a time dependence of erosion rates on initial 
shape; angular clasts rolling on a pebbly floor chipped during the first 2-10km of transport, losing up to five 
times as much as by cracking, which is the main process later on (Kuenen 1956).  
Sklar & Dietrich (2001) used a Kuenen type abrasion mill to study the control of sediment supply, grain 
size and rock strength on rates of erosion of flat bedrock beds. 20cm diameter disks of rock were bolted to the 
base of vertical cylinders and eroded by fixed or variable grain populations. Water velocity was held constant 
and erosion was found to occur primarily due to impacts by saltating bedload. Erosion was determined by 
differencing of initial and final masses of abraded disks of 22 lithologies. Erosion rate varied with the square of 
the tensile strength, for constant grain population characteristics, figure 4.2-1. Sklar & Dietrich (2001) found 
that changing the bedload lithology from that of the substrate to quartzite resulted in up to three times increases 
of the erosion rate for weaker substrates, figure 4.2-1. In the Sklar & Dietrich experiments erosion rates 
increased with sediment supply to a maximum value, then decreased with further increases in sediment supply, 
figure 4.2-2. Finally for a constant 70g mass of grains, erosion rate of a limestone substrate increased with grain 
size within the 0.7mm to 35mm diameter range, despite the number of impacts decreasing, figure 4.2-2. The 
rapid decline in erosion rates with grain size indicates the finer sediments are less efficient than coarser 
sediments at eroding bedrock (Sklar & Dietrich 2001). 
Identical results have been found by Wood & Espenschade (1965)(quoted by Preece & Macmillan 
1977) for mud grade material impacting inclined surfaces in air and also by Suzuki & Takahashi (1981) for sand 
grade material. Suzuki & Takahashi (1981) attributed this behaviour to buffering effects of rebounding grains 
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off the target face. In slurry erosion studies reviewed by Clark (1992), this behaviour had been identified for 
some time.  
 
Figure 4.2-1 Empirical relationships between erosion rate (ghr-1) and tensile strength (MPa). Left: Solid symbols and 
solid lines are for rocks eroded by quartzite gravel (a single 30mm diameter 70g grain). Dashed line and open symbols are 
for rock eroded by gravel of the same lithology. Right: Erosion rate plotted against rock tensile strength for 150g of 6mm 
diameter quartzite gravel. From Sklar & Dietrich (2001). 
 
   
Figure 4.2-2. Left: Variation in erosion rate with sediment loading. Grain diameter for these experiments was 6mm. 
Right: Variation in erosion rate with sediment grain size. Fixed total gravel mass of 70g . 
 
Lewin & Brewer (2002) updated Kuenen‟s (1956) paddle driven mill design, replacing the paddles with eight 
water jets to drive water and pebble motion. Mean water velocities up to 1.3ms
-1
 could be produced. Clast 
abrasion was studied and percussion (solid particle impact) was identified as the dominant erosion mechanism. 
For rough, pebbly beds grains were found in many cases to abrade linearly with travel distance, a proxy for 
abrasion time, and harder flume base materials produced greater wear in bedload. See Lewin & Brewer (2002) 
for work between Kuenen (1956) and this study, using tumbling barrels. Despite the recognised deficiencies of 
tumbling barrels, Kim (2004) used a tumbling barrel to investigate bedrock abrasion of flat beds by <8kg of 
40mm grain populations measuring erosion by mass differencing and using 3D laser scanning to measure 
surface roughness. Kim (2004) found that abrasion rates increased with grain size. Abrasion rate also increased 
with sediment load to a local maximum after which it decreases with increasing sediment load, in agreement 
with Sklar & Dietrich (2001). Sediment loads which produce the highest erosion rates are lithology specific 
(Kim 2004). 
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4.2.1.2 Experimental studies of bedrock bedforms at the sub-reach scale 
Various workers have attempted to generate bedrock bedforms in the laboratory in order to understand the 
mechanisms producing them and the rates and patterns in which they grow.  
Potholes have received most attention among the bedrock bedforms. Potholes were once thought to be 
produced by grindstones, trapped pebbles rolling around in deep, generally closed, depressions (Richardson & 
Carling 2005). However the current consensus is that suspended load is the most important mechanism in their 
formation. Alexander (1932) was the first to demonstrate experimentally that suspended load can abrade 
potholes as a result of the corkscrew nature of the axis of vortices in cylinders of water. See Richardson & 
Carling (2005) for an excellent review of the history of pothole studies as well as the current definitions of the 
range of potholes classified under their typology. 
Scallops in limestones have also been studied experimentally. The first published experimental work 
was by Rudnicki (1960) who created scallops by immersing blocks of Plaster of Paris in natural streams 
(Goodchild & Ford 1971). Allen (1969 and 1971a) generated scallops in the laboratory in Plaster of Paris 
demonstrating their formation by dissolution or fluid stressing associated with turbulent separated flows. 
Goodchild & Ford (1971) studied the formation of scallops in Plaster of Paris under sediment-free flows and 
showed scallop length is inversely related to velocity and directly to viscosity for clear water erosion. 
4.2.1.3 Experimental linear flume studies at the reach scale 
Artificial substrates, chiefly cement mixes, have been used to study the formation and migration of channels 
exposed to various forcings on the reach scale. Wohl & Ikeda (1997) eroded an artificial cohesive substrate of 
bentonite and fine sand with 1mm sand bedload to study the origin of sculpted bedrock bedforms on a reach 
scale in a linear flume. With increasing flume gradient they found that bedrock bedforms changed from parallel 
longitudinal grooves to a broad shallow channel with weakly undulating beds and walls, and then to a 
progressively deeper and more undulating inner channel (Wohl & Ikeda 1997). They also found that erosional 
bedforms may approximate an equilibrium state in which negligible change occurs in bedform dimensions or 
shape with time as long as water discharge, sediment discharge and base level remain constant. Dubinski & 
Wohl (2005) investigated quarrying and knickpoint retreat using pre-shaped concrete bricks in a linear flume 
with clear water. Johnson & Whipple (2007) used a linear flume with sand and cement substrate to physically 
model abrasion on the reach scale. Using a fine gravel bedload (D50=2.50mm) they monitored the growth of 
erosional morphologies, principally inner channels, scoops and potholes using sheet lasers and digital 
photography to produce a channel cross section time series. They found that the mean and the distribution of 
erosion rates changed as the bed topography evolved, even with constant water and sediment discharges. Bed 
topography mediates: 1) flow structures and local turbulent intensity, 2) the spatial distribution of sediment 
impacts on the bed and 3) the rate and spatial distribution of fluvial erosion (Johnson & Whipple 2007), a 
feedback which has been hypothesised to exist for some time. Carter & Anderson (2006) investigated the 
evolution of abrasion-dominated slot canyons using pre-moulded slot canyons in reformulated sand and Plaster 
of Paris substrate. They mapped morphological change using a laser transect device. Using clear water they 
demonstrated that the loci of dominant clear water erosion in undulating wall-forms (a term used in analogy to 
bed-forms) is located mainly on the lee surfaces due to back eddy erosion. Finnegan, Sklar and Fuller (2007) 
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used a linear flume with a concrete base to investigate how channel slope, width, roughness, alluvial cover and 
incision rate adjust during the transient incision of an initially smooth channel with a varying bedload supply 
rate. Vertical incision caused by 5.6 – 6.0mm diameter gravel bedload was monitored using a laser scanning 
system mounted on a carriage above the flume. 
4.2.1.4 River long profile studies 
Shepherd & Schumm (1974) used artificial bedrock to study scaled river incision processes. A sand and 
kaolinite mixture was used to simulate bedrock in order to study the effect of slope, sediment supply rate and 
discharge on channel incision in a 60ft long linear flume. Erosional forms and channel morphologies were 
produced by eroding sand (0.286mm and 0.70mm median diameters) laden flows and measured by a movable 
point gauge. Holland and Pickup (1976) and Gardner (1983) studied knickpoint and longitudinal profile 
evolution in a similar simulated homogenous bedrock composed of sand, clay and kaolinite eroded by fine sand. 
4.2.2 Analogous studies 
The formation of ventifacts, bedrock bedforms sculpted by wind blown dust and sand, is closely analogous to 
the sculpting of bedrock by sediment laden water flows. Grain sizes are generally no larger than sand and 
instead of water, air is the fluid medium. A great deal of literature exists concerning ventifacts, both on Earth 
and on Mars, dating back to 1870 when they were first recognised and used as an indicator of climatic 
conditions (Schoewe 1932). Knowledge of the ability of wind blown particules to abrade rocks emerged even 
earlier in 1855 (Blake 1855). We can gain many insights into abrasion from these studies, in particular flow 
paths, erosional morphologies, shape changes and mechanisms. However in contrast to fluvial studies where the 
direction of mean stream flow is known, wind velocity and direction are poorly constrained especially those 
attributed to producing erosive flows. In the early part of the 20
th
 century much energy has been spent debating 
the influence of variable versus constant wind in abrading bedrock (Kuenen 1928, Schoewe 1932). Arguments 
also existed concerning the factors influencing the final shape of ventifacts. Some held that the final shape was 
controlled by the original shape, or by the shape of the base, while others argued that original shape of the rock 
only influenced the shape of transitional forms (Schoewe 1932). Hence it was recognised prior to 1932 that 
erosion morphologies evolved to a final form. Woodworth (1894) recognised that facets were cut at 90 degrees 
to the flow. Of particular interest here is the einkanter (ridge shaped) variety of ventifacts which Schoewe 
(1932) demonstrated could be formed by constant winds from one or two directions. Schoewe‟s (1932) 
experiments were carefully crafted and give us an immediate insight into behaviour we might expect to observe 
in the similar situation we see in fluvial bedrock abrasion. Using a sand blasting rig Schoewe projected 0.5-
1.0mm sand at 2cm tall, pre-shaped targets of magnesium carbonate which deformed by brittle conchoidal 
fracture. Schoewe found, by inspection, that the final form of the abraded specimen was independent of initial 
shape. He recognised that the specimen evolved from an initial form to a final steady state. Erosion occurred at 
very low rates for faces inclined parallel to the flow direction. Schoewe experimented with surfaces inclined at 
30, 60 and 90 degrees to the horizontal (flow direction) and found lowest abrasion rates (2mmhr
-1
) at 30 degrees 
with both 60 and 90 abrading at higher rates (6mmhr
-1
), though he was unspecific about the location of this 
measurement on his specimens. Morphological change was observed in his sandblasted specimens abraded on a 
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sandpaper table. Schoewe described that specimens form two facets; a lower one with a steep angle and an 
upper one with a lower angle as illustrated in figure 4.2-3. “The upper and smaller facet gradually enlarges at 
the expense of the lower and steeper one until finally but one facet exists.” (Schoewe 1932). 
 
What Schoewe did not note, but is evident from figure 4.2-3, is that the upper part of the specimen retreats in 
parallel with time and that a crestline formed separating the abrading face from the upper face. Other studies 
have also claimed that abrasion is isolated to the stoss surface e.g. Knight (2005). Sharp (1949) presents a 
model for the sculpting of a concave face from a rounded pebble by saltating sand bedload. Whitney & Dietrich  
(1973) measured air movement near ventifacts figure 4.2-4. 
 
Kuenen (1960) showed that brittleness plays an important role in impact wear. Dietrich‟s (1977a) wind tunnel 
sandblasting experiments using pure minerals demonstrated that softer materials can abrade harder materials, 
hence Moh‟s hardness is not a good indicator of susceptibility to abrasion. Instead the effective kinetic energy 
of the impacting grain and bond strength of the target are the fundamental controlling parameters. Marshall 
(1979) again showed that steady state exists in sandblasting abrasion. When a simple, homogenous, brittle 
material was abraded by rounded, windblown grains he showed that the grains became flattened during the 
collision. The area over which the grain indents increases with particle size. Once a threshold, unique to each 
material, has been exceeded then a Hertzian cone crack is spalled from the indentation site, which has a radius 
10-30% greater than the contact area according to Johnson et al. (1973). Whitney (1979) studied mineral 
surfaces subject to wind blast erosion by scanning electron microscopy. Greeley et al. (1982) took a much more 
quantitative, mechanistic approach drawing on studies of impact deformation by sand blasting. They abraded 
basalt with sand sized particles of basalt, quartz, basaltic ash and aggregates of fine material while atmospheric 
density, particle size (20µm „dust‟ to sand grade), impact angle and impact velocity were varied. Erosion rates 
(stated as erosion susceptibility) were found to be non-linearly proportional to particle impact velocity, this 
relationship varying by rock type with some rocks showing a threshold velocity for wear. For impacts at 90 
degrees and 20ms
-1
 impact velocities, erosion rate scaled with the cube of the particle diameter, for a CO2 
atmosphere at 5 millibars. For particle velocities in the range of 5 to 40ms
-1
 and 125-180µm quartz grains 
Figure 4.2-4. Whitney & Dietrich’s (1973) measurements 
of wind velocity around a ventifact (section view) in feet 
per minute (1ft per min ~ 0.5cm per second). Positions of 
velocities are shown by horizontal marks. A flow separation 
occurs at the crest where reverse flow is observed. Note the 
convex forward nature of the stoss surface. Flow right to left.  
 
Figure 4.2-3. Diagram showing the profiles of Schoewe’s 
(1932) sandblasted magnesium carbonate specimens. 
The initial form and abraded forms at 15 minute intervals are 
shown. Note the scale, the specimen is 10mm tall and is 
abraded by 0.5-1mm sand grains in air. Flow is from left to 
right. Reproduced from Schoewe (1932). 
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erosion rates scaled with the square of the particle velocity. As a suggestion of the mechanisms of abrasion in 
granite Greeley et al. (1982) suggest that minerals are fragmented into micro blocks and plates which are 
sufficiently loosened by sand blasting impact to be gouged out by later impacts. They produced excellent 
empirical relationships but did not attempt to produce a mechanistic model. They did, however, further the 
understanding of impact angle dependence of erosion rates, first presented by Schoewe (1932) and others, by 
showing that different rock types have different relationships most likely linked to brittle and ductile material 
responses. Erosion rates for basalt were found to be two orders of magnitude less when using basaltic ash 
particles than when using quartz particles for impact velocities in the range 5-40ms
-1
.  
 Bridges et. al. (2004) abraded various geometric cement shapes, approximately 10cm tall, in a wind 
tunnel with sand (mean grain size of 500µm) at 11ms
-1
. These targets were flat sided with front faces angled at 
15, 30, 45, 60 and 90 to the flow. They concluded that the substrate was abraded by grains being plucked 
out their matrix or by the matrix being eroded. Among other finding of their laboratory studies they determined 
that: initial rock shape determined the rate of abrasion with steeper faces abrading faster than shallower ones 
and with intermediate angle faces becoming shallower at a greater rate than initially flat or steep faces, figure 
4.2-5. 15 and 90initial forms maintain their shape but intermediate slopes (30-60) become shallower. 
Targets abraded also by slope retreat (higher parts erode faster than lower parts). In terms of abrasion rates they 
found that mass loss from the target is linearly proportional to the mass of erodent, which is a proxy for time, 
figure 4.2-5, but that this varies for initial angle: higher angled surfaces exhibit a greater amount of abrasion per 
amount of sand (fixed grain size and velocity). From field experimental studies:  rough surfaces abrade faster 
than smooth surfaces, softer targets erode fastest and 90 degree targets change their angle by about 4x as much 
as 45 targets with surface seeming to evolve towards an angle of ~30 given enough time.   
 
 
4.2.3 Previous work on the Attal Flume 
The Attal Flume was developed in 2003 to study abrasion processes in natural rivers, both bedrock and alluvial. 
Attal (2003) described the development, testing and calibration of the flume and preliminary studies on abrasion 
of pebbles and cobbles. Whittaker (2007) used the Attal flume to study sediment flux control on bedrock 
Figure 4.2-5 Bridges et al. (2004) Abrasion rate 
results. A mass differencing method was employed to 
monitor abrasion. Cumulative sand mass from hopper is 
a proxy for time assuming a constant rate of feed of sand 
to the hopper. The mass loss is generally linearly 
proportional to time being abraded. Abrasion rates are 
the gradient of these lines. Inset box indicates the initial 
angle of slopes relative to the base of the wind tunnel. It 
can be seen that increasing initial angle increases the 
rate of abrasion (gradient of line). From Bridges et al. 
(2004). 
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abrasion rates (measured by mass differencing) for flat beds. Small changes (<20%) in relative sediment supply 
lead to order of magnitude changes (>600%) in bedrock abrasion rates (Whittaker 2007). Whittaker (2007) also 
demonstrated a lithological control on abrasion rates using a weakly indurated sandstone and a limestone. 
Abrasion rates varied by up to an order of magnitude, with the former abrading at up to 20x faster than the latter 
for similar bedload and flow rates. Whittaker (2007) found that abrasion rates scaled with the square root of 
grain size for flat beds and where sediment supply is concerned abrasion rates are in broad agreement with Sklar 
& Dietrich (2001). Wilson (2005) studied the effect of angle of presentation on abrasion rates and mechanisms 
in marble. Abrasion rates were found to be non-linearly proportional to bedrock angle with inclined surfaces 
having highest abrasion rates. Hobley (2005) studied the lithological control on abrasion rates of bedload and 
demonstrated that abrasion rates of bedload clasts may be modelled by rock tensile strength and for coarsely 
crystalline lithologies or coarse sandstone is a function of both mineralogy and grain size. 
 
4.3 Flume experiments  
4.3.1 Flume facility 
Experimental work was carried in the Attal Flume (Attal et al. 2006). This is an annular, re-circulating flume in 
which grain motion is induced by water current, figure 4.3.1-1. The facility can simulate and measure 
hydrodynamic conditions prevailing during floods in mountain rivers with flow velocities up to 4ms
-1
 (Attal et 
al. 2006).  
A reservoir tank contains 5m
3
 of mains water which is pumped at discharges up to 140Ls
-1
 through a flow 
distributor where it is split into four similar flows. These are fed by flexible piping into the flume tank body at 
four equally spaced tangential injection points located 0.55m above the flume base.  The outer flume wall on the 
wetted side is protected from wear by 2mm thick polycarbonate armour plating situated 1cm away from the 
outer wall by PVC spacers. The base of the flume is protected by layers of exchangeable material, the 
uppermost of which is made of durable tyre rubber (Attal et al. 2006). Desired discharge is input to the pump 
control console and the corresponding injection velocity is monitored by an integrated flow meter. During 
operation a vortex is created due to the centrifugal force on the water column (Attal et al. 2006). The inner part 
of the vortex overflows the inner flume wall and is funnelled through the central sink back into the reservoir 
tank thus completing the circuit. The maximum discharge for a particular experiment configuration is reached 
when the height of the outer vortex equals the height of the outer flume wall. This varies with sediment load and 
bed roughness. 
Chang (1988) showed that for a radially uniform flow, the size of a vortex is related to the mean water 
velocity across the flume according to: 
mgr
wU
dZ
2
 ,  (4.3.1.1) 
where dZ is the height of the vortex (the height difference between the outer and inner flume walls), U is the 
mean flow velocity across the flume section, w is the flume width, g is acceleration due to gravity and rm is the 
mean curvature radius (radius of the midline) of the flume (Attal et al. 2006).  
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From this equation and measurements of dZ, U can be determined. Direct measurements of flow velocity were 
made by Attal et al. (2006) using a Pitot Tube (figure 4.3.1-2). These agreed well with mean water velocity 
estimates deduced from vortex heights for low bed roughness. For situations with high bed roughness, mean 
velocity estimates derived from vortex heights can only be used as crude estimates of actual fluid velocity due 
to radial variation in measured velocities. 
This flume has many advantages in contrast to other flumes. Foremost among these is the 1:1 scaling 
with natural flows. Moreover, grain motion is induced by water flow provided by injection jets. This reduces 
flow perturbation by the driving mechanism unlike paddles or propellers used in other facilities.  The base of 
the flume was modified by Whittaker (2007) who cut sockets into the flume-base armour to enable the 
installation of bedrock specimens flush with this surface.  
Figure 4.3.1-1 The Attal Flume. Above left: 
photo of the Attal Flume at the Chambery 
laboratory. Above right: lateral view schematic. 
Left: plan view schematic. The frame supporting 
the flume and the pipes (1) connecting the flow 
distributor to the tangential injection points have 
been omitted for clarity (from Attal et al. 2006). 
Grey arrows indicate the path of water around 
the closed circuit. The flume is mounted directly 
over a tank, covered by a mesh sieve to collect 
large suspended material flushed from the 
flume. Windows into the flume are situated at 
(2a) and (2b). 
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4.3.2 Design of additional apparatus 
To accomplish the aims of this study, design and construction of new equipment were required; specifically a 
rock specimen (the subject of the study) and an anchor manifold, to attach the rock specimen to the flume base. 
The experiment setup is summarised in figure 4.3.2-1 and the two new components are discussed in turn.  
The anchor manifold was designed to meet the following specifications: 1) hold steadfast a rock 
specimen without rotation or movement, 2) be protected from erosion but those parts necessarily exposed to 
erosion must be resistant to it (to increase service life), 3) be reusable, 4) allow rapid installation and removal of 
the rock specimen, 5) accommodate existing flume apparatus and 6) minimise perturbation of flow of water and 
sediment. The chosen design was composed of four parts as described in figure 4.3.2-1. 
A pre-shaped bedrock specimen completed the new experimental apparatus. Several levels of 
complexity were proposed for the initial form of the bedrock specimens. All shared a common initial inclined 
stoss surface perpendicular or at high angles to the flow, designed to minimise shielding due to sediment 
accumulation. These ranged from highly complex designs, reasoned to mimic the circular nature of the flume 
and asymmetry of flow, to simpler designs which were easier to produce. Due to machining capabilities and 
cost, the simplest design was chosen. This design was composed of three different starting shapes which were 
identical except for the angle of the stoss surface relative to the horizontal (above 4cm from the base of the 
flume). Two were produced at 90º to the flow (from the horizontal), one at 67.5º and seven at 45º. Two 45º 
shapes were produced in limestone, the rest in white Carrara marble and both suites were cut from single 
sourced blocks.  All designs were 26cm wide, crossing the flume width, 10.5cm high and contained a basal 
socket and drilled hole for the anchor manifold. The 67.5º form was shorter due to available materials. This is 
likely to have altered the flow structure at the rear of the block compared to other specimens. Flow structure 
will also have varied due to the stoss surface orientation. Machined specimens closely matched original plans 
and are represented in figure 4.3.2-2. Specimens were finished in matt texture for scanning purposes. 
Figure 4.3.1-2 Measured fluid velocity 
maps. Images show two flume cross 
sections, flow into paper. Dots correspond 
to measured points. (a) Low bed 
roughness, injection velocity 3.5m/s. 
Calculated mean fluid velocity from dZ is 
2.4m/s. (b) High bed roughness (fixed 
cobbles), injection velocity 2.2m/s. 
Calculated mean fluid velocity is 1.1m/s. 
Mean fluid velocity derived from dZ is in 
good agreement with direct measurement 
except with high bed roughness which 
leads to radial variation in fluid velocity 
(Attal et al. 2006). From Attal et al. (2006). 
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the base of the pre-shaped bedrock specimen touching the tyre base of the tank and the steel mounting being flush with it. 
Height of pre-shaped bedrock is 10.5cm. Flow from left to right. (b) Anchor manifold in situ in the flume. Note the large 
threaded hole on the left of the picture for attachment of securing bolt (c) 8 marble specimens, pencil for scale. Anchor 
sockets visible on underside. All parts, except the steel mounting plate, were designed and built by A. Wilson in France. 
 
 
In plan view figure 4.3.2-3 illustrates the position of the specimen in the flume. Specimens were orientated 
radially in the flume, approximately normal to the flow, so the angled faces became the upstream facing surface, 
and crossed the entire width of the flume.  
Figure 4.3.2-2 Schematic diagrams 
depicting the three initial shapes 
produced.   
 
Top left and middle: base and front (but 
rotated 90°) views.  
 
Lower left: lateral views of three initial forms. 
Angles to two significant figures.  
 
Below: Cartoon depicting an angled view of 
the 45º form. Note the outer drilled hole 
(labelled) is present in the limestone 
specimens only. Also note the direction of 
flow is stoss to lee and the inner and outer 
flume locations. 
Figure 4.3.2-1 Experiment 
System.  (a) Construction 
overview. Pre-shaped rock 
specimens containing a 
drilled hole on their inner 
side are attached by an 
M12 bolt to the anchor 
socket plate. This fits in a 
groove on the base of the 
rock specimen. The anchor 
socket plate is bolted to the 
anchor socket mount 
(which sits inside the steel 
mounting plate of Whittaker 
(2007)) by four M6 bolts to 
the PVC anchor base. The 
steel mounting plate is then 
bolted to the base of the 
tank through the PVC 
anchor base. This results in  
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Figure 4.3.2-3 Plan of specimen in the flume.  Scaled technical drawing of a rock specimen in the flume, illustrating the 
relationship of the stoss and lee surfaces to the flow. The leading edge of the stoss surface is non-perpendicular to the flow. 
It is 76 to the flow at the inner part and 81 to the flow at the outer side. This varies further for sloping faces. The structural 
zone is underlain by the anchor manifold and shows the limit of the anchor socket. The blue region depicts the volume of 
rock allocated for erosion of the lee surface. In red is the zone allocated for abrasion. The central grey zone is structural and 
once breached the specimen is retired from service. 
  
4.3.3 Experiment parameter space 
The mechanism of abrasion by bedload was isolated in the Attal flume. Only pebble and cobble grade material 
were present in the flume to cause erosion by abrasion. Eleven suites of experiments, 91 experiment runs, were 
carried out to quantify the controls on the rates of abrasion by bedload and the morphological change as a result, 
see figure 4.3.3-1 and table 4.3.3-1. Grain size, grain lithology, bedrock lithology and bedrock initial shape 
were varied. Discharge and injection velocity were kept constant at 380m
3
hr
-1
 and 3.4ms
-1
 respectively, whilst 
bedload mass were fixed at one of two values, corresponding to method testing or main experiment suites (L1 
and L2 where method testing experiments). Actual injection velocity, bedrock morphology, grain size, vortex 
height, suspended load and duration of exposure to abrasive flows were measured.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.3.3-1 Parameter space of experiments. 
M1-M8 denotes both the rock specimen and the 
experiment suites, table 4.3.3-1, and signifies marble 
substrate. L1 and L2 likewise represent limestone. 
Bedrock initial forms are shown by icons 
representing 45, 67.5 and 90 degree initial forms. 
Circles represent grain sizes in centimetres. Diagram 
should be read left to right, and top to bottom. Hence 
the top row indicates keeping grains the same size 
fraction at 6-8cm but varying the initial form from 45 
in M1 to 90 in M3 the effect of initial form on erosion 
rates and morphologies can be studied. Also by 
comparing M1 and L2, where the grain size and 
grain lithology are both limestone but the substrate 
lithology varies from marble to limestone whilst being 
both 45, the effect of substrate lithology can be 
compared. Inset box summarises experiment with 
granite/gneiss/schist grains (named “granite” for 
simplicity). 
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Table 4.3.3-1. Summary of experiment suites 
Suite 
name 
Lithology Stoss 
angle/ 
degrees 
Sediment 
grain size 
fraction/cm 
Sediment 
load/kg 
Grain 
Lithology 
Discharge/ 
m3hr-1 
Injection 
velocity/ms-1 
Total run 
time/ 
hours 
L0 
(control) 
Limestone 
45.0 
n/a 0 Limestone 380 3.4 9.00 
L1 Limestone 45.0 1-2 32 Limestone 380 3.4 6.00 
L2 Limestone 45.0 6-8 32 Limestone 380 3.4 5.50 
M1 Marble 45.0 6-8 24 Limestone 380 3.4 6.67 
M2 Marble 67.5 6-8 24 Limestone 380 3.4 7.50 
M3 Marble 90.0 6-8 24 Limestone 380 3.4 7.50 
M4 Marble 45.0 4-6 24 Limestone 380 3.4 8.50 
M5 Marble 45.0 2-4 24 Limestone 380 3.4 11.50 
M6 Marble 
45.0 
6-8 24 Granite, schist 
& gneiss 
380 3.4 5.00 
M7 Marble 
90.0 
6-8 24 Granite, schist 
& gneiss 
380 3.4 7.00 
M8 Marble 
45.0 
4-6 24 Granite, schist 
& gneiss 
380 3.4 5.50 
 
Target comparisons shown in table 4.3.3-2 enabled quantification of the proposed controls on bedload abrasion 
and the contribution due to dissolution could be assessed by the control experiment L0. Contribution to erosion 
by suspended load abrasion could be assessed by inspection of parts of the specimen shielded from the stream 
of saltating grains, corresponding to the lee surface in figure 4.3.2-3. 
Table 4.3.3-2 Controls on bedload abrasion investigated by experiment suite comparisons. 
Investigated control Target comparisons 
Initial form M1 vs. M2 vs. M3, M6 vs. M7 
Grain size Limestone grains: M1 vs. M4 vs. M5, L1 vs. L2 
Granite & Gneiss grains: M6 vs. M8 
Substrate lithology M1 vs. L2 
Grain lithology M1 vs. M6, M3 vs. M7 and M4 vs. M8 
Dissolution L0 
 
4.3.4 Measurement system: Minolta VIVID 900 TLS 
This study utilised the Minolta VIVID 900 laser scanner as introduced in chapter 3: Field monitoring of erosion 
and bedform evolution. The ambient conditions in a laboratory environment allowed higher precision of 
measurements made using the “middle lens” configuration and controlling the scanner using a computer. Stated 
values of accuracy are x: 0.38mm, y:0.31mm, z:0.35mm to the z reference plane. Scanning was carried out 
in an air-conditioned laboratory separate from the flume laboratory, figure 4.3.4-1. Typically, two scans were 
required to capture the necessary volume, decreasing reconstruction errors compared models assembled from 
many scan elements. The entire specimen was scanned at the time as it was uncertain what extent of scan area 
would be necessary for analysis. Acquiring the whole model, as opposed to a predefined transect, was a 
significant advantage to this measurement system. Output data was an x,y,z + RGB (point cloud plus point 
colour) scanner specific data format (.cdm or .vvd). Each scan element was composed of 307,200 data points. 
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4.3.5 Experiment method 
Bedload Selection: Well rounded, highly spherical sediment, sourced from local alpine rivers was sorted into 
two fractions: limestone and crystalline lithologies (granites ~60%, schists and gneisses ~40%). Limestone 
grains were sorted by b-axis diameter into four fractions: 1-2cm, 2-4cm, 4-6cm and 6-8cm, crystalline grains 
into 4-6cm and 6-8cm populations. 
M1-M8 Experiment Suites: Masses of all individual grains were measured and grains with a mass common to 
adjacent grain size bins were removed. This produced unique double-sorted grain populations constrained by 
dimensions and masses, figure 4.3.5-1. 24kg of sediment, an amount chosen arbitrarily based on sediment 
availability, were loaded at the start of each experiment series and removed after the last run in the series. This 
quantity of bedload did not give rise to significant armouring of the bed or the bedrock blocks, as determined 
from similar experiments in a 
1
/5
th
 (linear) scaled flume where grain motion was directly observed.  
L1 and L2 were method testing experiments and so a larger mass of bedload was used to increase the 
likelihood of erosion occurring. Bedload grain size populations were sorted by b-axis only. Individual grain 
mass measurements were not carried out for L1 and L2.  
For both experiment suites, dimensions and masses of grains were measured at the end of experiments. 
Data on initial a, b and c axes will be presented in section 4.5.9 where they are contrasted with post-erosion 
grain populations. 
Experiment Protocol: An experiment suite was composed of 7 to 10 experiment runs each 10 to 90 minutes in 
duration.  Before the first, run the specimen was scanned and a water sample taken from the running flume for 
suspended load analysis. On the first run the bedrock specimen was bolted to the base of the flume, figure 4.3.5-
2. 24kg (or 32kg for L1-2) of bedload was loaded into the flume and spread evenly around the base of the flume 
and specimen, creating a layer less than an average grain in depth. The flume was cleared of all other matter and 
the pump activated to the desired discharge. Once activated the pump reached the desired discharge in about 45 
seconds. A low relief standing wave was produced in all cases in the surface of the flume water (at its outer 
side) with greatest relief immediately leeward of the bedrock obstacle and shallowest relief at the opposite 
Figure 4.3.4-1 Scanning studio. Polygon Editing 
Tool (PET) software driving laser scanner though 
SCSI interface. The scanner is more stable and 
less prone to interference by vibration from the 
operator when controlled by computer, optimizing 
precision of data.  
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Figure 4.3.5-1 Initial bedload mass-grain size populations for M1-M8. Histogram of frequency of grain masses. Note the 
log scale and the frequency values shown in each bin. Bins with a frequency of 1 have no column but are signified by the 
number 1. Populations are mass and b-axis length unique, the limits are shown in the legend. These unique populations are 
the product of a double sorting selection method. Above: initial limestone grain data. Below: initial granite and gneiss grain 
data. 
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Figure 4.3.5-2 Bedrock specimen in situ. (a) View of the inside of the Attal Flume. The specimen can be seen fixed in 
place on top of the tyre rubber base. The inner and outer flume walls can be seen, the latter covered with plastic armour. 41 
of the 72 pebbles used in this experiment suite (M6, 6-8cm b-axis crystalline pebbles) can be seen in this photo. (b) 
Enlargement of the specimen. Note that the outer surface is shielded by the outer flume wall and the securing bolt is close 
to the inner flume wall. 
 
side of the tank. Measurements of the depth of this wave below the inner and outer flume wall were made. 
Impact events were heard occurring with high frequency on both the specimen and tank. Impact velocities could 
not be measured and are poorly constrained. However from the relief of the water surface a crude estimate of 
mean flume velocity can be calculated, see section 4.5.2.1. Flume water became opaque immediately upon 
commencement of experiments due to suspension of mud grade abrasion products.  Grains close to the viewing 
window could be observed moving by saltation and rolling just downstream of the specimen. Once the run time 
was reached the pump was stopped and decelerated to rest in 45 seconds. The flume was drained manually by 
siphon and the bedrock specimen removed, rinsed in clean water and allowed to dry. Then it was scanned and 
returned to the flume.  Photographs were also taken at this time for qualitative comparison and to detail wear 
features. Grains were inspected between runs to check for breakage. Grain breakage was infrequent but any 
grain fragments found were removed and replaced with stock grains of equal mass in order to maintain 
sediment load and the highly rounded, spherical characteristics of the grain populations. With larger grain 
fractions it was possible to keep track of the exact number of grains, often whole grains could be reconstructed 
from fragments recovered. Therefore the exact number of grains, as well as the net mass, could be maintained 
for the larger fractions.  At the end of each run grains found in the sieve, between the flume and the water tank, 
were weighed and replaced in the flume. This loss from the flume was small and occurred only for the 1-2cm 
and 2-4cm fractions (<5.5% of starting mass per hour for M5). Exploratory experiments found the rate of mass 
loss to the sieve to be consistent and therefore predictable for these grain size fractions, starting sediment load 
and bedrock starting shape. Therefore in order to maintain a constant mean bedload in the flume for L1, 
calculated masses of grains were introduced into the running flume at specific time points to counteract the 
mass lost to the sieve. 
For the remaining runs in the experiment suite the bedload remained in the flume and it was only the 
specimen which was extracted and returned. All other protocol remained the same.  
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At the end of the final run in an experiment suite the bedload was removed and sediment grain sizes and 
masses were re-measured to assess particle abrasion. At the end of the final run in the project a second 
suspended load sample was taken. 
For experiment suites M1-M3 and M6-M7, where grain size populations were kept constant but the 
bedrock angle was varied, the grain populations were kept in the tank and the specimens alternated with equal 
timed runs. L0, the control experiment, is simply bolted into the flume and the flume was run with fresh clean 
water for 9 hours before being removed for inspection.  
Problems with the method: As the flume is re-circulating, products of abrasion, principally mud, collect in the 
tank and are re-suspended making flume water more muddy with time. Whilst this is posed as a problem it 
actually allows us to assess the contribution of suspended load abrasion to erosion on the same time scale by 
inspecting surfaces shielded from bedload but not from suspended load.  
Experiment suites M1-M3 and M6-M7 used the same bedload which therefore experienced more flume 
time than other populations. However although these grains lost more mass overall, the rate at which mass loss 
occurred was lower relative to smaller grain sizes (see section 4.5.8). It is expected that overall these experiment 
suites would experience lower abrasion rates through time due to the increased pebble mass loss. 
 L1 was unique among the experiment suites in losing sediment to the sieve. Results from this 
experiment are treated with a greater degree of scepticism. 
 
4.4 Model construction and alignment 
4.4.1 Model construction 
Scan data was processed using Rapidform 2004, 3D scanner software by INUS Technologies. Preliminary 
reconstruction was carried out using the Polygon Editing Tool by Konica-Minolta. Two scan elements which 
contained the stoss face and outer surface and have approximately 50% overlap (see figures 4.3.2-2 and 4.3.5-2 
for nomenclature) were imported into the software. These were registered to each other in a two stage process. 
First at least four common points on each scan element are identified by the operator and used by the software 
to align the two scans. The result, or fit, of this initial registration was graded by the software on a scale of 
“poor” to “excellent”. Only “excellent” was accepted. The second stage involves the software running a second 
mathematical fitting procedure on the data in a process referred to as fine registration which fitted scan 
elements to all adjacent elements that shared common space with it. The success of the fine registration can be 
assessed by inspecting the models for uniformly mixed colours from adjacent scan elements in the overlap zone. 
This data produced excellent registration results due to the curvature of the subject. The two scan elements were 
then merged to create a single model with approximately 614,400 data points, figure 4.4.1-1. 
4.4.2 Creation of a common coordinate system 
In order to compare constructed models in different stages of the abrasion process a common reference frame 
was necessary. The outer surface was shielded from abrasion by the plastic armour of the outer-tank-wall and 
acted as a datum surface for model reconstruction. This surface was cut planar with low roughness. A reference 
coordinate system was constructed from features in the shielded zone. These features appear in every scan 
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Figure 4.4.1-1. Merged model result.  Left: Shaded display model produced from merging two scan elements. The surface 
on which the specimen was scanned on can also be seen. Right: enlargement of corner of model illustrating the point cloud 
nature of the data. The displacement along the surface between 20 data points is shown as 8.39mm, or 0.44mm between 
points. The change in curvature, or crestline is visible along with the boundary between the two original scan elements. This 
is prominent in this view due to the orientation of scanning transects. 
 
acquired at the end of each run in the suite. The steps in creating this reference coordinate system are shown in 
figure 4.4.2-1 and described below. 1) Approximately 120 points were picked on the model on this shielded 
outer surface. 2) A reference plane was constructed as a best fit plane through these points. It is expected that 
by picking a large number of points, every reference plane created in this way will have an identical orientation. 
3) A reference vector was then created normal to this plane, orientated away from the rock. 4) Two reference 
points were picked on this reference plane at the upper upstream and downstream corners of the socket, which 
is parallel to the base of the flume.  5) A reference vector was created in the reference plane from the upstream 
corner reference point to the downstream corner reference point, lying on the reference plane. Next 6) a local 
Cartesian coordinate system was created, constrained in the x and z axes by these orthogonal reference vectors 
and originating at the downstream socket corner reference point. 7) An offset plane was created parallel to the 
reference plane to locate cross sections for extraction. These seven reference constructs are bound to the model. 
8) The local coordinate system was assigned a new origin and orientation which is the same as the global 
coordinate system (origin=0,0,0, axes 0,0,1x  , 0,,0 1y  , 1z ,0,0 ). As all the reference geometries and the 
model were bound to the local coordinate system they were all rotated and translated with it. 9) Sections normal 
to the z axis (parallel to the outer surface) were taken tracking the position of maximum abrasion, along a 
groove on the upstream facing (convex) surface (see section 4.5.3). As the outer surface and socket were 
shielded to abrasion, coordinate systems created in this way were identical in all the models of the same 
bedrock specimen studied, even with loss of shielded area.   
Uncertainty: The scanner is accurate in this configuration and expected uncertainty was stated in section 4.3.4. 
Data appeared internally consistent and merging of models was almost seamless when displayed as a surface. 
Expected errors associated with laser scanning were observed in the data. These are mostly associated with 
edges and the preceding analysis removed these such that these inherent errors are not considered significant. 
Steps 1-3 and 6-9 in constructing a common coordinate system were highly accurate. However the opportunity 
for error in this process was in step 4, picking reference points on the reference plane. We will return to quantify 
this error in section 4.5.9 in relation to analyses below. 
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4.5 Analysis, results and interpretations 
4.5.1 Introduction 
In the previous section the method for construction and alignment of 3D models from raw data was presented. 
In this section I shall first discuss some qualitative observations from inspection of actual abraded bedrock 
specimens and general patterns shown in the models. Using these observations I shall then describe where and 
why cross-sections were extracted for further analysis. This will be followed by the presentation of further 
analysis methods, and then results of four separate but related, interrogations of the 3D cross-section time-series 
data sets. These are: 1) bulk abrasion rates based on differencing of cross sectional areas, 2) comparison of flat 
bed and rough bed abrasion rates, 3) horizontal abrasion rates at specified heights and 4) qualitative comparison 
of steady state cross section morphologies. I shall consider the effect of abrasion on the bedload grains acting as 
agents of energy transfer from flow to bedrock and finish with a discussion of errors. Grouped results will be 
interpreted in section 4.5.10 
4.5.2 General observations from actual bedrock specimens and 3D models 
4.5.2.1 Observations 
The control experiment L0 showed no change resolvable by the measurement method. All machined angles 
were as sharp as when they had been cut. The only observed change was a slight polishing of a rock saw mark 
on the stoss surface. 
Using the method of section 4.4.2 all the reconstructed models from an experiment suite were aligned. 
Figure 4.5.2-1 displays five of the ten models in experiment suite M7 in two views. As abrasion progressed the 
stoss surface evolved from the initial machined shape into a broadly convex shape which then retreated in 
parallel with time preserving its shape. Thus an evolution phase and a steady state phase are recognised in these 
models. These convex forward facing surfaces develop in all experiment suites with greater convexity toward 
the outer flume side, figure 4.5.2-2. Adjacent to the outer flume a stream-wise furrow is formed in all cases 
except M4, L1 and L2. Its width and curvature are proportional to the erodent grain size. The stoss surface and 
upper surface were always separated by a break in slope, or discontinuity. This maps the division of actively 
abrading stoss and initially passive upper (relic) surfaces. 
Edge chipping or edge percussion (Richardson and Carling 2005) is here considered a separate erosion 
mechanism to abrasion. Edge chipping occurred along the outer flume stoss edge and at the lee angle. On the 
stoss face it initiated early and affected a zone of constant width, receding with the stoss face. On the lee angle  
it initiated early and stabilises rapidly. Edge chipping also occurred at the base of the stoss surface at the outer 
flume side near the bed. Edge chipping was not the focus of this study and is not discussed further.  
In all experiments the majority of the volumetric change due to abrasion was on the stoss surface. There 
was no change to the outer surface, except where it was consumed by the abrading stoss face and associated 
edge chipping. The upper surface experienced minor abrasion, producing only a small furrow in later stages. 
There was no change in the lee surface immediately downstream of the stoss furrow but at the inner flume side 
of the lee surface a small number of impact marks could be seen in final stages of some suites.  
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Discrete impact damage marks on specimen surfaces coalesced to form damage zones, figure 4.5.2-2 and 4.5.2-
3. Individual marks are brighter than unaffected rock and are either sugary, forming a small pit, or shiny in 
texture. Shiny impact marks occurred only when marble was abraded by limestone grains and were most 
prevalent on the upper surface where they tend to be striated, but occurred also on stoss faces in early stages of 
abrasion. Shiny damage marks are superficial features and have very little depth. For crystalline grains abrading 
marble, impact marks were always sugary pits and additionally formed linear microgrooves (scratches) on the 
upper surfaces. Damage zones have a generally uniform sugary roughness on a millimetre scale for each 
experiment suite, though crestlines could be locally rougher. 
Fractures through calcite grains (intra-granular) and along grain boundaries (inter-granular) produce the 
observed roughness on damage zones which characterise stoss surfaces (figure 4.5.2-4). 
While grain trajectories could not be observed in the Attal flume, except for exit paths, 
1
/5
th
 scale trial 
experiments showed that the mean trajectories for grains over an obstacle are confined to a corridor (figure 
4.5.2-5). Entry paths were confined to a grain-depth layer parallel to the base of the flume. Bedload moved up 
the stoss face and then hopped over the upper surface before reconnecting with the flume bed downstream of 
the specimen obstruction. Rolling, sliding and very shallow saltations were observed in the small flume. Exit 
paths observed through observation windows in the Attal flume located downstream of the specimen were 
consistent with observations from the smaller flume, although modification of travel paths is expected for 
different initial specimen forms. 
Mean water velocities across the flume width were calculated using equation 4.3.1.1 (Chang 1988) where 
w, g and rm are fixed at 0.3m, 9.81ms
-2
 and 0.6m respectively. dZ is measured from which U is calculated, see 
table 4.5.2-1.  However this is only a crude approximation to the mean velocity of the flow as the vortex is 
perturbed by the asymmetrical bed roughness produced by the presence of the anchored block. Measurements 
were taken at the start of the flume run which then ended at the cumulative time shown in the table. This 
velocity estimate is the mean travel velocity of any suspended load present. The bedload is decoupled from the 
flow and therefore will circulate at significantly slower velocities. These values are also the maximum stream-
wise grain velocities. L2 is slightly slower due to greater bedload mass.  
The concentration of suspended load, principally mud grade material, increases with time. 
Table 4.5.2-1 Mean flume flow velocities calculated from dZ (measured). 
Time/mins 10 30 60 100 150 210 270 360 400 420 450 510   
M1 3.02 - 3.07 3.11 3.08 3.15 3.23 3.18 3.14         
M2 3.03 3.03 3.00 3.04 3.11 3.08 3.17 3.17 - 3.20 3.21     
M3 2.89 2.99 2.94 3.09 3.01 3.10 3.19 3.16 - - 3.13     
M4 2.83 2.94 3.00 2.98 2.98 3.08 3.00 3.09 - - 3.14 3.17   
Time/mins 10 30 60 120 180 240 300 330 360 420 510 600 690 
M5 2.95 - 2.94 3.00 3.01 3.02 - 3.08 - 3.08 3.16 3.10 3.17 
M6 3.01 2.95 2.98 3.01 3.06 3.14 3.15             
M7 2.88 3.02 3.06 2.98 3.00 3.06 3.06 - 3.15 3.18       
M8 3.00 2.94 2.97 3.00 3.05 3.11 - 3.03           
Time/mins 10 20 50 100 150 200 260 310 360         
L1 2.556 2.415 2.626 2.489 2.56 2.626 2.66 2.679 2.67         
Time/mins 10 20 30 50 80 110 150 210 270 330 540     
L2 2.652 2.647 2.658 2.73 2.65 2.647 2.73 2.985 2.66 2.72       
L0 - - - - - - - - - - 3.08     
Values in table are in ms-1. Most values for M1-M8 vary around 3ms-1.  
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4.5.2.2 Qualitative interpretations 
As L0 did not erode then dissolution and cavitation as mechanisms of erosion are insignificant under these 
experimental conditions and on this timescale. Fine grain products of abrasion, chiefly mud, were produced 
during the experiments. However preserved pen and rock saw markings on shielded zones where only fine 
grained sediments could attack indicate that suspended load in these concentrations and of these compositions 
were insignificant contributors to wear in these experiments. 
The bedload travel paths across the bedrock specimen determined the distribution of impacts and 
therefore the locations and magnitudes of wear. The stoss surface was the principal location of abrasion as this 
was the first and dominant point of contact for a grain in saltation, rolling or sliding modes. Grain 
concentrations and velocities were greater at the outer flume side, figure 4.3.1-2, accounting for the greater 
magnitude of wear on the outer flume stoss face. The furrow and edge-chipping of the outer flume stoss edge 
were produced by the concentration of mobile grains against the outer flume wall, which explains the close 
resemblance in the curvature of the grain and the furrow (figure 4.5.3-1). The travel paths can be divided into: 
1) entry paths which determined the angle of impact and were broadly parallel to the flume bed, 2) transit paths 
which were determined by the stoss surface slope and 3) exit paths which were curved trajectories determined 
by gravity, and drag and fluid shear stresses causing grain motion in the direction of fluid flow.  
Transit and exit paths combined have an equilibrium shape controlled by the coupling of bedload to fluid 
flow. Grains are impelled to move in the direction of flow by shear stresses in the turbulent boundary layer and 
are limited in their downstream velocity by friction forces with the bed and fluid. An equilibrium exists between 
these driving and resisting forces but when a grain collides with an obstacle and travels over it a further 
resistance force due to contact forces with the obstacle modifies this path. The bedrock is sculpted from an 
initial to a steady state form by the flow of bedload attempting to reach a new equilibrium travel path which is a 
balance of all these discussed forces. The presence of a crestline in all experiment suites is the expression, by 
abrading material in its path, of this travel path equilibrium which is non-parallel to the upper surface.  
Impact marks are damage regions caused by single impacts. What can also be seen is that individual 
impact marks are observed only in regions which have experienced relatively few impacts, such as the inner 
flume wall side of the upper surface in figure 4.5.2-2 and in figure 4.5.2-3(a) which has been abraded for only 
10 minutes. Figure 4.5.2-2 demonstrates that impact zones are produced by superposition of impact marks. The 
roughness on the stoss surface is a signature of persistent abrasion by bedload. Regions where bedload abrasion 
is the dominant erosion mechanism, such as the stoss face, show damage zones, not individual impact marks. In 
marble, calcite deforms by brittle fracture producing fracture networks which break up the surface to a certain 
depth. As calcite is a transparent crystal these cracks cause light to disperse and scatter which is the cause of the 
white appearance. Roughness on the impacting bedload grains aids this process at high impact angles, such as 
experienced on the stoss face.  
Where grains enter a collision at shallow angles, for example on the upper surface of the specimen, 
scratching (ploughing and cutting) can occur by the translation of asperities on the grain through the surface of 
the specimen in the direction of travel. Where the grains are limestone there is little hardness contrast with the 
marble bedrock and so asperities are sheared off both, to produce planed, reflective surfaces. When the grains 
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are harder, such as granite, then asperities on the grain surface can indent and scratch the softer marble bedrock, 
figure 4.5.2-6. This produces more wear on the substrate and is a likely candidate to explain any control by 
hardness on rates of wear. 
 
Figure 4.5.2-6 Schematic diagram of the influence of roughness and hardness on impact marks. Small sections of 
grains and bedrock are shown with imaginary roughness asperities. (a) Where the indenter and the substrate have the 
same or similar hardness, for example limestone grains and marble bedrock, then neither is able to indent the other and 
asperities are sheared off leaving polished regions. (b) Where the indenter is harder than the bedrock, for example granite 
grains and marble bedrock, the asperities on the indenter are able to penetrate the substrate and scratch the surface, 
potentially gouging out a larger volume of material than that removed by shearing in (a). 
 
4.5.3 4D data and 3D (L2T1) cross sections time series 
The regression from 4D measurement (three physical dimensions and time) to 3D analysis (two physical 
dimensions and time) is taken as the circular nature of the flume and the resultant asymmetry in wear render 4D 
analysis less insightful into the abrasion process. Abrasion of the stoss surface produces a curved shape when 
viewed from above (right hand side images in figure 4.5.2-1) with a local maximum always toward the lee 
surface. This local maximum has been used to guide the location of extraction of vertical cross sections parallel 
to the outer surface. This point can be defined precisely and has been mapped throughout the time series, see 
figures 4.5.3-1 for example. In this way cross sections mapped equivalent positions on the specimen. 
 
Figure 4.5.3-1 Cross section locations for experiment suite M3 (6-8cm b-axis limestone bedload).  Left: Plan view of flume similar 
to 4.3.2-3. The horizontal lines mark the closely spaced locations of the cross sections extracted at various times. The data table shows 
the distance from section to outer surface. It can be seen from the distances quoted in the central data table that the distance between 
the outermost and innermost sections is 8mm. The position of the abrading grains in the initial (1) and final (2) (bold black line) models 
are shown based on groove positions. A sphere of ~60mm diameter is shown. Right: 3D illustration of position section line (2). 
 
Sections were extracted parallel to the outer surface through this point in the models. Where it is was not 
possible to track this point, for experiments with smaller grains, planar sections were taken at a fixed distance of 
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20mm from the outer surface. Planar sections were taken, not curved sections. However as can be seen from 
figure 4.5.3-1 there is only a minor difference between planar and curved sections over the length scale of the 
specimen. Cross sections were extracted from a surface interpolated through the data point cloud. Data point 
density in the cross section can be higher than in the point clouds, depending on the sampling rate. 
4.5.4 Bulk abrasion rates 
4.5.4.1 Analysis method 
The difference in cross sectional area between two profiles is the amount of rock removed by abrasion in the 
time interval between them. First the erosion due to abrasion is isolated by removing points effected by edge 
chipping on the lower part of the stoss surface and the lee angle, figure 4.5.4-1. From inspection of all 
experiment time-series it was found that the maximum (vertical) limit of edge chipping occurred at 25mm 
above the flume base. The limit in each time series was a function of grain size and so the height effected by 
edge chipping varied among data sets. However a standard cut-off height was applied to all datasets and data 
points below this limit were removed in all time series. All profiles in a suite are then integrated using the mid-
ordinate rule within these limits to determine the change in cross sectional area with time, see example in figure 
4.5.4-2. This analysis was carried out for all experiments to produce an “index of abrasion” based on the 
gradient of the linear regression equation. 
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Figure 4.5.4-1 Example of shape 
evolution of aligned cross 
sections: experiment M3. Cross 
sections from each model are 
shown in different colours. Note 
that time intervals are unequal in 
length. Individual data points are 
shown. Each profile has 1500-1800 
points. The scanning table is also 
visible in the profiles and its 
position shifts between profiles due 
to flexure of the surface (foam 
board). Edge chipping at the base 
of the stoss face and the lee angle 
are identified. Coordinate system is 
that of models hence the base of 
the profiles, and the base of the 
flume, is at -20mm vertical. 
 
Figure 4.5.4-2 Cross sectional area vs. time 
example: experiment M3. Data points show 
the measured cross sectional area remaining at 
each scan time. Data points are labelled with 
scan time. A strong linear behaviour can be 
seen by the linear regression fit. A minor 
exponential component is also recognised. The 
gradient of the linear regression is the bulk 
abrasion rate in mm2min-1. Errors, discussed in 
section 4.5.8, are the calculated maximum and 
minimum predicted actual cross sectional areas 
given estimates of uncertainty in picking the  
origin of the coordinate system. 
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4.5.4.2 Results 
Cross section time series: The aligned cross section time series for all experiment suites and cross sectional 
area vs. time plots are shown in figure 4.5.4-3 (a to d), which also contains plots of horizontal abrasion rates 
which will be referred to in section 4.5.6. In all cases, except L1, the specimen evolved from an initial form to 
an upstream facing convex shape which then retreats in parallel with time. Hence an evolution phase and steady 
state phase are recognised in the cross sections. It can also be seen by inspection that M6 and M7 abrade faster 
than their counterparts M1 and M3. Morphology will be discussed further in sections 4.5.6 and 4.5.7. 
   
Cross sectional area versus time (bulk abrasion rates): All plots of cross sectional area vs. time in figure 4.5.4-
3 have strong linear behaviour, as can be seen from linear regression fits with R
2
>0.9440. Some plots show a 
weakly exponential trend (L2, M2, M3, M6), whilst others appear ideally linear (M4 & M5). Each experiment 
suite has a significantly different linear regression gradient which quantifies the bulk rates of abrasion for these 
experiments, as summarised in table 4.5.4-1. 
Table 4.5.4-1 Summary of bulk abrasion rates. 
Experiment 
suite name 
Stoss 
angle/ 
degrees 
Bedload 
lithology 
Bedload 
size/cm 
Section 
locations* 
ABSAbrasion rate 
(gradient of linear fit) 
/mm2min-1 
R2 
value 
No. of data 
points 
M1 45.0 Limestone 6-8 Tracking 11.7250 0.9983 9 
M2 67.5 Limestone 6-8 Tracking 9.7049 0.9955 11 
M3 90.0 Limestone 6-8 Tracking 9.9487 0.9954 10 
M4 45.0 Limestone 4-6 Fixed 6.4907 0.9996 11 
M5 45.0 Limestone 2-4 Fixed 3.4728 0.9987 10 
M6 45.0 Crystalline 6-8 Tracking 12.8270 0.9986 8 
M7 90.0 Crystalline 6-8 Tracking 12.2000 0.9981 10 
M8 45.0 Crystalline 4-6 Tracking 10.6400 0.9985 8 
L1 45.0 Limestone 1-2 Fixed 0.5355 0.9440 9 
L2 45.0 Limestone 6-8 Fixed 6.5509  0.9912 11 
Derived from cross sectional area vs. time plots in figure 4.5.4-3. *Tracking – sections are taken from local maximum of abrasion, fixed – 
sections are taken at a fixed distance of 20mm from, and parallel to, the outer surface.   
 
Index of abrasion: Abrasion rates can be plotted to illustrate the control of substrate lithology, grain size, grain 
lithology and initial form, figure 4.5.4-4. The following trends are present in this data: 
Initial shape control (D and E, inset plot): Steeper initial stoss faces abraded slower than shallower faces. For 
limestone grains on marble bedrock the 45 initial form (M1) abraded 21% faster than the 67.5 initial form 
(M2) and 18% faster than the 90 initial form (M3). M2 and M3 had approximately the same abrasion rate. 
Figure 4.5.4-3d. L1 
cross section time 
series and horizontal 
abrasion rates.  
The small 
morphological changes 
due to erosion are 
close to the limit that 
this measurement 
method can resolve. 
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For crystalline grains on marble bedrock the 45 initial form (M6) abraded only 5% faster than the 90 initial 
form (M7). These similar values indicate that abrasion rate is less strongly controlled by initial form for 
crystalline grains.   
Grain lithology control (D vs. E, B vs. A): Crystalline bedload abraded marble 9.4 to 64% faster than 
limestone bedload for the same flume settings. M1 and M6 had 45 initial forms and 6-8cm grains, where 
crystalline grains (M6) abraded 9.4% faster then limestone grains (M1). For 90 initial forms and 6-8cm grains 
crystalline grains (M7) abraded 23% faster than limestone grains (M3). For 45 initial forms and 4-6cm grains 
crystalline grains (M8) abraded 64% faster than limestone grains (M4). 
Grain size control (lines A, B and C): For a fixed bedload mass increasing grain size increased abrasion 
rates. For 45 initial forms and crystalline grains, 6-8cm grains (M6) were 21% more effective than 4-6cm 
grains (M8). For 45 initial forms and limestone grains, 6-8cm grains (M1) were 81% more effective than 4-
6cm grains (M4). Likewise 4-6cm limestone grains (M4) were 86% more effective than 2-4cm grains (M5). The 
trend for grain size is similar for both grain lithologies (lines A-C) but has lower magnitudes for limestone 
pebbles on limestone bedrock (C) than for limestone pebbles on marble bedrock (B). The overall trends for lines 
A and B are also similar.  
Bedrock lithology control (C vs. B): Marble bedrock was abraded 60-79% faster than limestone bedrock 
with the same limestone pebbles. For 45 initial forms and limestone bedload, 6-8cm grains (M1) abrade marble 
79% faster than limestone (L2). Likewise 2-4cm limestone grains abraded marble (M5) approximately 60% 
faster than limestone (interpolated value on line C). 
4.5.4.3 Interpretation 
Cross section time series demonstrate that bedload abrasion sculpts the stoss surface of bedrock obstacles, 
(where it first encounters the obstacle), probably by high angle impacts, and almost all the erosional work done 
by bedload is on this aspect of the obstacle. Minor amounts of abrasion on the upper surface are caused by low 
Figure 4.5.4-4. Index 
of abrasion.  Abrasion 
rates (table 4.5.4-1) 
plotted against the 
mid-point value of the 
b-axis grain size range. 
Bin ranges are shown 
by grey bars. 
Experiment suites are 
labelled. All results in 
the main plot are for 
suites with 45 initial 
stoss side angle. Inset 
graph: Effect of initial 
form on bulk abrasion 
rate. Datasets are 
labelled A to E. 
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frequency, low angle impacts. In the initial stages of abrasion and increasingly at later stages, more abrasion 
occurs here as the obstruction is sculpted, by the returning stream of grains which have been launched from the  
stoss surface. 
 Cross sectional area vs. time plots show implicitly that the pump power (energy input/time) is linearly 
proportional to the power (work done/time) of the bedload at doing work, which is the gradient of the linear 
regressions, where change in cross sectional area is a proxy for work done. The efficiency of this relationship 
varies depending on initial conditions and is quantified by the gradients of the linear regressions, plotted in 
figure 4.5.4-4. It is unclear what precisely controls the efficiency of this coupling and why it is linear. 
At present there is a limited dataset on the index of abrasion and so making strong statements about the 
controls on abrasion is not yet possible. However with ten data points, which are the result of 91 experiments, 
we can begin to make some tentative hypotheses about the behaviour plotted in figure 4.5.4-4. 
 Initial shape control: in experiment M1 (figure 4.5.4-3(a)) the initial form was close to the steady-state 
form, which on inspection had developed after about 60mins. In contrast (figure 4.5.4-3a(g)) the initial form of 
M3 was quite different from the steady state form of this specimen, which from inspection was established after 
270mins. An initial form closer to the steady state form is likely to provide less disturbance to the equilibrium 
grain-travel-paths and will require less modification of the bedrock to attain this path. Steady state is defined 
and quantified in section 4.5.7 where steady state morphology will be compared. 
 Grain lithology and bedrock lithology controls:  Harder grains on softer substrate abrade faster than 
similar hardness grains and substrate. In figure 4.5.2-3 the contrasting impact mark characteristics of damage 
caused by crystalline and limestone grains on marble are shown, and in figure 4.5.2-6 a model to explain the 
formation of these features was presented.  In this section we have seen the effect of lithology on bulk rates of 
abrasion. Harder materials have the power to indent softer materials, and scratching can occur if the collision 
has a translational component.  Crystalline grains abrade marble bedrock at greater rates than limestone pebbles 
because they can indent to a greater depth and also produce wear by scratching thus producing more wear per 
impact. It is not possible to extrapolate these findings to harder bedrock and softer grains. 
 Grain size control: Larger grains have greater kinetic energy than smaller grains moving at the same 
velocity. With more energy available in a collision more work will be done on the bedrock producing greater 
amounts of wear. The exact nature of the scaling between abrasion rate and grain size cannot realistically be 
made from the limited data available. A third order exponential relationship would be expected for constant 
velocity given that mass scales with the cube of the diameter for a constant density. For a constant sediment 
load there are more grains for smaller grain sizes, and so potentially more impacts. Smaller grains could also 
potentially travel at velocities closer to the mean stream flow velocity due to their higher surface area to volume 
ratio. However it is uncertain whether this is the case as vortex heights (dZ) are smaller for smaller grain sizes, 
due to the presence of more grains, indicating smaller mean flow velocities. Despite the larger number of 
impacts expected and possible higher impact velocities, smaller grain sizes produce less abrasion indicating that 
the impact energy is more significant at doing work than the number of impacts. The curvature of a grain could 
also be important in relation to grain size, an effect which is investigated in chapter 5. Further discussion of 
these finding will be given in sections 4.5.10 and 4.6. 
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4.5.5 Flat bed and rough bed abrasion rates compared 
4.5.5.1 Analysis method 
The purpose of this analysis is to compare the results of this study to equivalent flat bed abrasion. Whittaker‟s 
(2007) experiments used flat bedrock specimens placed flush with the base of the flume within stainless steel 
mounting plates, see figure 4.3.2-1.  I compare data from experiment L2 (this study) with runs 14, 19 and 20 
from Whittaker (2007) as both use limestone bedrock and limestone pebbles of equivalent sediment loads.  
Whittaker (2007) measured erosion in the central segment of the Attal Flume. To compare results, a 
profile is used along the centre line of the flume, in the mid point of Whittaker‟s measurement window. Figure 
4.5.2-2 demonstrated that abrasion rate increased with flume radial distance. To justify this choice of location 
and quantify the bulk abrasion rate at this location, the bulk abrasion rates at 10mm intervals along the radius 
of the flume were determined for M3 (450mins) and are plotted against radial distance, figure 4.5.5-1. M3 was 
used as the initial starting shape made computations simpler. 
Between 20 and 230mm radial distance a second order polynomial regression fits the data well with an 
R
2
 value of 0.9997 (see figure 4.5.5-1 for equation). However locally between 100 and 200mm we can 
approximate this relationship by a linear fit. Therefore to first order approximation the abrasion rate at 150mm 
is a good measure of the average abrasion rate over the interval 100-200mm radial distance in figure 4.5.5-1. 
Thus I have used a cross section at 150mm to represent the spatially averaged bulk abrasion rate in the interval 
100 to 200mm, which is a slight underestimate. A summary of the areas compared is shown in figure 4.5.5-2. 
 
Whittaker‟s runs lasted 120 minutes. The closest measurement time point for L2 is 110 minutes, figure 4.5.5-3. 
Pro-rated for a 100mm length exposure, equal to Whittaker‟s downstream length, the vertical abrasion rate is 
1.79mm hr
-1
, table 4.5.5-1. Given that the erosion rates are uniform in time (figure 4.5.4-3(b)) a direct 
comparison can be made between the bulk abrasion rate and that from Whittaker (2007). Whittaker g/hr erosion 
rates were converted to vertical erosion rates mmhr
-1
 for comparison with L2, table 4.5.5-2. The main 
differences between the experiments: 14-20 are longer in duration by 10mins than L2 (110mins) and have 
Figure 4.5.5-1 Variation of bulk 
abrasion rate with flume 
radius. Bulk abrasion rates 
determined by comparing cross 
sectional areas at 0 and 450 
minutes for M3 at 10mm 
intervals along the radius in the 
flume. The positions of key 
features in the flume have been 
highlighted. A second order 
polynomial has been fitted to 
data below 230mm radial 
distance to estimate the rates of 
abrasion in the region not 
sampled. Between 100 and 
200mm the change in bulk 
abrasion rate with radial distance 
can be approximated by a linear 
fit, shown by black line fit by eye.   
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smaller discharge. Run 19 had almost equal bedload mass to L2, but 14 was greater and 20 was less. For L2 the 
mean vertical erosion rates were calculated for a 100mm horizontal footprint, and minimum and maximum 
vertical erosion rates were found by identifying the smallest and greatest difference between the 0 and 110mins 
profiles. 
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Table 4.5.5-1 Comparison of experiment configurations and calculated abrasion rates. 
 
Symbols: LB bedrock lithology, S slope of initial form, Dg grain size range, LG grain lithology, VI pump injection velocity / ms-1, Q pump 
discharge / m3hr-1, b basal shear stress / Pa, q s sediment flux / kgm-1s-1, M sediment mass / kg, * Shields stress (dimensionless), qt 
transport capacity / kgm-1s-1, dZ height of flume vortex / cm, */ c *excess shear stress (i.e. transport stage), Vw Water velocity / ms-1, Vp 
pebble velocity / ms-1, EVmean mean vertical abrasion rate / mmhr-1, EVmin minimum vertical abrasion rate / mmhr-1, EVmax maximum 
vertical abrasion rate / mm hr-1. Modified and extended from Whittaker (2007). 
 
4.5.5.2 Results 
 L2 Ev values are for vertical abrasion of an obstacle. 14-20 are vertical abrasion rates for flat beds.  
Ratio: Ev mean /Ev whittaker: L2 Ev mean is an order of magnitude greater than 14-20, with mean rates 13 to 
19 times greater. 
Ratio: Ev min /Ev whittaker: L2 Ev min are 2 to 7 times greater than 14-20. The ratio of these minimum values 
are 3 to 7 times greater. 
Figure 4.5.5-2 Comparison of locations of 
abrasion for Whittaker (2007) and this study.  
 
Cartoon of the flume showing the position of the 
initial and 110mins sections of specimen L2 and 
the position of the rock plate of Whittaker 
(2007). The corresponding abraded areas are 
shown in red and blue respectively. The 
downstream 100mm horizontal footprint (x) of 
the L2 area (dashed black line) is offset 
upstream from that of Whittaker (2007) (y) by 
65mm. 
Figure 4.5.5-3. L2 area abraded in 110 minutes. 
The initial form at 0mins and the abraded form at 
110mins at the flume mid-point are shown. A 
rectangle of equal area to the cross sectional area 
lost due to abrasion in this time is also shown by 
the dashed line.  
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Ratio: Ev max /Ev whittaker: L2 Ev max are 147 to 461 times greater than 14-20. The ratios of these maximum 
values are 147 to 180 times greater. 
Trends in Whittaker‟s data are discussed in Whittaker (2007).  
Table 4.5.5-2. Comparison of abrasion rates. 
 
 
4.5.5.3 Interpretation 
Overall abrasion of rough beds can be up to 461 times greater than flat beds, depending upon comparison 
method. If we take a conservative stance and compare only L2 Evmean to mean data for 14-20 then we find that 
rough beds abrade 13-19 times faster, an order of magnitude. This is a significant difference and it is linked to 
the probability of impacts occurring on Whittaker‟s plates versus obstacles, and the angle of impact of 
collisions. Attal et al. (2006) studied the motion paths of 17 kg of 60–80 mm cobbles in his flume, with 
injection velocity of 4 ms
-1
 and mean fluid velocity of 2.6 ms
-1
, and found that grain trajectories usually have 
takeoff angles of 30–42° and landing angles of 10–22°. Most impacts on a flat plate are likely to be low angle. 
A whole range of impact angles can occur on L2 but a significant majority are likely to be high angle impacts. 
These impacts are likely to produce collisions with little translation whereas low angle impacts have a high 
component of translational motion (scratching). The number of impacts is also likely to vary between obstacles 
and flat beds. For obstacles a large proportion of bedload grains will impact the obstacle as it spans the width of 
the flume. For flat beds it is likely that a lower number of impacts will occur because of its radial position in the 
flume bed. The higher erosion rates observed for L2 are a combined result of the greater efficiency of high 
angle impacts by rough grains, a result which is corroborated by qualitative inspection of impact damage marks 
and zones in section 4.5.2, and greater numbers of impacts occurring on the specimen. Regardless of the precise 
reason for elevated abrasion rates for rough beds these results clearly demonstrate that roughness is an 
important control on abrasion rates. In section 4.5.6.3, 4.5.7.3 and 4.5.10 grain motion is considered in detail. 
4.5.6 Horizontal abrasion rates 
4.5.6.1 Analysis method 
It is clear from figure 4.5.2-1 that abrasion occurs dominantly in the mean direction of fluid flow. Therefore 
rates of abrasion have been resolved parallel to the flume base. The vertical spatial distribution of abrasion rates 
can be assessed by calculating along a horizontal slice the distance abraded between two profiles in the time 
between them. Time series have been transposed into positive space then cropped below the limit of stoss edge 
chipping, specific to each time series.  Horizontal slices are spaced at 5mm vertical intervals from 15mm to 
95mm above the base of the flume, figure 4.5.6-1(a). Values of data points closest to these vertical heights were  
Column 2 are Whittaker’s stated 
results, the converted vertical 
abrasion rate data is shown as  
Ev whittaker based on a measured 
density (Whittaker) of 2600kgm-3. The 
right half of the table shows 
comparisons of the rates for this study 
as shown in table 4.5.5-1.  
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Figure 4.5.6-1 Horizontal abrasion rate estimation method. (a) M3 cross section time series showing the location of 
horizontal slices, same colour scheme as (b). Time labels have been omitted for clarity. (b) Horizontal abrasion rate vs. time 
example plot. The magnitude of the horizontally orientated abrasion rate for different vertical height slices is plotted versus 
time. For clarity only error bars for the 15 and 95mm height slices are plotted. These are estimates of positional error, see 
section 4.5.9. The errors at a time point are the same but they vary with time. 
 
isolated from the remainder of the data. Actual heights of available data points were normally within 0.03mm of 
the slicing level. Interpolation between points above and below the desired value has not been necessary. The 
difference in the horizontal location of data points from adjacent profiles was calculated and divided by the time 
between them to determine the horizontal abrasion rate within the time interval. This analysis was carried out 
for all adjacent profiles to produce plots of horizontal abrasion rate vs. time, see figure 4.5.6-1(b). The highest, 
mean and lowest values in each horizontal abrasion rate vs. time plot are plotted in figure 4.5.6-2 where the 
proposed controls on abrasion rate, highlighted in table 4.3.3-2, are compared. 
4.5.6.2 Results 
The results are plotted in figures 4.5.4-3(a) to (d). All plots show a similar behaviour of early high spatial 
variability with lower than average and higher than average horizontal abrasion rates which with time converge 
to similar rates. In all plots except M2 (f), spatially distributed rates converge to a time invariant value, whilst 
M2 converges to a mean value which decreases with time. Thus there is a steady state horizontal abrasion rate. 
In section 4.5.7 quantitative criteria are described which mark the beginning of steady state in rates and 
morphology. Discussion of steady state is deferred to section 4.5.7.  
Note that larger initial bedrock forms have more material to erode so can be abraded for longer periods 
of time, explaining the differences in total run time. With slower abrasion rates, for example for smaller grain 
sizes, specimens can also be abraded for longer periods of time resulting in longer experiment durations. In the 
case of (d) the points where the curves for each grain size terminate on the time axis indicates the time to abrade 
the same amount of material. This is because the initial bedrock forms are the same and the experiments are 
stopped when the specimens are abraded to a particular position in the specimen.   
With these points in mind, qualitative statements can be made from figure 4.5.6-2 regarding the 
proposed controls on abrasion by bedload, as highlighted in table 4.3.3-2:  
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Initial form: (a) and (b): The initial stoss angle controls the range of rates but does not affect the spatial mean.  
90 initial forms have larger initial ranges of abrasion rates than smaller angles and the variation persists longer 
into the experiment suite. The greatest rates of horizontal abrasion were on the corners and edges of the initial 
form within reach of the moving grain. For the 90 form this is seen in 95mm height. For the 45 this is seen in 
the 35-45mm. The second edge at 100mm for the 45 initial form does not experience the same high rates. The 
lowest rates occur when the grain cannot touch, mostly at 15mm. 
Grain size: (d) to (f): increasing grain size increases abrasion rates throughout. (d) and (f) indicate that 
grain size controls the time taken to reach steady state, where horizontal abrasion rates are approximately equal. 
This trend is also seen in (e) but with a lower magnitude change.  
Grain lithology: (g) to (i): grain lithology controls the magnitude of the mean, minimum and maximum 
rates of abrasion, but not the spatial distribution of abrasion rates. Higher positions still abrade faster than lower  
positions for the same initial bedrock form. It is clear in (g) to (i) that the pairs of curves are very similar in 
form. Curves for crystalline bedload are transposed up the abrasion rate axis relative to curves for limestone 
bedload. It can also be seen that grain lithology controls time taken to reach steady state. Curves for limestone 
bedload converge at a later time point than curves for crystalline bedload. 
Bedrock lithology: (c): Bedrock lithology controls magnitudes of abrasion rates, marble abrading 
approximately twice as fast as limestone.  
In summary: the envelope of variability of horizontal abrasion rates is controlled by the initial form, 
essentially being stretched in the abrasion rate axis from the fixed mean curve for increasing initial stoss slope. 
Changing the bedrock from marble to limestone, changing the grain size from large to smaller grains and also 
changing the grain lithology from crystalline to limestone all have the same effect which is to reduce the 
abrasion rate causing the envelope to be transposed to overall lower abrasion rates and also stretched out along 
the time axis which increases the time taken to reach steady state. 
4.5.6.3 Interpretation 
The travel path of a grain over the bedrock specimen controls the distribution and evolution of horizontal 
abrasion rates we see here. The initial bedrock shape and the grain size determine the initial path of a grain as it 
transits the specimen. For any particular combination of bedload grain size and initial bedrock form the same 
horizontal abrasion rate versus time plot will be found. Changing the grains to a harder lithology of the same 
grain size increases the ability of the grain to indent and cut the bedrock, per impact, increasing the amount of 
material removed and therefore the rate of abrasion. However the grain will still travel over the bedrock in the 
same way and so abrade the same locations. If we change the initial shape of the bedrock, or alter the grain size, 
a new travel path will be produced resulting in spatially different abrasion rates. Overall variation in horizontal 
abrasion rate-behaviour is small as the bedload transits the bedrock specimen in a broadly similar way. We will 
return to further this interpretation in section 4.5.7.3 and 4.5.10 after inspection of steady state morphology. 
4.5.7 Qualitative comparison of cross section morphology at steady state 
4.5.7.1 Analysis method 
The previous section demonstrated that the horizontal abrasion rates are time dependent until a steady state is 
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reached. In this section we seek to understand controls on the steady state, or equilibrium, morphology which is 
time independent once achieved.  In order to make a morphological comparison of steady state forms it is 
necessary to define quantitative criteria for steady state recognition. As can be seen in figure 4.5.4-3(a) to (d) no 
plot of horizontal abrasion rate vs. time converges to a single limit but abrasion rates do converge significantly. 
With this in mind I have defined an arbitrary horizontal abrasion rate range which is used to compare steady 
state forms. As these plots all converge I have taken the profile from or after the first instance that this limit it 
reached to compare with others.  
A four step process has been applied to the data. 1)  The cross section time series were inspected and 
visually determined to be either in steady state, where profiles appear similar after some time point, or not. Only 
L1 was found to be convincingly non-steady state as the profiles were clearly still evolving. 2) The horizontal 
abrasion rate vs. time profiles were inspected for the time point when variability becomes visibly stable. 3) The 
mean rates of horizontal abrasion were inspected and the time point noted where the mean was similar to that 
before for the first occasion in the time line. 4) Statistical analysis was carried out on the values of horizontal 
abrasion at each time point in each bedform (M1-M8 and L1-L2).  
Sections were chosen that were at or after the time point where variability in horizontal abrasion rate was 
seen to become less than 0.05112mm min
-1
 (derived from the statistical analysis) and where the mean was 
found to deviate by less than ±8.5% in one time step, figure 4.5.7-1. This only applies to one of the nine values 
used; the remainder deviated by less than 5.5% and one by as little as 0.28% from the previous value. This was 
defined as the steady state criterion. Profiles picked are shown in table 4.5.7-1. The control of grain size and 
initial specimen form on steady state cross sectional morphology was investigated. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.7-1. Equilibrium criteria. Left: The difference between the maximum and minimum horizontal abrasion rates for 
a time point is plotted against time. The threshold in variability for the equilibrium criterion is 0.05112mm min-1. The first 
profile available which is below this threshold is shown by white circles. Right: Plot of mean horizontal abrasion rate against 
time in minutes. Means can be seen to be initially variable, then stable. All picked profiles can be seen to be within the 
stable region. 
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Table 4.5.7-1. Summary of steady state profiles. 
ID 
Profile 
picked / 
minutes 
EHmean /  
mm min-1 
EHmin / 
mm min-1 
EHmax / 
 mm min-1 
Range /  
mm min-1 
% deviation 
of mean from 
previous 
value 
M1 210 0.12110 0.10359 0.13022 0.02663 0.28 
M2 150 0.12895 0.11363 0.14426 0.03063 8.44 
M3 360 0.09459 0.07710 0.11190 0.03480 3.77 
M4 270 0.07224 0.06635 0.08745 0.02110 -4.01 
M5 330 0.03793 0.02585 0.04383 0.01798 2.95 
M6 180 0.13875 0.11067 0.15174 0.04107 5.17 
M7 360 0.13206 0.12022 0.16051 0.04029 -5.58 
M8 180 0.11180 0.09474 0.12778 0.03304 2.20 
L2 270 0.04850 0.02520 0.07632 0.05112 -0.43 
Profiles for each experiment suite which first demonstrate the steady state criteria are named in column two. EHmean, EHmin and EHmax are 
the mean, minimum and maximum horizontal abrasion rates respectively. 
 
4.5.7.2 Results 
Figure 4.5.7-2 shows all steady state forms. All are convex in the direction of flow, above a small concave 
region in the lower part of the curve. The convex sections have almost parabolic curvature. Variation in these 
shapes is due to the control by initial form and grain size.  
Initial form control: figure 4.5.7-2 (c) and (e): The steeper the initial form the steeper the equilibrium 
form. (c) shows that there is less difference in form between 45and 67.5 than between these and 90. 
Grain size control: figure 4.5.7-2 (d) and (f): Small grain sizes produced steeper, concave lower parts 
of the profile below an inflexion point and shallower, convex upper parts of the profile which have a parabolic 
curvature. A sharp edge at the top of the stoss surface is maintained in all cases. The inflexion point is 
approximately one grain radius above the flume base. As grain size increases the slope and concavity of the 
lower part of the profile decrease whilst the slope of the upper part increases, the height of the inflexion point 
between these parts also increases.  
Bedrock lithology control: Figure 4.5.7-2 (b): The effect of varying bedrock lithology is similar to 
changing grain size. Robust trends cannot be stated due to the less tightly constrained grain sizes used in L2 and  
the 
1
/3rd greater bedload mass used in those experiments. However changing the lithology appears to increase 
the steepness of the lower part of the profile and decrease the steepness of the higher part.  
4.5.7.3 Interpretation 
The steady state profile shape indicates that particle streams transiting an obstacle do so in a two stage process. 
The lower and upper parts of the steady state profile are product of the first and second stage respectively. This 
transit path is controlled by a balance of driving forces propelling the grain forward by the fluid flow and 
resistive forces due to friction between particle, fluid, bedrock and flume. 
Stage 1: Primary impact: The concave, lower part of the profile is closely related in size and curvature 
to a sphere with a diameter equal to the mid-grain size causing the abrasion. This is because it is the first place a 
grain contacts the obstacle. As particle velocities are greatest here, this is the location where most of the kinetic 
energy of the grain is spent causing deformation or erosion. This feature also indicates that a significant number 
of impacts must occur here for it to obtain a grain shape. This zone extends to greater heights where larger 
grains are present reducing the proportion of the upper part of the profile available for sculpting by stage 2.  
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Stage 2: Transit: The upper, convex part of the steady state profile is shaped by the interaction of the grain 
population with the obstacle after this first impact.  
This two stage process for a grain transiting an obstacle is common to all situation in which a bedload 
clast transits an obstacle which is why all steady state profiles in figure 4.5.7-2(a) have very similar forms. L2 
which is limestone may, as a different material to marble, exhibit different fracture behaviour which could be 
responsible for differences in steady state form. Further discussion will be presented in section 4.5-10 after 
considering the evolution of bedload. 
4.5.8 Bedload Diminution 
In addition to the abrasion of the bedrock caused by the bedload impact, the bedload itself is abraded by the 
same process. In the above treatment only the initial grain size distribution for a given sediment load has  
been considered. However in reality the shape and size characteristic of the bedload evolves during the 
experiments and it is of interest to quantify this change. 
4.5.8.1 Bedload mass and size evolution 
The initial grain population double sorting method was described in section 4.3.5, where initial pebble mass and 
size distributions were presented which demonstrate the mass and b-axis length unique grain populations used. 
Here we look more in depth at the grain populations in their initial and final states. Grain population 
measurements and statistical descriptions of these datasets are shown in table 4.5.8-1. This data shows initial 
grain populations loaded into the flume and the final populations taken out, which are the same grains with 
minor additions or subtractions made to maintain grain numbers. The bulk mass changes shown in this data are 
summarised in table 4.5.8-2 along with rate of loss analysis.  
The percentage of mass loss is controlled by the time spent in the flume, mean stream velocity (see 
table 4.5.2-1) and grain size. The rate of mass loss (grams per minute flume time) is inversely proportional to 
grain size. That is smaller grains are reduced in size at a faster rate than larger grains for a given bedload mass, 
all other things constant.  
 This is opposite to the trend for abrasion of bedrock where abrasion rate is directly proportional to 
grain size. This curious result indicates that rough beds eliminate smaller grain sizes and so maximise the 
abrasion on them by maintaining larger grain sizes. However the mass loss rate of the grains is also proportional 
to grain density and it is the interaction between the grains which is likely to be the driver of their destruction. 
Table 4.5.8-2 Summary of grain mass changes. 
 
Massi is the initial total mass, Massf is the final total mass. The percentage of mass loss is a bulk measure of the change of bedload 
mass. Mass lost rate in terms of downstream distance is shown for comparison. Grain density is the number of grains per kg bedload. 
*Err is the measurement error equivalent to 1g multiplied by the number of grains. **Distance is calculated using values shown in table 
4.5.2-1 and the flume time. L1 is anomalously high; this is likely due to the procedure for replacing grains lost to the sieve. 
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In more detail the distribution of masses before and after the experiment suites are shown in figure 4.5.8-1. The 
smallest grain size range (1-2cm) were not measured and so are not shown. Initial narrow population 
distributions became wider and shifted to lower mass values. Additionally adjacent populations overlapped. 
However populations do maintain unique identities in terms of mass distributions relative to other populations. 
 
 
Figure 4.5.8-1. Bedload grain mass distributions. Above: Crystalline grain populations. Initial and final distributions are shown in bold 
and subtle tones respectively. Initial mass distributions are narrowly distributed without overlap. Abrasion of the grains produces wider 
distributions at lower masses which overlap with the adjacent initial grain size ranges. Below: Limestone grain populations. Again, 
tightly constrained initial grain populations become lower in mass and more widely distributed producing overlapping populations. 
Statistical description of this data is shown in table 4.5.8-1. 
 
4.5.8.2 Bedload shape evolution 
Shape evolution is assessed by comparing the initial mean mass and mean diameter of grains, where possible, 
with those at the end of the experiments, figure 4.5.8-2. Initial grain populations are slightly oblate. After 
abrasion the grain populations approach spherical shapes in addition to becoming smaller. The shape change 
and fining for crystalline grain populations is shown in figure 4.5.8-3. 
It is clear from the preceding sections that the grain size is a control on the magnitude and spatial 
distribution of bedrock abrasion. The grain size distribution evolution reported in this section may be 
responsible for the weak exponential behaviour observed in the cross sectional area vs. time plots (figure 4.5.4-
3, bulk abrasion rates). However this weak exponential behaviour indicates that only small reductions in 
abrasion rates are occurring with time, which is incommensurate with the effect on abrasion rates the large grain 
size reduction reported here should have. One possible explanation for this is that as the grain populations get 
smaller and lighter they travel at higher velocities hence their kinetic energy and work done remain constant. 
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The linear behaviour observed in the cross sectional area vs. time plots could result from the balancing of these 
two opposing factors. 
 
Figure 4.5.8-2 Bedload initial and final population B-axis diameter vs. mass. The first lithology in legend is the bedrock and second 
is the grain lithology. This plot compares the general shape of the grain size population to a perfect sphere. The red line is a plot 
representing the b-axis – mass parameter space for a perfect sphere of limestone density. Dark colours are initial population data, pale 
colours are final population data. Plotted points are measured population mean values. Error bars are one standard deviation except for 
4-6cm limestone initial and 1-2cm limestone initial where these are bin ranges. Oblate and prolate spheroids show the positions of such 
grain shapes. Initially the grain populations are oblate in general. Abraded grain populations sit on the line for perfect spheres. Abrasion 
produces more spherical grain populations, albeit at lower overall masses.  
 
4.5.9 Error Calculations 
These 2D analysis methods are based on the comparison of cross section profiles which are located in a 
common coordinate space. Errors in locating profiles in the common coordinate system affect quantitative 
outcomes of the analyses. Error in scanner accuracy is assumed to be minimal. A simple but conservative error 
estimate is made by estimating the accuracy of picking the origin of the common coordinate system, section 
4.4.2. The downstream socket reference point defines the origin of the local coordinate system and both 
upstream and downstream reference points define the x axis vector. It is estimated that these points can be 
picked to within 0.25mm of their actual positions on the surface representation of the data (surfaces interpolate 
between actual data points). This is determined by inspection of the curvature of the edges of the socket. The 
origin is more susceptible to this error than the x-axis vector, as the large distance between reference points on 
the latter makes the difference in direction small. If the origin of the true cross section is located somewhere  
within a 0.5mm by 0.5mm box, where the centre of this box is the origin of the measured section, then two 
limits can be envisaged: a) If the actual origin of the cross section is located in the top left and b) the actual 
origin of the cross section is located in the lower right, see figure 4.5.9-1. 
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Bulk Abrasion Rate Error 
In situation (a) in figure 4.4.4-4 the area measured would be: 
2
maxmaxmax )()( eeexeeyAA    (4.5.9.1) 
2
maxmaxmax )( exyeAA     (4.5.9.2) 
where Amax is the maximum estimated area within error, A is the measured area, ymax is the vertical height at the 
origin, xmax is the length from the origin and e is the error estimate (0.25mm). The second, third and fourth terms 
in equation 4.5.9.1 are the red+green, blue+green and green boxes in figure 4.5.9-1(a) respectively. 
Similarly for situation (b) the measured area would be: 
2
maxmaxmin eexeyAA      (4.5.9.3) 
2
maxmaxmin )( exyeAA     (4.5.9.4) 
where Amin is the minimum estimated area within error. The second, third and fourth terms in equation 4.5.9.3 
are the red-green, blue-green and green boxes in figure 4.5.9-1(b) respectively. 
Hence any quoted value of area is estimated to be accurate within these limits and quoted errors 
represent these limits.  
Horizontal Abrasion Rate Error  
For horizontal abrasion rates the error estimate e is applied to the horizontal difference such that the maximum 
rate of abrasion is: 
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where vmax is the maximum abrasion rate within error estimate, δd(n,n+1) is the horizontal distance, at the height in 
question, between profile n and the next profile n+1, ex is the horizontal error (0.25mm), ey is the horizontal 
component of any offset in the vertical, and δt(n, n+1) is the time between these profiles. ey varies with slope 
according to ey=e/tanθ where θ is the slope angle. However as most slopes are 90 º to 45º (where tanθ=1) then 
ey ≈ ex, therefore 
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Similarly the minimum rate of abrasion is: 
Figure 4.5.9-1 Area error 
calculation.  Diagram to 
demonstrate the position of 
the actual cross section (red 
dashed line) relative to the 
measured cross section 
(green line) in the two limits. 
The origin box shows the 
limits of the estimate of error 
and is 0.5mm by 0.5mm. 
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where vmin is the minimum abrasion rate within the error estimate. The „2‟ multiplier in the second term is due to 
the error potentially affecting both adjacent profiles. These are maximum error estimates and it is believed that 
patterns, and recurring patterns, presented in the data reflect more accurately the (high) quality of the data. 
4.5.10 Composite interpretation and mathematical modelling 
The information collected in this study will be reviewed before considering the requirements of a model to 
explain the origin of these features and their behaviour in time for the erosion of the stoss surface. Each piece of 
evidence will be reviewed in turn and the implication of that evidence for the model discussed. 
Observations: 
1. Surface textures. The stoss surface texture is pitted and granular in appearance, lacking linear features  
(figure 4.5.2-3) whilst the upper surface contains sparse, striated impact marks orientated in the direction of 
flow. These features imply different erosion mechanisms related to varying impact angles. The stoss surface 
features imply a non-translational erosion mechanism such as loading and unloading of the surface by impacts. 
Whereas the upper surface features indicate that a translational mechanism is producing erosion here such as 
scratching in addition to loading and unloading. High impact angles, relative to the tangent of the surface at 
the point of impact, are likely to produce the stoss surface texture. Low impact angles are likely to produce the 
upper surface textures. 
2. Damage marks and zones. Millimetre scale damage marks first appear on pristine surfaces indicating that the 
damage produced by individual impacts is very local. These damage marks coalesce to form the stoss surface 
texture. Single impacts remove small amounts of material from small, discrete, areas local to the impact site. 
3. Crestline feature. This feature is a break in slope and a surface texture boundary between stoss and upper 
surface (figure 4.5.2-3). Its existence constrains possible take off and impact angles. This is because it can only 
be generated and maintained if the majority of impacts on the stoss surface are oriented in an upward direction. 
This would allow a shadow zone to be created where impacts cannot occur. If most impacts were oriented 
toward the flume base then high angle impacts could occur on the upper surface and no crestline would be 
generated. The maximum likely impact angle can be determined from the angle between the horizontal and the 
slope of the steady state profile immediately upstream of the crestline. The maximum impact angle decreases 
with height as the slope of the steady state profile decreases. From inspection of figure 4.5.7-2(a), which shows 
steady state profiles, a large majority of maximum impact angles are steep (in the range ~75 to 45) with the 
uppermost parts of some stoss profiles showing shallower maximum impact angles (~30). This rules out very 
steep impacts in favour of generally shallower impact angles. 
4. Edge chipping. Edge chipping occurs at the corner between the upper surface and the lee surface. It also is 
likely to occur in the early stages of erosion of the stoss surface – upper surface corner, though this was not 
observed. Edge chipping at the corner of the specimen between the outer surface and the stoss surface occurs 
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throughout the experiments. Impacts on the upper surface, adjacent to the corner with the lee surface, produce 
spalling fractures generating large wear particles. These features reflect the weakness of this corner and the 
occurrence of impacts on the upper surface. 
5. Direct observations of particle streams: small flume. Figure 4.5.2-5 shows that in the part of the flume in 
front of the obstacle, a bedload particle stream forms a shallow layer, one or two grains in depth and shallower 
than the obstacle. Initial impact is on the lower part of the obstacle. This stream then moves up the stoss surface 
impacting it before “taking off” from the crestline to hit the flume base further on, or in rare cases with short 
hop lengths the top surface of the obstacle. Whitney & Dietrich‟s (1973) flow measurements around an 
upstream facing convex ventifact (unidirectional flow) agree with the grain motion results presented here. 
6. Evolution of form and horizontal abrasion rates: Specimens evolve from an initial form to an UFCS. 
Horizontal abrasion rates are highest on corners and lowest near the base of the flume in early stages, becoming 
equal during steady state (figures 4.5.4-3a-c). Before steady state, abrasion rates vary with height, controlled by 
the location of corners, and are variable within areas of uniform slope (slope independent).  
7. Time independent bulk abrasion rates. Bulk abrasion rates of the obstructions are time independent, even 
when the obstruction changes shape (figures 4.5.4-3a-c). This is equivalent to saying that the mean of the 
horizontal abrasion rates at a time point, when measured over an equal time interval, is constant. Therefore local 
erosion rates are interdependent and connectivity exists between height intervals.  
8. Steady state profile form: a) Mechanism. The steady state form is composed of a lower upstream facing 
concavity and an upper upstream facing convexity (figure 4.5.7-2). These are closely related to erodent grain 
size. Concavities become taller and shallower with increasing grain size whilst convexities become shorter and 
steeper with increasing grain size. These features can be interpreted to be related to grain impact/particle 
stream orientations. The concavity indicates this is the site of first impact of a horizontally orientated particle 
stream. Following figure 4.2-4 (Whitney & Dietrich 1973) a grain is likely to be at maximum (relative) velocity 
when it makes the first impact. This slows the grain initially but it is accelerated up the stoss surface where it 
makes further impacts at lower velocities shaping the stoss surface to the shape of the particle stream. This is 
consistent with observations of particles streams from the smaller flume (figure 4.5.2-5). b) Rates. At steady 
state all horizontal abrasion rates are independent of local slope for all grain sizes, but the magnitude of 
horizontal abrasion rates varies with grain size and grain-substrate hardness/lithology contrasts. This 
phenomenon is a particle stream – impact angle effect, common to all experiments.  
9. Control of initial shape on steady state profile form:  The steady state form is dependent on initial form 
(figure 4.5.7-2). There is little difference between steady state profiles for 90 and 67.5 initial forms but the 
steady state form for a 45 initial form is shallower overall. This could reflect a different particle stream shape 
at steady state or, more likely, an effect related to the position in the flume. The 45 initial form starts at a 
position further around the flume than the other obstacles and so the steady state shape may reflect a local 
geometric effect. 
10. Control of roughness on bulk abrasion rates. Initial form controls bulk abrasion rates, with overall 
shallower forms having greater bulk abrasion rates for experiments M1-M3 and M6-M7 (figure 4.5.4-4). Bulk 
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abrasion rates for rough beds are far greater than for flat beds (table 4.5.5-2). This indicates that it is the 
presence of roughness (obstacles) that is the controlling factor not slight differences in initial form. Particle 
motion paths across obstacles are very different from those across flat beds, with higher impact angles and 
greater impact frequencies for the former. It is likely that the change in particle stream configuration is 
responsible for the observed bulk abrasion rates and therefore the height of the obstacle relative to the grain 
size and water depth are important considerations. 
11. Lithology contrast and fracture mechanisms. Lithology contrast between grain and bedrock is a control on 
abrasion rates (figure 4.5.4-1). This is likely the result of two processes. 1) Harder grains can indent softer 
bedrock causing greater damage. If there is a translational component to the grain motion then it can also 
scratch the surface. It is likely that this explains the increased abrasion rates for M5 and M6 relative to L1 and 
L2. 2) The material response to impact will vary between bedrock lithologies. Limestone is more readily 
fractured, forming chips which may explain the difference in steady state morphology compared to marble 
(figure 4.5.7-2). Wear models must consider material deformation mechanisms and the hardness contrasts 
between particles and substrate. 
 
It is useful at this stage to discuss particle streams and how other, unmeasured, factors may control the observed 
evolution of obstacle shapes.  
Rate limiting steps: It is clear that for each obstacle transit, a grain follows a narrowly defined route. The 
majority of grains impact the obstacle at the lower leading edge of obstacle producing a first, or primary impact. 
Then the grain moves up the surface during which it makes further impacts. In this interpretation there are two 
distinct stages to the abrasion of the stoss surface. At steady state the horizontal erosion rates for parts of the 
profile affected by both stages are equal. As these stages are consecutive, the first stage (the initial impact) must 
be the rate limiting stage. This means that the parts of the profile eroded by subsequent impact in the second 
stage can maintain the horizontal abrasion rates set by stage one, and/or are capable of more rapid rates. A faster 
stage one would result in an increasingly deep pit on the lower stoss surface with time, which is not observed. 
Impact angle, velocity and frequency: In a simplistic model, erosion of a surface is predicted to increase with 
increasing impact velocity, the sine of the impact angle and the frequency of impacts for a set grain size and 
mass. In transit stage one, impact angle and velocity are both high which are optimal conditions for high erosion 
rates. In stage two velocities are likely to be reduced, and impact angles will be smaller relative to stage one. 
Also the frequency of impacts will be lower on the upper part of the stoss surface (per unit area) than the stage 
one surface. Based on these arguments the amount of erosion per impact on the stage 2 surface should be less 
than stage 1.  
As horizontal erosion rates are uniform at steady state another factor must enhance stage two or reduce 
stage one abrasion rates. The particular concave curvature of the lower part of the steady state profile is also 
very significant. In this region the concave surface will allow a convex grain to produce a larger contact area 
and therefore a lower contact pressure than when two convex surfaces collide, which occurs higher up. Lower 
deformation than is suggested above will result in each impact and therefore lower erosion rates. If this reduces 
the erosion rate so that the stage 2 surface erodes faster then this could explain stage one being rate limiting. 
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Local curvature: Local curvature is a strong control on style of deformation and may explain the convergence 
of form towards curved surfaces. Edge chipping, both at the lee angle and the stoss surface on the outer-flume 
side, are indications of strength variation along the surface of the rock. This is related to the lateral confinement 
of the rock mass under the impact site. At edges, such as the lee angle, there is reduced confinement due to the 
absence of rock mass. When impacts are located sufficiently near these edges (a distance relationship not yet 
constrained), large curved fractures spall off from the location of impact and cleave a fragment of rock from the 
corner. This leads to an overall rounding of the edge and the obstacle, and the creation of new edges on either 
side of the breakaway area with greater angles between adjacent surfaces. This in turn increases the strength of 
the rock, in relation to confinement, and reduces the susceptibility to edge chipping. Although this is a simple 
treatment it is clear that a rounded surface will be the inevitable consequence of sustained edge chipping.  
Grain population transit modes: There are three variants to describe the motion of a grain population over an 
obstacle which would result in impacts occurring over the entire surface: a) Sliding and rolling. The grain rolls 
or slides across the obstacle, eroding by a sliding action (figure 4.5.10-1(a)) or, b) Consecutive hops of equal 
trajectories for each grain but with variable scaling. Each grain in the population takes one or more hops of 
similar take off angle, impact angle but varying hop length and impact velocity (three are shown in figure 
4.5.10-1(b)) or c) Variable grain trajectories and impact velocities. A full variation in trajectories, and impact 
velocities, would erode the entire surface (figure 4.5.10-1(c)).  In all cases it is postulated that a parabolic, 
convex curvature would result reflecting the route of the particle population, given a constant vertical velocity 
and an accelerating stream-wise motion. Travel paths observed in the small flume appear to follow option (a) 
but erosion texture indicates that almost all the abrasion is achieved by non-translational impact favouring 
options (b) and (c). In reality some combination of option (a), (b) and (c) must be in operation to reconcile 
observations.  
 
Figure 4.5.10-1. Modes of grain transit over a bedform. To scale. (a) Skidding. In this situation grains skip along the 
surface. The grain accelerates downstream with increasing height scraping the rock as it skips. The rock abrades to the 
shape of the trajectory of grain motion, much like a ballistic trajectory falling under gravity. Once all rock in the path of the 
grain is removed then the grain will scrape all parts equally on the path over the obstacle. When not then the force of the 
grain will be greater with height in the flow abrading faster at greater heights. (b) Fixed trajectories. All grains have similar 
trajectories but a variety of hop lengths and velocities. (c) Full variation of take off and impact angles and impact velocities. 
 
Summary of model requirements: A model to explain the evolution of shape and abrasion rates of an obstacle 
under a coarse grained sediment laden flow must comply with the following requirements: 1) Mechanism: All 
erosion on the surface is carried out by non-translational impacts. 2) Erosion is carried out by removing small 
amounts of material, per impact, very locally at the impact site. 3) The majority of impacts on the stoss surface 
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must be at high-intermediate angles (to the part of the stoss surface impacted) and must be orientated parallel to 
or upwards away from the flume base. Or a mechanism must operate to buffer a grain impacting at low angles 
so that translation does not occur. 4)  To compare with results from this study, particles must approach the flow 
obstacle from a single direction in a shallow layer equal to or smaller than the height of the flow obstacle. 5) A 
large proportion of initial impacts must be at the lowest part of the obstacle. 6) Further impacts will occur above 
this on the stoss surface as the grain saltates up the face. 7) Horizontal abrasion rates will initially vary with 
height above the base of the flow obstacle but converge with time to equal rates at all heights when steady state 
is reached. 8) An implication of 7, and another requirement of the model, is that horizontal abrasion rates must 
be independent of local slope at steady state. 9) Highest horizontal erosion rates must initially be on corners. 10) 
The rate of change of cross sectional area with time must be constant (the mean of the sum of the horizontal 
abrasion rates must be time invariant). 11) The rate of erosion must decrease with decreasing grain size (despite 
there being more impacts). For completeness the model could include: 12) Small numbers of particles 
descending from being “launched” from the stoss surface, impact the upper surface of the flow obstacle at 
shallow angles. 13) A measure of hardness or lithology contrast to modify abrasion rates for lithology specific 
combinations. 
Mathematical model: In this section I will discuss work by Gábor Domokos and András Sipos from the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics who have constructed a probabilistic mathematical model, 
based on Domokos et al. (2009), which can reproduce the evolution of form reported here (figure 4.5.10-2). 
 
This is a simple discrete random [probabilistic] model which simulates the abrading effect of the collision 
sequence. In the model grains and obstacles are represented by planar polygons consisting of edges (faces) and 
vertices (corners). The initial obstacle shape is a rectangular block. The probability of a grain corner and an 
obstacle corner touching in a collision and faces touching faces is treated as zero. Therefore two possible 
collision configurations are possible: 1) the corner of a grain touching a face of the obstacle and 2) the face of 
the grain touching the corner of the obstacle (figure 4.5.10-3).  
For a given obstacle height, as grain diameter decreases the probability of the face of a grain touching 
the corner of an obstacle approaches zero. Therefore for a 100mm tall obstacle, corners of small grains (e.g. 
sand) are likely to impact an obstacle face (as this forms a larger proportion of the surface) but unlikely to 
impact a corner (figure 4.5.10-3(a)). For the same obstacle, the face of a large grain (e.g. a 70mm diameter 
cobble) is likely to hit the corner of the obstacle (figure 4.5.10-3(b)).  
One collision in the model is an abstract event and represents the average effect of many small hits. The 
effect of erosion is modelled differently for the two types of events. If a population of impacts occurs where the 
Figure 4.5.10-2. Comparison of 
experiment and mathematical model 
results. Left: Coloured profiles are for 
M3. Black line is the mathematical model 
result for the same time. Right: Profiles 
for the mathematical model showing 
almost identical behaviour. Scale in 
millimetres. Figure by Gábor Domokos 
and András Sipos. 
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corners of grains impact the face of an obstacle then erosion is modelled by “removing a slice of the face” 
which increases the separation of the corners (figure 4.5.10-3(a)). If a population of impacts occurs where a 
grain face hits a corner of an obstacle then the corner is removed, which creates a new face (and two new 
corners) (figure 4.5.10-3(b)). The result of scenario (a) in figure 4.5.10-3 is an increase in the length of larger 
faces producing a wedge shaped block. The result of scenario (b) in figure 4.5.10-3 would be an increase in the 
number of nodes and faces and so a rounding of the obstacle (figure 4.5.10-4).  
 
Figure 4.5.10-4 Synthetic steady state profiles from mathematical modelling. For each row  indicates the mean 
impact angle for a normal distribution of impact angles. d is grain size in millimetres. All profiles are 80mm tall. Grain sizes 
are indicated at the top of each column by value (mm) and size indicated by circle. With increasing grain size relative to 
obstacle height, steady state profiles become rounded. Figure by Gábor Domokos and András Sipos.  
 
The mathematical model predicts that large grain sizes (d in millimetres), relative to the obstacle height, 
produce curved steady state profiles (figure 4.5.10-4). Small grain sizes produce angular steady state profiles, 
similar to ventifacts, refer to section 4.2.2. Increasing the mean impact angle of the distribution () relative to 
the flume base leads to longer stoss surfaces. For smaller grains this produces a single large facet with a smaller 
facet and crestline above. For larger grains this leads to a quarter-circle curved profile and no discrete crestline. 
In most cases a crestline is generated and maintained, except for large grains at 45 mean impact angles. Using 
this model we are able to predict a grain size distribution given a steady state profile. 
Figure 4.5.10-3. Modelling large and small 
particle collisions. Grain polygons are red, 
obstacle polygons black. Faces are shown as 
lines and corners as nodes. Green arrows 
indicate impact direction. Upper figures are 
impact configurations and lower are the result 
which show how erosion is modelled. The grain 
diameter is indicated by d and the obstacle 
height by h. (a) For small particles the most 
probably event is a particle corner hitting an 
obstacle face. (b) With larger particles it 
becomes more probable that particle faces will 
collide with obstacle corners. Modified from 
Domokos et al. (2009), figure 4. 
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This model fulfils most of the requirements listed above but does not model particle streams realistically. 
Impact angles are orientated downwards, but they must be horizontal or directed upwards on the stage two stoss 
surface. No crestline is generated in the model where impact angles are high (relative the flume base). Primary 
and secondary impacts are included in the model but their location and consecutive nature is not. No 
information is available at this time on erosion rates so it is unknown whether conditions 9 and 11 are fulfilled.  
 
4.6 Discussion 
Study summary: This study demonstrates that bedrock abrasion by coarse bedload is a mechanism for 
producing upstream facing convex surfaces. The grain scale surface roughness, the primary convex form and 
the crestline feature observed on obstacles in natural channels have all been produced experimentally. I have 
shown that UFCSs are the inevitable end-product of abrasion by bedload and that they are produced 
independent of initial shape, grain size (within bedload sizes) or lithology of bedrock or bedload, though subtle 
details of their shape and the spatial distribution of abrasion rates are controlled by these factors. The similarity 
of UFCS forms is due to the common shaping process of a particle stream traversing a flow obstacle. A convex 
form is established after an evolving stage. Once established, and providing all other factors remain the same, 
this shape is time independent. Harder grains abrading softer bedrock produce this steady state form at a faster 
rate than softer grains. A strong link exists between flow paths and grain size which control subtle complexities 
of the steady state form.  
Primary form and features - signatures of bedload abrasion: The upstream orientated convex 
morphology and the grain scale roughness of the stoss surface are signatures of bedload abrasion by coarse 
bedload. If we compare figures 4.5.2-3 and 4, which shows sub-millimetre scale roughness due to bedload 
abrasion from these experiments with figures 2.3-5 and 2.3-6  which are for natural UFCSs we can see that the 
grain scale roughness is very similar. This strongly suggests that the surface roughness on both samples was 
produced by bedload abrasion. In contrast, the primary roughness on lee surfaces of natural bedforms (figure 
2.3-6(f) and (g)) is much more finely sculpted indicating that another mechanism such as suspended load 
abrasion is responsible. In addition I have also reproduced the outcrop scale distribution of erosion that was 
observed in the Li Wu river bedrock bedforms from chapter 3. Stoss faces, and upper surfaces, erode whilst lee 
faces remain approximately stationary. As these features are almost identical we can confidently attribute the 
UFCS forms seen in natural channels to the process of bedload abrasion. The prevalence of UFCS in bedrock 
streams in Taiwan indicates that the dominant mechanism of erosion there is bedload abrasion. 
Mechanisms - Bedload abrasion only: Another interesting and significant result is the role of bedload vs. 
suspended load abrasion in the erosion of bedrock. In this study bedload abrasion is responsible for all the 
erosion. Surfaces of the bedrock specimen at all orientations in the flow showed no shape change unless due to 
impact abrasion by bedload. Suspended load abrasion due to the presence of mud grade wear products was not 
found. Also despite Dietrich‟s (1977a) study which showed that softer dust could abrade harder substrates in air,  
Kuenen (1959) found that mechanical abrasion of particles <0.4mm was negligible in water so it is unclear if 
any suspended load abrasion could be possible. There were no signs anywhere that cavitation was in operation. 
Moreover, there was no contribution from solution, determined from both the control experiment and from 
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faces of the bedrock shielded from abrasion. However no attempt was made to monitor the chemical 
environment in the flume. The saturation state of CaCO3 in the flume was not known although fresh tap water 
had been used to fill the tank. Also pH was not monitored and so I can not be sure that the pH range fell within 
the range for marble and limestone solubility. It is clear however that no observable precipitation of CaCO3 
occurred.  
Secondary modification of primary form: Unlike in these experiments, in natural channels other fluvial 
erosion mechanisms are likely to coexist alongside bedload abrasion, modifying the primary features. 
Secondary modification of these primary features is also likely to occur during lower magnitude discharges, 
when bedload is immobile. Dissolution and suspended load abrasion are likely to smooth the observed 
roughness at the grain scale, and produce the more variable grain scale roughness we have observed from 
natural channels (figure 2.3-6). 
Recognition of bedload abrasion in the field: Although in these flume experiments bedload abrasion 
dominated erosion we must be careful in extrapolating this to a field setting. Richardson & Carling (2005) used 
the absence of tools marks on bedrock as evidence for suspended load abrasion (and therefore absence of 
bedload abrasion). However these experiments have demonstrated that individual tool marks are only observed 
in zones adjacent to surfaces abraded by bedload and so would not be found, or at least not recognised, in zones 
of active bedload abrasion. In these zones a relatively uniform sub-millimetre roughness is observed instead. 
Richardson & Carling (2005) also state that evidence for bedload abrasion is the lack of small scale, intricate 
and delicate sculpture. This study identifies several lines of evidence that indicate that bedload abrasion is 
actively operating. They are: 1) sub-millimetre scale roughness, lighter in colour (often adjacent to smoother, 
darker zones in natural bedforms), 2) upstream facing convex surfaces and 3) associated edge chipping in areas 
adjacent to bedload abrasion activity. The freshness of the stoss surface roughness and its paler colour indicate 
that bedload abrasion was very recently active. Richardson & Carling (2005) did observe lighter zones which 
they tentatively attributed to bedload abrasion.  
Can the morphology UFCS be used as a record of past erosion? We can speculate that where we 
observe upstream facing convex forms, sustained bedload abrasion must have dominated for at least the 
significant amount of time required to produce the UFCS. Further, where UFCS exist on boulders we can 
speculate that the boulder must have remained static for at least long enough for bedload abrasion to imprint this 
shape. Boulders with two or more crestlines could represent a phase of stability followed by an event which 
rolled the boulder, followed by another phase of stability in which the second convex form and crestline were 
produced. The mathematical model of our collaborators, summarised in section 4.5.10, could theoretically be 
used to predict the grain size responsible for abrasion. However the grain size distribution and orientation of the 
particle streams are both likely to change with time. Moreover in most situations, unless part of a long term 
bedform monitoring program, it will be unknown if the UFCS are in steady state. For these reasons it seems 
unlikely that any information could be extracted from the final cross section morphology about the original 
form or erodent bedload grain size distribution.  
Abrasion rates from steady state morphology? In an ideal situation where particle stream routes are 
known, an average erodent grain size could be determined from steady state form. It is possible that inspection 
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of sub-millimetre roughness could indicate harder or softer grains eroded the surface if modification by other 
fluvial erosion mechanisms had not yet overprinted this feature. From these two observations an estimate of the 
relative rate of erosion could be made. But since the steady state form is time independent then no information 
can be extracted about absolute rates.  
Evolution and steady state stages: The evolution of form observed here is similar to Schoewe (1932) and 
Bridges et al. (2004). In this study however curved surfaces were produced not planar facets. Both also 
observed a convergence of form, Schoewe (1932) in his pebble ventifacts and Bridges et al. (2004) in their sand 
blasted cement shapes. In figure 4.2-3 the parallel retreat of steady state forms can be seen for Schoewe (1932) 
which is schematically similar to results obtained here, but again more planar. Wohl and Ikeda (1997) observed 
equilibrium or steady state (time independent) morphologies in their scaled, reach-scale linear flume studies 
indicating that steady state phenomena could be more common than previously thought. 
Significance of crestlines: Woodworth (1894) recognised that facets were cut at 90 to the flow. In this 
study it was found that the crest line is, on average, also in this orientation. However unlike ventifacts, which 
can be sculpted by multidirectional flows, we can be reasonably confident that bedload abrasion occurs 
dominantly on the stoss face due to unidirectional flow so that the crestline can be used as a paleaoflow 
indicator. These are preserved in modern bedrock rivers and recent coarse grained alluvium but will are unlikely 
to be found in distributary systems, which are most likely to be preserved in the geological record. 
Initial slope control on bulk bedload abrasion rates: In section 4.5.5 we saw that bulk rates of abrasion 
on flow obstacles are at least an order of magnitude greater than flat beds. However, bulk abrasion rates were 
found to decrease with increasing initial slope for M1 and M3 and M6 and M7, though more data is needed to 
make these trends robust. Conversely both Schoewe (1932) and Bridges et al. (2004) demonstrated that for sand 
blasting abrasion rates increased with increasing initial slope of the substrate. Sandblasting studies differ in at 
least one crucial respect which may explain differences highlighted here. In aeolian sand motion, grains saltate 
at heights up to ~1m. The distribution of impacts on a specimen will be determined by distribution of grains in 
saltation. This will be modified by the target but grains are capable of hopping over the target without 
interacting with it. We have seen in figure 4.5.2-5 that bedload grain motion in water is restricted to a layer 
broadly the height of the specimen or less, in these experiments. This means that every grain must move up the 
stoss face of the block in order to transit it. In this way grain motion, although decoupled from fluid flow, is 
very much controlled by the rock specimen and every grain must come into contact with the stoss surface in 
order to continue down stream. It is not unreasonable to assume that the same must also occur in real bedrock 
rivers, although more lateral motion is possible there. Notably for steady state profiles, horizontal abrasion rates 
were independent of local slope and height above the bed for a particular experiment configuration indicating 
that the effect of bedrock slope on abrasion rates (horizontal at least) diminishes with time. It is clear that the 
slope control on abrasion rates is complex and unresolved by these experiments. 
The enigma of the evolution of bedload: Grain size distributions become broader and smaller with time 
spent in the flume. In much of the discussion in preceding chapters bedload grain size distribution was treated 
as a constant variable. However it was shown in section 4.5.8 that grain size distributions change throughout the 
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experiments. Therefore all changes produced in the rock were products of the net effect of impacts from an 
evolving population. It can be argued that reducing the size of grains is likely to reduce abrasion rates (bulk and 
horizontal). It can also be argued that changing bedload grain size distribution will change the steady state form. 
Evolution of the grain size distribution is coeval with the evolution of the bedform. Therefore it is unlikely that 
these can be deconvolved. However despite changes in bedload grain size distributions the bulk abrasion rate is 
virtually constant with time. An unknown mechanism is compensating for this reduction. 
Comparison with Sklar & Dietrich (2001): The results found in this project agree with Sklar & Dietrich 
(2001) in three respects: 1) erosion rates decrease with decreasing grain size, 2) harder grains abrade softer 
substrates faster than softer grains (9.4% to 64% faster, compared to <300% for Sklar & Dietrich (2001)) and 3) 
sub-sand grade sediment is inefficient as a tool for abrading bedrock rivers (coarse bedload does the work). 
Process and form: In many bedrock bedforms there is an assumption of a feedback between the sculpting 
flow mechanism and the form created (Richardson & Carling 2005). In the case of the UFCS this is a negative 
feedback. In the evolution phase the shape of the obstacle controls the shape of the particle stream. However the 
particle stream modifies the obstacle which perturbs the shape of the particle stream less. Eventually a balance 
is reached and steady state is achieved. 
Laser scanning as a measurement tool: The use of laser scanning has significantly improved 
investigations of this type for two reasons. Firstly, as we have observed, edge chipping does occur in flume 
abrasion of bedrock. Studies which monitor abrasion by mass-differencing techniques will pick up a signal from 
both lee angle edge chipping and impact abrasion, in addition to errors due to absorption of water. Since edge 
chipping fragments are large compared to impact marks it can only be concluded that a significant error due to 
edge chipping will be included in any such measurements. With laser scanning, spatial measurements are made 
which can isolate the abrasion signal. Secondly it is quite often the case that morphological change does not 
occur where predicted. Laser scanning can capture a complete record of the shape so that targeted analyses can 
be carried out once change has been observed. 
 
4.7 Principal Conclusions 
Bedrock abrasion by coarse bedload produced convex, upstream facing surfaces which are characterised by a 
brighter, sugary, granular appearance on the grain scale. Suspended load abrasion, solution and cavitation were 
found to be insignificant mechanisms in this study. Abrasion was dominantly located on the stoss surfaces 
which abraded from an initial form to a steady state form that advanced through the specimen in parallel with 
time. Impact marks were produced by individual impact events and these coalescing to form damage zones with 
further impacts. Both of these features were lighter in colour than undeformed substrate which can be explained 
by the dispersal of light which is produced by these rough surfaces.  
The amount of cross sectional area abraded was linearly proportional to the time abraded and the 
magnitude of this bulk abrasion rate is controlled by bedload size, initial form and grain-bedrock hardness 
contrast. Bulk rates of abrasion increased with grain size, and decreased with initial bedrock angle. Marble 
bedrock abraded faster than limestone bedrock when abraded by equivalent limestone pebbles. Crystalline 
grains abrade marble 9.4% to 64% faster than limestone grains. These trends can be explained by hardness 
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contrasts: harder grains damaged the rock by indenting to greater depths as well as by scratching resulting in 
greater rates of abrasion relative to softer grains.   
Vertically distributed horizontal abrasion rates are controlled by initial form, grain size, grain lithology, 
substrate lithology and bedrock lithology. The envelope of variability is controlled by the initial form, 
essentially being stretched in the abrasion rate axis from the fixed mean curve for increasing slope. Changing 
the bedrock from marble to limestone, changing the grain size from larger to smaller grains and also changing 
the grain lithology from crystalline to limestone all have the same effect which is to reduce the abrasion rate 
causing the envelope to be transposed to overall lower abrasion rates and also stretched out along the time axis.  
All steady state cross sectional profiles were dominantly convex in the upstream direction. Details of this 
curve were controlled by initial shape and grain size. Steeper initial forms produced steeper steady state forms. 
Smaller grain sizes produced steeper lower parts of the profile and shallower upper parts. Larger grain sizes had 
the opposite effect. The travel paths of grains over the bedrock strongly controlled the location and magnitude 
of abrasion and set the steady state form. 
Rough beds abrade 1-2 orders of magnitude faster than flat beds due to higher angle impact and forcing 
of particle streams to pass over the flow obstacle. 
 
4.8 Implications  
This work reinforces the implication of chapter 3 that it is very important to be aware of the aspect of the site 
chosen to measure erosion in the field. In addition to the observation from field monitoring that on a local scale 
erosion is spatially variable on at least two scales significant to erosion monitoring (stoss vs. lee and variability 
in stoss abrasion rates), we now need to be aware of the variation of local erosion rates with time due to 
evolution and steady state behaviour. The natural spatial variability on any single stoss surface is now 
additionally complicated by the temporal evolution of spatial variability in abrasion rates due to the progression 
from initial form to steady state, where rates are uniform in the direction of flow. Field studies of abrasion using 
1D and 2D methods need to take into account more carefully where studies are sited, in terms of position on a 
bedrock bedform and position in the channel cross section.  
Flat bed erosion models reduce complexity too far. Natural channels are known to be rough and 
therefore landscape evolution and mechanistic models need to take roughness into account, now it is known that 
roughness increases erosion by 1-2 orders of magnitude.  
Upstream facing convex surfaces can be used as indicators of palaeoflow (erosive) and also for active 
bedload abrasion.  
 
4.9 Future work 
The parameter space investigated in this study and the outcome of the comparisons suggested in table 4.3.3-2 
are limited in their scope and extent. More experiments need to be undertaken to fill out the index of abrasion. 
We now understand the evolution and steady state nature of roughness elements and have established a steady 
state criteria which will allow comparison of the results of further experiments. Ideally work needs to be done to 
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expand the effect of bedrock lithology and grain lithology and to establish the behaviour under different flow 
speeds, sediment loads and initial forms.  
We now understand the origin of stoss surface sculpting however the mechanism for lee surface 
sculpting is elusive. Suspended load abrasion is the most likely candidate and the opportunity exists to use the 
scaled Attal flume to study this. 
 In addition to morphological investigations presented here I have begun additional analysis looking at 
the change in slope with time. Figure 4.9-1 gives two examples. Calculating rates of abrasion along these isogon 
lines is planned as it is possible that a closer link to process will be made along these lines. 
A study of boulders in alluvial fills of incised valleys is underway to demonstrate the utility of upstream 
facing convex surfaces as palaeoflow indicators in coarse grained alluvial rivers.  
 
Figure 4.9-1 Isogon plots.  These charts trace the position of points on each successive profile of equal slope, length of 
each line is proportional to time. Numbers are the angle of slope in degrees from the horizontal. A diagram giving examples 
of the orientation of these slopes is shown in the middle right. The initial form is shown in red. Left: 45 degree initial form. 
note curves appear to level with time. Right: the same behaviour can be seen for 90 degree initial shape. 
 
In section 4.5.10 a relationship between erosion, impact angle and impact velocity was postulated based on first 
principles. It is not clear whether a simple relationship can be written between these variable and if this 
assumption was correct. The work presented in chapter 5 aims to quantify the control of impact angle, impact 
velocity and grain size on erosion by examining deformation produced by single impacts. Outcomes from this 
work will help constrain these relationships in mechanistic models.  
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CHAPTER 5: Solid particle impact experiments  
5.1 Introduction 
5.1.1 Chapter overview 
We have observed the distribution of erosion in a bedrock river and determined that it is the result mainly of 
bedload abrasion in chapter 3, and seen in chapter 4 how this agrees well with flume analogue experiments 
which produced erosion by bedload abrasion only. These results are useful for landscape evolution models and 
the outcome of those investigations will aid future field studies of natural erosion. Here I move forward to study 
solid particle impact, one of the principle mechanisms of geomorphological abrasion, to determine the 
magnitude of deformation in a substrate due to varying impact velocity, impact angle and particle size. In 
addition the process of incubation of a repeatedly impacted surface is studied to determine the existence and 
behaviour of this phenomenon in rocks. An entirely new facility to study this process has been designed, built 
and tested before being put into service (here in Cambridge). The lithology studied was marble (as sculpted 
forms predominate in this lithology in Taiwan) to achieve continuity with field and flume studies. 
5.1.2 Motivations 
Sklar & Dietrich (2004) constructed a mechanistic model for river incision into bedrock by saltating bedload. In 
this model a term for the volume of material eroded per unit impact (Vi) was based on work of Engel (1978), 
Bitter (1963a, b) and Head & Harr (1970). These studies have examined the erosion of artificial materials 
(glass, plastic, metals) with sub-millimetre non-natural erodents (steel shot, alumina, ceramics) at very high 
velocities. It is unknown whether the results of such studies can be applied to rock substrates, bedload sized 
particles and low impact velocities found in natural settings. Whilst not wishing to debunk the contributions of 
Sklar & Dietrich (2004) it is useful to critically examine the validity of the assumptions and inputs of their 
model to assess confidence in its results. Moreover there is a lack of knowledge of how rocks are deformed 
when impacted by solid particles, how strain accumulation leads to material loss and how percussion marks are 
related to impact conditions. For this reason a literature review was conducted to determine if more fitting 
studies could be found to assist in parameterising mechanistic models for fluvial erosion by saltating bedload. 
As no directly analogous study was found in the materials science literature a series of experiments were 
conducted to determine the deformation caused by single impacts and the erosion resulting from many. 
 
5.2 Literature review 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Geomorphological abrasion (tribological solid particle impact erosion) is a highly complex phenomenon 
influenced by a multitude of variables (Lathabai 1995). An enormous amount of effort has been expended by 
the materials science tribology community for well over 150 years yet still, a universal model for erosion by 
solid particle impact remains elusive. In order to probe the complexities of this phenomenon we will first define 
specific terms and review some basic material properties. We will then review three main bodies of work which 
relate to erosion: 1) indentation (including multiple indentations), 2) tribological steady state erosion studies and 
3) tribological erosion single impact studies. Literature pertaining to metals, ceramics and glasses will be 
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covered to demonstrate the range of material responses to loading, in the almost complete absence of these 
studies for rocks. However it is acknowledged that these studies can only give us an appreciation of possible 
behaviour of materials exposed to solid particle impact and may not be applicable to rocks. Note that the 
approach to the study of this phenomenon is quite different to the approach taken by geologists in the study of 
aeolian sandblasting covered in chapter 3. The findings from that chapter will, to some degree, be repeated in 
the literature presented in this chapter. 
5.2.1.1 Terminology: abrasion, erosion and wear 
Geologists use the term “erosion” in a rather general sense to mean all mechanisms that operate in nature to 
wear away bedrock and superficial deposits by the action of glaciers, rivers, wind etc. In fluvial geomorphology 
erosion means those processes which mechanically and chemically wear away submerged bedrock, as 
summarised in chapter 1. Such terms as wear, erosion and abrasion have very specific meaning in the field of 
Tribology (the materials science field of wear) which are subtly different to those we are used to. It is essential 
to grasp the differences in use of terms as the following review will adhere to the following definitions:  
Wear is a term used to refer to the degradation and removal of material from a surface as a result of 
interaction with another surface in relative motion (Lathabai 1995), this includes fluids such as water. There are 
five main types of tribological wear (Magnée 1995): 1) wear by adhesion, 2) tribochemical wear, 3) fatigue 
wear (which includes cavitation), 4) wear by abrasion and 5) erosion (note that erosion does not include 
abrasion in materials science terminology). The first three wear modes are beyond the scope of this review and 
will not be considered further.  
Erosion is defined as the removal of surface material by a stream of impinging solid particles, which is 
also called erosive cutting (Sheldon & Finnie 1966b) or solid particle impact erosion. For the purpose of this 
thesis I will call this type of wear tribological erosion. There are many mechanisms proposed in which material 
is removed from a surface by tribological erosion. For ductile targets Andrews (1981) names: 1) erosion by 
cutting, 2) erosion by deformation wear (which may be low cycle fatigue and is also proposed for brittle 
materials), 3) erosion by target melting and 4) erosion by delamination. Tribological erosion is identical to 
geomorphological abrasion, with includes particles in a fluid (i.e. aeolian abrasion and fluvial abrasion). 
Abrasion is specifically sliding wear (Mukhopadhyay 1993). This is wear produced by two surfaces 
which are forced together and moved parallel to their contact (essentially scratching). Solid particle 
impingement at very oblique angles can scratch the target material and in this way is very similar to abrasion, 
hence have similar mechanisms proposed for their action. However we will not discuss tribological abrasion 
any further and concentrate on tribological erosion, which is synonymous with geomorphological abrasion.  
5.2.1.2 Brittle and ductile materials in tensile stress – strain space 
Materials can be classified as brittle or ductile based on their tensile stress-strain behaviour (figure 5.2-1). As a 
material is stressed between the origin up to a limit of proportionality at point A or A’ it may be unloaded with 
no resulting permanent deformation. In this range the material obeys Hooke’s law and is said to behave 
elastically. Beyond this limit further loading will result in permanent, non-recoverable or plastic deformation 
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 (Callister 2007). Brittle materials can experience very little or no plastic deformation before fracture (failure). 
Typical brittle materials are rocks, glass and ceramics and would be expected to respond to stressing by 
fracture. Broadly speaking, in this context, many types of rock exhibit tensile stress-strain curves similar to 
ceramics. The mechanical wear of ceramics is quite complex (Fischer et al. 2000). Unlike metallic materials 
most ceramics are inherently brittle due to the availability of only a limited number of slip systems for plastic 
flow and the inherent difficulty of dislocation glide in their structure (Fischer et al. 2000). Metals and plastics 
are examples of nominally ductile materials and would be expected to deform without fracture in early stages of 
deformation. However this division of substances into brittle and ductile is a crude oversimplification as 
nominally brittle materials may deform in a ductile manner under certain circumstances, to be covered shortly. 
5.2.2 Indentation 
5.2.2.1 Quasi-static and dynamic indentation of metals, ceramics and glass 
Indentation, used in hardness testing, is a technique whereby a small indenter is forced into the flat surface of a 
material to be tested under controlled load and rate of loading (Callister 2007). Various indenter materials and 
geometries are used including steel or tungsten carbide (WC) spheres (Brinell and Superficial Rockwell types) 
and diamond pyramids (Vickers and Knoop types). The size and depth of the indentation (deformation) is 
related to the indenter geometry, load and rate of loading.   
Measurements of the indentation can be used to determine hardness, fracture toughness, elastic 
modulous of the target, and to explore plastic flow and phase transformations among other things. However as 
the highly stressed deformed zone is close to the surface the measured properties from this area may not reflect 
the properties of the bulk solid (Rowcliffe 1992). 
In studies of tribological erosion (geomorphological abrasion) two rates of loading are used: very rapid 
rates, called dynamic (impact) indentation and very slow rates referred to as quasi-static indentation. Dynamic 
indentation is usually achieved by the free fall impact of spheres on flat specimens, measuring the rebound 
height. The key difference between quasi-static indentation and dynamic indentation (particle impact) is that all 
the applied load is transferred to the specimen and the contact time is essentially infinite irrespective of loading 
rate for the former but for the latter the energy is partitioned between the particle and the target (Rowcliffe 
1992). The pattern of damage produced by quasi-static indentation shows some of the same features as damage 
produced by particle impact (Rowcliffe 1992). A solid will respond in several ways to accommodate an 
indentation some of these are illustrated in figure 5.2-2 (Rowcliffe 1992). 
Figure 5.2-1. Tensile stress-strain cartoon for 
the classification of materials.  Curves indicate 
the loading history of a specimen until failure 
(catastrophic failure). Points A and A’ are the 
elastic limit, beyond which a material will be 
plastically deformed when the specimen is 
unloaded. B and B’ indicate the position of failure. 
Typical brittle and ductile curves are shown in blue 
and red respectively.  Modified from Callister 
(2007). 
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Materials that have an open structure may densify as voids are compacted. Shearing forces can bring material 
up to the surface, which has been observed for single crystal ceramics, and surface tilts which may be due to 
upward shear have been detected in some polycrystalline ceramics (Rowcliffe 1992). Materials may be 
plastically displaced in an outward radial mode, though the physical mechanism that is responsible for this is 
not clear (Rowcliffe 1992). In many materials the indentation is accommodated by a combination of these 
mechanisms. 
Deformation and fracture events occur during loading and unloading parts of the indentation cycle. 
Fractures are an elastic response and we are able to observe them after a deformation event due to incomplete 
closure of the fracture on unloading. The shape of the indenter also has considerable influence on the type of 
deformation that results (Rowcliffe 1992). Ceramics respond to blunt indenters, e.g. spheres, at low to medium 
loads by elastic response (fracture). At high loads and during particle impact plastic deformation can occur 
(Rowcliffe 1992). Figure 5.2-3 illustrates the five main fractures regimes which can occur due to indentation, 
most of which include a plastically deformed region under the indentation. 
 
 
Ring cracks, which can grow into (Hertzian) truncated cone cracks, develop in the elastic stress field under 
blunt indenters e.g. spheres (Rowcliffe 1992). Radial cracks are associated with plastic deformation nucleating 
at the edge of the plastic zone beneath the indentation forming vertical half-circles in a radial direction away 
from the indent but close to the surface. Median cracks form circular planes under the indentation closing 
around the plastic zone.  Radial and median cracks are frequently considered together as the radial/median crack 
Figure 5.2-2 Schematic cross sections 
of possible accommodation 
mechanisms during quasi-static 
indentation (for nominally brittle and 
ductile materials). 
Three possible mechanisms as identified 
by Rowcliffe (1992) in his review of quasi-
static indentation. These bulk morphologies 
are unspecific with relation to elastic 
(fracture) or plastic mechanisms. Modified 
from Rowcliffe (1992). 
Figure 5.2-3 Principle fracture systems 
produced by quasi-static indentation in 
ceramics. Plan and lateral views for each 
crack system in the unloaded specimen, half 
of which can be seen depicted by a bounding 
box. Blue regions indicate cracks which are 
curved or planar surfaces. Red regions 
indicate plastically deformed volumes. (i) is 
produced by a spherical indenter and is a 
purely elastic response. (ii)-(v) are produced 
using a Vickers diamond pyramid indenter 
which produces an inverted pyramid 
indentation, half of which can be seen, as an 
elastic-plastic responses. Redrawn from Cook 
and Pharr (1990). 
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system as they often coalesce (Rowcliffe 1992). Half penny cracks are a combination of radial and medial 
cracks. Lateral cracks are the most significant crack system for erosion as they enclose a volume of material 
against the free surface and produce fracture-bound fragments (Walley & Field 2005). These spall out in a plane 
sub-parallel from the surface radially from below the plastic zone (Marshall et al. 1982). Figure 5.2-3 highlights 
the difference between the two main material deformation regimes: elastic and the elastic-plastic. Although the 
response of ceramics to blunt indenters is almost exclusively elastic at low to medium loads, plastic damage can 
occur at high loads and during spherical particle impacts (Rowcliffe 1992). The transition from fully elastic 
crack formation to elastic-plastic indentation occurs (even in very brittle materials such as glass) when the 
radius of curvature of the indenter decreases below a critical value Rc which for soda lime glass is in the range 
200m > Rc < 9m (Evans & Wilshaw 1976).  
Rowcliffe (1992) concisely summarised the sequence of events during the loading cycle of soda-lime 
glass (an ideal brittle material) with a sharp indenter: “as the load is applied to a sharp indenter the tip 
penetrates at a very high stress level. A plastic zone is formed under the indenter which is confined by the 
surrounding elastic matrix, and it is this confining pressure of the surrounding crystal that permits the high 
stresses for plastic flow to be reached which tends to restrict the tensile forces that would otherwise initiate 
cracks on contact. The crack patterns arise from two components to the net driving force for fracture. These are 
the reversible elastic component and the irreversible plastic component. At low peak loads, radial cracks 
initiate and grow on the unloading cycle as a result of the residual plastic strain. For high peak loads median 
cracks are generated by elastic stresses in the loading part of the cycle. On unloading these cracks extend and 
join up with radial cracks to produce the characteristic half penny radial/median crack [system]. Also during 
high peak loading cycles lateral cracks nucleate during unloading and grow as the load is removed. 
Intersecting of radial and lateral cracks can then cause chipping as a pie shaped piece of material is removed 
from the surface.” 
For loading by blunt indenters such as spheres the brittle response is again described by Rowcliffe 
(1992):  “within the contact zone the stresses are all compressive, but the maximum radial tensile stress, which 
is generated at the edge of the contact zone is responsible for the generation of ring cracks. The size of the 
contact zone increases with load and as the tensile stress boundary moves out, so a series of concentric ring 
cracks form. Ultimately the inner crack propagates as a Hertzian cone, normal to the principal tensile stress. At 
loads higher than that required for plastic flow, both radial and lateral cracks can form.” 
 These descriptions are useful as they point out that fractures initiate in both the loading and unloading 
parts of the cycle and that plastic deformation occurs in addition, and prior, to fracture for sharp indenters. The 
plastic zone extends out to about twice the contact radius (Chen et al. 2005). Chen et al. (2005) identified a 
region where the maximum tensile stress (22) is located upon unloading for ceramics indented with spheres. 
This is in the tensile region outside the plastically deformed zone at a depth below the surface roughly equal to 
the contact radius (figure 5.2-4). They propose this region as the location of lateral crack initiation in the 
unloading cycle. 
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This sequence of events, as here described for glass, and the indentation product are not universal and are 
different for other ceramics. Lawn (1998) in a review of quasi-static indentation of ceramics by spheres 
(Hertzian indentation) identified two distinct modes of damage: 1) Hertzian cone cracks in relatively hard, 
homogeneous materials (such as glass, single crystals and fine grained ceramics) which he called the tensile 
dominated “brittle” mode and 2) diffuse subsurface damage zones in relatively tough ceramics with 
heterogeneous microstructures which he termed the shear dominated “quasi-plastic” mode. Tough 
heterogeneous ceramics have large elongate grains with weak internal interfaces. These types of ceramics 
ordinarily appear completely brittle in traditional strength tests (e.g. figure 5.2-1). Hertzian cone fracture is 
suppressed in these materials and instead the quasi-plastic deformation zone appears in the strong shear-
compression region below the contact which macroscopically resembles the plastic zones which occur in metals 
(Lawn 1998) (figure 5.2-5).  
 
Figure 5.2-5 Hertzian indentation damage in coarse alumina (plan view). Nomarski interferogram images of indentation 
sites produced by a 3.96mm WC sphere at P=2000N on alumina with 23m grain size. This is essentially a shaded DEM. 
(a) after a single loading cycle. Observe the elevated topography around the rim of the indent, the short radial cracks, ring 
crack segments and single plucked grain near the scale. (b) after 10 loading cycles on precisely the same location. Note the 
increase in twin/slip bands and grain pluck outs. From Guiberteau et al. (1993). 
Microscopically these zones are significantly different to metals consisting of an array of closed mode II cracks 
with internal sliding friction “shear faults” at the weak planes in the microstructure (Lawn 1998). Inspection of 
micrographs shows the subsurface faults in the alumina to be in the form of twin/slip bands contained within 
individual grains, arrested at their ends by grain boundaries (a grain size effect) (Guiberteau et al. 1994) (figure 
5.2-6) 
Figure 5.2-4 Contour plot of the residual stress component 
normal to the lateral crack system (22) caused by dynamic 
spherical indentation. Cross sectional view of an indentation site. 
The centre of the 0.37 contour is the position of maximum residual 
stress.This is the proposed position of lateral crack initiation. 
(contact radius)/(indenter radius) = 0.9. From Chen et al. (2005). 
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Guiberteau et al. (1994) also demonstrated that increasing the grain size in the tough heterogeneous ceramic 
alumina (Al2O3) from 3 to 48m changed the Hertzian indentation damage from cone fracture to quasi-plastic 
deformation, when indenting with a 6.36mm diameter WC sphere at 2000N (figure 5.2-7).  
 
Figure 5.2-7 Hertzian indentation damage in pure, dense alumina from WC spheres (diameter = 6.36mm at 
P=2000N). The upper images are plan views and the lower part is a cross section view showing deformation at depth (a) 
3m grain size, (b) 9m, (c) 15m, (d) 21m, (e) 35m and (f) 48m. Note that the cone crack, which can be seen in (a) 
to the left on the cross section, is suppressed with increasing grain size to be replaced by plastic deformation at depth. 
From Guiberteau (1994). 
 
This was also found to be the case for silicon nitride ceramics by Padture & Lawn (1995). Mukhopadhyay & 
Mai (1993) found that in tribological abrasion coarsening the grain size in aluminas improves crack growth 
resistance (fracture toughness). For coarse grained (25m) alumina the predominant material removal process is 
intergranular and transgranular fracture whereas for fine grained alumina (5m) wear seems to be controlled by 
plastic processes. 
Figure 5.2-6 Schematic of deformation-microfracture 
damage in polycrystalline alumina ceramics.  This summary 
model from Guiberteau (1994) shows the deformation produced 
by compressive normal stresses (-1 and -3) along the contact 
axis below a spherical indenter. Individual grains are shown by 
hexagons. Shear stresses initiate intragrain lamellae (planes F-
F with conventional slip direction notation) which “pop-in” 
intergrain micro “wing” cracks (C-F) at their ends. 
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A similar brittle – ductile transition occurs in homogeneous solids (e.g. glasses and single crystals) when 
decreasing the indenter radius to be closer to the size of the grain (blunt to sharp indenter geometries), cone 
fracture is suppressed in favour of subsurface shear deformation (Guiberteau 1994). Sheldon & Finnie (1966a) 
cited studies by Klemm (1941) who produced completely fracture free (i.e. plastic) scratch grooves in quartz 
and corundum with plastically displaced material piled up in low mounds along the edge of the groove.  
 As these indentation surface morphologies superficially resemble those for metallic materials it is 
useful to review the indentation morphology for ductile metals. Kim et al. (2006) described the indentation 
morphology at maximum load (figure 5.2-8). In this state there are three principle features: 1) the indentation 
region under the indenter where material has been compressed which lies below the undeformed level, 2) the 
“pile-up” region which is the product of plastic flow of material from the indentation region which lies above 
the undeformed level and 3) the “sink-in” region which is the elastic bending of the material under this load. 
When the load is removed the surface will spring back and the elastic “sink-in” region will disappear leaving 
just features 1 and 2. 
 
Oka et al. (1995) looked at the plastic strain below an indentation and the piling up between two indentations 
produced by a 3.18mm diameter hard steel ball on aluminium, iron and grey cast iron at normal incidence by 
quasi-static and dynamic indentation. The appearance of the peak strain below the rim of the indentation in iron 
remarkably raised the lip height rapidly. The principle shearing strain around two adjacent indentations in iron 
indicated that enhanced strain occurs a little below the piling up region. They concluded that the erosion by 
solid particles at normal incidence is probably initiated from the inner parts of the lip area and that the volume 
of material removed depends on the extent of the well strained area. 
The majority of indentation studies have been carried out on metals, ceramics and glasses for obvious 
reasons. However studies do exist on single mineral grains but studies on rock (assemblages of minerals) are 
rare. Momber (2004) indented granite, limestone, rhyolite and schist with 1 and 5mm diameter spherical 
indenters and contact forces between 0.1 kN and 2.45 kN respectively. In isolated mineral grains (unspecified) 
in granite and rhyolite (K-feldspar) Momber (2004) found elastic Hertzian cone crack formation. Limestone 
under the same load responded by plastic deformation presenting a morphology similar to densification or 
outward radial flow (see figure 5.2-2), with the addition of radial and lateral fractures at the higher load. Schist 
responded in a quasi-plastic mode producing indentations similar to figure 5.2-5.  
It is interesting to note that very little, if any, material is lost on a single indentation loading cycle. For 
homogenous materials under high loads lateral cracks may reach the surface and remove a wear particle. In the 
Figure 5.2-8 Indentation morphology 
at maximum load. Diagram illustrating 
the features of an indentation whilst 
being loaded. hd is the “sink-in” deflection 
depth, hc* is the indentation depth (when 
unloaded) and hpile* is the “pile-up” height 
(when unloaded). This is a cross section 
view of the indentation site under 
maximum load. hmax, R, a and a* are 
specific to the paper and should be 
ignored. From Kim et al. (2006) 
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example of quasi-plastic indentation surface morphology for heterogeneous materials in figure 5.2-5 individual 
grains were plucked out but no large wear particles were produced.  
5.2.2.2 Contact fatigue 
We have skimmed the surface of the available literature concerning the damage produced by quasi-static and 
dynamic indentation, the latter being effectively solid particle impact. Although these types of study can 
provide valuable insights into the deformation in initial stages of tribological erosion further mechanisms exist 
which have been identified from multiple indentation studies.  
Repeated loading and unloading of the same location with spherical indenters is a process called contact 
fatigue testing. Figure 5.2-9 shows cross sections through indentation sites produced by indentation of a 
6.36mm WC sphere at 1000N and a frequency of 10Hz for homogeneous (brittle) and heterogeneous (tough) 
silicon carbide. The surface expression of contact fatigue after 1 and 10 loading cycles in coarse alumina can be 
seen in figure 5.2-5. In both cases there is a clear increase in damage from repeated cyclic loading. A small 
region of deformation occurs on the first loading cycle in the heterogeneous case. Repeated cycles lead to 
micro-crack coalescence and whole scale surface removal (Lawn 1998). SEM examination of this central region 
shows copious debris at the surface and attendant voids in the degraded microstructure (Lawn 1998). Load 
cycling tests in dry nitrogen show reduced damage accumulation, affirming a chemical influence of water in the 
environment and static loading tests in water indicate that fatigue effect is mechanical (Lawn 1998). 
  
5.2.2.3 Summary of indentation 
It is convenient at this point to briefly summarise the previous sections. Materials can be classified into ductile 
and brittle materials on the basis of their stress – strain behaviour. Materials can respond to indentation by 
several mechanisms including densification, shear and radial flow. Homogeneous ceramics respond to loading 
by elastic (fracture) and elastic/plastic modes and several fracture systems were identified which initiated during 
both loading and unloading parts of the cycle. In addition heterogeneous ceramics indented with hard spherical 
indenters can deform by quasi-plastic deformation which produces superficially similar surface morphologies to 
Figure 5.2-9 Section views of 
Hertzian contact sites in 
homogeneous (brittle) and 
heterogeneous (tough) 
silicon carbide. The number 
of loading cycles is indicated 
by n. In the homogenous case 
a cone crack is formed which is 
gradually elongated until 
material is removed at above 
the crack around the cone. For 
heterogeneous silicon carbide 
a damage zone is created at 
depth which is enlarged at a 
greater rate until material lost 
from the central site. Note that 
the depth of damage is greater 
In heterogeneous ceramics. 
From Lawn (1998) after 
Padture and Lawn (1995). 
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ductile indentation of metals. However the fundamental underlying mechanism is different with quasi-plastic 
deformation being produced by grain-scale shear faults producing twin/slip lamellae and opening fractures at 
grain boundaries. A brittle to ductile (quasi-plastic) transition can be achieved by increasing the ceramic grain 
size or by reducing the indenter radius. Quasi-plastic indentation of heterogeneous ceramics and plastic 
deformation of metals produce an unloaded indentation morphology consisting of a central depressed 
indentation with a raised circumferential lip or “pileup” region. The pattern of damage produced by quasi-static 
indentation show some of the same features as damage produced by particle impact. Repeated indentation, 
during contact fatigue testing, shows that  homogeneous and heterogeneous ceramics produce wear particles by 
significantly different mechanisms when loaded by spherical indenters. Homogeneous materials produce 
Hertzian cone cracks which are elongated with cyclic loading producing wear particles by breakage of material 
from the zone between the cone and the surface. Heterogeneous materials produce distributed damage at depth, 
and to a greater depth than cone cracks. This is more rapidly enlarged by cyclic loading producing whole scale 
failure of the surface after many cycles. The presence of water in the fracture environment amplifies damage 
accumulation under contact fatigue testing (repeated loading). 
5.2.3 Tribological erosion studies 
Three broad approaches have been taken in studies of tribological erosion: 1) erosion, or deformation, produced 
by single particle impacts, 2) wear produced by many particle impacts and 3) numerical modelling of erosion. 
The first two approaches are used to quantify erosion under carefully controlled velocity and impingement 
angle conditions in order to determine empirical relationships or to test empirical or theoretical models. The 
main differences between single particle erosion studies and indentation are that erosive particles can be angular 
as well as spherical, impact angles can be oblique, whereas are fixed at 90 for indentation and impact is 
undertaken a much higher velocities, instead of indentation loads. 
It is not clear how far the tribological erosion of ceramics, and to some extent metals, can be used as an 
analogue for rock tribological erosion. Because of this I will review published results here which will serve as a 
benchmark for comparison to results from rocks. It is useful to review literature which demonstrates the 
behaviour of erosion with changing impact variables such as erodent grain size and angularity, impact angle and 
impact velocity. Note that at very high velocities, for example 2000ms
-1
 craters are formed that have depth and 
diameter several times the diameter of the particle, with the collisions often accompanied by large heat effects 
(Bitter 1963a). This is quite a different phenomenon and won’t be considered here. 
5.2.3.1 Incubation and steady state 
It is well established in the literature that single particle impacts may not produce any erosion. The 
accumulation of strain on a surface due to impact will lead to erosion and the rate of erosion will increase until a 
steady state is reached, a process known as incubation (Finnie 1960, Tilley 1969, Gulden 1980, Hutchings 1981, 
Andrews 1981, Davidge & Riley 1995, Oka et al. 1997). The early stages of wear have been studied by various 
workers. Finnie (1960) studied the early stage initial cracking of glass (an elastic brittle material) eroded with 
steel shot. Initially each impact produced a Hertzian cone crack but no material was removed. After many 
impacts the cone shaped fractures began to intersect and material was removed. In reference to wind abrasion 
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Greeley & Iverson (1985) described incubation due to impact of rounded particle by an elastic response 
(Hertzian cone cracks) and incubation due to impact of angular particles by the elastic-plastic response both in a 
similar way to Finnie (1960). The incubation period can be a time when the target material gains mass due to 
the imbedding of particles in the surface (Andrews 1981). Hutchings (1977) proposed that the extruded lip 
regions of craters produced during the initial stages of erosion in ductile targets are more fragile than the 
undeformed target and are likely to be removed by subsequent impacts in the same position. The existence of 
incubation implies that erosion is a cooperative process (Andrews 1981). 
5.2.3.2 Effect of impact conditions on steady state erosion 
Impact angle 
The steady state erosion – impact angle dependence has been determined for nominally brittle and nominally 
ductile materials, examples are given in figure 5.2-10 (Finnie 1960, Finnie 1995, Hutchings 1981). 
 
For nominally ductile materials the variation in erosion is very similar for materials with very different thermal 
and physical properties and for nominally brittle materials when eroded by small enough particles (Finnie 
1995). This similarity in erosion behaviour for materials with different properties is due to a common erosion 
mechanism and a single physical property which is plastic deformation (Finnie 1995). 
Finnie (1995) suggests that in brittle materials erosion occurs by the propagation and intersection of 
cracks produced by impacting particles, as suggested by the fracture pattern observed from single particle 
impacts on a smooth surface. However since steady state eroded surfaces are not smooth the relevance of this 
type of analysis could be questioned (Finnie 1995).  Bitter (1963a) was the first to propose two types of wear 
for normal and oblique impact in brittle materials: “deformation wear” caused by repeated deformation during 
collisions eventually resulting in breaking loose of a piece of material, and “cutting wear” caused by the cutting 
action of the free-moving particles.  
In metals impacted at low impact angles, cutting and ploughing mechanisms can occur (Hutching 
1977), both similar to scratching. Finnie (1995) summarised the many mechanisms which had been proposed to 
explain the occurrence of erosion at 90 impact in metals: 1) a roughening of the surface leading to subsequent 
particles impacting at non-normal incidence, 2) brittle behaviour due to work hardening, 3) fragmentation of 
particles, 4) low cycle fatigue, 5) temperature effects due to strain rate effects, 6) delamination wear, 7) 
Figure 5.2-10 Typical erosion curves for ideal 
brittle and ductile materials. Al, an ideal ductile 
target, has a peak erosion rate at ~20. Note that Al 
uses the x10-4 ordinate scale, a factor of 10 smaller 
than for Al203. Al203 is an ideal brittle material and has 
a peak erosion rate at ~90. Materials eroded with 
127m SiC particles at 152ms-1. From Finnie 1995. 
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extrusion mechanisms and 8) platelet formation following cutting. In the platelet mechanism of erosion material 
(in the form of platelets) is removed from the surface only after many cycles of plastic deformation (Hutchings 
1981). This is one way an incubation period could be achieved. An undeformed specimen would not produce 
wear particles immediately when exposed to a flux of spherical particles, instead plastic strain would 
accumulate in the initially undeformed target before a wear particle would be detached. Whilst these 
mechanisms are proposed for metal targets it is possible that similar mechanisms exist for quasi-plastic 
deformation of heterogeneous ceramics, and by extension in rocks.  
Impact velocity 
Velocity has the strongest influence on tribological erosion rates, with erosion rates varying with the impact 
velocity raised to a power of between 2 and 4 (Hutchings 1987). Velocity dependence changes with particle 
diameter (Finnie 1995). Finnie (1960) found that the angle for maximum erosion by spherical and angular 
particles is not influenced by impact velocity. Oka et al. (1997) eroded 7 materials with silica sand particles 
(mean grain size 325m) at impact angles of 3 to 90 with velocities of 50-130ms-1. For all materials they 
found that impact velocity had no effect on the shape of the impact angle-erosion rate curve but did have an 
effect of the magnitude of the values within it (figure 5.2-11). Oka et al. (1997) also found that increasing the 
hardness of the substrate increased the angle of maximum erosion in metals (figure 5.2-11). 
  
Figure 5.2-11 Velocity and hardness effects on the impact angle dependence of steady state erosion rates. Left: 
The effect of impact velocity on erosion rate for aluminium eroded with 297-355m SiO2 particles. Right: Increasing 
hardness of the metal moves the peak erosion rate to higher impact angles. From Oka et al. (1997). 
 
5.2.3.3 Effect of particle properties on steady state erosion 
Erodent grain size 
The impact angle behaviour shown in figure 5.2-10 is sensitive to erodent grain size and materials considered to 
be brittle in the impact angle-steady state erosion rate plot (figure 5.2-10) can behave in a “ductile” manner 
when eroded by smaller erodent grains as first discovered by Sheldon & Finnie (1966a)  (figure 5.2-12). This 
brittle to ductile transition in the dependence of erosion rates on impact angle has been observed for glass, high 
density magnesia (MgO), graphite, high density alumina (Al2O3) and tool steel (Sheldon & Finnie 1966a). Note 
that for perpendicular impact of spherical SiC on glass this transition occurs at impact velocities of >150ms
-1
 in 
air. This behaviour can be explained because very small particles may not produce the required 
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stress on impact to fracture the target and so material may be removed by plastic processes leading to a ductile 
erosion angle dependence (Hutchings 1987). Marerro et al. (1993) have suggested that for silicon nitride 
ceramics eroded with SiC particles in the range 42-1035m, enhanced erosion at lower impact angles (15-30) 
may be facilitated by the operation of mode II and mode III fracture mechanisms as the result of changing stress 
distribution and/or the operation of a plastic cutting mechanism. Whether conditions exist for a brittle – ductile 
transition in geomorphological abrasion of rocks in the fluvial domain is unknown.  
Additional erodent grain size effects affect erodents in water. Smaller particles follow streamlines more 
closely and will therefore strike substrates at lower impact angle and velocities than larger particles (Hutchings 
1987). Very small particles may follow streamlines so closely that they may never strike the substrate at all 
(Hutchings 1987) so there is a lower limit below which particle are no longer able to do any erosive work. 
Erodent angularity 
In tribological erosion all particles impinging on a surface will cause some wear, but in general harder and more 
angular particles will produce more severe wear (Hutchings 1987). For ceramics eroded by angular particles 
Gulden (1980) found that the volume of material removed per impact varied over three orders of magnitude 
which they propose was due to differences in the orientation of the particle during impact. Finnie (1960) 
showed that for the erosion of ductile metals sharp particles abrade ~4x faster than rounded particles. 
Erodent/substrate hardness and other contrasting properties 
The mechanism of tribological erosion in ceramics depends on the ratio of particle to target hardness (Shipway 
& Hutchings 1996). The role of these parameters is not independent and must be examined together as a system. 
Shipway & Hutchings (1996) cited work of Wada & Watanabe (1987) who compiled results from the ceramics 
literature for many combinations of erodent particles and ceramic targets and found the general relationship: 
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Figure 5.2-12 Brittle to ductile transition in impact 
angle dependence of steady state erosion rates. 
Curves are for glass eroded by SiC particles at 500 
feet per second. Eroded by 120 mesh (127m) 
particles glass behaves like an ideal brittle material. 
With 500 mesh (21m) particles the material erodes 
less at high impingement angles and more at oblique 
impact angles. A brittle to ductile transition occurs 
when the erodent grain size is decreased to 1000 
mesh (9m). The erosion rate – impact angle 
behaviour has changed to peak at low impact angles 
which is very similar to the curve in figure 5.2-10.  
Note that in the brittle modes the peak erosion rate is 
not at 90 but at ~80. From Sheldon & Finnie 
(1966a). 
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where E is the erosion rate, Ht and Hp are the target and particle hardnesses respectively and w is an empirically 
determined constant. This shows that the ratio of particle to target hardness is the important relationship, not the 
hardness of the substrate or particle alone. In contrast Chen et al. (2005) found that for elastic-plastic 
indentation and single particle impact, hardness had no control on the erosion produced by lateral cracking but 
fracture toughness did. Crack growth is diminished by increasing the fracture toughness of the ceramic. If the 
hardness of the erodent is more than 1.2x that of the substrate then the particle will be able to scratch the 
substrate and erosion will proceed by an indentation-induced fracture mechanism (Hutchings 1987, Shipway & 
Hutchings 1996) (figure 5.2-13). If the particle is softer than the target a small scale chipping mechanism will 
occur (Shipway & Hutchings 1996). 
 
Figure 5.2-13 Hardness contrast control on steady state erosion rates for hardened carbon steel (C6OH brittle 
material). Erodent hardnesses are indicated by vertical dashed lines. The erosion rate relative to the highest measured 
erosion rate caused by that erodent is shown by continuous curve. The hashed bar indicates the steel hardness. Thus chalk 
with a low hardness produces low erosion rates. Flint, which is harder than steel (C60H) produces higher erosion rates. 
From Hutchings (1987) after Wellinger & Uetz (1957). 
 
Gulden (1980) studied single and multiple impacts on four silicon nitride targets. Deformation mechanism 
varied with the type of erodent used. Silicon carbide particles produced elastic-plastic craters with intergranular 
lateral and intragranular radial cracks propagating from the impact site.  Damage produced by quartz particles 
resulted instead in shallow intergranular chipping with no secondary crack formation. These differences are 
proposed to be due to the relative (but unspecified) properties of the target and particle. It is likely that hardness 
contrast and/or fracture toughness can explain Gulden’s (1980) findings. 
Erodent particle breakup on impact 
The breakup of erodent particles on impact has been proposed to explain the occurrence of tribological erosion 
at 90 (Finnie 1960). Gorham & Salman (2005) studied the failure of 0.4-13mm spherical glass particles 
impacting at 8-120ms
-1
 onto hard, planar, solid surfaces. Forms of failure varied with impact velocity. At the 
highest velocities propagating fracture fronts comminuted the spheres into smaller sharper particles and these 
products would change the makeup of the erodent and therefore the modes of wear. At low velocity the range of 
elastic and elastic-plastic fracture patterns as illustrated in figure 5.2-3 are found in the glass spheres. The action 
of the cone crack system can produce wear fragments and angular features on the spheres (figure 5.2-14). 
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5.2.3.4 Effect of substrate properties on steady state erosion 
Grain size of substrate 
In ceramics Gulden (1980) argued that for elastic-plastic impact (and only this type), the microstructural 
variation, such as grain size and amount of second phase including porosity, of their targets is sufficiently 
accounted for in the fracture toughness and hardness values and does not have to be incorporated specifically 
into a model to explain or predict elastic-plastic erosion behaviour. Davidge & Riley (1995) showed that in 
ceramics (alumina) the critical wear process is the nucleation and propagation of grain boundary cracks which is 
related to grain size (figure 5.2-15). 
 
The energy of grain boundary fracture is about one half of that for crystalline cleavage and so the former 
process is energetically favoured (Davidge & Riley 1995). Provided that the wear particles and therefore the 
contact area is large compared to the microstructure, grain boundary fracture is likely to be the dominant wear 
process (Davidge & Riley 1995). Micro crack growth along grain boundaries is hindered by multi-boundary 
junctions. In fine grained alumina there is a high concentration of grain boundaries (and multi-boundary 
junctions) and this confers a higher wear resistance than for coarse grained ceramics with a lower concentration 
of grain boundaries (Davidge & Riley 1995). However there is added complication if the grain boundaries in a 
material are stronger than crystalline cleavage. Ajayi & Ludema (1992) determined for ceramics that materials 
with weak grain boundaries were found to wear by grain pluck out, consistent with Davidge & Riley (1995) and 
so showed more wear than materials with stronger grain boundaries. The addition of second phases further 
complicates wear behaviour such as micas in some ceramics. Davidge & Riley (1995) also determined that 
Figure 5.2-15 Substrate grain size dependence 
of wear rates for the wet erosive wear of pure 
polycrystalline alumina.  
 
From Davidge & Riley (1995) 
Figure 5.2-14 Fragmentation of 
glass spheres on impact. Left: 
Hertzian cone fracture of a 
12.7mm diameter glass sphere 
impacting a solid elastic surface at 
17ms-1. Rough angular features 
are developed locally due to 
fracture. Right: Oblique and radial 
cracks divide the 12.7mm sphere 
into fragments at higher velocities 
(between 17 and 27ms-1). 
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single phase ceramics are more susceptible to fatigue than multiphase ceramics and thus have accelerated wear. 
The resistance to wear of multiphase ceramics may be due to the accommodation of the cyclic strain due to 
multiple impacts on the grain boundaries phase. Lathabai (1995), in a review of erosion of ceramics, surmised 
that the deficiencies in theoretical modelling at the time are due in part from not considering the vital role of 
microstructure in crack initiation and propagation. 
5.2.4 Measurements of strain at single and multiple impact sites 
The literature reviewed in the previous section dealt mainly with steady state erosion and strain caused by 
indentation at 90. However we are more interested in strain produced by non-normal impact angles because 
these are more likely to be found in fluvial systems. Oka & Nagahashi (2003) measured the plastic strain around 
indentations caused by the impact of round and angular silicon carbide particles on aluminium, iron and cast 
iron at 20, 30, 40, 60 and 90 at 50-200ms-1. For a 3mm WC sphere at 90 the impact crater morphology, 
and strain distributions were symmetrical and circular with a raised lip region and a central depressed pit region. 
With decreasing impact angle the craters became elliptical and developed a sheared protruding lip. Maximum 
strain was located outside the pit on the rim and occurred at a 30 impact angle (figure 5.2-16).  
 
This figure helps to illustrate that the surface plastic flow due to impact of the sphere is tensile in the intruded 
central pit region and compressional and/or distortional in the extruded areas. In this experiment changing the 
impact angle (for angles other than 90) changed the size of the impact crater but did not change the shape of 
the strain distributions. Using brittle coatings Oka & Nagahashi (2003) showed the existence of very small 
surface strains at up to 1.5x the crater diameter away in the radial direction. Measurements of the crater depth 
were used to propose that this depth relates to the perpendicular component of the impact velocity with 
sinusoidal variation. By comparing the volume of the lip (VL) and indentation (Vi) they showed that angular 
particles cut (erode) material from the surface with increasing magnitude with decreasing angle below 60 but 
that spherical particles are found not to erode at any impact angle (figure 5.2-17).  
Figure 5.2-16 Principal shearing 
stress distributions. Aluminium 
impacted with 3mm diameter WC 
sphere at 100ms-1. Impact angle is 
shown by  and the impinging 
direction is shown by an arrow. 
From Oka et al. (2003). 
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Figure 5.2-17 Relationships between volumetric ratio and impact angle for iron impacted with: (a) WC spheres and 
(b) SiC particles.  Both experiments were conducted at 100ms-1.  For a sphere there is no erosion inferred at any impact 
angle because the intruded and extruded volumes are equal. For angular particles erosion is inferred due to the larger 
indentation volume at smaller impact angles. 
Tirupataiah et al. (1990) impacted a ductile metal target with 6.35mm diameter WC balls at impact 
velocities between 5.5 and 7.5ms
-1
 at 90 in order to characterise the elastic rebound of the crater formed on 
unloading. They envisaged three scenarios which would predict a reduction in the size of the crater as the site 
elastically relaxes (figure 5.2-18). In case one all dimension of the crater are reduced by the same factor. In case 
two and three only the crater depth and crater width are reduced respectively with no change in the third 
dimension. For the ductile metals they tested the rebound was found to occur by the mechanism in case 2. 
 
Sarkar (1983) impacted metallic targets with 6-30mm steel spheres at normal and oblique incidence and 
velocities in the range of 6-10ms
-1
. He found that crater volumes do not necessarily indicate wear and that for 
wear to occur multiple impacts were necessary. A feature observed for multiple impacts was the development of 
ridges where craters overlap. 
Woytowitz & Richman (1999) constructed a 3D finite element model (FEM) which stochastically 
modelled non-coincident impacts of spheres on a kinematically hardened elastic/plastic material (ductile target). 
In developing the damage model component of the FEM, the other component being the modelling of stress and 
strain, they determined that the interaction between two impact sites becomes insignificant where the impact 
Figure 5.2-18 Possible crater elastic recovery 
mechanisms. Three cases are depicted for the 
possible ways in which the crater can elastically 
recover to its final state during the rebound stage 
of the impact process. Wur and Wr are the 
unrelaxed and relaxed crater diameters 
respectively.  dr and dur are the relaxed and 
unrelaxed crater depths. From Tirupataiah et al. 
(2005).  
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site separation is greater than 60% of the particle radius. Additionally they found that the greatest damage 
(strain) occurred at a separation distance equal to 12.5% of the particle radius, for impacts at 25ms
-1
 at 90. It is 
significant that the greatest damage occurs when the second impact is non-coincident with the first and this 
position for heterogeneous ceramics would be in the vicinity of the raised lip region. Repeated but non-
coincident impact is a cyclic deformation process and damage occurs locally. 
Gee et al. (2005) studied the stepwise erosion of WC-Co alloys using co-registered SEM images and 
stereological analysis. Whole WC grains and fragments of grains were removed by fracture and fragmentation 
following accumulation of plastic strain in the grains and structure of the material (figure 5.2-19). They 
concluded that when further plastic deformation could no longer be accommodated or when local impact forces 
are too high individual grains fractured and fragmented. They also found no large scale lateral cracking in this 
mode of deformation. 
Fischer et al. (2000) in a study of tribological abrasion of alumina observed dislocations in the wear 
tracks and inferred that their pile-up caused grain boundary fracture.  
 
5.2.5 Sklar & Dietrich (2004) 
It can be seen from the above review of tribological erosion that Lathabai (1995) was correct in his assertion 
that tribological erosion is an extremely complex phenomenon. Clearly all the parameters considered make it 
evident that the amount or wear produced by any impact condition and combination of target and erodent 
properties will be more than a function of the kinetic energy of the particle normal to the substrate. The latter is 
a core assumption used by Sklar & Diectrich (2004), derived from an assumption made by Engel (1978) for his 
model, to build their mechanistic models of bedrock incision by saltating bedload. They also treat bedrock as a 
purely elastic material, ignoring ductile behaviour (which will therefore include quasi-plastic behaviour) and 
nonelastic behaviour. Their equation relating volume of material eroded per unit impact (Vi) to the diameter of 
the spherical erodent grain (Ds) is: 
Figure 5.2-19 Plastic 
deformation and brittle 
fracture of WC grains in a 
WC-Co cermet (two 
examples). Plastic 
deformation, in the form of 
slip planes, can be seen as 
faint cross hatching of the 
larger grain surface. Brittle 
fracture is identified by open 
black cracks. From Gee & 
Darling (2005). 
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where s is the sediment density, s is the diameter of the spherical sediment grain, vn is the vertical component 
of the particle velocity, Y is the Young’s modulus of the substrate, kv is a dimensionless coefficient dependent 
on mechanical properties of the impacting particle and T is the rock tensile yield strength. This equation can be 
rearranged to group the constant parameters in this study.  
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where k1 is the combined value of the constants in the parenthesis.  
5.2.6 Aims 
In the above review nearly all the studies highlighted were for the tribological erosion and indentation of 
artificial materials impacted with very small, typically sub-millimetre, erodents at very high velocities. Not only 
is there a lack of studies for rocks under these conditions, but there is also a lack of studies for particle sizes and 
velocities we could expect in rivers.  
The approach taken in this study was guided by the needs of the geomorphologist and the modeller of 
bedrock erosion, not the tribologist. The aim of this study was to relate conditions of impact to the magnitude of 
deformation produced in a marble substrate, a lithology on which bedrock bedforms can commonly be found in 
the Li Wu River, Taiwan. This marble was sourced from the same quarry as the marble used in chapter 4 and 
my aim was that the mechanisms producing geomorphological abrasion in that study can be broken down into 
elementary parts. The large number of parameters which are likely to affect this process cannot all be studied 
and so many of the parameters are fixed out of necessity.  
Explicitly the principal aims of this investigation were: 
1. To investigate the deformation produced by single particle impacts over a range of impact velocities, 
impact angles and particle sizes (masses), measuring the magnitude of deformation in the target 
material and observing evidence of physical mechanisms facilitating this.  
2. To produce empirical deformation equations relating impact configuration parameters to deformation of 
a pristine surface.  
3. To study the phenomenon of incubation of a pristine surface with multiple impacts. 
 
5.3 Experimental method 
5.3.1 Apparatus – Impact rig 
A new purpose designed and built free fall impact apparatus was produced for this project. The final design is 
shown in figure 5.3-1. The apparatus is composed of seven principal assemblages: 
1) Rock samples. 20mm thick, commercially sourced, industrially polished pure white Carrara Marble 
plates were used. Plates were cut to predefined widths of 110mm and variable lengths depending upon the 
desired impact angle. The surface finish was highly reflective, equivalent to a 9m or finer diamond grit  
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polished finish (figure 5.3-2). Many cut plates contained factory cut finished, bevelled edges. The marble was 
supplied in 0.25m
2
 plates from the factory which were then cut into samples in-house. 
 
2) Rock spheres. 18 commercially sourced, highly polished quartz spheres were used to simulate 
bedload. Six 20mm diameter, six 30mm, five 35mm and one 65mm sphere was used in the experiments (table 
5.3-1). Spheres were used, not natural pebbles, because they produce uniform impact geometries. Additionally, 
polished spheres were used to isolate the loading/unloading deformation. Spheres are capable of cutting and 
ploughing but to a lesser extent scratching. 
Table 5.3-1 Quartz sphere mass, diameter and event data 
 
3) Stage. The function of the stage is to hold steadfast a rock plate at a desired impact angle. Rock 
plates were mounted on a tiltable stage, this is a 20mm thick aluminium plate which is hinged at the lower part 
and bolted to the base plate of the targeting assemblage. The stage is tilted in 15 increments by inserting 
aluminium prisms between the stage and the targetter base plate. The first two prisms are bolted to the base 
plate and the stage, respectively, in sockets. Additional prisms are fixed in place by very strong magnets glued 
into sockets on the prism faces. Rock samples are held in place by two movable brass bars, one at either side of 
the sample, which compress the sample onto the stage by bolts which penetrate both. These are situated at the 
Figure 5.3-2 Optical, reflected 
light microscopy image of 
undeformed Carrara Marble. 
Individual calcite grains are visible in 
different shades of grey. Long dark 
lines are polishing scratches and 
black entities are small pits at grain 
boundaries or along grain cleavage 
where this roughness has not been 
removed by polishing. Note the 
absence of twinning. 
Mass measured on two 
different instruments 
each with 0.01g 
accuracy.  
 
Dimensions to 
0.01mm.  
 
SIS denotes Single 
experiment impact 
study, CIS denotes 
consecutive 
experiment study.  
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sides of the specimen to allow rebounding rock spheres to clear the stage when angled. A graduated scale on 
both sides of the stage allows one side of the sample to be aligned as a reference plane to facilitate realignment 
of the specimen on the scanner. The inclination of the stage is measured by a clinometer and the base of the rig 
is levelled using spirit levels. 
4) Targetter assemblage. The function of the targetter is to accurately place impacts so that many 
impacts can be accommodated on one plate without superposition. It is composed of several smaller 
assemblages and uses the laser gate assemblage to house the targeting laser before impacts are carried out. The 
barrel housing, situated on the instrument arm has a vertical axis which is in line with the light gate ring sitting 
above the specimen stage (figure 5.3-3). Nylon and PVC interchangeable barrels are inserted into the barrel 
housing. These are custom machined to a diameter a few microns larger than the accompanying sphere. A 
targeting laser sits within a housing built around a nylon barrel. The laser is controlled from a control box which 
also contains a power source.  The mechanical structure of the targetter is designed to allow the user to set the 
desired drop height and impact position. The main vertical beam has a graduated scale for setting the drop 
height. Additionally the position of the impact on the rock plate is adjusted by moving the main beam 
horizontally across the specimen using the main beam slider/lock and up and down the plate using the targetter 
and laser gate slider/lock. Spirit levels are used throughout the rig to level all components. For oblique impacts  
the specimen is tilted and the distance from the centre of the barrel to the plate is measured using a laser 
distance measuring tool. 
5) Water delivery hose. The function of the water delivery system is to wet the area which is going to 
be impacted. The area of impact is covered with a thin layer of water emplaced at this point by an adjustable 
piping and nozzle arm (figures 5.3-1 and 5.3-3). Distilled water is gravity fed from a reservoir tank and allowed 
to drain off the specimen. For the 90 impact angle a small pool of standing water is placed on top of the plate 
instead of continuous flow. Water in the test environment has been shown to be an important factor in the 
evolution of cone cracking (Lawn 1998). This is particularly important in crack initiation where the presence of 
water decreases the load required to initiate cone cracks in soda-lime glass, relative to air, which decreases 
further with increasing water temperature (Langitan & Lawn 1970). For this reason ambient temperature was 
kept within 20-25C. 
6) Laser gates. The function of the laser gates is to measure the velocity over an interval before impact. 
Two laser gates are secured within the laser gate assemblage positioned above the target before impact. Laser 
gates consist of a red laser (650nm, 2.0mW) and a light sensitive diode which are coaxial. When illuminated by 
the laser light the light sensitive diode permits current to pass and exhibits a potential difference of ~0.4V. 
When the illumination is occluded no current can pass and the potential difference drops exponentially to just 
above zero (figure 5.4-8. When a quartz sphere is dropped through the targeting barrel it first intercepts laser 
gate A (upper gate) and a short moment later gate B, before impacting the plate. The light sensitive diodes are 
connected, via the control box, to a PC oscilloscope (Picoscope 2100) which continually records the potential 
difference across both diodes. The software is programmed to trigger a record once gate B voltage drops below 
0.2V, and to display a voltage – time chart for a fixed time before and after the triggering point, defined as zero  
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seconds, which captures both interception events. From this record the time between intercepting gate A and 
gate B can be determined. The distance between the two laser gates is 0.08m (0.0005m) and from this data the 
projectile velocity immediately before impact is calculated.  
7) Laser control. The function of the laser control box is to provide power for the three lasers, to allow 
them to be independently switched on/off/pulsed and to provide warning that the lasers are in operation. A PVC 
housing contains an electronic circuit board containing components to route power to the lasers via push to 
make switches which illuminate when the laser is in operation. Also the control box routes wires from the light 
gate diodes to the PC oscilloscope, converting them to co-axial cables for connection to the oscilloscope. 
Parameter space 
With this apparatus the following range of impact conditions can be investigated: 1) impact angle 90-15 in 15 
increments (measured to 0.5), 2) impact velocity up to 7ms-1 but varied in predefined increments of 1ms-1, 3) 
grain size <80mm (20, 30, 35 and 65mm used) and 4) wet or dry conditions. Additionally other variables can be 
investigated that are independent of this apparatus such as grain and target lithologies/properties.  
5.3.2 3D surface metrology measurement system 
Microsurface digital elevation models (DEMs) were acquired for each impact site using a Veeco Wyko NT3300 
3D surface profiler which utilises optical white light interferometry. This is a measurement technology for 
examining surface topography with very high precision. An interferometer is an optical device which splits a 
beam of light from a single source into two separate beams, one reference and one measurement beam (Olszak 
et al. (no date)). The reference beam reflects off a reference surface in the interferometer while the measurement 
beam reflects off the sample (figure 5.3-4). These recombine in the interferometer producing an interference 
pattern in the form of an interferogram containing light and dark bands or “fringes” due to constructive and 
destructive interference respectively. Each fringe represents lines of equal elevation on the sample, the best-
contrast fringe occurs at best focus. The camera CCD captures the interferogram which is then analysed using 
interferometric phase-mapping software to produce a DEM. 
 
Figure 5.3-4 Optical interference microscopy measurement principle and two types of interferometer used. Modified 
from Olszak et al. and Lamb & Zecchino (1999). 
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Two types of interferometer were used depending upon the magnification needed. The Michelson 
interferometer was used for small magnifications (2.5x). This contains a beam splitter cube and a reference 
mirror which are inserted between the microscope objective lens and the sample. For higher magnifications 
(>10x) a smaller working distance (distance between the microscope objective lens and the sample) is required. 
In this case a Mirau interferometer is used which differs from the Michelson in the location of the mirror which 
is placed between the objective lens and the sample (Olszak et al.). 
In order to measure a range of surface heights the vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) mode was 
used which was developed by WYKO. Lamb & Zecchino (1999) describe the operation of VSI as follows: In 
this mode the white light source is filtered with a neutral density filter, which preserves the short coherence 
length of the white light and the system measures the degree of fringe modulation, or coherence. The irradiance 
signal is sampled at fixed intervals as the optical path difference [z-axis objective lens to sample distance] is 
varied by continuous translation of the vertical axis through focus. Low frequency components are first 
removed from the signal, the signal is rectified by square law detection then filtered. Finally the peak of the low 
pass filter output is located and the vertical position that corresponds to this peak is recorded. White light has a 
short coherence length so interference fringes are present only over a very shallow depth for each focus 
position. Fringe contrast at a single sample point reaches a peak as the sample is translated through focus and 
falls as it is translated past focus. 
The measurement range (z-axis) of the Veeco NT3300 is 2mm, vertical (z-axis) resolution is 3nm, and 
lateral resolutions (data point spacing) used in this study are 6.72 and 13.44µm, although this is fixed by the 
user and these are the coarsest available resolutions. DEMs for single impact sites range in size from 736 x 480 
points (353,280 data points) to 2181 x 1994 points (4,348,914 data points). A modulation threshold of 1% 
(default) was used, this is the lowest acceptable modulation for valid data (essentially a detection threshold). 
Modulation is the amount of intensity variation that occurs during phase shifting divided by the mean intensity. 
Large areas were scanned by capturing small individual scans which overlap with adjacent scans by 
20% , depending upon the scan area chosen, as recommended by Schmit & Wyant (2002). These are 
“stitched” together by the scanner’s Vision32 software (by Veeco) to produce DEMs of the full area.  
Impacted plates were transported to this facility from the laboratory is a custom foam-padded box to 
minimise disruption to the impact site on the plate. The coordinate systems of the impact rig and the scanner 
were aligned using bolts inserted into the scanner stage. The reference surface, as defined from positioning the 
sample on the sample holder stage using the graduated scale, was realigned to these bolts ensuring accurate 
orientation of the scan to the real world (figure 5.3-5). 
Wyko Vision32 analyses and stores data in OPD (optical path difference) format, a proprietary binary 
format developed for use with Wyko interferometers and profilers. This can be converted to ASCII data (x, y, z) 
however this dramatically dilates the size of data files and was avoided. Data can also be converted and 
exported in SDF data file format if necessary. 
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Figure 5.3-5 Veeco NT3300 white light optical surface profiler. Left: The facility and computer controlled work station. A 
sample of test marble can be seen on the stage. Right: A sample from the CIS experiment study aligned to the scanner 
coordinate system using bolts on the scanner stage. Note the Michelson Interferometer above. 
 
Uncertainty in VSI and stitching 
Following Schmit & Wyant (2002) there are two categories of errors which must be considered when using this 
interferometric technique: 1) single measurement errors and 2) stitching process errors.  
Single measurement errors: objective distortion and aberrations, reference mirror shape, 
magnification, pixel aspect ratio, errors of the measurement technique, detector non-linearity, vibration, errors 
due to defocus, piezoelectric transducer miscalibration and system noise. Errors in magnification and pixel 
aspect ratio may not be significant for single measurements but can cause larger errors in stitched datasets 
where they will manifest  as incorrect stage movements and misalignment of data in the x and y directions 
(Schmit & Wyant 2002).  
Stitching process errors: can be divided into three categories: i) system, ii) data stitching and iii) 
sample error sources. System error sources include camera and stage misalignment and stage movement 
resolution limits. Data stitching error sources include effect of overlap area, the number of measurements and 
the order stitching is carried out. Sample error sources include sample roughness and structure (Schmit & 
Wyant 2002). 
In practice it is difficult to quantify these errors and they are assumed to be negligible. 
There are additional concerns which must be addressed. This type of measurement is incapable of 
capturing reflections from surfaces steeper than ~45. Therefore steep roughness elements will produce a gap in 
the data, which is coloured black in the DEM. Additionally, best results are obtained for highly polished 
surfaces, as these produce brighter, continuous interference fringes. Highly complex surfaces will produce thin 
small fringes which require greater magnifications to resolve. Test impacts demonstrated that the impact 
damage is distributed over millimetre scale areas. To capture this area with the smallest number of scans, a 
polished surface was used to reduce the magnification needed. Polished marble plates were used for these 
reasons and because they allowed an initial topography to be assumed prior to impact. 
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5.3.3 Experiment design 
Two suites of experiments were planned. The first suite, Single Impact Study (SIS), was designed to study the 
deformation caused by single impacts. The second suite, Consecutive Impact Study (CIS) was designed to study 
the deformation caused by multiple impacts on a small 10mm x 10mm area. 
5.3.3.1 Single impact study (SIS) 
The aim of this project was to quantify the magnitude of deformation produced by a single impact event of 
known impact velocity, particle radius and impact angle. The volume of displaced material, width, height and 
depth of impact sites were measured, as well as surface features possibly indicative of deformation mechanisms. 
Approximately 10 impacts were made in a gridded array on a single plate under each set of conditions to 
measure the variability of deformation produced. Table 5.3-2 summarises the controlled “set” variables, the 
measured variables and other parameters held constant (where possible), the “fixed” variables.  
Table 5.3-2 Single impact study experiment settings 
 
* denotes non-independent variables, i.e. a variable dependent on another in this list. 
 
5.3.3.2 Consecutive impact study (CIS) 
The aim of this study was to monitor the deformation produced by multiple impacts on the same small 10mm  
by 10mm area. This is analogous to impacting a fresh rock surface by bedload and in wear literature is 
referred to as the incubation phenomenon. A wear particle was produced by multiple impacts marking the onset 
of erosion and the end of the experiment suite. Experiment settings are summarised in table 5.3-3. Two parallel 
studies were undertaken with 30mm and 35mm spheres both impacting at 90 at a target velocity of 3ms-1, 
referred to as CIS1A and CIS2A respectively. 
Table 5.3-3 Consecutive impact study experiment settings 
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5.3.3.3 Derivation of target impact velocity drop heights 
In both studies the desired velocity upon impact was achieved by dropping the quartz spheres in air under 
gravity onto the target, as defined by the targeting mechanism. Drop heights were calculated using equations of 
motion. Torricelli’s time independent equation of motion under uniform acceleration is: 
xguvtar  2
22
  (5.3.1) 
where vtar is final velocity, u is initial velocity, g is acceleration due to gravity (9.81ms
-2
) and Δx is the target 
displacement in the direction of motion (the drop height). The drops are made from stationary and we assume 
air resistance is negligible. Therefore: 
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In a similar way the four desired velocities were achieved with impact drop heights as shown in table 5.3-4. 
Table 5.3-4 Desired velocity drop heights 
vtar/ms
-1
 Δx/m 
2 0.204 
3 0.456 
4 0.815 
5 1.274 
Section 5.4.5 describes the calculation of the range of velocities within which the actual impact velocity will 
reside due to distance variation imparted by sphere radius and impact angle. 
5.3.4 Experiment method 
5.3.4.1 Single impact study method 
The following provides a comprehensive description of the steps taken to complete an impact experiment and to 
produce a scan of the impact site: 
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The ambient temperature and humidity was recorded at the start of the experiment, to 1% relative humidity and 
0.1C, respectively. The mass of the quartz sphere used in the experiment was measured (0.01g) along with 
distance measurements of the three orthogonal diameters (0.01mm) to assess sphericity, using digital vernier 
callipers. A rock plate was then chosen which contained a minimal number of surface imperfections. These had 
been pre-cut to different lengths which relate to the angle of impact, where longer plates are used for smaller 
impact angles. The plate was marked with and identification marking for the experiment and orientation 
markings for the reference surface and way up. These all assured that the plate was correctly orientated in the 
rig and in the scanner. A sketch was made of the faint impurities in the marble which give it greyer regions and 
any scratches or pits already present. The rig was then configured to the required impact angle by inserting or 
removing aluminium wedges from behind the stage. The angle of the stage in the new configuration was 
measured by clinometer (0.5). The instrument arm was then raised and secured above the stage. The sample 
was placed in the stage and aligned using the graduated scales on either side and secured by tightening the wing 
nuts which compresses the sample vice. The surface on the sample used for reference was recorded as this 
information was required later for aligning the sample on the scanner stage. The laser targetter was then inserted 
into the laser gate ring and the position of the impact in the x and y space was adjusted using the targetter and 
laser gate slider/lock and the main beam horizontal slider/lock. The deflection of the impact up the plate (to a 
higher position) due to impact angle (θ ) and sphere size (r), deflection= r / tanθ, was taken into account and the 
impact site was positioned at least 1.5cm from the edge of the plate. The laser targetter was then removed. The 
drop height for the desired impact velocity was achieved by first adjusting the instrument arm to the 
approximate height. The targeting barrel was then inserted into the barrel housing and the laser distance 
measurer used to make fine adjustments to the height until the distance measured from the centre of the barrel to 
the plate was the desired impact height (accurate to 5mm). This was recorded. Next the laser gate ring was 
lowered to the closest position to the rock plate and the distance from the lower laser to the plate was measured 
using a tape rule, and recorded. The targeting barrel for the quartz sphere was removed and replaced with the 
ping pong ball targeting barrel. A ping pong ball (mass = 2.515g, diameter 39.99mm) was used to set the 
oscilloscope to record the passage of the quartz sphere. The light gates were activated and the oscilloscope 
recording mode was started. The ping-pong ball was dropped onto the rock plate. No deformation has been 
found for any ping pong ball impact in trials so it is assumed that no deformation is produced on the plate in 
these test runs. Passage of the ball produced an oscilloscope record and oscilloscope settings were adjusted to 
capture the passage of the rock sphere through both gates. The ping-pong barrel was then replaced by the quartz 
sphere barrel. Next the water piping and nozzle was adjusted so that a water jet wetted all of the impact area. 
Finally a sphere capture bucket was positioned to capture the rebounding sphere. The impact was then carried 
out. First the laser gates were activated and the oscilloscope put into continuously recording triggered mode. 
The sphere was cleaned and inspected for any roughness elements which may produce scratching (which was 
avoided) and replaced if necessary. Then the water jet was turned on to wet the impact area, and finally the rock 
sphere was positioned in the targeting barrel so that its diameter was aligned to the top surface, then dropped. 
The sphere accelerated under gravity, impacted the plate and rebounded into the capture bucket. The 
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oscilloscope record of the passage of the sphere through the two laser gates was saved and transit time measured 
as described in section 5.3.5.1. For subsequent impacts the sphere was retrieved from the bucket and cleaned for 
reuse. The main vertical beam was moved 1.5cm horizontally so the next impact would be ~1.5cm along the 
plate in the horizontal. This is an arbitrary spacing, used for all sphere sizes except the 65mm sphere where 
spacing was increased to 2cm or larger. Once one horizontal line of five impacts had been made the instrument 
arm was repositioned for a second parallel line of impacts lower down the plate. When ten impacts had been 
made on the plate the sample vice was loosened and the sample removed. Excess water was tipped off the 
sample which was then dabbed dry by paper towel before finally being allowed to air dry. Impacted samples 
were stored in a protected area until ready to be taken to the scanner.  
5.3.4.2 Consecutive impact study method 
The sample was marked with a target using a fine permanent marker, as shown in figure 5.3-5. A reference face 
on the sample was chosen so that each scan could be precisely aligned. This was to assist the positioning of both 
the impacts and the scan area to be monitored. The target area was then scanned in the undeformed state. This 
differs to the SIS method as the undeformed surface is assumed to be essentially flat before impact and is not 
quantified by a scan of the undeformed area. The rig was next configured for 90 impact at the drop height 
required for 3ms
-1
 impact velocities as described in section 5.3.4.1. As impacts were at 90 it was less important 
that the plate was precisely aligned to the graduated scale of the rig and more important that the plate was 
positioned so that the impact would occur within the 10mm by 10mm area being monitored. Next the laser gate 
ring was raised so that the sample vice could be opened. The laser targeter was inserted into the laser gate ring 
and activated to position the impact. The sample was then inserted into the sample vice, positioned using the 
laser target so that the impact would occur on the designated target area and then secured. The laser targeter was 
then removed. For this set of experiments, for a single grain size, it was necessary to calibrate the oscilloscope 
only once as the same impact would occur again and again. The oscilloscope was calibrated using the ping-pong 
ball and barrel as described previously. The water piping and nozzle system were used to place a small pool of 
water over the impact site. The quartz sphere barrel was inserted into the barrel housing and the light gates 
activated. The oscilloscope was turned on and set to trigger. Before impacting the plate the sphere was 
inspected, cleaned and if necessary replaced. Then the sphere was dropped from the barrel to impact the surface 
through the water pool. It was caught (by hand) upon rebounding from the plate, as clearly it would impact 
again if left to descend. The oscilloscope trace was saved and the laser gate ring raised so that the sample could 
be retrieved. The target area was scanned again, recapturing the same area scanned on the undeformed plate. 
The first 25 impacts were produced in this way, scanning after every impact. From 25-75 impacts the plate was 
scanned after 10 impacts and the final stage, until erosion was produced, was scanned after 16 impacts due to 
time limitations. The impacted surface was monitored for erosion by drying the surface between impacts with 
tissue. This was placed next to the impact site and pooled water on the surface was drawn away from the impact 
site by the absorbing tissue. Erosion was detected by a change in the surface reflectivity. 
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5.3.4.3 Scanning method 
The scanner is located at a separate facility to the lab. The scanner was turned on and allowed to stabilise on its 
airbed for half an hour. Bolts were inserted into the scanner specimen stage which were used to align the 
coordinate systems of the rig and the scanner (figure 5.3-5). All impact sites were scanned in VSI mode 
(Michelson type) with 2.5x objective and 0.5x field of view producing an effective magnification of 1.25x. A 
single scan at this setting covers 4.946 x 3.763mm. Variable areas were covered using the stitching facility. The 
sample was cleaned prior to scanning with a compressed air duster or “professional” tissue to remove foreign 
material such as fibres and dust. An undeformed area of the sample, distant from impact sites, was used to level 
the specimen so that at most three fringes were in view. This levelling procedure reduced the length of the scan 
in the z axis and therefore the number of frames, taken and thus scanning time. The impact site was then 
inspected and the highest and lowest points, thus the relief or roughness was determined by moving the focus 
through the sample. This range measurement allowed the length of the scan to be set as it is the distance the 
interferometer must move perpendicular to the plate. The maximum relief of all samples was in the range 30-
80µm. A rectangular scan area containing the impact site was then programmed and at each corner the scan 
depth was checked to include the surface at that point, and was increased where necessary. The impact site was 
then scanned in stitching mode to produce a DEM of the entire site. All sites on a single sample were scanned in 
one session and generally in one day forty sites could be scanned. Impact sites were inspected for evidence of 
how deformation was accommodated (mechanisms) and higher resolution scans of these features were acquired. 
 
5.3.4.4 Uncertainties 
Because of slight imperfections in the machining and the level of the floor of the lab along with differences 
between the diameter of the spheres and the barrels the impacts were not always placed exactly where intended. 
This uncertainty increased as the plate to barrel distance increased, limiting the accuracy of the targeting system 
and its use to 5ms
-1
 equivalent distances. Therefore it was often necessary to position impacts out of the 
standard array to take into account this wander.  
Occasionally impact sites were too near to the sides of the plate, the product of rebound from a part of 
the apparatus, or superposed on another impact. In these cases, and in order to produce 10 impacts at the given 
angle and velocity, additional impacts were produced on the plate. The anomalous impact sites were eliminated 
from the analysis.  
The spacing of 15mm between the impacts was determined from trial impact deformation experiments. 
In these experiments deformation approached zero at <7mm from the impact. The spacing was set to double this 
distance.  
A further problem was related to the deformation of the spheres and their re-use. Under many impact 
conditions it was found that the quartz spheres evolved Hertzian cone fractures. From studying the scans it can 
be seen that curved features in and around some impact sites were produced by edges of these cone fractures 
indenting the surface. This is not a significant problem as is it rare and produces little topographic effect. 
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5.4 Data analysis 
5.4.1 Single impact study 
5.4.1.1 Tilt removal  
Tilt was removed from the DEM using a terms mask in Vision32 which blocks areas in the DEM from being 
included in a calculation of a best fit plane through the dataset. This plane is then used to rotate the dataset to 
level it and define the zero level in the z-axis (perpendicular to the plate). Tilt is inherent in all datasets and is a 
requirement for accurate scanning. Terms are waviness features such as tilt, curvature and cylinders in the data. 
All impact sites have a generally circular form and so a circular terms mask was used. The width and 
length of the crater rim were measured from the DEM levelled to the entire dataset using the 2D analysis tool. 
The larger of these measurements was used to calculate the radius of a circular terms mask which was 3.5x this 
value. This mask blocks the data within it from inclusion in the levelling calculation (figure 5.4-1). 
5.4.1.2 Filtering 
As the plates were highly polished an approximately planar initial form was assumed for all impact sites. 
Inspection of many undeformed regions of marble plates shows that the full range of surface elevations exist 
within 200nm of levelled surface (figure 5.4-2). 
  
Figure 5.4-2 Elevation distribution of an example area of undeformed marble plate. Left: DEM of undeformed marble 
plate. Colours represent height as shown by scale on right, which has been configured to show maximum contrast. 
Individual calcite grains and polishing striations can be seen. Right: Histogram of heights (in nanometres) on an 
undeformed surface. Virtually all points lie within 200nm. 
 
In order to isolate the material deformed above and below the range of heights present in an undeformed plate a 
filter of 200nm was applied to the data (figure 5.4-3). This process removes all points within this range leaving 
only data points above or below for further analysis. For very small impact sites where the peak heights are 
within this range filtering can remove all peak data points. This process was carried out manually by exporting 
histograms, such as that shown in figure 5.4-3, from Vision 32 into a spread sheet. The data format is a list of 
height bins, in nanometres, and the number of data points in that bin. The filter is applied by deleting all data 
falling in the range 200nm. An example of the result of this filtering is shown in figure 5.4-4. 
5.4.1.3 Volume calculation 
Data points were gridded in a regular array with a spacing of 6.72µm between points. To estimate the peak and 
pit volumes each data point was taken to have a height equal to the maximum height in the bin. The volume of a  
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square column with base dimensions of 6.72µm x 6.72µm and maximum bin height was calculated. This was 
multiplied by the number of data points within the histogram bin to calculate the volume at that height interval. 
This was carried out for all positive bins to produce peak volume, and all negative bins to produce pit volumes. 
Note that for some large scans the data point spacing was increased two-fold to 13.44µm. 
 
Figure 5.4-4 Filtering example. Left:  DEM before filtering, plan view of impact site with height shown by colour spectrum. 
Right:  Result of filtering. The area around the impact and a small area between the peak area (reds) and pit area (blues) 
have been removed (black ring).  
 
5.4.1.4 Width, length, depth and height measurement 
The 2D analysis tool in Vision 32 was used to measure linear dimensions. The DEM was levelled as described 
in section 5.4.1.1 and a maximum contrast colour scheme is applied. This showed the pit as a blue circle, the 
centre of which is used to position the origin of two orthogonal lines of section (figure 5.4-5). Pit depth 
measurements were defined as the depth from the zero level of the lowest point in the profile curve. Both 
horizontal and up-plate direction profiles were measured. Peak heights were defined as the maximum height 
described by a smooth curve at the crater rim. Local spikes in topography around peaks were ignored. The 
width of the crater was defined as the horizontal distance between highest points on crater rim profiles. 
Similarly crater lengths were defined as the up-plate distance equivalent. Vertical dimensions were measured to 
an accuracy of 0.1nm and horizontal distances to 1µm. 
5.4.2 Consecutive impact study 
5.4.2.1 Data preparation 
A common terms mask was created using the undeformed regions of the final dataset as the basis for levelling. 
This was applied to all datasets and resulted in a uniform base level for all DEMs in the experiment set. Small 
gaps in the DEM were filled using a function called data restore which is used to fill small areas of bad pixels 
(small holes) for the interpolation of measurement data. For the final dataset where material was removed from 
the surface this process produces anomalies in the data which will be discussed. The surface was then filtered 
using a median smoothing filter removing local data spikes which would have otherwise given anomalous relief 
data. The software does this by moving a 3x3 “window” across the data, one pixel at a time, calculating a new 
height value for that pixel based on the pixels in the window (note the data set is 1796 x 1541 pixels in size). 
5.4.2.1 Data analysis 
A standard metrological technique called bearing ratio analysis or Abbott-Firestone analysis was used to study 
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the change in hypsometry with impact number in this study. This is a cumulative probability density function 
plot of the surface profile heights, applied to the study of machine parts subject to wear by (sliding) friction.  
The bearing length (tp/%) is the area which contains material in a horizontal slice, parallel to the base level, 
through a rough 3D roughness, relative to the total area of the slice. As this plane is lowered through the profile 
a larger proportion of the area in the horizontal slice will be material (not air etc) and so the bearing ratio will be 
larger. At the deepest part of the profile the area of this horizontal slice containing material will be equal to the 
area of the slice and will produce a bearing ratio of 100%. Surface roughness parameters are defined from the 
bearing ratio curve which correspond to: 1) the material forming the highest peak areas predicted to be removed 
during the initial run-in period of wear (Rpk) 2) material composing the core height (Rk) which will be the 
working portion of the surface that will carry the load after the initial run in period and 3) the volume of valleys 
which hold lubricant during the life of the surface (Rvk) (figure 5.4-6).  
 
Rk is defined by fitting and extrapolating a line parallel to the minimum slope of the bearing ratio curve within a 
40% window. The height at which this line intercepts the 0% bearing ratio defines the upper limit of Rk and the 
depth at which this line intercepts the 100% bearing ratio defines the lower limit. Above Rk the parameter V1 
describes the normalised volume from this level to the highest peak. Rpk and Rvk are determined from Rk. Rpk is 
the height of a triangle of equal area as V1 with base of equal bearing ratio, and is generally less than the 
maximum height. From the lower limit of Rk, V2 describes the normalised volume from this level to the 
maximum depth (black fill). Rvk is the depth of a triangle of equal area as V2 from the lower limit of Rk. 
Additionally the roughness parameter Htp is the total relief of the surface in this study, which is not equal to the 
sum of the R roughness parameters. A final parameter, Rtotal, is defined as Rtotal = Rk+Rvk+Rpk. 
The advantages of this system over the histogram-derived volume estimates used in SIS analysis are 
twofold. Firstly, in this study we are interested in the evolution of a surface, and so quantitative description of a 
surface should include undeformed areas as well as impact sites. Also the area of the study remains constant so 
bearing ratios are directly comparable. Secondly, the bearing ratio analysis is not concerned with the precise 
position of the (zero level), whereas volume estimates from the histogram method are very sensitive to the 
precise position of the base level.   
In this study these parameters are useful indicators of the change in surface attributes with impacts. Rk 
Figure 5.4-6 Bearing area curve. 
Illustrative example of a bearing area 
curve used to predict wear in engineering 
metrology. Rpk, Rk and Rvk correspond to 
the Reduced Peak Height, Core 
Roughness Depth and Reduced Valley 
Depth, respectively. Black filled areas 
(under red triangles) are volumes of 
peaks (V1) and pits (V2), above and 
below the core roughness Rk. 
 
Modified from Lamb & Zecchino (1999). 
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represents the core heights of the profile, the bulk topography of the surface. Whilst Rpk is a measure of the 
heights of the highest peaks above the core topography. These are the parts of the surface which are the least 
supported by confinement due to surrounding material. Rvk indicates the depth below the core roughness 
produced by the penetration of the surface during impacts and is a measure of void space. 
5.4.3 Impact velocity calculations 
The actual impact velocity is greater than the velocity calculated from the measured travel time across the laser 
gates and less than the desired velocity which was used to calculate drop heights. This section describes the 
steps in calculating the impact velocity based on travel time, and based on the actual drop height. Refer to figure 
5.4-7 for the meaning of terms. 
5.4.3.1 Measured travel times 
The time to travel the distance between the laser gates in the apparatus, Δt, just above the impact site can be 
found from the oscilloscope record (figure 5.4-8). The distance between the laser gates is constant, however the 
distance above the impact site from the second laser varies with angle of impact due to limitations in the design 
of the rig. This means that velocity calculated from this transit time is not the instantaneous impact velocity but 
the average velocity over the distance separating the gates, just above the impact site. 
 
5.4.3.2 Impact velocity (vTT) based on Δt and the remaining travel distance (δx1impact) 
From measured distances in the experiment rig we can calculate the average velocity (uav) as the sphere passes 
between the laser gates: 
t
d
uav


    (5.4.1) 
where Δd is the distance between the laser gates and Δt is the travel time to intercept both beams. The sphere is 
still accelerating at this point so this is only an average velocity and not an instantaneous impact velocity. In the 
following calculations, the mean of the uav values for impacts in one set (commonly 10 impacts) are used. 
 
Figure 5.4-8 Potential difference (p.d.) 
– time plot produced by a sphere 
transiting the laser gates. Each trace 
has common features 1-4: 1) beam is 
occluded by sphere leading to a drop in 
p.d., 2) p.d. at ambient lab light 
conditions (above 0V), 3) occlusion 
removed, initiation of p.d. rise due to 
illumination of sensor, 4) stable p.d. 
under laser light illumination. Between 2 
and 3 p.d. rise may be due to light 
transmitted through the sphere. Note 
response to occlusion (1-2) is much 
slower than response to illumination (3-
4). Equivalent points on both traces are 
shown by x and o. The difference in time 
between these points (xo=-
16.87ms0.02ms) is Δt the travel time.  
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Calculation of the distance remaining to travel from laser gate B to the plate 
The additional distance left to travel after the second gate to the plate before impact, named δx1impact is: 
241 XXdx bimpact            (5.4.2) 
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and db is the measured distance along the axis of the barrel between the second laser gate and the rock plate.  
Calculation of impact velocity based on travel time and remaining distance to travel 
With this distance, δx1impact, determined an impact velocity estimate can be calculated. Again Torricelli’s 
Equation for motion under uniform acceleration is: 
xguvTT  2
22
          (5.4.6) 
where vTT is the impact velocity based on travel times and the distance remaining to travel. We take the average 
velocity across the laser gates to be our initial velocity uav and we assume negligible air resistance. Therefore the 
final impact velocity is: 
 impactavTT xguv 12
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This slightly underestimates the impact velocity because the initial velocity is the average velocity over a small 
distance prior to impact and not an instantaneous measurement of velocity. 
5.4.3.3 Estimation of impact velocity (vΔximpact) based on measured drop height (Δxmid(measured)) 
The required drop height is never precisely achieved. One reason for this is that the laser distance measurement 
device is accurate to 5mm. Also the actual drop height (Δximpact) for the sphere is a function of the sphere 
radius (r) and the impact angle (θ ). As r and θ increase, Δximpact decreases for the starting fall height. Therefore 
the actual travel distance is calculated based on the measurement of mid-point drop length, Δxmid(measured),  as 
follows:  
32)( xxxx measuredmidimpact           (5.4.9) 
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Again Torricelli’s Equation for time independent motion, under uniform acceleration: 
xguv
impactx
 2
22
         (5.4.12) 
The initial velocity, u, is zero therefore: 
impactx xgv impact  2
2
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This value will give us the maximum velocity upon impact. It is likely a slight over estimation because air 
resistance may slow the sphere slightly over its travel distance. 
5.4.3.4 Actual impact velocity (vactual) 
We therefore have three velocities; the desired target impact velocity (vtar), the calculated impact velocity (vTT)  
based on laser gate travel time (Δt) and distance remaining to the plate, and finally the velocity calculated based 
upon actual distance travelled (vΔximpact): 
xgvtar  2           (5.4.15) 
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The real impact velocity vactual will lie between the vTT and vΔximpact.  
impactxactualTT
vvv   
As a convenient value I take the mean of vTT and vΔximpact to be the plotted value of vactual and take vTT and vΔximpact 
to be our first-order measure of minimum and maximum error respectively. A comparison of selected values is 
shown in table 5.4-1 (assuming g = 9.81ms
-2
). 
 
Table 5.4-1 Comparison of target and derived impact velocities 
vtar/ms
-1
 vΔximpact/ms
-1
 vTT/ms
-1
 θ/ r/m 
2 2.14 1.95 15 0.035 
3 3.05 2.75 15 0.035 
4 4.02 3.85 15 0.035 
4 3.98 3.88 60 0.035 
4 3.96 3.89 90 0.035 
vtar is the desired velocity, vΔximpact is the derived impact velocity based upon the actual drop height, vTT is the derived impact 
velocity based on travel time and distance remaining to travel, θ is the impact angle and r is the quartz sphere radius. 
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5.5 Results 
5.5.1 Single impact study results 
Features of the impact craters will first be presented followed by results from linear and volume measurements 
respectively. Strong correlations were sought between pairs of measured and set variables in order to construct 
an empirical equation for deformation relating as many as possible. Strong correlations are presented within 
linear and volume results sections. Interpretation and discussion of results follows in section 5.6. Data table 1 at 
the end of the thesis shows the number of impacts measured per experiment setting. 
5.5.1.1 Impact site features 
The topography produced at the site of impact is well defined and consistent across all impact conditions (figure 
5.5-1a & b). At the site of impact a central depressed pit region is produced, reflecting the shape of the 
indenting sphere, surrounded by a raised peak rim. In plan view, on a large scale, the rim peak line is circular 
but on a finer scale it is irregular, following grain microstructure. The elevation of the peak region declines in 
an approximately exponential manner with radial distance from the pit merging into the roughness of the 
undeformed plate. The curvature of the pit, seen in cross section, is approximately the arc of the circle defined 
by the indenting sphere (note that most cross sections shown in this chapter have exaggerated height scales). 
Intergranular deformation occurs by fracture channelled along grain boundaries. Discontinuous circular 
and radial cracks are present although their location is strongly controlled by grain boundaries. Deformation 
within individual grains occurs by intragranular fracture, possibly steered by cleavage planes, and slip along 
twin interface planes. Comparisons of undeformed areas of plate (e.g. figures 5.3-2 and 5.4-2) with deformed 
regions highlights the role of slip along twin plane interfaces in the deformation of individual calcite grains, 
which can be clearly seen in the DEMs (figure 5.5-1b), having similar spacing and cross-grain extent to 
twinning planes seen in thin section and SEM images (figure 5.5-2).  
 
Figure 5.5-2 SEM micrographs of part of an impact site (30mm sphere, 3ms-1, 90 impact angle). (a) Marble surface 
view of intersection of three grains, (b) interpretation. Intergranular grain boundary fractures (red) can be seen truncating 
continuous twin boundaries (blue) and discontinuous cleavage plane bound pits (yellow). Cleavage intersects with the cut 
and polished surface to produce triangular wear fragments leaving triangular sockets. 
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There is no significant loss of material from a single impact which can be detected by the optical interferometry 
method employed in this study. However SEM inspection highlights the role of intersecting cleavage and free 
surface planes, and edge chipping at grain boundaries in producing micro wear particles, though the latter 
features also exist in undeformed regions. Impact craters are lighter in colour than adjacent rock. 
5.5.1.2 Linear measurement results 
For the entire dataset Crater rim length (Lc) is related to crater rim width (Wc) by the relationship:  
cc WL       (5.5.1) 
where  is a constant value of 0.98911 (no units), (figure 5.5-3). The crater rim length is defined as the diameter 
of the crater rim up the plate and the crater rim width is the horizontal diameter across the plate. 
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For the entire dataset crater pit depth (dc) is related to crater peak height (hc) by the relation: 
cc dh       (5.5.2) 
where  has a constant of value 0.3974 (no units) (figure 5.5-4). This relationship is also seen in data subsets. 
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Figure 5.5-3 Crater rim length (Lc) 
versus crater rim width (Wc). 
Plot contains all impact angles and 
velocities. Each point is accurately 
measured to within 1m therefore 
error bars have been omitted. Fit 
has been fixed through zero. A linear 
regression fit is shown as a dashed 
line and equation. 
Figure 5.5-4 Crater pit depth (dc) 
versus crater peak height (hc). 
Plot contains every impact measured. 
Each point is accurately measured to 
within 1nm therefore error bars have 
been omitted. A linear regression fit is 
shown as a dashed line and equation. 
Fit has been fixed through zero. 
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A good correlation was found between Crater rim diameter (c) (the mean of the sum of Lc and Wc), crater pit 
depth (dc) and sphere diameter (s) linking horizontal and vertical measurements by the function: 
  cscd
1
1      (5.5.3) 
where 1, and 1 are constants with values of 0.04954 and -2.30241 respectively, and  has values in the range 
(2.8834-3.0074) (figure 5.5-5). The units of 1 depend on the magnitudes of 1 and . 
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A strong correlation was found between crater rim diameter (c) and impact velocity component normal to the 
substrate (vn) (note vn=vavsin, where vav is the average impact velocity) which links linear measures of the 
crater to impact velocity (figure 5.5-6). 
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This group of power laws can be described by the common equation: 
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Figure 5.5-5 Crater rim 
diameter (c) versus crater 
pit depth (dc) with 
increasing sphere diameter 
(s). Sphere diameters are 
shown by coloured dots as 
indicated by the legend. Plot 
contains all impact angles 
and impact velocities. Bars 
are standard errors for the 
samples. Power law 
regressions describe the data 
well.  
 
Figure 5.5-6 Crater rim 
diameter (c) versus 
average impact velocity 
normal to the substrate 
(vn). Three grain sizes 
are shown as described 
in the legend. Plotted 
points are the mean 
values of a sample and 
bars are standard errors 
of that sample. Power 
law regressions are 
shown by dashed lines. 
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where 2 and 2 are constants with values 3.5395x10
8
 and 119.0911m
-1
 respectively, θ is the impact angle and 
3 has a value in the range 2.52385 - 2.5433 for grains sizes below s = 0.035m and 2.0866 for grain sizes 
greater than this. The units of 2 depend on the magnitude of 3. This can be related to kinetic energy normal to 
the bed (Ekin) by: 
 22 32
2
1   cskin
semE
    (5.5.5) 
where ms is the sphere mass in kilograms. 
The relationship of Crater rim diameter (c) to impact angle () and average impact velocity (vav) are 
plotted in figure 5.5-7. Crater peak diameter increases with average impact velocity (vav), impact angle () and 
sphere diameter (s). For 0.035m and 0.065m sphere diameters the maximum crater rim diameter was produced 
at 75 impact angle and maximum  vav whereas for the smaller sphere diameters maximum crater rim diameter 
is produced at 90. No common equation could be determined from these plots to relate the three variables. 
However by rearranging equation 5.5.4 to plot c against  gives: 
3
2
2
sin




se
vav
c 
     (5.5.6) 
which describes the shape of the data well, but required adjusted 3 values for a good fit.  
Crater pit depth (dc) and crater peak height (hc) both increase with average impact velocity (vav), impact 
angle () and sphere diameter (s) in the same way (figure 5.5-8 and 5.5-9). For sphere diameters (s) greater 
than or equal to 0.03m a 75 impact angle at maximum vav  produces the maximum pit depth and peak height, 
with these values decreasing above and below 75. For 0.02m diameter spheres the maximum values of hc and 
dc are at 90 and maximum impact velocity. No common equation could be determined from these plots. 
However by combining equations 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 a composite equation can be can be written to relate the 
variables (variables previously defined): 

 
 





 

2
11
1 cc
scs
c
c
WLh
d   (5.5.7) 
Equations 5.5.6 and 5.5.7 relate all linear measures to each other and average impact velocity and angle. 
 
5.5.1.3 Volume measurement results 
Volumes of peaks are always greater than pits indicating a dilation of the extruded material. The ratio of peak 
volume to pit volume, or the dilation factor, is constant for a given sphere diameter (s) and this ratio is 
invariant of impact angle and velocity (figure 5.5-10).  The dilation factor decreases with increasing sphere 
diameter (s) as shown in figure 5.5-11. 
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The total deformation (VolT) is defined as the sum of the volumes of the peak and pit regions. For any grain size 
and impact angle combination, total deformation increases with increasing average impact velocity reaching a 
maximum value at the maximum test velocity (figure 5.5-12). The shape of the total deformation – average 
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Figure 5.5-11 Peak versus 
pit volumes for all grain 
diameters and flat 
surfaces.  Data from figure 
5.5-10 replotted on the 
same chart. The ratio of 
peak to pit volumes (the 
dilation factor, gradient of 
linear fit) decreases with 
increasing sphere diameter, 
approaching the ratio for 
flat undeformed surfaces. 
The red line indicates the 
peak to pit relationship for 
undeformed plate 
extrapolated to within the 
range of the sphere sizes. 
 
Figure 5.5-10 Peak volumes versus pit volumes. All 
impact velocity – impact angle combinations are plotted on 
the same chart for each grain size. Peak volumes are always 
greater then pit volumes indicating dilation of extruded peak 
material. Smaller diameter spheres produce a greater 
dilation. The number of data points in each plot is indicated 
by the n value. Linear regression fit lines are shown along 
with the equation describing them. Values close to zero peak 
volume are truncated due to the resolution of the volumetric 
measurement technique. Error bars are not shown as they 
are smaller than the data points. 
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impact velocity dependence curve does not change with changing impact angle or sphere diameter but does 
increase at a greater rate for greater impact angles, reaching a maximum at 75. This general impact velocity 
behaviour approximates power law behaviour as demonstrated by the power law regressions (figure 5.5-12 and 
table 5.5-1). However with so few impact velocities per impact angle these regressions can only be interpreted 
as possible general behaviour. 
Figure 5.5-12 Total deformation (VolT) versus average impact velocity (vav) with varying impact angle (). Data for 
each sphere size are plotted as a separate chart and subdivided by impact angle. In general total deformation increases 
with increasing impact velocity and increasing impact angle. Error bars show standard errors for total deformation (the mean 
being plotted) and maximum and minimum estimates of velocity. 
 
Table 5.5-1 Total deformation (VolT) versus average impact velocity (vav) power law regression exponents (no units) 
s / 
mm  /  Exponent   
s / 
mm  /  Exponent   
s / 
mm  /  Exponent   
s / 
mm  /  Exponent 
20 90 2.5875   30 90 3.2030   35 90 2.4684   65 90 -- 
20 75 2.3906   30 75 2.4713   35 75 2.2135   65 75 2.4725 
20 60 2.5695   30 60 2.7493   35 60 1.7820   65 60 3.1101 
20 45 2.5324   30 45 3.0335   35 45 2.2870   65 45 2.7914 
20 30 3.3346   30 30 2.5294   35 30 2.9204   65 30 3.4452 
20 15 1.9794   30 15 2.4625   35 15 2.8708   65 15 3.4645 
s = sphere diameter,  = impact angle. 
 
The impact angle dependence of the total deformation is shown in figure 5.5-13. For most sphere diameters and 
average impact velocities, total deformation increases with impact angle to a maximum value at 75 after which 
it decreases to 90. With increasing average impact velocity or sphere size there is little, if any, change in the 
shape of the total deformation – average impact velocity dependence curve. 
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Figure 5.5-13 Impact angle ( ) versus total deformation (VolT) for four sphere diameters (s) with varying desired 
impact velocity. To indicate the data behaviour, data points are joined by a line. Error bars show standard errors. Target 
impact velocity is indicated in the legend, sphere diameters are indicated in the title of each chart. 
 
Total deformation increases with increasing sphere diameter (figure 5.5-14). Power law regressions can be fitted 
to the data but in many cases a there is a stronger linear relationship between these variables (table 5.5-2). 
Increasing impact velocity does not change the shape of these curves but does increase the magnitude of the 
values within them. 
 
Table 5.5-2 Total deformation (VolT) versus sphere diameter (s) power law regression exponents (no units) 
  Desired Impact  velocity  / ms
-1
   
Impact angle (  2 3 4 5 
15 1.2588 1.8179 2.1934 4.3079 
30 1.8694 2.4342 1.9361 2.9251 
45 2.8920 2.0119 3.3445 2.4252 
60 2.5774 2.6883 2.9478 3.3475 
75 3.0972 3.3033 2.9327 3.4371 
90 2.3108 2.2336 2.4797 2.7786 
 
Total deformation scales with the substrate-normal component of the impact velocity (vn) (figure 5.5-15) by 
power law functions. The substrate normal component of the impact velocity (vn = vavsin) compacts impact 
angle and impact velocity into one parameter. The prefactors of these power law regressions can themselves be 
described by a power law function of sphere diameter (s) (inset plot in figure 5.5-15). 
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Figure 5.5-14 (above) Sphere diameter (s) versus total deformation (VolT) with increasing desired impact velocity. 
Plots are subdivided by impact angle, and desired impact velocity. Power law regressions are shown but in many cases 
linear regression fits produce better results (not shown). Error bars are standard errors, mean values are plotted. 
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Figure 5.5-15 Average impact 
velocity normal to the 
substrate (vn) versus total 
deformation (VolT) with 
increasing grain size (s). 
The data plotted in this figure 
compacts impact angle and 
impact velocity, plotted against 
the total deformation. 
Horizontal error bars are the 
substrate normal maximum and 
minimum velocity components 
for each data set. Vertical error 
bars are standard errors. The 
inset graph is a plot of the 
prefactor of the power law 
regressions in the main plot 
against sphere diameter 
showing the power law 
regression fit to those data. 
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The following composite equation can be written to describe the total deformation (VolT) dependence on sphere 
diameter (s) and substrate normal velocity component (vn): 
54
1
 nsT vkVol     (5.5.8) 
where k1 is a constant with value 2x10
-9
, 4 is a constant with the value 2.1628, 5 is an exponent with a value in 
the range 2.6495 to 3.4324. The units of k1 depend on the magnitudes of 4 and 5. 4 is similar to the values 
found for the relationship between VolT and s in figure 5.5-14 and table 5.5-2  
 Finally we can compact the data further by calculating the kinetic energy normal to the bed (Ekin) from 
the measured sphere masses and vn (figure 5.5-16). This is the maximum available kinetic energy upon impact 
but it is not all transferred to the substrate. Total deformation increases with increasing kinetic energy normal to 
the substrate. Again, power law regressions fit the data well. Figure 5.5-16 contains all data except 65mm 
sphere diameter data (which is less well constrained and more noisy) in plots for each sphere diameter for 
comparison. It can be seen that in all cases a similar power law results. The power law fit for all this data can be 
described by the equation: 
6
2

kinT EkVol      (5.5.9) 
where k2 is a constant of value 2x10
-10
 and 6 is a constant of value 1.2871. The units of k2 depend on the 
magnitude of 6. 
Table 5.5-3 summarises the empirically derived regression parameter values. 3, 5 and  all vary with s 
but these relationships cannot be accurately determined with the current dataset. 
 
Table 5.5-3 Summary of empirical data regression fit values 
 
Parameter Value 
1   0.050 * (2s.f.) 
2  3.5x108  * (2s.f.) 
1  -2.30 (3s.f.) (dimensionless) 
2  119m-1  (3s.f.) 
3  2.52 – 2.54 and 2.09 (3s.f.) (dimensionless) 
4 2.16 (3s.f.) (dimensionless) 
5 2.65-3.43 (3s.f.) (dimensionless) 
6 1.29 (2s.f.) (dimensionless) 
k1 2x10-9  * 
k2 2x10-10  * 
  2.88-3.01 (3s.f.) (dimensionless) 
  0.40 (2s.f.) (dimensionless) 
  0.99 (2s.f.) (dimensionless) 
* units depend on magnitudes of other variables, “s.f.” denotes number of significant figures stated. 
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Figure 5.5-16 Total deformation (VolT) versus kinetic energy normal to the substrate (Ekin). Separate charts are shown 
which contain all of the data, all of the data except that for 65mm diameter sphere (which is less well constrained and more 
noisy), and for each grain size for comparison. Vertical error bars are standard errors, horizontal error bars are the 
maximum and minimum values of Ekin calculated from vΔximpact  and vTT respectively. Power law regressions are shown for 
each plot along with equations of fit. 
 
5.5.2 Consecutive impact study results 
In both experiments erosion occurred by catastrophic failure of the deformed area producing a wear platelet 
several millimetres in diameter. This event was preceded by a period of surface preparation, or incubation, 
during which time very little material was lost from the surface. The surface dilated with each subsequent 
impact, with an increase in all roughness parameters. In the later stages of deformation the rate of peak creation 
(Rpk) increased, followed shortly afterwards by a reduction in the volume of pit regions (Rvk). Immediately 
preceding catastrophic failure single calcite grains, or portions of grains, were dislodged from the impact 
surface.  
Bearing ratio analysis results and measurements of the impact crater diameters in the steps preceding 
erosion are presented in this section, followed by descriptions of the surface resulting from erosion. 
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5.5.2.1 Incubation results 
As the number of impacts increased the surface roughness parameters recorded increases in the depth of valleys 
(Rvk), the height of peaks (Rpk) and the height of core roughness (Rk) (figures 5.5-17 and 5.5-18). The rate of 
change of these parameters was not constant. Rpk, increased steadily to position A after which it shifted to a 
higher rate of change which was more constant. This occurred at the 45
th
 and 25
th
 impact for the 30mm and 
35mm spheres, respectively. The rate of change of core roughness (Rk) with impact number gradually decreased 
possibly approaching an asymptote. Rvk increased to position B (later than position A) where it locally declined. 
This occurred at the 65
th
 and 35
th
 impact for 30mm and 35mm spheres, respectively. Htp significantly deviated 
from the total roughness (Rtotal) with increasing impact number indicating that small percentage, high and low 
relief features were appearing. At impact 91 and 65, for 30mm and 35mm spheres respectively, a wear particle 
was produced from the surface resulting in a dramatic spike in the total relief (Htp). 
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The diameter of the impact craters produced was measured using the method described in section 5.4.1.1 (figure 
5.5-19). There was no correlation of impact crater rim diameter (c) and impact number. Instead the crater rim 
Figure 5.5-18. Variation in roughness 
parameters with impact number. 
CIS2A (35mm sphere, 3ms-1, 90) Rtotal 
& Tkp use the left scale, all other 
parameters use the right scale.  
 
Figure 5.5-17. Variation in roughness 
parameters with impact number: 
CIS1A (30mm sphere, 3ms-1, 90). Rtotal 
& Tkp use the left scale, all other 
parameters use the right scale.  
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diameter (c) was approximately constant within the range of values measured for single impacts. Expected 
values for CIS1A and CIS2A are 3.013mm (SE = 0.034mm) and 2.746mm (SE = 0.025mm), respectively. With 
increasing impact number the surface topography became increasingly more complex producing complicated 
impact crater morphologies. This resulted in narrowing of the zone identifiable as an impact crater and reducing 
the measured width and length.  
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5.5.2.2 Erosion 
In addition to optical interferometry, reflected light microscopy was used to inspect the deforming surface. In 
late stages of deformation, prior to catastrophic failure of the deformed region, individual calcite grains or parts 
of grains were seen to be removed from the heavily twinned, deformed surface (figure 5.5-20) 
 
Erosion occurred by the removal of an area of material larger than the size of an individual impact composed of 
material from both the peak and adjacent pit regions in the deformed site (figure 5.5-21). This produced 
roughness which prevented detection by optical interferometry at 2.5x magnification used for all impact sites. 
Figure 5.5-20. Reflected light 
micrograph of a crater pit. CIS2A, 55th 
impact. Individual calcite grains can be 
identified by their twinning sets. In the 
centre of the micrograph several black 
regions can be seen truncating twinning 
sets. These are locations of grain 
breakage and removal prior to 
catastrophic failure of the deformed 
region. 
 
Figure 5.5-19 Crater rim 
diameter (c) vs. impact 
number.  Crater rim diameter is 
invariable with impact number. 
Measurements are consistent with 
crater rim diameters measured 
from SIS. 
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Figure 5.5-21 Exaggerated relief, 3D models of surfaces before and after erosion. These images demonstrate that 
material is lost from the core of the deformed zone. Black regions within the model represent regions where roughness is 
too great to resolve at the magnification used. Model base is 12mm by 12 mm. Upper row CIS1A: left 75th impact (41m 
relief,) and right 91st impact (111m relief). A prominent peak is surrounded by depressed pits. Lower row CIS2A: left 55th 
impact (34m relief) and right after 65th impact (73m relief,). Wear fragments have been detached from the central peak 
and pit regions.  
 
Reflected light and scanning electron microscopy demonstrated that whole grains were removed leaving an 
angular depression of limited depth (figures 5.5-22 and 5.5-23). The sides of this depression are sharp, steep and 
rough on the scale of the calcite grain. Both intergranular fracture, along grain boundaries, and intragranular 
fracture, defined by cleavage intersections, exist. Many small pits at the edges of grains or intersecting cleavage 
characterise the material in between eroded zones. 
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Figure 5.5-22 CIS1A Erosion site (30mm sphere, 3ms-1, 91st impact, marble plate). Left: SEM image, 3.8mm horizontal 
distance. Relic polished surfaces are dark grey; grain boundaries, cleavage and twinning interfaces are light grey. The 
eroded zone is split into two parts, a larger, deeper zone to the left and a linear region to the right. Right: Reflected light 
micrograph of impact site, 4mm horizontal scale. This imaging method gives an impression of depth. Lighter regions are 
relic polished surface, darker areas are depressed or sloping regions and black areas are deep pits. Individual grains in the 
vicinity of the impact site can be clearly made out.  
 
Figure 5.5-23 CIS2A Erosion site (35mm sphere, 3ms-1, 65th impact, marble plate). Left: SEM image, 3.1mm horizontal. 
Relic polished surfaces are dark grey; grain boundaries, cleavage and twinning interfaces are light grey. The erosion zone is 
split into three regions, two visible in the SEM. Both are pits, rough on the grain scale with steep edges defined by grain 
scale roughness. Right: Reflected light micrograph, ~5mm horizontal scale. All three erosion zones are visible. Dislodged 
but not removed grains are bright areas. Smaller satellite pits are sites of grain, or grain portion, removal. 
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5.6 Interpretation and discussion 
5.6.1 Single impacts 
Circular craters: Impact sites are circular in shape. The crater rim length (Lc) and crater rim width (Wc) are 
equal, within error (figure 5.5-3), and are clearly related to the spherical shape of the indenter. The crater rim 
diameter (c) and crater pit depth (dc) are strongly linked by equation 5.5.3. As crater rim height (hc) is strongly 
related to crater pit depth (dc) and crater rim diameter (c) (where c is the mean of crater rim length (Lc) and 
crater rim width (Wc)) then all these variables are strongly related to the shape of the spherical indenter. Crater 
diameter (c) increases with increasing impact angle, impact velocity and sphere diameter (s) (figures 5.5-6 and 
5.5-7) due to a greater delivery of impact energy to the substrate reaching a maximum at 75 impact angle and 
maximum velocities (35mm & 65mm spheres). See later for discussion of the 75 local maxima phenomenon. 
The persistence of a circular shape to the crater rim in all instances indicates that the shape of crater is 
controlled only by a loading and unloading process directed normal to the substrate. The asymmetry of impact 
sites in metal targets impacted by spheres at oblique impact angles (e.g. figure 5.2-16) has not been observed 
here. Surface parallel shearing or scratching effects therefore contribute very little to the crater shape.  
Surface roughness generation and geomorphological erosion: Impact of spheres displaces material from 
crater pits creating extruded crater rim zones, raised above the surrounding material. In this way the surface is 
prepared for erosion by damaging and weakening material at depth and moving material to raised positions 
where it can be more easily removed by subsequent impacts (e.g. Hutchings 1977), though this did not occur in 
the consecutive impact study. A feature of the whole dataset is that the crater rim height (hc) is equal to 
approximately two fifths of the pit depth (dc) for any grain size, impact velocity or impact angle (figure 5.5-4). 
However the volume of the raised crater rim decreases with increasing sphere diameter, relative to the volume 
of the crater pit (figure 5.5-11). As crater rim height (hc) and pit depth (dc) are linearly related to each other the 
volume dilation must be in the flanks of the crater peak. Therefore as sphere diameter increases there must be a 
decrease in the radius of the zone of deformation outside the crater or a decrease in the average height of the 
flanks of the crater rim. Indenters with smaller radii of curvature (smaller s) produce greater dilation factors 
perhaps because greater contact pressures and shearing forces can be generated with these sharper indenters. 
This is most likely linked to a size effect controlled by the relative dimensions of the microstructure and 
indenter radius. This particle size-sensitive phenomenon is at least one case of a particle size effect in the 
indentation of marble and may indicate that other size effects known to occur in tribological erosion of metals 
and ceramics may also be found for marble. For example reducing grain size of the erodent may lead to a 
brittle-ductile transition in terms of erosion rate versus impact angle behaviour (see figures 5.2-10 and 5.2-12) 
The calculated linear fits for the peak vs. pit volume plots (figure 5.5-11) have shallower gradients than 
their true values due to the filtering algorithm removing a larger proportion of the peak volume than the pit 
volume for very small peaks. As peak heights are ~40% as tall as the pits are deep, peak heights are always 
closer to the filter height threshold and therefore a larger proportion of the peak is always removed than the pit, 
though this is generally very small in most cases. This causes data points to cluster against the abscissa (low 
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peak volume values) but have large positive pit values. The effect on the linear regression analysis is to 
decrease the gradient of the fit.  
Mechanism of deformation: The appearance the impact craters, with raised rim peaks and intruded crater pits, 
is very similar to the morphology produced by a quasi-plastic deformation response of heterogeneous ceramics 
to indentation (figure 5.2-5). These quasi-plastic morphologies are consistent with finding by Momber (2004) 
from indentation of limestone. To aid comparison of these features an impact crater from this study has been 
displayed in metallic shading in figure 5.6-1. Therefore crater rims are interpreted to be the product of a 
shearing extruding mechanism (e.g. figure 5.2-2) facilitated by intra-grain slip along twin interface planes and 
grain boundary fracture, after Guiberteau’s (1994) model. In this mechanism the change in shape of the grains 
by slip opens inter-granular fractures (along grain boundaries), creating void space and causing the volume 
dilation effect (figure 5.5-11). Further evidence to support this mechanism are: 1) the presence visible twin 
interface planes in micrographs (figure 5.5-20), which are very similar to Gee et al. (2005) slip planes (figure 
5.2-19) and, 2) stepped topography in the surface of a previously planar surface as seen in the DEMs (figure 
5.5-1b).  
  
Figure 5.6-1 Inteferogram fringes and metallic depictions of an impact crater. Left: Inteferogram of an impact site. 
Each black fringe is separated by 1m in the vertical producing a contour map. Right: Metallic representation of the same 
impact site for comparison with figure 5.2-5.  
 
Microstructure controls the fine detail of the surface expression of deformation and is a probable explanation for 
much of the scatter in the data. The surface is characterised by rotated and sheared calcite grains, appearing like 
crazy paving (figure 5.5.1b). Microstructure in the marble used here is assumed to be relatively constant but 
distributions of calcite grain sizes could subtly change from specimen to specimen. 
This quasi-plastic style of deformation exhibited by marble is much different from the purely elastic manner 
expected for most lithologies under impact and as seen in the quartz spheres in this study. Greeley et al. (1982) 
explained the stepwise erosion of many lithologies by elastic deformation (Hertzian cone fracture), which does 
not produce the deformation morphology found here. The existence of quasi-plastic deformation behaviour by 
any lithology, in my knowledge, has never been observed or predicted. It is a relatively recent discovery in 
ceramics in contrast to the discovery of cone cracks by Hertz over a century ago which may explain the lack of 
literature concerning it. The deformation of marble by quasi-plastic deformation is a significant result and we 
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must ask the question do other lithologies behave in this way and is there a geomorphological significance to 
this behaviour?  
Depth of deformation in the marble plate: There is no information available from this study relating to the 
deformation below the impact site or the stress existing on loading and unloading. However we can make a 
reasonable guess by analogy to observations from Guiberteau et al. (1994) for heterogeneous ceramics. In 
marble, like coarse grained alumina, Hertzian cone cracks are inhibited by the coarse microstructure. Instead 
diffuse subsurface damage zones probably exist to a depth approximately equal to the indentation radius.  
Maximum volumetric deformation of plates at 75 impact angles: The simple impact angle – impact velocity 
argument postulated in section 4.5.10 predicts that the velocity component normal to the substrate, and therefore 
the kinetic energy normal to the substrate, should control the magnitude of deformation due to loading and 
unloading at any impact angle (above a threshold). The velocity normal to the substrate varies with the sine of 
the impact angle and so the maximum velocity component normal to the substrate occurs at a 90 impact. The 
impact angle dependence of the total deformation (figure 5.5-13), crater pit depth (figure 5.5-8), crater peak 
height (figure 5.5-9) and crater peak diameter (figure 5.5-7) all show peak values at 75 impact angles for many  
sphere diameters. However using equations 5.5.3 and 5.5.6 to plot crater pit depth against impact angle 
produces a smooth curve through the data points except for 60 and 75 impacts which sit above the line in 
many cases (figure 5.6-2). It may therefore be that these angles produce more deformation than expected from 
this relationship, instead of 90 impacts producing less. It is not know whether the 75 phenomenon is due to an 
enhancement of deformation at 75 or a reduction of deformation at 90 impact angles. 
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There are several explanations to account for the enhanced deformation at 75. Perhaps there is some 
microstructural feature, such as an elongation of calcite grains, at a particular orientation which optimises the 
efficiency of the stress field under the indenter at this impact angle. Alternatively perhaps a small component of 
shear, found at this 75 impact angle, optimises the stress field to produce maximum effect.  
Another line of explanation predicting less deformation at 90 impact angles suggest that this is an 
artefact due to the experimental apparatus. The most likely cause due to the apparatus design is the difference in 
configuration between inclined and normal impacts. Inclined impacts are produced by insertion of aluminium 
wedges into the stage assembly. For 90 impacts these are not used and instead the stage is held down by it’s 
weight to the floor. A larger amount of vibration of the apparatus could be produced in this configuration which 
Figure 5.6-2 Comparison of empirical model to a 
subset of the data.  Crater pit depth (dc) is plotted 
against impact angle ( ). Measured data are plotted as 
points, these are mean values with SE error bars. Model 
predictions are drawn as lines. It can be seen that for 4 
and 5ms-1 desired impact velocity, the model under 
predicts at 75, and 65 and 75 impact angles 
respectively. 
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would dissipate energy otherwise intended for impact deformation. This will cause the 75 phenomenon by 
reducing the magnitude of deformation by 90 impacts, not by increasing the magnitude of deformation by 75 
impacts.  
It is worth noting that in many tribological erosion studies of ceramic materials (e.g. see figure 5.2-12) 
maximum erosion rates are found at high but non-normal impact angles. In these cases the trend is explained by 
combining curves for cutting and ploughing, which are most effective at low incidence, and deformation wear 
which is most effective at high incidence. The circular shape of impact craters at all impact angles indicates that 
this is not the case in the indentation of marble. 
Impact velocity: Crater rim diameter (c) scales with impact velocity normal to the substrate (vn) and sphere 
diameter (s) (figure 5.5-6) according to equation 5.5.4. This is a complex function that predicts that increasing 
the impact velocity normal to the bed and/or increasing sphere diameter leads to greater crater diameters 
entirely consistent with observations. Likewise the total deformation (VolT) scales with the same variables 
according to power laws described by equation 5.5.8. This will be discussed in the synthesis in relation to Sklar 
& Dietrich (2004). 
Threshold conditions for deformation: A threshold impact kinetic energy is predicted to exist below which no 
permanent deformation would result from an impact and the material would deform elastically below the yield 
point. Permanent deformation was produced by all impact conditions explored and so this limit must be below 
the tested range. This limit would not necessarily be a fixed kinetic energy value as varying sphere size would 
change impulse as well as indenter radius characteristics. The power law regressions used to fit much of the 
data in this study are fit through the origin and so can give no clue as to the value of this threshold. 
Deformation of the spheres: The quartz spheres deform elastically producing cone cracks on their surface 
layer, in a similar fashion to glass spheres as found by Gorham & Salman (2005). This is an indication that 
hardness and microstructure are both clearly important in the impact wear process. The quartz sphere is able to 
indent the marble owing to its greater hardness, but in the process it is itself fractured by the marble. The marble 
responds by quasi-plastic deformation, inhibiting cone cracking due to its coarse microstructure, whilst the 
quartz sphere (essentially a single crystal) deforms to the same event by an elastic response. This increases the 
roughness of the sphere and, given sufficient numbers of impacts, may change the mechanism of tribological 
erosion of a substrate. 
5.6.2 Multiple impacts and tribological erosion 
Erosion produced by single impact: Very little, if any, erosion was produced by single impacts. In figure 5.5-2 
grain boundary cracks, slip along twin interface planes and cleavage-defined pits can be seen. It is possible that 
a single impact could break small parts of a grain away adjacent to grain boundaries or break away small 
cleavage plane - free surface bound fragments, but this is not the main mechanism producing erosion. This is 
very similar to findings of Guiberteau et al. (1993) (figure 5.2-5).  
Incubation and catastrophic failure: The bearing ratio analysis is interpreted as follows: Multiple 
impacts in the same small area continuously modify the surface layer. Grain boundary cracks are created with 
each impact leading to a decline in the cohesivity of the deformed surface layer, which is up to a crater diameter 
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in depth. The peak regions created in the first impact are enlarged and displaced around the surface in 
subsequent impacts. At no stage are any peak regions sheared off as would be expected to occur due to their 
elevated and exposed position. Gradually the density and connectivity of grain boundary cracks increases until a 
critical limit is reached where a layer can be displaced from the surface creating a wear particle. It is likely that 
individual calcite grains will also reach a limit where they can no longer deform by slip and start to deform by 
intragranular fracture, as evidenced by figure 5.5-20. This crack connectivity critical limit could correspond to 
the change in gradient of the peak height roughness curve (Rpk) at A in figures 5.5-17 and 5.5-18. This is 
followed by a decrease in the valley depth (Rvk) at position B as the deformed zone is gradually freed from the 
underlying material. When the wear particle is displaced from the surface at catastrophic failure a dramatic 
increase in surface relief is created as a large pit is produced with raised lip regions. At the same time as the 
changes in Rpk and Rvk, the total roughness (maximum relief) begins to become larger than the total roughness 
parameter Rtotal. This is an indication that the surface is creating small amounts of very high peaks by continued 
deformation. This phenomenon is very similar to contact fatigue described in section 5.2.2.2. 
Strain is accommodated near the surface in this way for a limited number of impacts before producing a 
bulk wear particle. The number of impacts necessary for this process of abrasion increases for smaller particles 
because impacts produce less strain than larger particles. Regardless of the precise mechanism it is a significant 
finding that incubation exists in the tribological erosion of marble, at least under these experiment conditions. 
The location of maximum stress on unloading as calculated by Chen et al. (2005) is a possible origin for the 
depth of the surface layer removed, which is estimated to be about one to two grains in depth from figures 5.5-
22 and 5.5-23 . The depth of distributed deformation below the crater is another.  
Characteristics of the site of material removal: A wear particle is produced from both pit and peak regions in 
the area repeatedly impacted (figure 5.5-21). Parts of peak regions remain behind at the impact site forming 
parts of the raised lip zone. The microscopic roughness texture of the base of the wear pits in figures 5.5-22 and 
5.5-23 is defined by the shape of the calcite grains or an intragranular fracture surface. This is very similar to 
the grain scale stoss roughness of natural bedforms (figure 2.3-5 and 2.3-6) and surfaces abraded in the flume 
(figures 4.5.2-3 and 4.5.2-4) indicating that these are the products of the same phenomenon. Just prior to the 
production of the wear particle the surface contains a steep, high central peak and adjacent deep pits. The 
dimensions of the material that is removed are limited by the extent of the deformed zone. This indicates that 
deformation is very limited in its extent outside the immediate crater. The location of material removal is 
similar to results from Oka et al. (1995). They determined that erosion probably initiated from the inner parts of 
the lip area and that material removal depends on the extent of the well strained area.  
Does deformation behaviour of dynamic indentation tests relate to steady state erosion behaviour? What 
relationship, if any, do impact angle, velocity and grain diameter dependencies found in this study have with 
those relationships for tribological erosion at steady state? Some of the relationships are very similar to those in 
section 5.2.3.3 and can perhaps give us some clues. The dependence of impact angle on tribological steady state 
erosion rate changes in the same way with changing velocity as the impact angle dependence on total-
deformation (compare figures 5.2-11 and 5.5-13). The shape of the curve stays the same but the magnitudes 
increase with increasing impact velocity. Also the shape of the steady state erosion rate dependence on impact 
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angle for ceramics is very similar to the total deformation dependence on impact angle (compare figures 5.2-12 
(120mesh) and 5.5-13). As these are very similar relationships it is quite probable that there is a good 
correlation between these single impact “dynamic indentation” tests and steady state tribological erosion rates, 
although magnitudes and mechanisms may vary.  
 
5.7 Conclusions 
Flat, polished marble plates deform by the solid particle impact of quartz spheres in a quasi-plastic mode. The 
surface expression of this is a central depressed (intruded) pit with a circumferential raised peak zone. Circular 
discontinuous ring segment cracks are found which are strongly controlled by grain boundaries. Individual 
calcite grains deform upon loading by shearing slip along twin interface planes producing secondary grain 
boundary cracks resulting in a dilation of the extruded peak material. For the entire dataset crater rim length (Lc) 
is related to crater rim width (Wc) by the relationship: cc WL  ,where  is a constant value of 0.99 (to 2 
significant figures (s.f.)) (dimensionless). For the entire dataset crater pit depth (dc) is related to crater peak 
height (hc) by the relation: cc dh  , where  is a constant of value 0.40 (to 2 s.f.) (dimensionless). Crater rim 
diameter (c ) is related to crater pit depth (dc) and sphere diameter (s) by the function:
  cscd
1
1 , where 
1, and 1 are constants with values of 0.050 (to 2 s.f.) (units dependent upon values of other variables) and -
2.30 (to 3 s.f.)  (dimensionless) and  has a value in the range 2.88-3.01 (to 3 s.f.) (dimensionless). The 
relationship between crater rim diameter (c) and impact velocity component normal to the substrate (vn) is 
described by: 322sin
  cavn
sevv
 , where 2 and 2 are constants with values 3.5x10
8
 (to 2 s.f.) (units 
dependent upon values of other variables) and 119m
-1
 (to 3 s.f.) respectively, θ is the impact angle in degrees 
and 3 has a value in the range 2.52 - 2.54 (to 3 s.f.) (dimensionless) for grains sizes below s = 0.035m and 
2.09 (to 3 s.f.)  (dimensionless) for grain sizes greater than this. Crater peak volume is linearly proportional to 
the crater pit volume. This ratio, the dilation factor, decreases with increasing sphere diameter. Total 
deformation for most sphere diameters and impact velocities increases to a maximum value at 75 then 
decreases up to 90. Total deformation is related to sphere diameter (s) and substrate normal velocity 
component (vn) by the equation: 
54
1
 nsT vkVol  , where VolT is the total deformation volume, k1 is a constant 
with value 2x10
-9 
(units dependent upon values of other variables), 4 is a constant with the value 2.16 (to 3 s.f.)  
(dimensionless), 5 is an exponent with a value in the range 2.65 to 3.43 (to 3 s.f.) (dimensionless). Total 
deformation is related to kinetic energy normal to the substrate by the relationship 62

kinT EkVol  , where k2 is a 
constant of value 2x10
-10
 (to 1 s.f.) (units dependent upon values of other variables) and 6 is a constant of value 
1.29 (to 3 s.f.) (dimensionless). The incubation phenomenon exists for the tribological erosion of marble. Peak 
heights increase with increasing number of impacts until a critical threshold is reached after which the rate of 
change of peak height increases until catastrophic failure and production of wear particles. Shortly after this the 
depth of pit regions decreases as the whole region is advected toward the surface prior to removal. When the 
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wear particle is dislodged the total relief of the surface dramatically enlarges due to the formation of a large pit 
and raised lip.  
5.8 Implications 
Whilst it is accepted that in most natural settings quartz spheres are not likely to be in abundance, we can use 
the relationships found in the study to make predictions of combinations of impact velocities and bedload grain 
sizes producing impact marks in marble channels. Equation 5.5.6  which relates the crater rim diameter (c) to 
the maximum impact velocity (vav), impact angle ( ) and sphere diameter (s), is repeated below: 
3
2
2
sin




se
vav
c 
   (5.5.6) 
Where impact marks are found, bedload measurements downstream of the location could provide an estimate of 
s whilst gauging records could give an indication of the maximum streamwise flow velocity and therefore an 
upper estimate for vav. Crater rim diameters could be measured from the substrate surface directly or moulds 
could be taken using a synthetic silicone rubber (such as Microset) to measure crater dimensions more 
accurately in the lab. The other values are constants, or have narrow ranges. Using these measurements a range 
of actual impact velocities and angles could be estimated using equation 5.5.6. Obvious limitations to this 
formulation are the sensitivity of the equation to 3 and the unknown effect of roughness on actual bedload 
clasts which will cause non-uniform impact site morphologies. It is also very likely that different substrates and 
clast lithologies would produce very different scaling relations and so this method should be confined to marble 
substrates and harder bedload clasts until further work has been done. 
 The materials science literature is rich with studies of tribological erosion. There is no reason to believe 
that the complexity that exists in ceramics does not exist for tribological erosion of rocks. Future mechanical 
models of geomorphological abrasion must take into account: 1) the style of deformation (brittle, quasi-plastic 
etc), 2) incubation (though this may be a minor consideration), 3) impact conditions (angle, velocity) 4) particle 
properties (using correct grain sizes, angularity) 4) Erodent/substrate properties together (hardness contrast, 
mineralogy) and finally 5) substrate properties (grain size, topography). 
 
5.9 Future work 
There are several limitations to this study some of which were necessary and deliberate.  
Firstly the use of polished rock plates and polished spheres was required to predetermine impact 
conditions and geometries and to allow the use of optical interferometry. In reality this would not be the case 
and both particle and target would have some degree of roughness which would complicate experimentation. 
However if an alternative measurement method could be found for rough surfaces, the facility now exists for 
further study to be carried out. An alternative to metrological techniques (surface measurement), is the well 
established method of repeated mass measurements of an eroding target which could be used to assess steady 
state tribological erosion. However experimentation in the Attal Flume could also be effective. 
Another significant unknown is the applicability of the findings in this study to other combinations of 
lithologies. In light of the content of the literature review it seems most unlikely that other target lithologies will 
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behave in the same way as marble to impact deformation and most likely that every combination of bedload 
lithology and substrate lithology will have a unique behaviour. However the use of this study as an input to 
mechanistic models would perhaps be more accurate than those presently used. Further studies on a variety of 
target lithologies, beginning perhaps with a representative lithology from each of the major rock types, using the 
method presented here would be beneficial to increase our knowledge of dynamic indentation of rocks to 
spherical erodents. 
In this study only the surface deformation was characterised. Using the presectioning technique, 
carefully controlled single impact studies could be carried out to determine the extent of distributed deformation 
at depth. In particular it would be very interesting to discover the maximum effective depth of deformation, 
which I predict to be very limited for marble due to its coarse grain structure. It would be of further interest to 
compare these results with those from very fine grained hard rocks such as chert to determine the relative 
effectiveness of cone fracture and quasi-plastic deformation in penetrating the depths of an eroding specimen.  
Using the rig designed for this study, carefully controlled impact experiments using real grains and 
substrate could study tribological erosion into steady state conditions which would be useful to correlate more 
confidently the results of this study to steady state erosion rates.  
Finally expansion of the current study for further sphere sizes and impact velocities would help 
constrain the relationships found, and the use of finer and coarse grained marbles would help to identify the 
existence of a brittle – quasi-ductile transition. Further variation of substrate and particle properties, given 
sufficient time, would complete the project. 
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CHAPTER 6: Synthesis 
Detailed understanding of the process of abrasion is required in order to construct accurate physical process 
based models of river incision and for calibrating relationships presently used in long term landscape evolution 
models. The overall aim of this thesis was to confirm the importance of erosion associated with bedload 
transport in natural upland bedrock channels, map the distribution of abrasion in those channels, understand 
what controls this distribution, and how the process works on a fundamental level. Field observations and 
experimental modelling have been used to probe this process. 
6.1 Solid particle impact experiments 
Chapter 5 sought to investigate the deformation produced by single particle impacts with varying impact 
velocity, impact angle and particle size/mass, produce an empirical deformation equation relating impact 
parameters to deformation of a pristine surface, determine the physical mechanism responsible and to study the 
incubation of a pristine surface due to multiple impacts on the same area. Principle results are highlighted below 
and are compared to natural features described in chapter 2 and 3 and surfaces produced artificially in chapter 4. 
Single impacts by smooth quartz spheres onto polished marble plates produce damage but very little 
erosion. Marble deforms by a quasi-plastic mode producing a raised crater rim and depressed crater pit 
morphology reflecting the shape of the indenter. This is accomplished by a shearing-extruding mechanism 
facilitated by intra-grain slip along twin interface planes and grain boundary fracture, resulting in volume 
dilation. The small scale morphology of natural impact marks have not been precisely characterised but other 
features observed by the naked eye are shared with those produced artificially, and described above. The lighter 
colour of the impact mark and the approximate sizes are very similar in marble for impacts in natural (see figure 
2.2-1e) and artificial settings. Impact marks in nature are rougher due to indentation by erodent grain surface 
roughness, possibly producing erosion in single impacts. Cone fractures observed in quartzite (figure 2.2-1c) are 
very similar to the elastic deformation (fracture) of the quartz spheres and are probably also the product of solid 
particle impact by bedload grains. Quasi-plastic and elastic deformation may be two end members by which 
rocks deform in a solid particle collision.  
After an incubation period, where very little material is lost, a repeatedly impacted surface fails 
catastrophically producing a wear particle. The sugary texture of the base of the wear pit (figure 5.5-22 and -23) 
is very similar to the texture of the stoss face in the flume-abraded specimens (figure 4.5.2-4) and similar to 
stoss specimens collected from natural settings in Taiwan (figure 2.3-6a-e). This indicates that bedload impact 
abrasion is the likely origin of the natural microsurface texture, and that a shearing extruding mechanism may 
operate in all three cases. The variation in microsurface textures in the natural specimens is most likely due to 
modification by suspended load abrasion, and dissolution. The small scale pitting of individual calcite grains 
(figure 2.3-6f-g) on natural lee surfaces can be explained by suspended load impact abrasion (figure 6-1). When 
erodent particles are similar to or smaller than the grain size of the target lithology then impacts will occur on 
individual grains, most likely forming a crater. Deformation will not occur by a shearing-extruding mechanism 
(which requires multi-grain scale deformation) but instead by an elastic (fracture) mechanism. This could cause 
a particle scale-dependent change in erosion rate – impact angle behaviour, such as shown in figure 5.2-12,  
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implying that a term should be included in physical based erosion models that captures this relative size effect. 
 
Total deformation varies with impact angle in a non-linear way, reaching maximum deformation at ~75 (figure 
5.5-15). This impact angle control on abrasion rates is a key finding as it explains the higher abrasion rates on 
UFCSs in both artificial and natural settings. Impact angle relationships like the one found here, have also been 
used to explain how very small scale UFCS-like features form spontaneously in engineering materials (e.g. 
Fang et al. 1998) and so could explain spontaneous formation of UFCS in natural channels, see section 6.3. 
Further quantitative relationships are discussed in section 6.4 in comparison with Sklar & Dietrich (2004).  
6.2 Bedform evolution due to fluvial bedrock abrasion by coarse bedload 
6.2.1 Artificial bedforms 
Chapter 4 sought to determine the effect of particle size (a parameter shared with chapter 5), particle and 
bedrock lithology and initial bedrock shape on rates, morphological change and impact-scale mechanisms in an 
abrading bedrock specimen. This was accomplished semi-quantitatively, although through collaboration we are 
beginning to fully model the observations.  
Bed roughness was found to be a primary control on erosion rates, with rough beds abrading 13-19x 
faster (on average) than flat beds for the same flow conditions. The impact angle dependence of total 
deformation explains this phenomenon, as impact angles will be greater where a bedload particle stream 
encounters an obstacle. Inclusion of increased frequency of impact on an obstacle completes the explanation. 
Thus bed roughness must be included in future physical process based and long term landscape evolution 
modelling in order to capture the higher erosion rates and to represent bedrock channels more realistically. In 
section 6.3 we consider how the effect of elevated abrasion rates due to the presence of roughness could 
contribute to the generation of roughness in a bedrock river channel. 
Bedrock abrasion by coarse bedload produces dominantly convex, upstream facing surfaces 
characterised by a brighter, sugary appearance and roughness defined by grain scale features. The shape of a 
bedrock obstacle evolves from an initial form into a steady state (time invariant) form, and parallel retreat 
ensues. This is an inevitable end-product of bedload abrasion produced by transiting bedload particle streams. 
The upward orientation of particle streams is responsible for creating and maintaining a crest line.  
 Edge chipping (percussion) and single impact marks were observed to occur in areas adjacent to strong  
abrasion. It is very unlikely that any other fluvial erosion mechanism described in section 1.1.2 could produce  
Figure 6-1 Enlargement of pitted surface texture from the lee 
surface of an UFCS, Li Wu River, Taiwan. SEM micrograph, scale 
bar 10m. Image shows small parts of a calcite grain separated by 
a grain boundary. Note the small scale pitting, particularly on the 
lower left part of the image which is most likely due to suspended 
load impact abrasion. A small rounded grain embedded in the 
surface is highlighted. This could be a primary depositional grain 
which has survived metamorphism (as similar grains were found in 
nearby quartzites), or a suspended load grain which has become 
embedded. Regardless of origin, this grain (falsely coloured yellow), 
which is fine silt grade, is representative of the size of grains likely to 
be in suspension.  
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edge chipping, though situations where edge chipping could occur on boulders that have rolled can be 
envisaged. Where found in nature (figure 2.2-1) these features may be used as additional indicators of the 
presence of bedload transit and the proximity of bedload abrasion. 
6.2.2 Natural bedforms 
Chapter 3 aimed to determine the magnitude and distribution of bedrock erosion within an upstream facing 
convex surface bedrock bedform, for comparison with flume experiments. Additional aims were to determine 
the control of surface aspect, lithology and position in the channel, the origin of the crestline discontinuity and 
the contrasting microsurface roughness between upstream and downstream facing surfaces.  
Erosion distribution comparison: The three dimensional distributions of erosion were mapped at ten 
bedrock channel UFCS sites in the Li Wu and Taisai Rivers, Taiwan. Erosion was dominantly focused on the 
stoss surfaces at all sites, where it was locally variable. The magnitude of erosion broadly increased with height 
up a channel cross section. Magnitudes of erosion varied across the channel bed at a single site (same lithology), 
and between sites in the same channel reach but in a poorly defined way (for sites of identical and contrasting 
lithologies). The path of bedload particle streams and the effect on these by flow stage were suggested as first 
order controls on the distribution of erosion across the channel. The crestline was shown to be caused by the 
advance of an active, rapidly eroding stoss surface into a passive, slower eroding lee surface. Crestlines can be 
relic features, caused by earlier eroding flows and so are not necessarily the product of most recent erosion. The 
primary convex form is created by the action of bedload particle streams but is likely to be modified by other 
erosion mechanisms. The primary convex form and elevated stoss erosion rates are identical features to those 
produced by bedload abrasion in chapter 4 
Erosion rate comparison: We can also compare the quantities of erosion experienced in the flume to 
those observed in the field. Holiu site 1 and experiments M6 and M7 are most similar as both substrates are 
marble and are eroded by dominantly quartz rich metamorphic bedload. The maximum erosion observed on the 
stoss surface of Holiu site 1 is ~60mm in one year. The steady state horizontal abrasion rate for M6 and M7 are 
0.14 and 0.13mm min
-1
 respectively. Therefore all the abrasion that occurred at Holiu site 1 can be accounted 
for by a moderate discharge event lasting ~7.5hrs. The discharge history, sediment load and calibre producing 
the erosion at Holiu are unknown. However this order of magnitude calculation indicates that all of the erosion 
observed in the field sites could be caused by a single flood event as previously inferred (Hartshorn et al. 2002). 
Morphology comparison: In chapter 4 we learnt that abrading flow obstacles go through evolution and 
steady state phases.  We can re-examine Lushui D1-D3 for evidence of these behaviours, as cross sections can 
be obtained for this site from four surveys in approximately the same location (figure 6-2). All stoss surfaces are 
virtually parallel. A longer survey campaign is required to fully establish steady state behaviour, however these 
profiles do suggest that this bedform is in steady state. This fixed shape profile in parallel retreat therefore 
implies that: i) an abrading bedload particle stream has existed for some time to shape the rock to this form, and 
ii) the particle stream has been invariable over the recent past (2005-2008) in order for the shape to remain 
constant. Fixed stage, discharge and grain size are all important in maintaining steady state form parallel retreat, 
as found in chapter 4. One way of maintaining constant bedload calibre would be to source sediment from an 
upstream landslide dam, where modal grain size could be narrow due to cataclastic processes. Discharge events 
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capable of entraining this calibre of sediment could be responsible for the bulk of the abrasion and therefore 
dominate steady state form. 
 
 In summary the distribution of erosion, magnitudes of erosion, steady state behaviour and microsurface 
textures are all entirely consistent with the analogue modelling results from chapter 4, which are explained by 
the increased erosion caused by higher incidence angles, found in chapter 5, and more frequent impacts of 
bedload grains. Based on these similarities and the prevalence of UFCS in Taiwanese rivers I infer that erosion 
in these natural sites is almost entirely due to bedload abrasion. UFCS may be dominant in bedrock rivers in 
Taiwan but are not universally dominant so this inference only applies where UFCSs are commonly found.  
With the results of this thesis in mind we can begin to speculate on the origin of roughness found in 
bedrock channels on a reach scale. We will now consider how UFCSs arise from lithologically homogeneous 
and heterogeneous reaches and propose explanations for their formation and growth. 
6.3 Evolution of channel reach scale roughness 
Let us now consider the simplest case of the evolution of roughness from a hypothetical, flat bedrock channel 
composed of a homogeneous substrate. Are UFCSs able to self-form in this situation and if so what could be 
controls on UFCS size and spacing? Many authors have described very small scale self-organised “bedform” 
fields due to dust abrasion and ion-beam erosion of homogeneous engineering materials (Finnie & Kabil 1965, 
Karimi et al. 1992, Talia et al. 1996, Fang et al. 1998, Habenicht 2001, Datta et al. 2001). In some cases these 
UFCS-like structures formed in a vacuum suggesting the particle stream is responsible and not the carrying 
fluid (Finnie & Kabil 1965). Fang et al. (1998) proposed a shadowing effect mechanism to explain the 
formation, size and spacing of micro-UFCS formation in ceramics. This explained the generation of bedforms 
by impact angle effects. Nucleation and growth of a microripple was produced by a positive feedback process 
exploiting the roughness generated from a single impact crater. These works demonstrate that UFCS could be 
emergent features in homogenous substrates and so be a core roughness component in many channels. However 
as many bedrock channels are lithologically heterogeneous, the nucleation and growth of UFCSs from lithology 
contacts is considered next. 
The model about to be presented is based on observations from chapters 2-4, which implicitly include 
the impact angle dependence of erosion rates found in chapter five. Consider the evolution of roughness in a 
hypothetical channel reach caused by the generation and propagation of UFCSs. This hypothetical channel 
Figure 6-2 Lushui D1-D3 cross sections parallel channel. Below: 
2007 (blue) and 2008 (gold) models. The 2007 cross section (yellow 
line) is almost parallel to the 2008 cross section (red) indicating possible 
steady state morphology. Right: Hsieh (2007), same location. 
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consists of a flat bed composed of two lithologies separated by a contact perpendicular to the bed (figure 6-3 t1). 
Discharge, stage, sediment load and calibre are kept constant. The weaker lithology (marble) is upstream of a 
resistant lithology (limestone), staying close to lithologies used in my studies. Relative rates of abrasion are 
derived from chapter 4, where the bed-normal abrasion rate of marble is twice that of limestone (for flat beds) 
and the rate of horizontal abrasion for rough beds is arbitrarily set at a low value of six times the rate of bed-
normal abrasion (shown in red). Figure 6-3 shows a series of surfaces separated by equal time (t) intervals 
displaying the evolution of a bedrock channel reach where an UFCS is initially nucleated on the lithological 
contact. The chain of events is as follows. t1-t2: the marble surface abrades normal to the bed twice as quickly as 
limestone, creating an element of roughness on the upstream side of the limestone at the contact, generating an 
UFCS. t2-t3: as the marble abrades further, the UFCS enlarges and the local relief of the channel increases. t3-t4: 
the marble abrades further increasing the relief of the UFCS until a critical relief limit is reached resulting in 
alluviation of the lower part of the stoss face. This armours the marble preventing further erosion. t4-t5: the 
upper part of the UFCS is abraded by bedload moving over the immobile layer, enough to propagate a smaller 
UFCS downstream. At the same time local relief is reduced as the flat bed behind the UFCS is slowly eroded 
perpendicular to the bed. t5-t6: The smaller UFCS abrades, migrating downstream at a rapid rate parallel to the 
bed away from the alluvium deposit. This decreases local relief, below the alluviation critical relief limit 
unlocking the mantle. t6-t7: The lower part of the initial UFCS is now exposed and erosion is reactivated on the 
lower UFCS which advances as a discrete second UFCS. The marble is now exposed and abrades exposing a 
new roughness element nucleating a third UFCS. Note that the grouping of UFCSs in the surface profiles at t5, t6 
and t7 are very similar in appearance to the profiles reported by Hsieh (2007) (figure 6-2). In this model the role 
of alluviation is critical for nucleating further UFCSs. The term critical relief limit, related to alluviation, is 
loosely defined but it is meant to describe a situation where the obstacle is too high for bedload to transit the 
flow obstacle and so an immobile layer builds up until the top part of the bedload layer can transit the obstacle. 
The critical relief limit is proportional to grain size, obstruction height, flow depth and discharge. For example 
if the top of an UFCS is subaerial then a bedload particle stream must go around the obstacle. A significant 
difference between this model and the flume experimental configuration is that the stretch of river in front of the 
UFCS, and the upper surface of the UFCS erode normal to the bed. Shielding by alluviation did not occur in the 
flume and so generation of new UFCSs by this mechanism was not observed. This model applies to situations 
where the downstream length of the resistant lithology is significantly greater than the saltation length of a 
bedload particle. 
An outcome of this model is the creation of locally shallower reach gradients, a possible origin for steps 
in step-pool reach scale bedrock channel morphologies. However if higher horizontal abrasion rates were used, 
instead of this very conservative value, then more resistant lithologies would be instantaneously planed flat as 
the UCFS rapidly eroded downstream. A second implication of including the faster horizontal abrasion rates 
into a model of reach scale roughness evolution is a shift in the rate limiting abrasion rate from the slowest rate, 
produced by the most resistant lithology, to the fastest vertical abrasion rate of the weaker lithology. If only 
vertical abrasion rates were considered then one can imagine that the weaker lithology would erode more 
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rapidly, form a depression and become alluviated, freezing erosion in that part of the channel until the more 
resistant lithology had abraded to the level of the weaker. 
 
Figure 6-3 Reach scale evolution of channel roughness due to UFCS nucleation and advance caused by a lithological contact. 
Schematic diagram. The initial flat channel and lithological distribution are shown by pale colours. The bedrock surface at each time 
interval is shown by a solid black line and time label. Grains are schematically indicated as orange circles. The relative erosion rates are 
shown as arrows, where the horizontal abrasion rate (red arrow) corresponds to the red UFCSs. UFCSs are nucleated at the lithological 
contact which then advance downstream. New UFCSs are generated by alluviation of older UFCSs when the local relief increases 
above a threshold. 
 
The model proposed in figure 6-3 is only one scenario where UFCSs could be produced in lithologically 
heterogeneous bedrock channels. Other situation where UFCS could be generated are where edge chipping 
occurs on rock surfaces adjacent to joints, which would generate an initial depression leading to the nucleation 
and growth of UFCSs, or where quarrying exposes joint faces. Closely spaced joints could nucleate several 
UFCSs producing a bedform field.  
6.4 Implications 
Empirical relationships were determined in chapter 5 between impact parameters and morphology of the impact 
crater. Although the total deformation measured in this study is not the same as the volume eroded per impact in 
steady state, we may tentatively use total deformation as a proxy (where crater pit volume is a proxy for damage 
at depth). Total deformation (VolT) scales with the sphere diameter (s) to a power of 2.16 (to 3 s.f.) and with 
the normal component of the impact velocity (vn) to a power in the range 2.65 - 3.34 (to 3 s.f.): 
34.365.216.2
1
 nsT vkVol      (5.5.8) 
With the equation in this form we can make a direct comparison to Sklar & Dietrich’s (2004) saltation-abrasion 
model. They duplicated the assumption made by Engel (1978) in his tribological erosion model: that the volume 
eroded per particle impact scales with the cube of the sphere diameter and the square of the normal component 
of the impact velocity thus producing: 
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where k1 is a constant in this study. In (5.2.3) the grain diameter exponent is 3 and the impact velocity exponent 
is 2 which are different to the empirical derivations found in this study. These empirical derivations shift the 
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emphasis from grain diameter to impact velocity normal to the substrate, making grain size less important. 
However note that these relationships were determined from the entire data set. For subsets of the data it was 
found that maximum erosion was achieved when the impact angle was 75 at maximum velocity. These 
empirical relationships can be utilised instead of assumptions from first principles.  
 Other results from this study show this model to be incomplete. In chapter 4 it was found that the 
hardness contrast between bedload grain and substrate was a strong control on the rate of abrasion but had little 
effect on the steady state form. This is explained by the ability of harder grains to indent and scratch softer 
bedrock (explaining the higher rates of abrasion) yet the bedload particles transit the obstacle in the same 
fashion explaining the similarity of form. This demonstrates that a hardness contrast term such as equation 5.2.1 
(p158) must be included in physical based models of channel abrasion. The deformation mechanism of the 
target substrate and incubation phenomenon were demonstrated to affect erosion in chapter 5, and the relative 
size of the erodent and target grain sizes are suggested as further important factors to include. 
 Outstanding important questions for modellers are: 1) What proportion of the channel bed contains 
UFCS, and hence how important are they? 2) How can roughness be factored into models? 2) Do UFCS 
respond to channel cutting or do they drive incision? 
Additional lesser implications are discussed at the end of chapters 2-5. 
6.5 Notions for future research 
The grand challenge now is to link deformation (damage) to erosion in natural channels. A significant problem 
in the study of bedrock abrasion is the incredibly destructive nature of the surface environment when it is 
occurring, which limits the techniques that can be used to study impact erosion. Remote sensing techniques are 
therefore desirable, and rely on proxies for erosion. One possible remote sensing technique would use 
geophones to monitor the sound of impacts occurring in an adjacent river. Laboratory and field studies could be 
carried out to calibrate a geophone to known amounts of erosion produced by particle impact. A necessary step 
would be to determine the amount of kinetic energy which is available on impact that is transformed into 
geomorphic work by deforming or eroding the substrate (and erodent grain). This would require single impact 
studies where the rebound height of an impacting grain was measured and related to the volume deformation (or 
erosion) and a geophone recording. Then conducting field trials in an instrumented, controlled catchment (such 
as the Pitzbach, Turowski et al. 2009) where erosion and grain size were measured, could establish the 
feasibility of this technique as a remote sensing tool. Once this is established a geophone array could be 
installed in a bedrock channel to measure erosion remotely, non-invasively and in “real time”. 
Additionally expanding the parameter space for all studies, to include varieties of substrate and grain 
lithologies as well as grain sizes would broaden the usefulness of the results already found, and confirm the 
relationships already determined. Higher frequency field monitoring surveys would capture erosion by 
individual floods and establish steady state behaviour. Flume investigations of the effect of obstacle height on 
alluviation and particle paths would help calibrate modelling efforts such as shown in figure 6-3, and studying 
the steady state erosion of marble by controlled single impacts would establish links between deformation (with 
varying impact angle, velocity and particle size) and those relationships with erosion. 
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Data tables            a 
  
Data table 1. Number of impacts per experimental configuration 
 
Data tables            b 
  
Data table 2: Data for figures 5.5-7 to 5.5-9 – 20mm grain size 
 
 
Data table 3: Data for figures 5.5-7 to 5.5-9 – 30mm grain size 
 
 
 
Data tables            c 
  
Data table 4: Data for figures 5.5-7 to 5.5-9 – 35mm grain size 
 
 
Data table 5: Data for figures 5.5-7 to 5.5-9 – 65mm grain size 
 
